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Abstract

The most significant bottleneck in wireless communication systems is an ever-increasing dis-
proportion between the bandwidth demand and the available spectrum. A major challenge in
the field of wireless communications is to maximise the spatial reuse of resources whilst avoid-
ing detrimental co-channel interference (CCI). To this end, frequency planning and centralised
coordination approaches are widely used in wireless networks. However, the networks for the
next generation of wireless communications are often envisioned to be decentralised, randomly
distributed in space, hierarchical and support heterogeneous traffic and service types. Fixed
frequency allocation would not cater for the heterogeneous demands and centralised resource
allocation would be cumbersome and require a lot of signalling. Decentralised radio resource
allocation based on locally available information is considered the key.

In this context, the busy burst (BB) signalling concept is identified as a potential mechanism
for decentralised interference management in future generation networks. Interference aware
allocation of time-frequency slots (chunks) is accomplished by letting receivers transmit a BB
in a time-multiplexed mini-slot, upon successful reception of data. Exploiting channel reci-
procity of the time division duplex (TDD) mode, the transmitters avoid reusing the chunks
where the received BB power is above a pre-determined threshold so as to limit the CCI caused
towards the reserved chunks to a threshold value. In this thesis, the performance of BB sig-
nalling mechanism in orthogonal frequency division multiple access - time division duplexing
(OFDMA-TDD) systems is evaluated by means of system level simulations in networks oper-
ating in ad hoc and cellular scenarios. Comparisons are made against the state-of-the-art cen-
tralised CCI avoidance and mitigation methods, viz. frequency planning, fractional frequency
reuse, and antenna array with switched grid of beams, as well as decentralised methods such as
the carrier sense multiple access method that attempt to avoid CCI by avoiding transmission on
chunks deemed busy. The results demonstrate that with an appropriate choice of threshold pa-
rameter, BB-based techniques outperform all of the above state-of-the-art methods. Moreover,
it is demonstrated that by adjusting the BB-specific threshold parameter, the system through-
put can be traded off for improving throughput for links with worse channel condition, both
in the ad hoc and cellular scenario. Moreover, by utilising a variable BB power that allows a
receiver to signal the maximum CCI it can tolerate, it is shown that a more favourable trade-off
between total system throughput and link throughput can be made. Furthermore, by performing
link adaptation, it is demonstrated that the spatial reuse and the energy efficiency can be traded
off by adjusting the threshold parameter. Although the BB signalling mechanism is shown to
be effective in avoiding detrimental CCI, it cannot mitigate CCI by itself. On the other hand,
multiple antenna techniques such as adaptive beamforming or switched beam approaches allow
CCI to be mitigated but suffer from hidden node problems. The final contribution of this the-
sis is that by combining the BB signalling mechanism with multiple antenna techniques, it is
demonstrated that the hybrid approach enhances spatial reusability of resources whilst avoiding
detrimental CCI.

In summary, this thesis has demonstrated that BB provides a flexible radio resource mechanism
that is suitable for future generation networks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Trends in mobile communications

The last decade has witnessed an unprecedented growth in the mobile communications indus-

try. This is evident from an increase in the number of mobile subscribers worldwide from 1.5

billions in the year 2003 to 4 billions towards the end of the year 2008 [4]. In the United King-

dom itself, the number of active mobile connections per 100 of population stands at 126.1 in

2008 compared to 88.8 in 2003 [4]. Together with the growth of the market, the industry has

started experiencing the paradigm shift from primarily voice oriented services towards data ori-

ented communication. Applications such as high speed internet and email access, multimedia

upload and downloads are some of the services traditionally sought from wired telecommuni-

cations that have penetrated into the domain of expected services from wireless communication

networks in recent years. Indeed, mobile devices that combine entertainment, communica-

tions and navigation into one product are already widely available in the high street. These are

already paving the way towards realising the anything, anytime and anywhere paradigm.

The increase in the number of services sought from wireless networks increases the require-

ments in terms of data rate. In the early universal mobile telecommunications system (UMTS)

networks, the peak data rates envisioned were 144 kpbs in vehicular, 384 kpbs in outdoor-

to-indoor environment [5]. The peak data rates expected from third generation (3G) cellular

networks enhanced to 14 Mbps using high speed packet access (HSPA) [6] and 28 Mbps using

HSPA evolved (HSPA+) [7]. In the fourth generation, (4G) networks, typical peak data rates

envisioned are 100 Mbps for mobile and 1 Gbps for fixed wireless links [8, 9]. The major bot-

tleneck in realising the above goals is the availability of wireless spectrum, which is generally

considered a scarce resource and is often auctioned off at very high prices. An example of this

is the recent spectrum auction in 2003 in the United Kingdom for the 40 MHz of spectrum in the

3.4 GHz band, which was auctioned off for GBP 6,955,000 [10] for fixed wireless broadband

access. Given the limited availability of spectrum and high cost of spectrum, two of the major

challenges for the wireless network operator are first, to be able to meet the ever increasing
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traffic demand in the limited available spectrum and second, to reduce the cost of transmission

per bit.

1.2 Bottleneck in mobile communications

Mobile communication faces a trend of ever increasing data rates while the available spec-

trum increases at a much slower pace. The only solution to the emerging bottleneck is a

significant increase of system spectral efficiency (by factors). In general terms, this can be

achieved by increasing the frequency reuse. On the physical layer, e.g. multiple-input-multiple-

output (MIMO) transmissions achieve this goal via spatial multiplexing [11–13] or beamform-

ing [14, 15]. On the system/networking level, this goal is achieved by smaller cell radii through

the introduction of femtocells [16, 17] or ad hoc communication [18, 19] and at the same time

allowing all cells/links to access all frequency channels. Extensions of this concept are cogni-

tive radio approaches which expand the accessible set of frequency channels beyond the fre-

quency bandwidth allocated to a particular system [20], e.g. to enable mobile communication

systems to benefit from unused TV channels.

Common to all these techniques is that they generate interference. Such interference is called

inter-channel interference (ICI) for multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems whereas the

interference in system arising from an increased system frequency reuse is called co-channel

interference (CCI). In order to avoid increased interference, it is imperative that powerful inter-

ference mitigation techniques are employed. Smaller cell radii and random link deployments

such as in femtocell and ad hoc networks render effective interference coordination techniques

difficult since central control is not possible and the system, in fact, relies on self-organisation

which requires the entities in the network to make own decisions based on local information.

When multiple links share the same time-frequency resources, the problems of collisions can

be debilitating – especially since the vulnerable receiver cannot be ‘sensed’ by new transmit-

ters entering the network - giving rise to the hidden node and exposed node problems, which is

discussed further in Section 2.7.2.3.

Two or more links may reuse the spectrum as long as they are able to decode the transmit-

ted information correctly. Due to interference and noise, the received bits may differ from the

originally transmitted bits, giving rise to bit errors. The bit errors may either be detected us-

ing error detection schemes such as parity checks, check sums, cyclic redundancy checks and
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Hamming distance based checks and retransmission may be requested or some of the bit errors

may be corrected using forward error correction (FEC) codes such as convolutional coding.

The ratio between incorrectly received bits to the number of bits transmitted is called the bit

error ratio (BER). The maximum tolerable BER depends on application and the typical BER

figures are 10−3 for voice and between 10−7 and 10−5 for data applications. There exists a

one-to-one mapping between the BER and the signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR)

where in general the BER decreases as the SINR increases [21, 22]. The maximum amount of

interference that can be admitted whilst ensuring that the BER remains below the maximum

permitted for satisfying the QoS constraint is called an ‘interference tolerance’ threshold. Dif-

ferent approaches have been proposed to maximise spectral reuse whilst attempting to keep the

interference below the interference tolerance threshold, the detailed discussion of such interfer-

ence avoidance mechanisms is done in Chapter 2.

1.3 Interference management

Interference may broadly be classified into inter-system interference and intra-system interfer-

ence based on the source and the victim of interference. Inter-system interference arises when

two systems operate in the same or the adjacent bandwidths. A typical example of inter-system

interference is the interference caused among the systems operating in the industrial, scientific

and medical (ISM) bands, such as Bluetooth signal interfering with wireless local area network

(WLAN) signal. Likewise, Doppler shift can cause interference between two systems even if

they are transmitting at mutually orthogonal frequencies. Inter system interference is gener-

ally avoided by planning the use of the spectrum and licensing to a particular system for use.

The licensee holds the exclusive right to transmit within the licensed spectrum but must ensure

that the spillage to adjacent channels is kept within the limits. For unlicensed spectrum, cog-

nitive approaches that detect and avoid the use of the spectrum are generally used [23] or the

approaches that preemptively avoid collisions such as through random channel hopping [24].

By contrast, the reuse of spectrum within the same system gives rise to intra system interfer-

ence. Intra system interference is typically an issue in cellular and ad hoc systems operating

within the licensed bands where the licensee is the sole user of the particular bandwidth. How-

ever, the licensee endeavours to maximise the spectral reuse in order to increase the number

of bits transmitted in the available spectrum. The interference arising from imperfections in

hardware design or Doppler shift give rise to adjacent channel interference (ACI). In cellu-
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lar systems, ACI arises due to sharing of the available bandwidth between multiple users and

is called multiple access interference (MAI) which may be mitigated by improving time and

frequency synchronisation or frequency correction.

The co-channel interference (CCI) which arises from frequency reuse may be mitigated by care-

ful allocation of radio resources. The received signal power on average decreases exponentially

with distance, typically with an exponent factor between 2 (free space model) and 4 (in urban

environment). As long as the receiver is ‘sufficiently’ away from an interfering transmitter, the

radio resource may be reused. This principle is used in cellular networks with fixed infras-

tructure used for mobile telecommunications system. In cellular networks, the mobile stations

(MSs) communicate with the base stations (BSs) using the frequency bands assigned by the

BS. The BSs are generally assumed to be uniformly distributed. Two BSs that use the same

set of frequencies are called co-channel cells. A large spatial separation between co-channel

cells reduces CCI caused to victim receivers and vice versa. However, increasing the spatial

separation decreases the number of times the frequency is reused within the network which can

potentially lower the spectral efficiency of the wireless networks. The ‘reuse factor’ is chosen

based on the maximum CCI acceptable in the network. Clearly, such approach results in a

‘hard reuse’ and cannot cater for load imbalance across different sites or exploit the frequency

selectivity and time variance of the channel.

Moreover, frequency planning is generally not feasible for CCI mitigation in ad hoc networks

that have no fixed infrastructure and centralised control. In such networks, the MSs typically

need to coordinate among themselves on how they communicate with one another and/or how

they access the network resources. One of the most widely used CCI avoidance approaches

used in ad hoc networks such as WLANs using IEEE 802.11 protocol is the carrier sensing

approach. The transmitting entity attempts to determine the presence of another transmitter by

sensing any ongoing activity on the frequency band the new transmitter intends to use. Such

approaches are ‘preemptive’ in nature and do not solve the ‘hidden’ and the ‘exposed’ node

problem (discussed in Chapter 2) depending on the location of an interfering transmitter with

respect to the receiver and the transmitter respectively of an active link.

The aforesaid problems with the hidden and the exposed node or inflexible resource allocation

in cellular network can be solved if the transmitter has an a priori knowledge of the amount

of interference the transmitter would cause to the receiver of pre-established links. Likewise,

in cellular networks such knowledge would reduce the loss in spectral efficiency due to hard
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frequency reuse whilst still maintaining that the interference is kept within the tolerable limits.

The frequency bands can be allocated to different cells in an ‘on demand basis’, thereby allow-

ing flexible operation in the network. One way to obtain such knowledge is using the busy burst

(BB) signalling [25–27], where the receiver of an already established link transmits a BB in a

time-multiplexed mini-slot following a successful reception of data. Provided that the transmit-

ter is obliged to sense the BB slot before transmission, it can infer the amount of interference

it causes to an active link if it were to transmit by utilising the channel reciprocity property of

the TDD mode. Exclusion region around the victim receiver is established by requiring a trans-

mitter to avoid transmissions where the transmitter senses that it potentially causes detrimental

CCI (i.e. larger than a threshold value) towards the active receiver. The application of the BB

approach in ad hoc and cellular deployments is addressed in this thesis.

1.4 Thesis contributions

The aim of this thesis is to investigate the BB signalling mechanism for dynamic chunk allo-

cation in orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) – time division duplexing

(TDD) systems operating in ad hoc and cellular scenarios. The performance of chunk allo-

cation using BB signalling is evaluated against the state-of-the-art chunk allocation methods

used in wireless networks such as carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) in ad hoc networks or

full frequency reuse and frequency reuse planning methods in cellular networks. The system

performance is evaluated by means of system level simulations [28] using a MATLAB-based

simulator written for this purpose. It is widely accepted that the optimal allocation of power

and spatial reuse of bandwidth in a multi-link scenario is a non-convex problem in general form

[29–31]. Therefore, dynamic chunk allocation algorithm cannot be analysed in a closed form.

Hence, a simulation approach is used for investigating the BB signalling mechanism in this

thesis.

Early work with BB signalling [27] demonstrated that the total system throughput can be max-

imised by an appropriate choice of the threshold parameter in a system that used fixed modula-

tion scheme systemwide. In this thesis, it is demonstrated that when the threshold is set so as

to enhance the system throughput, the radio resources are primarily allocated to the links with

better channel condition at an expense of the links with worse channel conditions, assuming a

full-buffer traffic. In this context, it is demonstrated that the system throughput may be traded
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off for an enhanced throughput at the lower 10th percentile of link throughput1 by adjusting the

threshold parameter. The lower 10th percentile of user throughput is chosen as a measure of

guaranteed link throughput in a network. Furthermore, in a system utilising fixed modulation

scheme systemwide, it is demonstrated that the trade off between link throughput and system

throughput is more favourable if each receiver broadcasts a BB of variable power that signals

the maximum amount of CCI that the receiver can tolerate whilst meeting the SINR target. In

a system performing link adaptation, it is demonstrated that a high threshold enforces a high

spatial reuse, which reduces the achieved SINRs at the receiver. By utilising feedback from the

receiver, the transmitter selects lower order modulation schemes. Provided that a fixed transmit

power per chunk is used systemwide, it is demonstrated that the energy per bit required for

transmission can be adjusted by varying the threshold in an interference limited scenario.

In the context of the cellular system, due to point-to-multipoint transmissions in the downlink

(DL) and multipoint-to-point transmissions in the uplink (UL), high CCI is coupled with low

intended signals in the DL; whereas in the UL high CCI can equally affect the links with low

or high levels of intended signal power, giving rise to what is termed as interference diversity.

Consequently, it is identified that the average SINRs are lower in the DL than in the UL pro-

vided that chunks are fully reused. This results in a higher guaranteed link throughput in the

UL than in the DL with full frequency reuse. By lowering the threshold, it is demonstrated that

the dominant component of the CCI in the DL is eliminated. As a result, the achieved SINR

at the cell-edge improve and the guaranteed link throughput improves at the cost of the achiev-

able system throughput. By contrast, lowering the threshold in the uplink reduces the number of

chunks used in adjacent cell that can be used by cell-edge user in the tagged cell. Consequently,

the improvement in the SINR achieved by lowering the threshold is counteracted by the reduc-

tion in the number of chunks available to cell-edge users. Therefore, it is demonstrated that the

trade off is more favourable in the DL than in the UL. Furthermore, the impact of prioritising

users with fewer reserved chunks was investigated in the context of the cellular systems and it

was shown that user prioritisation improves user throughput when CCI protection is enforced.

However, when CCI protection is compromised by increasing the threshold, it is demonstrated

that user prioritisation increases collisions and compromises the total system throughput.

The final contribution of this thesis is that it combines the interference awareness property

1The term user throughput and link throughput are used synonymously in this thesis. The former is preferred in
the context of cellular networks and the latter in the context of ad hoc networks.
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of the BB protocol with CCI mitigation achieved using multiple antennas at the BS. In the

literature, it has been demonstrated that multiple antennas at the base station (BS) such as a

switched beam approach [15] or adaptive beamforming with opportunistic scheduling [14, 32]

provide powerful basic mechanisms to mitigate the effects of CCI and enhance the reusabil-

ity of radio resources. The key problem is that the interfering gains between the transmitting

BS of the tagged cell and the receiving MSs in adjacent cells is not known in a short time

basis without significant signalling overhead. This problem is solved by combining BB proto-

col with a switched beam approach. The impact of contention avoidance with p−persistence

and contention free approach proposed in [2] combined with BB protocol are investigated and

it is demonstrated that the latter improves both the system and the user throughput. Finally,

the impact of the number of antennas at the BS and the number of users served by a BS are

investigated. It is shown that the BB-enabled switched beam approach improves the system

performance beyond that provided by the switched beam approach, regardless of the number

of antennas utilised. In light of these results, it is demonstrated that the BB protocol and beam-

forming techniques perfectly complement each other enabling a high frequency reuse in the

system while mitigating CCI.

1.5 Thesis structure

This chapter provided a brief motivation and highlighted the importance of CCI avoidance and

mitigation in future generation networks. The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows.

Chapter 2 introduces different classes of wireless networks and methods of accessing channel

for bidirectional communication (duplexing) as well as methods of sharing the available band-

width among multiple users (multiple access). Centralised CCI mitigation approaches such

as frequency planning, fractional frequency reuse and beamforming using multiple antennas

typically applied to cellular networks are discussed next. The issue of scheduling and fairness

is discussed. Finally, decentralised CCI mitigation approaches such as carrier sense multiple

access, two-way handshake protocols and their variants as well as busy signal approaches are

discussed next. This leads to the concept of busy burst signalling which is the concept explored

further in this thesis.

Chapter 3 describes the dynamic chunk allocation mechanism using BB signalling and investi-

gates the performance of BB signalling in self organising ad hoc networks using the parameters
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from the TDD mode of wireless world initiative new radio (WINNER) in an indoor deploy-

ment scenario. Comparisons are made against random chunk allocation approaches and the

state-of-the-art CSMA/CA approach.

Chapter 4 considers BB signalling together with user scheduling in cellular systems operating

in Manhattan and hexagonal cellular deployments. Comparisons are made against the full-

frequency reuse scheme that does not attempt to avoid interference. The impact of blind and

fair user scheduling and the impact of performing link adaptation are considered.

Chapter 5 addresses chunk allocation in cellular network that are equipped with multiple an-

tennas at the BS and utilise transmit beamforming in the downlink (DL) mode. The impact of

an increase in the number of antennas and the number of users in the system performance is

investigated. Likewise, the impact of utilising a priori estimate of the SINR for user scheduling

in the DL mode is investigated. Finally, the impact of collision free approach and p−persistent

approach in allocating unreserved chunks is presented.

Chapter 6 draws conclusion from the work recorded in this thesis and discusses the key limita-

tions and suggests future works that needs to be done.
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Chapter 2
Background

The paradigm shift from conventional telephony in the second generation (2G) towards multi-

media applications that are envisioned for the fourth generation (4G) networks has made radio

resource allocation in wireless networks more challenging than ever before. Services such as

email access, high-speed Internet access, downloading music and videos, video telephony and

so forth that were traditionally considered to be wireline applications are common in mobile

devices. Novel services such as television (TV) on demand, video-conferencing and naviga-

tion are constantly being added to mobile services. Such applications have stringent and het-

erogeneous demand in terms of data rate, delay tolerance, bit error ratio (BER) and security.

Research and development efforts are ongoing to develop a system that is capable of meeting

the ambitious goals for the fourth generation networks. The key objectives that 4G networks

are envisioned to fulfil, according to the international telecommunications union (ITU) are as

follows [33]

1. To achieve a data rate of 100 Mbps in vehicular speeds and 1 Gbps for fixed and stationary

links [33, 34].

2. To achieve appropriate quality at reasonable cost [33].

3. To limit delays in the order of less than 20 ms to 200 ms depending on service class [35].

4. To have a seamless handover and interoperability among networks in different conti-

nents [33, 34].

5. To have networks running on an internet protocol (IP)-based packet switched network.

An efficient utilisation of the available spectrum is one of the most important necessity in

meeting most of the above objectives. On the one hand, reuse of the spectrum increases the

amount of bandwidth available in the system potentially increasing the system spectral effi-

ciency whereas on the other hand the reuse of spectrum increases the co-channel interference
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(CCI) caused to the receiver. The impact of CCI can be debilitating on links that suffer from

high channel attenuation, potentially resulting in an outage [36]. CCI mitigation and avoidance

is therefore regarded as the key to reducing outage and improving spectral efficiency. In this

chapter, existing CCI avoidance and mitigation approaches proposed and/or utilised in different

types of network ranging from self organising ad hoc network to cellular networks which may

be centrally coordinated are discussed. Furthermore, this chapter also provides background on

the channel access methods and in particular on the orthogonal frequency division multiple ac-

cess (OFDMA) - time division duplex (TDD) system and motivates how it is suitable for the

4G networks.

2.1 Wireless communications networks

Wireless communications networks for personal and commercial use may be classified into the

following three main types based on the type of infrastructure and control - viz. the cellular

networks, wireless hotspots and the ad hoc networks.

2.1.1 Cellular networks

In cellular networks, the wireless service provider typically provides coverage to the subscribers

by providing access points to which the subscriber units can connect to using electromagnetic

waves. In an ideal sense, such access points are distributed uniformly over the intended geo-

graphical coverage area and the subscriber units connect to the access point that provides the

maximum channel gain. In practice, the wireless network operator places the access points so

that it covers a certain percentage of population within the geographical area. This may re-

sults in holes where no signal may be received. The wireless access points are connected to a

core network that interconnects with either the public switched trunked network (PSTN) or the

Internet. The subscriber units are called mobile stations (MSs) and the access points that act

as intermediaries between the communication network and the subscriber units are called base

stations (BSs)1. The wireless interface between the MSs and the BSs is the last hop (or first

hop) of the communication chain. As the system relies on a fixed infrastructure, the frequency

bandwidth used for communication between the BS and the MS may be coordinated centrally

1In the third generation partnership project (3GPP) long term evolution (LTE) terminology, BS is called enhanced
node B (eNodeB) and MS is called user equipment (UE) [37]. In this thesis, the terminology BS and MS is used.
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or in a distributed manner so as to mitigate the effects of CCI. One of the commonly utilised

means to mitigate CCI is frequency planning, discussed further in Section 2.6.1.

2.1.2 Wireless hotspots

The wireless hotspots are isolated BSs that provide coverage to subscriber units located within

their coverage area. Examples of such wireless hotspots include the wireless local area network

(WLAN) access points or femtocells [16, 17] envisioned to extend the cellular coverage to

indoor users. Provided that the BS is isolated from other BSs, the only source of interference

arises when multiple users attempt to transmit to the BS. This problem can be solved using

polling [38] which is used as a part of the point coordination function (PCF) in the IEEE 802.11

standard.

However, the signal originating from transmitters located within one hotspot interferes with

receivers located within another hotspot. WLAN access points and femtocells are typically

installed by the subscribers at their premises and have no knowledge of the position of an

interfering node. In such scenario, pre-mediated positioning of such access points as done

in cellular network so as to mitigate CCI is often not feasible. In such networks, centralised

frequency planning would be too cumbersome and would require a large amount of signalling.

2.1.3 Ad hoc networks

Ad hoc networks, by definition, are the networks formed in an ‘on demand’ basis to fulfil a

particular purpose. The characteristic feature of such networks is that they lack centralised

infrastructure and rigorous control. As such, the communicating nodes typically coordinate

among themselves how they communicate with one another and/or how the access the network

resources. Although classical use of such ad hoc networks included military communications,

disaster relief scenarios or the sensor networks, the popularity of such networks in home and

commercial applications is growing. The network formed by communicating devices that use

the Bluetooth interface is a good example of ad hoc network. Likewise, wireless home digital

interface [39] that aims to connect video devices wirelessly by providing data of 3 Gbps on a

40 MHz bandwidth in a short range is another recent example of ad hoc network in a typical

home scenario. Common to all ad hoc networks above is an absence of a global controller that

coordinates the usage of radio resources. As such, the nodes must utilise information available
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locally so as to communicate successfully with one another.

2.2 Channel access methods

In a wireless communication network, the available bandwidth is shared to enable bidirectional

communications (duplexing). Moreover, in each duplex direction, the available radio resource

must be shared among multiple competing users (multiple access) whilst avoiding (ideally) any

interference between two users. Interference is avoided when orthogonality between the radio

resources assigned to two users (in multiple access) or between the two directions (duplexing)

is maintained. This is achieved by separating the signals in time, frequency, code or space

domain. In this section, a general overview of duplexing and multiple access techniques is

presented.

2.2.1 Duplexing techniques

Duplexing is a means to provide bidirectional communication between two communicating ter-

minals. In the context of a cellular system, the BS transmits to the MS in the downlink (DL)

mode while the MS transmits to the BS in the uplink (UL) mode. Duplexing is typically per-

formed by separating the signals either along the time domain or along the frequency domain.

In the frequency division duplexing (FDD), separate frequency bands are used for transmitting

or receiving when viewed from a user’s perspective as depicted in Figure 2.1(a). A channel

used in the transmit mode is paired uniquely with another channel in the receive mode and the

transceivers transmit and receive simultaneously. The transmit band and the receive bands are

well separated from one another so as to avoid self-interference problem due to non-ideal filters

used at the RF frontend.

2.2.1.1 Time division duplexing

In the time division duplex (TDD) mode, transmissions in both directions are carried out using

the same frequency band in mutually orthogonal time slots as depicted in Figure 2.1(b). A

key property of the TDD is that the channel is reciprocal during the transmit mode and the

receive mode as long as the separation time is much lower than the coherence time. Coherence
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Figure 2.1: Depiction of TDD mode where bidirectional communication is carried out using
two orthogonal time slots or two different frequencies. The different colours repre-
sent different users sharing the available bandwidth.
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time is the period of time during which the channel appears to be time invariant [40]. The

channel reciprocity property can be utilised for important system functions such as acquiring

the knowledge of channel with low signalling overhead. In particular, channel sounding pilots

can be used for estimating the channel in the TDD mode [41] whereas the in the FDD mode,

the channel state information has to be explicitly signalled back to the transmitter using data

feedback [41, 42]

A key feature of the TDD system is that a guard interval between the transmission and the

reception slots should be maintained so as to take into account the propagation delays as well

as to allow the transceiver to change from the transmit mode to the receive mode. The time

taken for a signal to travel a distance of kilometre is 5.4 µs, using velocity of radio waves as

3 × 108 m/s. To avoid transmitted information from being lost, it is essential that the signal

originating from the farthest user is still received before the receiver duplexes into the transmit

mode. The key advantages of TDD over FDD are briefly presented below.

1. The TDD mode provides a better support for services that have asymmetric bandwidth

requirements. The bandwidth can be conveniently scaled to suit the traffic demand im-

posed on the network by simply changing the ratio of the transmit slots to the receive

slots. This property is quite important for 4G systems where the traffic is envisioned to

be primarily composed of multimedia applications.

2. The RF components such as the antenna, the duplexer, the mixer and the filter can be

shared between the transmit mode and the receive mode as the same frequency is used

for transmission as well as reception. By contrast, the FDD mode requires separate du-

plexers, filters and mixers. Sharing the components results in a reduction in cost and

complexity of the hardware units for an RF unit designed for the TDD mode compared

to that of the FDD mode.

3. In a TDD system, the signalling overhead required for obtaining the knowledge of the

channel at the transmitter or receiver is much lower compared to that of the FDD system.

In TDD system, this can be achieved by inserting channel sounding pilots within the

MAC frame. However, in the FDD system separate channel sounding pilots must be

used in both directions and explicit feedback of information is required.

The main drawbacks of TDD compared to FDD are as follows
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1. The duration of guard interval needs to increase as the distance between the transmit-

ter and receiver is large. Such guard interval decreases the spectral efficiency for long

distance communications. This is the reason why TDD is preferred for short distance

communications such as in microcells and FDD for longer distance communications.

2. In scenarios where instantaneous traffic asymmetry is different across cells and provided

that the cells switch the duplex directions independently to cater for such traffic asymme-

try, interference between BS to BS and MS to MS arises. This is particularly prohibitive

because the interfering channel gains can often surpass desired channel gains, which is

especially true for MS to MS interference particularly at the cell-edge. The capacity loss

due to interference can exceed the gains obtained through such flexible load balancing

approach.

3. Time synchronisation is critical to ensure that the transmitted information is received

before the receiver switches the duplex direction.

2.2.2 Multiple access

The available radio resources may be shared among multiple users without causing significant

interference as long as the radio resources are shared orthogonally among the users. The users

may be separated in time, code, space or frequency dimensions or the combination of any two

or more of the aforesaid dimensions. In the following, sharing of resources along the time

domain and along the frequency domain is discussed.

2.2.2.1 Time division multiple access

The time division multiple access (TDMA) scheme accommodates multiple users by separating

them along the time dimension. At any time instant, the entire available bandwidth is accessed

by one user as depicted in Figure 2.2(a). With TDMA, it is critical that the users are time-

synchronised. Otherwise, the transmissions from two users overlap in time resulting in an

undesired interference. This overlap may be remedied by either adding a guard time or using a

technique called timing advance, where different users commence their transmission at different

time instants depending on the location of the user.
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Figure 2.2: Multiple users coordinated by a common central entity are orthogonalised in time
(TDMA) or frequency (FDMA).

2.2.2.2 Frequency division multiple access

The frequency division multiple access (FDMA) separates users from one another along the

frequency dimension. The available bandwidth is divided into smaller sub-bands and each

band is allocated to a unique user. The user transmits on the allocated chunk for the entire

time duration as depicted in Figure 2.2(b). The interference from one sub-band to another is

mitigated by using guard bands. The necessity of guard band arises because an ideal filter with

rectangular transfer function is a non-causal system.

FDMA is often used in combination with TDMA for resource allocation. A relevant example is

radio resource allocation in the global system of mobile telecommunications (GSM) where the

available system bandwidth of 25 MHz is divided into channels having bandwidth of 200 kHz

(FDMA) and each of the 200 kHz channels are partitioned into 8 orthogonal slots (TDMA)

[43].
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2.2.2.3 Orthogonal frequency division multiple access

Orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) is a multiple access technique that

combines modulation using orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) and utilises

FDMA to assign subcarriers (SCs) to multiple users. OFDMA is more spectrally efficient than

conventional FDMA because the necessity of using guard bands is obviated with OFDM tech-

nique and the subcarriers can overlap as long as the orthogonality between the SCs is ensured.

Orthogonality between the SCs is maintained by utilising the frequencies of the sinusoidal

functions whose inner product is 0 over a symbol duration as the carrier frequencies for the

respective SCs. In the following paragraphs, a brief motivation of using OFDM for data trans-

mission and brief description of data transmission using the OFDM technique is provided.

2.2.2.4 Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing

OFDM is a multi-carrier technique in which the information is carried along a number of SCs,

where the central carrier frequency of each subcarrier is an integer multiple of the fundamen-

tal carrier frequency. Data transmission using OFDM was first proposed in [44], where it was

demonstrated that the spectra of the SCs may overlap without interfering with one another.

OFDM in its current form utilises inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) for modulation

and discrete Fourier transform (DFT) for demodulation as proposed in [45] and incorporates

a cyclic prefix [46], which provides means to combat the inter symbol interference (ISI) and

inter carrier interference (ICI), which shall be discussed shortly. The importance of multicarrier

transmissions and in particular OFDM for 4G networks is motivated as follows in the light of

the data rates envisioned for 4G system. If the information were transmitted serially, then the

symbol duration would be 10 ns and 1 ns for the data rates of 100 Mbps and 1 Gbps respectively,

assuming a single carrier modulation (SCM) and 1 bit per symbol. There are three key prob-

lems with transmitting symbols of such small duration. First, the transmitted symbol (often

several consecutive symbols) is/are corrupted by the impulse noise which has a pulse duration

of 250 ns and an effective burst duration of 1 µs [47]. Second, due to multipath propagation

in a wireless environment, the depth of inter-symbol interference (ISI) can exceed hundreds

of symbols, which requires additional equalisers that complicate the receiver design. Third, a

large bandwidth (in the order of tens to hundreds of MHz), which is required for such high data

rate transmission is subject to frequency selective fading and therefore requires channel equali-

sation. These key drawbacks can be avoided by converting the high data rate serial transmission
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into several parallel transmissions, each transmitting at the much lower data rate compared to

the original serial data rate.

Given NSC SCs are used for transmission, the resulting symbol duration is TS = NSCTser,

where Tser is the symbol duration in a system utilising serial transmissions. Likewise, the

bandwidth of each frequency slot becomes Bsc = B/NSC. While this would mitigate the prob-

lems associated with impulse noise and depth of ISI, this still requires the use of guard bands

because a causal filter has a non-rectangular frequency response. As a result, a part of the spec-

trum which could otherwise have been utilised remains wasted. Furthermore, each subcarrier

requires a separate oscillator and a separate filter which increases the hardware complexity at

the transceiver.

To address the above shortcomings, OFDM utilises functions that are orthogonal to one another

over a fundamental period for modulation and demodulation so as to maintain orthogonality

among the SCs. The complex exponentials ej2πf`t and ej2πfmt, where f` and fm are the central

frequency of sub-carriers with indices ` and m such that mf` = `fm, are orthogonal to each

another when integrated over the symbol duration (TS), given by

1
TS

∫ TS

0
ej2πf`te−j2πfmtdt =





1 l = m

0 l 6= m
. (2.1)

This property allows the complex exponentials ej2πf`t and e−j2πf`t to be utilised as the mod-

ulator function and the demodulator function respectively on the `th SC. For (2.1) to hold, the

carrier spacing required between two adjacent subcarriers is

∆f = f`+1 − f` =
1
TS

. (2.2)

Let s`(ι) be a baseband symbol transmitted on the `th subcarrier on the ιth OFDM symbol. The

OFDM symbol (output of OFDM modulator shown in Figure 2.3(a)) is given by

x(t) =

(
NSC−1∑

`=0

s`(ι)ej2πf`t

)
rect

(
t− (ι + 0.5)TS

TS

)
, (2.3)
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(a) OFDM modulator

(b) OFDM demodulator

Figure 2.3: Analogue representation of OFDM modulation and demodulation.
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where the rect(·) is a rectangular pulse defined as

rect
(

t− (ι + 0.5)TS

TS

)
=





1 , ιTS ≤ t < (ι + 1)TS

0 , elsewhere .
(2.4)
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Figure 2.4: Spectra of OFDM symbol before RF conversion for an OFDM symbol centered
around t = 0. In an ideal channel (the channel with unit impulse response), at the
sampling instant for subcarrier l, the signal of all other SCs m 6= ` pass through
0.

The spectra of the modulated OFDM symbol x(t) in the baseband can be obtained by taking

the Fourier transform of x(t) and is denoted as X(f, ιTS), given by

X(f, ιTS) =
1
TS

∫ (ι+1)TS

ιTS

x(t)e−j2πftdt (2.5)

=
NSC−1∑

`=0

s`(ι)sinc(fTS − `)e−j2π(fTS−`)(ι+0.5)TS . (2.6)

The spectrum of each of the SCs is a sinc function as depicted in Figure 2.4. The transmitted

symbols s`(ι) can be obtained by sampling X(f, ιTS) at f = `
TS

as follows

X

(
`

TS
, ιTS

)
= s`(ι), ` = 0, 1, · · · , NSC − 1 (2.7)

It is clear from Figure 2.4 that at the sampling instant, the contribution of all other SCs except

the subcarrier being sampled is 0 towards the total received signal. Thus, in an ideal channel

(a channel with a unit impulse response), interference is avoided even when the spectra of

individual carriers overlap and the requirements of using the guard bands and filters is obviated.
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However, the transmitted OFDM symbol propagates through the (wireless) channel where it is

subject to interference and noise which corrupts the transmitted signal. The received signal is

given by y(t) = x(t) + z(t), where z(t) is the interference and noise added to the received

signal. The receiver performs a correlation of the received waveform with the demodulator

function and integrate over the symbol duration as shown in Figure 2.3(b). The output of the

OFDM demodulator is given by

Y`(f, ιTS) =
1
TS

∫ (ι+1)TS

ιTS

y(t)e−j2π` t
TS dt (2.8)

= s`(ι) + Z`(f, ιTS) (2.9)

where Z`(f, ιTS) is the Fourier transform of the interference and noise component of y(t).

In the current systems utilising OFDM, modulation is carried out by using inverse discrete

Fourier transform (IDFT) and demodulation is carried out using discrete Fourier transform

(DFT) as shown in Figure 2.5. Assuming NSC SCs in the system, the modulation and demod-

ulation can be carried out using a NSC point IDFT and DFT respectively. The modulation

(IDFT) and demodulation (DFT) operations can be expressed as

x[`] = x

(
`TS

NSC

)
=

(
NSC−1∑

κ=0

s`e
j2π κ

NSC
`

)
(IDFT) and (2.10)

Y [`] = Y

(
`

TS

)
=

1
NSC

(
NSC−1∑

κ=0

y

(
`TS

NSC

)
e
−j2π κ

NSC
`

)
(DFT) (2.11)

The discrete representation of modulation (2.10) and demodulation (2.11) are signals sampled

at `TS
NSC

of the analogue representation of OFDM modulation (2.3) and demodulation (2.8) [48].

In (2.11) and (2.10), the index of OFDM symbol (ι) is dropped to simplify notation, as it is clear

from the context that we are dealing with the ιth OFDM symbol. At the transmitter side, the

discrete sequence of complex numbers is converted into an analogue waveform using a digital to

analogue (D/A) converter, which is typically a low pass filter with cutoff frequency at B, where

B is the signal bandwidth of the OFDM signal. At the receiver side, the signal is sampled at

the rate NSC/TS to obtain to the discrete symbols y[`] required for DFT. Provided that NSC

can be expressed as a power of 2, the IDFT and DFT can be realised efficiently using inverse

fast Fourier transform (IFFT) and fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms for which efficient

implementations exist [49, 50]. Thus, it is demonstrated that the OFDM allows the spectra
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of different subcarriers to overlap in an ideal channel (channel with unit impulse response).

In such channel, there is no intersymbol interference (ISI) and intercarrier interference (ICI).

However, a wireless channel with L multipath components behaves like a filter containing L

taps and therefore the signal received at the receiver is the sum of multiple scaled and shifted

copies of the original symbol. A shift by τ in the time domain introduces a phase shift in the

frequency domain because of which the carriers are shifted with respect to one another. As a

result, at the sampling instant, the contribution from other SCs is non-zero. This is rectified by

adding a cyclic prefix [46] of length TG, which is nothing but TG samples from the tail end of

IDFT output copied to the beginning of the IDFT output as depicted in Figure 2.5. The cyclic

prefix is discarded at the receiver and the rest of the samples are passed to the DFT for OFDM

demodulation. As the channel with L taps has a memory of L, copying TG = L samples

from the end of the IDFT output sequence (i.e. end of the OFDM symbol) to immediately

before the beginning of the IDFT output sequence makes the OFDM symbol appear cyclic to

the channel. Therefore, the linear convolution of OFDM symbol with the channel filter appears

to be cyclic. Thus, channel equalisation is reduced to a scalar multiplication by inverse of the

channel transfer function. This frequency domain equalisation technique is called zero forcing

[51]. A detailed mathematical description of cyclic prefix and how it solves the ICI and ISI

problem is beyond the scope of this thesis and is not discussed further. Interested readers are

referred to [52] for the same.

The communication chain depicted in Figure 2.5 depicts OFDM transmission of a single link.

In an OFDMA system, the available SCs are shared among multiple users. Adjacent SCs and

OFDM symbols are grouped together to form a time-frequency slot called a chunk. A chunk is

a unit of radio resource allocation in OFDMA systems.

2.3 Signal fading in wireless channels

The transmitted signal propagates from the transmitter to the receiver along a number of multi-

ple paths as shown in Figure 2.6(a). The mobile radio channel consists of two effects - the large

scale fading effects and the small scale fading effects [40]. The large scale fading results due

to the distance between the transmitter and the receiver and obstruction of the signal paths by

large object such as mountains, buildings and so on. The parameters of the large scale fading

change on a much slower scale than the small scale fading parameters that they are generally

considered to be static in the short-term. The average path gain between a transmitter µ and a
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Figure 2.5: OFDM transmission chain.

receiver α can be expressed as

Gls
µ,α = 10

−P ls
µ,α

10 , (2.12)

where P ls
µ,α is the path loss between transmitter µ and receiver α. The general form of the path

loss equation is given by

P ls
µ,α = max

(
Apl log10(dµ,α) + Bpl + Cpl log10

(
fc

5

)
+ Xpl +N (0, σ2), P free

µ,α

)
, (2.13)

where Apl and Bpl are constants specific to the deployment scenario chosen, which are ob-

tained from empirical measurements, dµ,α is the distance between transmitter µ and receiver

α expressed in meters and σ is the standard deviation of the random variable that models the

log-normal shadowing between the transmitter and the receiver. The term fc expressed in GHz

represents the central carrier frequency and the constant Cpl allows the path loss model to be

extended over a wider range of frequencies centered around the frequency where the measure-

ments were originally made. In the wireless world initiative new radio (WINNER) project, the

measurements were made at 5 GHz. The term Xpl is an additional adjustment made to the path

loss equation to take into account other deployment or scenario specific parameters, such as
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propagation through the walls. When no such adjustments are required, Xpl is set to 0. Fi-

nally, P free
µ,α refers to the free space path loss between µ and α, which models the propagation

in a LoS scenario in the free space, which sets the lower limit on the path loss possible in any

deployment scenario. The free space path loss is given by

P free
µ,α = 20 log10(dµ,α) + 46.4 + 20 log10

(
fc

5.0

)
. (2.14)

By contrast, the small scale fading causes the received signal to fluctuate along the time domain

or along the frequency domain at a much shorter scale than the large scale fading. Small

scale fading occurs due to two effects - multipath propagation and the Doppler shift. Due to

multipath, time shifted and weighted replicas of the original signal are received at the receiver.

The received signals are time shifted because of the difference in the length of each of the paths

the signal propagates through and weighted due to attenuation of signal along each of the paths.

The time shift results in constructive interference at some frequencies and destructive interfer-

ence at other frequencies, resulting in a frequency selective channel. Likewise, the Doppler

shift results due to relative motion between the transmitter and the receiver. As the signal can

arrive at the receiver from all angles, the Doppler shift is distributed from −fD to fD, where

fD is the maximum Doppler shift between the transmitter and the receiver and occurs when the

receiver is moving towards the transmitter. A shift in the frequency results in a phase rotation

in time, due to which the signal undergoes constructive interference at certain time instants

and destructive interference at some other time instants. As a result, a time variant channel is

obtained. A detailed treatment of mobile fading channel can be found in [40, 52–54].

In this thesis, the mobile channel is modelled according to the approach in [55, 56]. In this

model, the channel impulse response consists of L echoes, that have a distinct arrival time (τ`)

and attenuation ρ`, where ` is an index in the range 1 to L. The average phase of each echo is

modelled as a uniformly distributed random variable in interval [0 : 2π]. Each echo consists of

KD diffused components received with a different Doppler shift (fD
κ,`), where κ is an index in

the range [0 : KD] for the diffused component within the `th echo. It is assumed that the number

of diffused components within an echo KD is 10. Using the notation above, the time-variant

and frequency-selective channel is modelled as

Gµ,α(f, t) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣∣

√
Gls

µ,α

L

L∑

`=1

1
KD

KD∑

κ=1

ρ` exp
(
jθ`,κ + j2π[fD

κ,`t− τ`f ]
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣∣
. (2.15)
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of multipath and channel transfer function.
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An instant of a channel modelled using (2.15) is depicted in Figure 2.6(b). In this figure,

the channel gains are obtained using typical path loss for a non line of sight (NLoS) scenario

obtained at a distance of 20 m in an indoor office environment. Note that in (2.15) the term

exp(j2π(fD
κ,`)t) arises from shift by fD

κ,` in the frequency domain which results in a multipli-

cation by a complex exponential in the time domain. Likewise, the term exp(j2πτf) models

a multiplication by a complex exponential in the frequency domain which arises due to a delay

in the time domain.

As already mentioned earlier, the resources in OFDMA system are allocated in blocks which

consists of nos adjacent OFDM symbols and nsc subcarriers (see Figure 3.1 and Figure 4.1),

referred to as a chunk. The size of a chunk is selected such that the fluctuation of channel

gains are negligible over both frequency and time axis within the chunk2. For computational

efficiency, (2.15) is calculated at discrete intervals in time and frequency, such that the channel

gain variations between adjacent chunks in time and frequency are taken into account but the

fluctuations within the chunk are neglected. This approximation is valid as long as the chunk

dimensions are significantly smaller than coherence time and coherence bandwidth [57]. The

coherence time TC and coherence bandwidth BC are calculated using the following rule of

thumb [58]

TC =

√
9

16π(fD
max)

2 , (2.16)

BC =
1

50στ
, (2.17)

where fD
max is the maximum Doppler shift, and στ is the root mean square (rms) delay spread.

Therefore, by replacing t with knosTS and f with fl+nnsc∆f , where fl is the lowest frequency

within the system bandwidth, in (2.15), we obtain a representation of channel gains that are

constant over a chunk size. A chunk is denoted (n, k) consistently in this thesis, where n refers

to the frequency index and k refers to the time index3. The channel gain for the chunk (n, k)

2In wireless world initiative new radio (WINNER) system, a chunk consists of 8 SC and 15 OFDM symbols.
3The author is aware that in signal processing literature, n typically denotes the time index and k typically

denotes the frame index. The alternative notation is used consistently throughout this thesis to keep the notations
consistent with the publications attached to this thesis.
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can be written as

Gµ,α[n, k] =

∣∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣∣

√
Gls

µ,α

L

L∑

`=1

1
KD

KD∑

κ=1

ρ` exp
(
jθ`,κ + j2π[fD

`,κknosTS − τ`(fl + nnsc∆f )]
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣∣
.

(2.18)

As the components θ`, fD
`,κ are modelled as independent random processes, they are not iden-

tical for two users, as long as the users are not co-located. Therefore, for two users µ 6= ν,

Gµ,α(n, k) and Gν,α(n, k) vary independently of one another, which allow the fluctuations in

the channel gains to be exploited for user scheduling which will be discussed in Section 2.4.

2.4 User scheduling in cellular systems

Provided that the channel fading of each user is an independent process, as discussed in Sec-

tion 2.3, the statistics of channel fading can be exploited to enhance the sum throughput or

fairness in the system. User scheduling in an OFDMA system involves distributing NC chunks

available at the serving BS to U users served by the considered BS. The user that is scheduled

at BS β on chunk (n, k) is denoted ζβ[n, k]. In the following, a brief discussion of the sched-

ulers commonly used in wireless communications systems is provided. Interested readers are

referred to [59] for a more comprehensive treatment of schedulers in wireless networks.

2.4.1 Maximum throughput scheduling

A maximum throughput scheduler is a greedy scheduling algorithm that allocates a chunk (n, k)

to the user ν that maximises the data rate on chunk (n, k) among U competing users. Let

Cν,β[n, k] be the data rate of user ν on cell β, the maximum throughput scheduler is defined as

ζβ[n, k] =
arg max

ν = 1, . . . , U
Cν,β[n, k]. (2.19)

In a cellular system, the users located closer to the serving BS achieve channel gains that are

typically tens of dB higher than those closer to the cell-edge. Thus, maximum throughput

scheduling mechanism leads to an unfair distribution of radio resources where most of the radio

resources are allocated to a few of the users closer to the cell-centre and result in starvation of

the users closer to the cell-edge.
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2.4.2 Round robin scheduling

A round robin scheduler allocates chunk to each user in strict rotation, in a manner similar to

the first in first out (FIFO) queue. The user that is allocated the chunk (n, k) is given by

ζβ[n, k] = mod (k, U) + 1 (2.20)

A round robin scheduler results in a fair allocation of resources but fails to opportunistically

exploit channel fluctuations.

2.4.3 Min-max fair scheduling

Min-max fair scheduling refers to a broader category of algorithms that maximise the minimum

of the considered considered quality of service (QoS) parameter in the system [60–64]. The

QoS parameter may refer to the achieved signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR), achieved

data rates, delay and so forth. When min-max fair scheduling is achieved, the achieved level of

QoS cannot be increased in any link without compromising the level of achieved QoS in other

links.

A simple min-max fair scheduler allocates chunk to different users in strict rotation until the

demands of at least one user is met. The remaining chunks are distributed among the remaining

users until all of the users are satisfied or there are no more chunks. Such scheduler proposed in

[64] is presented in Algorithm 1. In the presented algorithm, Dν refers to the demand of user ν,

NC is the number of chunks available within the system bandwidth and i is a dummy variable.

All other notations are consistent with earlier definitions.
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Input: U,NC, Dν

Output: ζβ[n,k]

initialization;

satisfied users← 0;

unsatisfied users← U ;

n← 1;

i← 1;

while n ≤ NC do

ν ← satisfied users + mod(i− 1 ,unsatisfied users)+1;

ζβ[n,k] ← ν;

allocated chunks←∑n
l=1 Iζβ[l,k]=ν

;

if allocated chunks = Dν then

satisfied users← satisfied users;

unsatisfied users← unsatisfied users-1;

i← 1;

else

i← i + 1;

end

n← n + 1;

if satisfied users = U then

Break;

end

end
Algorithm 1: Min-max fair scheduling algorithm.

A min-max fair scheduling mechanism results in a performance identical to that of round robin

scheduling if all of the users have the same demand. Like the round robin scheme, min-max

fairness scheme also fails to exploit channel fluctuations opportunistically as it allocates chunks

in strict rotation.

2.4.4 Proportional fair scheduling

The notion of proportional fair scheduling was first introduced in [65] as a mechanism to allo-

cate data rates to different users on the basis of charge they are willing to pay. The proportional

fair scheduling criteria has been widely used in the literature [14, 66–69], where attempts to av-
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erage the data rate allocated to different users are made by allocating the chunk to the user that

maximises the priority factor. The priority factor is the ratio of the current data rate Cν,β[n, k]

to its exponentially smoothed average data rate C̆ν,β[n, k]. The scheduled user on chunk (n, k)

is given by

ζβ[n, k] =
arg max

ν = 1, . . . , U

Cν,β [n, k]

C̆ν,β [n, k]
(2.21)

where C̆ν,β[n, k] is an exponentially averaged user throughput given by

C̆ν,β [n, k] = (1− 1
tc

)C̆ν,β[n, k − 1] +
1
tc

Cν,β[n, k − 1]Iζβ [n,k−1]=ν , (2.22)

where Ix takes value 1 or 0 depending on whether the condition x is true or false respectively.

In (2.22), the term Iζβ [n,k−1]=ν ensures that the data rate potentially achievable by user ν on

chunk (n, k − 1) is taken into account only if the user ν was actually scheduled during that

slot. The term tc is a weighting factor that serves as the system memory in calculating the

exponentially smoothened average. A smaller value of tc allows highest weighting to the most

recent data rate achieved and vice versa. Thus, the system can trade off fairness in the short

term (using small tc) to enhance multiuser diversity (using large tc).

2.4.5 Score-based scheduling

Score-based scheduler proposed in [70] ranks the slots according to the considered QoS metric.

The QoS metric can be the intended channel gains of the users, the a priori estimate of the

SINR, instantaneous data rates and so forth. In this section, the instantaneous data rates are

used as a basis of score. The rationale behind score-based scheduling is that the received signal

strength fluctuates in time and frequency as discussed earlier in Section 2.3. The fluctuations

of signal power leads to fluctuations in instantaneous data rates achievable on the link. By

ranking the chunks according to the amount of data achievable on each link, the chunk can

be allocated when the achieved data rates attain the highest when compared to the history of

the instantaneous data rates achievable within an observation window of size W . In essence,

a channel is allocated to a particular user when the considered QoS metric is highest on its

own link. Score-based scheduling utilises the fact that the channel gains of two users fade

independently so as to perform user scheduling. The score for user ν, provided that the current
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data rate is used as a scheduling criteria, is given by

sν,β [n, k] = 1 +
W−1∑

`=1

I{Cν,β [n,k]<Cν,β [n,`]} +
W−1∑

`=1

I{Cν,β [n,k]=Cν,β [n,`]}X` , (2.23)

where X` is an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variable on {0,1} with

Pr(X` = 0) = 1
2 . The user that is allocated the chunk is given by

ζq[n, k] =
arg min

ν = 1, . . . , U
sν,β [n, k] (2.24)

The score for user ν given by (2.23) is the minimum (i.e. 1) on chunk (n, k) when the instan-

taneous data rate, Cν,β[n, k] attains its highest value within the observation window. Provided

that the channel fading of each user is independent of the channel fading of all other users, the

score attained by a user ν on chunk (n, k) is different from the score attained by a user µ on

chunk (n, k). Provided that W À U holds, it is less likely that two users will attain the same

score. Therefore, (4.7) exploits multi user diversity so as to ensures that the chunk is allocated

to the user that attains the highest data rate in relation to its past data rates. Moreover, as the

scores are calculated for each link are based on its own history of achievable data rate using

(2.23), the cell-edge users have the same likelihood of being scheduled on a certain chunk as

the users located closer to the serving BS. However, as the chunks are allocated when the in-

stantaneous data rates within the observation window attain the maximum value (see (2.24)),

the minimum data rate achieved by each link is maximised.

However, the score-based scheduler in [70] does not allow for reservations. In this thesis, a

modified version of score-based scheduler [71] is proposed so that it suits a cellular system that

allows multiple access with reservation. The modified score-based scheduler is presented later

in Section 4.3.

2.5 Interference in OFDMA-TDD networks

Interference scenario in OFDMA-TDD networks result both from spectrum sharing as well as

leakage of signal transmitted in one frequency band towards another. The multiple access in-

terference (MAI) in OFDMA network results due to loss of orthogonality between subcarriers,

as depicted in Figure 2.7. The major reasons for the loss of orthogonality in OFDMA-TDD
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Figure 2.7: MAI caused due to imperfect frequency synchronisation in OFDMA system.

networks are due to the Doppler shift, frequency offset in oscillator and synchronisation errors

[72]. In the DL, the Doppler and frequency offset is either positive or negative for the entire

signal bandwidth. Therefore, it is relatively easier to mitigate such interference by applying

appropriate correction factor in the DL compared to UL [73]. In the latter, the Doppler and fre-

quency offsets tend to have positive errors for some users whereas it will have negative errors

for other users, which makes it more challenging for MAI mitigation.

The CCI results due to spectrum sharing and can be mitigated by careful allocation of radio

resources. Since the focus of this thesis is on CCI mitigation in OFDMA-TDD system, a MAI-

free system is assumed. This assumption necessitates a perfect time and frequency synchroni-

sation and a perfect Doppler shift correction. Frequency synchronisation is typically performed

using frequency offset estimation and correction approaches [74, 75]. Likewise, time synchro-

nisation can be carried out using the network time protocol, which is used to synchronise the

clock of the nodes connected to the Internet, or using global positioning system (GPS) re-

ceivers, which provide precise time stamp to receivers that are able to receive signals from GPS

satellites. The network time protocol can be easily utilised in networks where the access points

are connected to the backbone network. Likewise, synchronisation using GPS receivers can

be achieved provided that the user terminals are outdoors and are able to receive GPS signals.

Moreover, the user terminals can synchronise themselves to the access points using synchroni-

sation sequences such as Barker codes that are used in IEEE 802.11 networks. In decentralised

and self-organising networks, time synchronisation is carried out by listening to regular bea-

cons broadcasted by a master node, such as in Bluetooth and Zigbee networks. Finally, in

fully decentralised networks, time synchronisation can be achieved using biologically inspired
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synchronisation methods such as firefly synchronisation [76]. However, it is recognised that a

perfect synchronisation in time and frequency may not always be possible across the network

due to propagation delays and estimation errors which results in additional interference at the

receiver. The impact of imperfect time and frequency synchronisation is not considered in this

thesis as the focus of this thesis is on decentralised CCI management in wireless networks. In-

terested readers are referred to [77, 78] for further details on time-frequency synchronisation in

OFDMA systems.

2.6 Centralised CCI mitigation and avoidance approaches

Provided that a centralised infrastructure exists, the allocation of radio resources can be com-

puted centrally such that the CCI is mitigated. Such techniques can either be static frequency

planning approaches or dynamic frequency approaches. Static frequency planning methods

generally tend to be rigid and usually waste the available capacity due to preemptive approach

in mitigating CCI. By contrast, dynamic frequency allocation approaches tend to more flexible

and result in a better utilisation of channel capacity by utilising the channel state information

and traffic demands. Admittedly, such techniques require signalling from different transmit-

ting and receiving entities in the network, which can result in extra overhead. Such signalling

in the context of long term evolution (LTE) system include heavy interference indicator (HII),

overload indicator (OI) that are transmitted over the X2 interface or interference bitmap that are

transmitted across BSs (eNode B in LTE terminology) for reconfiguring frequency allocation.

An X2 interface is a mechanism for inter BS communication in the LTE standard. As already

noted, such signalling results in extra overheads and are usually transmitted no more frequently

that every 20 ms in a long time evolution (LTE) system [37].

In the following, centralised and static methods for mitigating CCI in cellular networks are

discussed.

2.6.1 Static frequency planning

Static frequency planning involves distributing the available frequency in the system to differ-

ent cells such that any two cells reusing the same frequency are separated by minimum reuse

distance D. The set of available frequencies in the system F is divided into K disjoint subsets

where each set of frequency is allocated to one cell in a group of K closely located cells called
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a cluster [40, 54]. Two or more cells that reuse the same set of frequency resources are referred

to as co-channel cells. The cluster is repeated as often as necessary within the geographical

area to cover the required area served by the system. An example of static frequency planning

is depicted in Figure 2.8 where a cluster size of 7 in a hexagonal cellular structure is assumed.

It should be noted that increasing K increases D thereby decreasing the CCI caused by trans-

mitter in one cell towards the receiver in another co-channel cell. However, increasing K at the

same time decreases the spatial reuse of frequency resources, thereby potentially reducing the

system capacity.

Figure 2.8: Frequency planning in a cellular structure with reuse factor of 7.

At one extreme, K = 1 refers to a full frequency reuse (also known as universal frequency

reuse), where the entire system bandwidth is used in each cell. While the spatial reuse of

frequency attains the maximum value, the CCI is also highest which can potentially decrease

the system throughput. On the other extreme, K = NB, where NB is the number of BSs in

the system, refers to a CCI free system where the desired channel gains determine the system

capacity, assuming that an adaptive modulation is performed. However, as the frequencies are

not reused in the system, the system capacity is potentially wasted. A careful choice of K

during frequency planning that balances the spatial reuse of frequency with the level of CCI

tolerated in the system is essential, so as to maximise the spatial reuse whilst reducing outage,

especially at the cell-edge.

Furthermore, it should be noted that the static frequency planning results in a hard reuse of radio

resources. The frequencies assigned to a particular cell remain fixed. As a result, it is likely
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that the capacity is wasted in one cell while the other cell is unable to serve user demands, in a

system with heterogeneous user distribution. As a result, fixed frequency planning cannot cater

for imbalance in user distribution across different cells or imbalance in traffic demands.

2.6.2 Fractional frequency reuse

In a cellular system where the BSs are distributed in an isotropic manner, the users closest to

the cell-boundary have higher desired channel gain to the intended BS. Therefore, the resources

assigned to users in the inner region of the cells can potentially be allocated in adjacent cells,

but remain wasted with frequency planning approach discussed in Section 2.6.1. Fractional

frequency reuse (FFR) [79–82] addresses this issue by realising that in the cellular networks,

CCI predominantly affects users near the cell boundary. FFR typically involves a sub-band with

full frequency reuse that is exempt from any slot assignment restrictions. The allocation of the

remaining sub-bands is coordinated among neighbouring cells, in a way that the users in the

given cell are denied access to sub-bands assigned to the cell-edge users in the adjacent cells.

Fractional frequency reuse in cellular system are extensively studied [80, 81, 83, 84] in the liter-

ature. Two major variants are depicted in Figure 2.9. In both cases, the set of frequencies (F1)

where full reuse is considered is allocated to the cell-centre user. In the first variant, shown in

Figure 2.9(a) the set of frequencies whose allocation is coordinated among adjacent cells may

only be allocated to the cell-edge user. In the second variant, depicted in Figure 2.9(b), the

set of frequencies whose allocation is coordinated among the adjacent cells may be assigned

flexibly within the cell to both the cell center and cell-edge users. The region within the cell

where the set of frequencies in the coordinated frequency bands may be allocated is depicted

using small arrows. For resource allocation, a user may be classified as a cell-edge user or a

cell-center user based on its path loss to its serving BS [80].

2.6.3 Soft frequency reuse

The CCI caused towards the victim receivers can be mitigated by using power mask in a coor-

dinated manner [80], mainly in DL mode. A full reuse of resources in each cell is considered.

The available frequencies are partitioned into different sub-bands. Full power is used for trans-

mission in one of the sub-bands and this part is exclusively allocated to the cell-centre users.

The rest of the sub-bands are used to serve the cell-edge users. Only one cell within a cluster is
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(a) Coordinated frequency band allocated
exclusively to cell-edge users.

(b) Coordinated frequency band allocated
both to cell-edge and cell-centre users.

Figure 2.9: Depiction of fractional frequency planning in a cellular scenario. A subset of the
available set of frequencies is universally reused while the allocation of the remain-
ing subsets are coordinated dynamically among the cells within a cluster. In (a)
the set of frequencies in the coordinated frequency band are allocated exclusively
to the cell-edge users. In (b), the set of frequencies in the coordinated frequency
band point to both the cell-edge region as well as the cell-center region denoting
that the resources may be allocated flexibly within the cell, to either cell-edge or
cell-center users.
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allowed to transmit with full power on the coordinated sub-bands whereas the other cells must

utilise a lower transmit power. It is important that user scheduling is considered jointly with

transmit power allocation is such system, such that the links utilising lower transmit power are

not noise limited.

2.6.4 Beamforming

Provided that the BSs are equipped with multiple antennas, the BS can apply transmit pre-

coding to perform spatial filtering of signals. This enables the transceivers to enhance signals

originating from (or transmitted towards) a particular direction and attenuate signals originating

from (or transmitted towards) other directions. The resulting radiation pattern is called a beam,

which is depicted in Figure 2.10. The lobe in the direction where the antenna gain is the highest

is called the main lobe and the lobes in the other directions are called the side lobes, with lower

antenna gains compared to the main lobe. Provided that the main lobe of the antenna array

does not point towards the victim receiver (or interfering transmitter), the CCI caused towards

a victim receiver can be mitigated.

Figure 2.10 depicts beamforming using an antenna array. Let x represent the signal transmitted

from the far-field of an antenna array. The signal received on tth antenna element of the array is

given by xt. Likewise, dt represents the distance of antenna t from a reference point considered.

From the geometry of the array, the delay observed at antenna t with respect to the reference

point is dt sin(θ), where θ is the angle made by the transmitter located in the far field of the

array with respect to the normal of the antenna array as shown in Figure 2.10. This induces

a phase shift of e−j 2π
λ

dt sin(θ) at the antenna element t. Let v = [v1, . . . vNT
] be the steering

vector, where vt is the complex coefficient multiplying the received signal at antenna t. The

output of the antenna array is expressed as [85]

y =
NT∑

t=1

xtvt

=
NT∑

t=1

xe−j 2π
λ

dt sin(θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
xt

vt (2.25)

In a uniform linear array, the antenna array attains a maximum gain along the direction φ

provided that vt cancels the phase of xt. In this case, the coefficients are vt = ej 2π
λ

dt sin(φ).
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(a) Antenna array
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(c) Array gain (isotropic antenna elements)
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(d) Array gain (anisotropic antenna elements)

Figure 2.10: Beamforming using multiple antennas at the transmitter. A uniform linear array
of with 4 antenna elements is shown in (a). The radiation pattern of an individual
antenna element (b) is multiplied with array factor (c), which is calculated using
(2.28) to give the overall radiation pattern of an array (d), which is calculated
using (2.29).
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Thus, (2.25) may be rephrased as

y =
NT∑

t=1

xe−j 2π
λ

dt(sin(θ)−sin(φ)) (2.26)

The array factor, expressed as Af(θ, φ) = y/x, is expressed as

Af(θ, φ) =
NT∑

t=1

e−j 2π
λ

dt(sin(θ)−sin(φ)) (2.27)

For a uniform linear array, dt = t∆t, (2.27) reduces to [86]

Af(θ, φ) =
NT∑

t=1

e−j
2πt∆t

λ
(sin(θ)−sin(φ))

= e
−j(N−1)∆tπ(sin(θ)−sin(φ))

λ

(
sin

(
πN∆t

λ (sin(θ)− sin(φ))
)

sin
(

π∆t
λ (sin(θ)− sin(φ))

)
)

(2.28)

In (2.28), Af(θ, φ) attains its maximum if φ = θ. Therefore, by adjusting φ, the main lobe

of the beam can be electronically steered. It should be noted that (2.28) is valid for antenna

array where all antenna elements are isotropic radiators. However, the overall array pattern for

array Ao(θ, φ) where individual elements are anisotropic radiators with radiation pattern given

by Ae(θ) can be obtained using pattern multiplication [86] as follows

Ao(θ, φ) = Af(θ, φ)Ae(θ). (2.29)

For serving a MS located within the coverage region, the BS needs to estimate the angle of

arrival (AoA) of the signal from the MS. Well known techniques such as estimation of signal

parameter by rotational invariant techniques (ESPRIT) [87, 88] or multiple signal classification

(MUSIC) [89], can be used which allow good estimation of the AoA parameter.

2.6.4.1 Fixed beamforming

With the fixed beamforming method, the steering vector for generating a beam is pre-computed

and applied to the antenna array to activate such beam. By adjusting the coefficients applied to

the antenna elements, the main lobe of the antenna radiation pattern can be steered. Provided
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that the area of coverage for a given cell can be fully served by utilising Nbeam beams, the

coefficients required for generating such beams can be pre-computed and stored at the BS.

The BS estimates the angle of arrival (AoA) and determines the beam that provides such user

with the best channel gain. The precoding vector appropriate for activating such beam is then

applied to the array. In such a system, when the angular difference between the direction of

main lobe (φ) and direction of user θ increases, the antenna gain decreases. When the gain

provided by switching on a neighbouring beam exceeds the gain achieved by the current beam,

beam switching occurs.

2.6.4.2 Adaptive beamforming

Unlike fixed beamforming, the coefficients for adaptive beamforming are computed in real

time. Adaptive beamforming may be performed such that the maximum gain of the radiation

pattern is formed towards the intended user, referred to as user tracking and/or create nulls

towards the victim receivers, referred to as null steering [90]. As the location of both intended

and interfering users may change with time, adaptive beamforming techniques require that the

coefficients are computed in real time. Thus, there is a trade off between performance and

complexity of transceiver units. The advantage of adaptive beamforming is that either the

intended user can be positioned at the location providing maximum antenna gain within main

lobe, provided that its location is precisely known or up to Nint = NT interferers can be nulled.

2.6.5 Centralised coordination

In unicellular wireless network like that of a WLAN where a centralised receiver is within the

hearability range of all transmitters, the central node may coordinate allocation of radio re-

sources. In the uplink, it coordinates transmissions originating from different users such that

no two users transmit using the same radio resources. Polling [91] is one of the contention

free allocation strategy which is also implemented in IEEE 802.11 WLANs. This procedure

is termed as point coordination function (PCF) so as to provide quality of service (QoS) guar-

antee. An alternative centralised coordination approach [91] is that when a transmitter begins

transmission to the centralised receiver, the centralised receiver broadcasts a busy signal barring

all other users from accessing the channel.
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2.7 Decentralised CCI mitigation and avoidance approaches

This class of CCI mitigation approaches may utilise the locally available information to mitigate

CCI caused towards other links.

2.7.1 ALOHA and slotted ALOHA

ALOHA is a ‘best effort’ multiple access protocol used in wireless networks, which was de-

veloped in the 1970s at the University of Hawaii. It makes no attempt to mitigate CCI caused

towards the victim receiver. In the wireless network using ALOHA protocol, the transmitter

begins data transmission as soon as it has data to transmit. If collisions are detected, the data

is retransmitted after a random backoff. It has been demonstrated that the peak throughput of

ALOHA protocol is approximately 18% [40, 92] assuming that the collisions are hard and the

traffic is Poisson distributed.

In order to reduce the collisions, the time axis is slotted and the transmitter can only transmit

at the beginning of the slot. This avoids collision of the data frames that partially overlap with

one another. With identical assumptions as the pure ALOHA system, it has been demonstrated

[40, 92] that the slotted ALOHA achieves 37% of the channel capacity.

2.7.2 Carrier Sense Multiple Access

The carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) [40, 92] improves the performance of the ‘best effort’

ALOHA protocol by requiring the transmitter that has data to transmit to sense whether the

channel is ‘busy’ or ‘idle’ before transmission. If the signal from another transmitter is detected,

it is understood that the channel is in use, i.e. busy, otherwise it is considered idle and may be

used for transmission. Provided that no ongoing transmissions are detected, the transmitter

transmits data to its intended receiver using the free channel. Depending the reaction of the

transmitter upon learning that the channel is idle, the CSMA protocol is classified as

• 1−persistent CSMA: The transmitter continuously senses the channel and transmits im-

mediately upon learning that the channel is free. The problem with 1−persistent CSMA

is that two or more transmitters can simultaneously detect the channel free and proceed

with transmission, resulting in collisions.

• Non persistent CSMA: The non-persistent CSMA attempts to reduce the collision due
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to simultaneous access of the channel by refraining from sensing the channel for a ran-

dom period of time. This reduces collisions because the likelihood that two terminals

simultaneously sense the channel free and proceed with transmission is lower than that

of 1−persistent CSMA.

However, it should be noted that collision may still occur within time duration τp where

τp is the time it takes for the signal from the transmitter to propagate to all users within

the range of the transmitter.

• p−persistent CSMA: The p−persistent approach is used in systems where a transmitter

may only begin its transmission at the beginning of a discrete time slot. If the time slot

is sensed free, it transmits with a probability p. If either the time slot was not sensed

free or if the transmitter did not transmit on the slot sensed free (which happens with a

probability of 1 − p, the transmitter waits until the next time slot when it is allowed to

sense the channel again. The process is repeated until either the transmitter successfully

transmits its data or another transmitter successfully allocates the slot and the slot is

sensed busy.

Although the likelihood of collision is reduced by the CSMA approach compared to the ALOHA

protocols, collisions can still occur. When collision occurs, the transmitted data would be de-

stroyed. By stopping such transmissions immediately upon learning that the collisions have

occurred, wastage of channel capacity can be reduced. This is accomplished by either collision

detection or collision avoidance techniques.

2.7.2.1 CSMA with collision detection

CSMA with collision detection (CSMA/CD) is a widely used medium access technique used

in the IEEE 802.3 networks, popularly known as the Ethernet [92]. The CSMA/CD technique

requires the transmitters to listen to the channel simultaneously whilst transmitting. If the

transmitter detects signal originating from a different transmitter, it infers that a collision has

occurred. The key assumption made with CSMA/CD is that all transmitters and receivers within

the network are within the hearability range of one another.

In wireless networks, implementing collision detection is not feasible for two reasons. First,

it is unrealistic to assume that all transmitters and receivers are within the hearability range of

one another. Second, the signals originating from other transmitters are indistinguishable given
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that its own transmission is received at a much higher signal power. Virtual collision detection

methods have been proposed that allow collision to be detected by pausing own transmission

randomly to listen to ongoing transmissions [93] or using time slots of different durations [94].

Furthermore, in wireless medium, not all transmitting and receiving nodes are within the hear-

ability range of one another, due to which the classical hidden and expose node problems (see

Section 2.7.2.3) arise. To solve this problem, the task of detecting the collision and inform-

ing the transmitter about the collision has been delegated to the receiver, where the receiver

transmits a collision detection signal on a designated feedback channel [95, 96].

2.7.2.2 CSMA with collision avoidance

In CSMA with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA), a channel is allocated when the transmitter

detects the data slot as idle. If the channel is sensed busy, the transmitter refrains from sensing

the slot again for certain period of time randomly chosen in an interval between 0 and kbo.

The time kbo is distributed according to a truncated binary exponential distribution, given by

kbo = min(2i−1, kmax), where i is the number of times collision is encountered in succession

and kmax is the maximum number of time slot a transmitter has to backoff, regardless of the

number of times the collision was encountered.

Current implementation of CSMA/CA include channel probing using ready-to-send (RTS) and

reservation using clear-to-send (CTS) to avoid collisions, when the packet to be transmitted

is larger than a certain threshold. The threshold on packet size for enabling RTS/CTS packet

exchange is enforced to reduce signalling overhead for smaller packets. However, RTS/CTS

packet exchange is an optional part in the state-of-the-art implementations of WLAN access

points and not all WLAN hardware can support this feature.

2.7.2.3 Hidden and exposed node problem

A hidden node problem occurs when a new transmitter is out of the hearability region of an

active transmitter but is within the hearability region of the receiver. As the new transmitter

does not detect the presence of the active transmitter, it incorrectly infers that the channel is

free and therefore causes detrimental CCI to the active receiver in its vicinity. By contrast,

an exposed node problem results from the transmitter being over-cautious when it senses the

medium as busy even when its own transmission would not hurt the ongoing transmission. Fig-
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Figure 2.11: Illustration of the hidden and the exposed node problem. The intended links are
denoted with solid lines whereas the interfering links are denoted with dashed
lines. The oval indicate the region over which the carrier signal is detected above
the threshold. The transmitting node Tx2 does not hear the transmitting node Tx1

and commences transmission which causes excessive CCI towards Rx1 (hidden
node). By contrast, Tx3 avoids transmitting even though it is outside hearability
range of Rx1 (exposed node). The links that are not activated are crossed.

ure 2.11 depicts the hidden node and the exposed node problem. In the considered example,

the transmission between transmitting node Tx1 and receiving node Rx1 is ongoing. Tx2 which

happens to be in the vicinity of Rx1 but outside the hearability range of from Tx1 commences

transmission, thereby causing strong CCI towards Rx1. As Tx2 cannot hear the ongoing trans-

mission, it is called the hidden node. By contrast, Tx3 which happens to be in the vicinity of

Tx1 but shielded from Rx1 refrains from transmission, giving rise to exposed node problem.

2.7.3 IEEE RTS/CTS handshake

The transmitter that has data to transmit sends an RTS packet. If the channel is not busy at the

receiver end, the receiver replies with a CTS packet. A competing transmitter that hears an RTS

packet must remain silent until the deadline for receiving the CTS packet expires. If the RTS

packet is received but not the CTS packet, the transmitter infers that it is an exposed node and

may transmit its own RTS packet. Likewise, a transmitter that receives a CTS packet but not an

RTS packet infers that it is a hidden node and remains silent until the packet is transmitted. Thus

the RTS/CTS handshake solves the hidden node problem as long as the potential transmitter is

within the packet decoding distance of an active receiver. However, it was correctly identified

in [97] that the transmitters could still interfere with the ongoing transmission because the
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Figure 2.12: Illustration of interference range vs. CTS range. The receiver of an active link,
denoted x, transmits a CTS packet. The region around the receiver x where the
CTS packet can be decoded is demarked with a dashed oval. Any node lying
within the CTS packet decodable range avoids reusing the chunk so as to avoid
CCI. The node y lies outside the region where CTS packet cannot be decoded but
within the range where it causes significant interference towards x (hidden node).
Therefore, the hidden problem is mitigated with RTS/CTS handshake mechanism
but not completely eliminated.

distance at which the CTS packet can be decoded correctly is usually smaller than the distance

from which the transmission may cause detrimental CCI at the receiver of an active link. The

working mechanism of IEEE RTS/CTS mechanism is depicted in Figure 2.12. A transmitter or

a receiver of link (µ, α) is denoted x and the transmitter or receiver of link (ν, β) is denoted y.

It is assumed that the transmitter µ transmits an RTS packet to receiver α. The receiver x (i.e.

α) replies with a CTS packet. The transmitter y which lies outside the range where the CTS

packet can be decoded, believes that the channel is free and proceeds with the transmission.

However, as y is still within the range of x within which any transmitters will cause severe

interference to x, the hidden node problem is not resolved fully. Adding CSMA may improve

on avoiding hidden node problem, but it can aggravate the exposed node problem because with

CSMA mechanism the exposed node never gets an opportunity to transmit the RTS packet. For

example, in Figure 2.12, the node z will not get a chance to transmit the RTS packet as it will

sense the carrier from transmitter of link (µ, α). Finally, as the RTS, CTS and data packets all

share the common bandwidth, a node that has heard a CTS cannot respond to the RTS packets

addressed to it. Therefore the RTS/CTS mechanism does not completely solve the exposed

node problem.

The original RTS/CTS handshake, called Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (MACA),
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which was proposed by Karn [98], was modified in [99] to suit the wireless environment. The

new algorithm was called MACA-W (MACA-Wireless). In the MACA-W algorithm, data

sending (DS) packet preceding the data transmission to avoid transmitting data to a receiver

which is at that instant in a transmit mode. In addition, acknowledgment (ACK) following

successful data transmission were added to facilitate fast retransmissions at the link layer itself

rather than wait until the errors were detected by higher layers of the protocol stack. How-

ever, similar to the MACA protocol, the MACA-W protocol does not completely eliminate the

hidden node problem.

The RTS/CTS handshake is extended to systems where multiple users share multiple channels

available in the system, where both the transmitter and the receiver monitor the channel usage

[100, 101] of neighbouring nodes and deduce the free slots from channel usage. In the variants

of RTS/CTS signalling incorporating these improvements added to the original RTS/CTS hand-

shake mechanism, the transmitter announces free slots at the transmitter with the RTS packet

and the receiver replies with free channels at the receiver with the CTS packet.

2.7.4 Busy Signal approach

The busy signal concept solves the hidden node problem by allowing the receivers to transmit

a busy signal in either a dedicated out-of-band channel [102] or in an in-band channel [27].

These busy signals inform a potential transmitter about the instantaneous CCI it causes to the

‘victim’ receivers, which enables the transmitter to take appropriate steps to avoid interference,

such as deferring its own transmission to another time-frequency slot.

2.7.4.1 Dual busy tone multiple access

The dual busy tone multiple access (DBTMA) protocol [102] and its variants [103] solve the

problem associated with incorporating CTS into the data slot. This is accomplished by in-

corporating two narrowband channels where two types of busy tones (BT), BTt and BTr are

transmitted, which will be discussed shortly. The channel access request is made using RTS

packet. A transmitter is permitted to transmit an RTS packet only if it hears no BTt and BTr

signals on the respective control channels. Whilst the transmitter transmits RTS packet, it also

transmits a busy tone BTt to ensure that no other transmitter begins to transmit an RTS packet.

This enhances the reliable detection of RTS at the receiver. The receiver after receiving the RTS
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packet sets up the BTr to signal CTS, which signals the competing transmitters to withhold their

RTS packets. The intended transmitter implicitly understands that the channel is reserved and

begins the data transmission. After successful data transmission, the receiver stops broadcasting

the BTr and releases the channel.

It should be clear that the DBTMA avoids the problem observed with MACA and MACA-W

protocol that a receiving node of a competing link that heard CTS (any node that lie within the

CTS hearability range in Figure 2.12) would be barred from responding to its RTS packet. This

is because there is no explicit CTS packet transmitted but CTS is implied by the BTr transmitted

on a dedicated channel. However, the shortcoming with MACA and MACA-W is addressed at

a cost of separate channels dedicated for out-of-band signalling. Furthermore, as the protocol

requires the transceivers to listen to the out-of-band busy tones whilst transmitting, complex

radio frequency (RF) units are required due to additional filters and duplexers involved. This

may pose difficulties for terminals designed for mobile applications that have space and energy

constraints. Moreover, the DBTMA does not allow frequency selectivity to be exploited for

multiuser diversity.

2.7.4.2 Wireless Channel Oriented ad hoc multihop protocol

The wireless channel oriented ad hoc multihop protocol (W-CHAMB) [104, 105] is also a busy

signal based approach for solving the hidden node problem. Unlike the DBTMA protocol which

uses out of band signalling, the W-CHAMB multiplexes the busy signals with the data signal

along the time dimension. The air interface consists of TDMA frames, each of which is divided

into three types of channels - access channel (ACH), traffic channel (TCH) and echo channel

(ECH). The access channel is used for coordinating access among the terminals competing for

channel access taking into account priority of the service class and fairness constraints. The

TCH contains transmitted data and the ECH contains the busy signal. The transmitter that

succeeds to obtain the right to transmit must determine the free TCH in the MAC frame to

transmit. For determining the free TCH slots and solving the hidden node problem, the ECH

slot comes into play. A MAC frame contains the same number of ECH slots and TCH slots

with a one-to-one mapping between them. A transmitter must sense the channel to determine

free TCH. A slot is considered free if it detects no carrier in the TCH slot as well as it detects no

busy signal in its corresponding ECH slot. The transmitter sends a packet request on the slots

where busy signal is not detected. The receiver checks the packet request and if the slots are
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free at the receiver side, it sends a busy signal on the ECH. This ECH serves two purposes, first

it avoids any transmitter within the vicinity of the receiver from transmitting, thus effectively

solving the hidden node problem and second,it informs the transmitter that it can commence

transmission.

It should be noted that although W-CHAMB protocol solves the hidden node problem, it does

not solve the exposed node problem. This is primarily because the free slots at the transmitter

are determined by carrier sense mechanism. Furthermore, it does not exploit the frequency

selectivity in broadband wireless networks due to the TDMA air interface.

2.7.4.3 Busy burst signalling

Figure 2.13: Elimination of hidden and the exposed nodes using BB signalling. The oval in-
dicates the exclusion region established around the active receiver. The intended
link and interfering link are denoted are denoted by solid and dashed lines respec-
tively. The transmitter y which is a hidden node to receiver x detects BB above
a threshold and avoids transmission. The link is crossed to show that it was not
activated. By contrast, the transmitter z may reuse the radio resource used by y
as it receives BB below the threshold.

The busy burst (BB) signalling mechanism [25–27, 71] utilises the channel reciprocity property

of the TDD mode [106] to solve the hidden and the exposed node problem is a self organising

network. The target is to limit the amount of CCI caused to the receiver of the active links to

a threshold value Ith, which is fixed systemwide. This goal can be achieved if the transmitter

is aware of the amount of CCI it potentially causes towards a pre-established active link before

it actually transmits. This knowledge allows the transmitter to decide autonomously whether
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or not it should allocate the considered radio resource so that the CCI at the victim receiver is

capped at the threshold.

The channel reciprocity property of the TDD mode is utilised to convey the a priori knowl-

edge of CCI. The transmit power utilised for transmitting data is T d and the transmit power

utilised for transmitting feedback information in the reverse direction (i.e. BB signal) is T b.

An intended link is denoted as a pair (µ, α) and an another link is denoted (ν, β) that reuses the

same radio resource used by link (µ, α). For notational convenience, x represents a transmitter

or a receiver of link (µ, α). Another link (ν, β), where µ 6= ν and α 6= β is an interfering

link, whose transmitter or receiver is designated y. With this notation, the term Gx represents

the channel gains of an intended link and is equivalent to Gµ,α. Likewise, the term Gy repre-

sents the intended channel gains of a competing link and is equivalent to Gν,β . The term Gxy

represents channel gains of the interfering link between transmitter x and receiver y. Gxy is

equivalent to Gµ,β if the interference caused by the transmitter of link (µ, α) to the receiver of

link (ν, β) is modelled. It is assumed that the receiver x has transmitted BB to reserve the radio

resource for the next time slot. The received BB power at transmitter y is

Ib
y = T bGxy. (2.30)

Likewise, the CCI caused to receiver x if y were to transmit is

Id
x = T dGyx. (2.31)

Combining (2.30) and (2.31) and exploiting channel reciprocity of the TDD mode, i.e. Gyx =

Gxy, the amount of CCI caused towards the victim receiver x is given by

Id
x =

(
T d

T b

)
Ib
y. (2.32)

To limit Id
x to a threshold value, the potential transmitter y must check if

(
T d

T b

)
Id
y < Ith (2.33)

holds true. If (2.33) holds true, transmitter y allocates the considered radio resource for trans-

mission. Otherwise, the transmitter refrains from using such radio resource.
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To allow the transmitter to evaluate (2.33), the medium access control (MAC) frame is divided

into ‘data slot’ and a ‘BB minislot’. Each data slot is uniquely paired with the preceding BB

slot, which the potential transmitter is obliged to scan to check if (2.33) holds. Likewise, after

receiving data with the minimum SINR target required, the receiver must broadcast a BB to

reserve the radio resource for the next time slot. This enables the transmitter to check whether

or not the transmitter lies within the exclusion region of the receiver. It should be noted that

with the BB mechanism, the potential transmitter infers the amount of CCI by measuring the

received BB power. Therefore, this effectively avoids the problem faced with IEEE RTS/CTS

mechanism (see Section 2.7.3) that the interference range of a potential interferer can be fur-

ther away than the packet reception range for CTS packet. Consequently, the BB mechanism

completely avoids the hidden and the exposed node problem.

The earlier work on BB signalling was performed for a TDMA-TDD air interface [25, 26]. By

extending the concept to interference aware chunk allocation in wireless system where multiple

users share a set of parallel frequency slots of a broadband frequency-selective radio channel,

such as the 100MHz channel of the WINNER-TDD mode [28]. By extending the BB concept to

OFDMA [27, 107], the channel reciprocity of TDD [106] is exploited for decentralised interfer-

ence management such that the chunks can be dynamically assigned on a short-term basis. For

this purpose, the exclusion region is established individually for each chunk. The chunks where

the interfering channel gains are attenuated are spatially reused by the competing link whereas

those chunks that have high interfering channel gains are avoided. Detailed description of this

concept is deferred to later chapters in this thesis for different types of network, namely ad

hoc, cellular networks with omnidirectional antennas and cellular networks that utilise transmit

beamforming.

2.7.5 Other CCI mitigation approaches

Other techniques to mitigate the detrimental effect of CCI include interference cancellation,

frequency hopping or spread spectrum techniques. For completeness, these techniques are

briefly presented in the following paragraphs.
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2.7.5.1 Interference cancellation

Interference cancellation involves predicting the transmitted signal in presence of other signals.

The predicted signal is then subtracted from the residual signal . A decision feedback equaliser

(DFE) is an example of interference cancellation technique used for cancelling the inter symbol

interference (ISI) due to multipath in single carrier systems. Likewise, successive interference

cancellation [108–110] and parallel interference cancellation [110, 111] are used for decoding

signals transmitted across multiple streams in MIMO systems. A requirement for performing

interference cancellation is that sufficient degrees of freedom for signal separation at the re-

ceiver must exist. Such degrees of freedom may be provided by multiple receiving antennas at

the receiver that are spatially uncorrelated (ideally) or by using spreading codes.

2.7.5.2 Spread spectrum techniques

In spread spectrum technique, the transmitted data is spread over a larger frequency bandwidth

than what would be necessary in a conventional FDMA system. Depending on the mechanism

used to scramble the data, two main types of spread spectrum techniques widely used are as

follows:

Frequency hopping Frequency hopping mitigates CCI by reducing the duration of strong

CCI. In the system implementing frequency hopping, the transmitter selects a channel which is

a small fraction of the available system bandwidth in each time slot [24]. In the next time slot,

the transmission in carried out by selecting a different set of channels. By hopping from one

frequency channel to another, the impact of CCI is averaged out over time. Bluetooth [112] is

an example of a system that performs frequency hopping.

Direct sequence spread spectrum In direct sequence spread spectrum, the transmitter spreads

the data by convolving it with spreading code that has a higher bandwidth than the data itself.

The receiver retrieves the transmitted data by correlating it with the code used for transmis-

sion. The spreading may be done either using orthogonal codes (e.g. Walsh sequences [113]

which may be generated using Hadamard matrix [114]) or using pseudo noise codes that have

autocorrelation properties similar to the orthogonal code [40, 115]. By spreading the signal dur-

ing transmission and despreading during reception, CCI caused by narrowband interferers can

be effectively mitigated. Furthermore, by using different codes multiple users can be accom-
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modated within the same frequency bandwidth, which is the basis of CDMA (code division

multiple access) technique widely used in the current 3G based cellular telecommunications

(e.g. universal mobile telecommunications system (UMTS)).

2.8 Summary

This chapter provided a brief overview of wireless networks commonly deployed for com-

munications. The concept of multiple access to accommodate multiple users within a shared

bandwidth as well as duplexing concept to provide bidirectional communication is discussed.

In this context, it was motivated why OFDMA-TDD is suitable for the next generation wireless

networks where the traffic is inherently bursty and the bandwidth is frequency selective. A

brief discussion of interference management in cellular networks where resource allocation is

coordinated by the BS is presented. In this context, three approaches widely used in cellular

networks - viz. frequency planning, interference mitigation using beamforming and power al-

location were discussed. It was motivated that such methods are either inflexible or require a

large amount of signalling which makes it difficult to realise reconfigurable frequency reuse on

short time scale. Likewise, for systems performing decentralised radio resource allocation, it

was motivated how the solutions such as sensing the activity of another transmitter lead to the

hidden and the exposed node problem and fail to avoid CCI. It was briefly discussed that the

BB signalling mechanism solves the above shortcomings and allows a reconfigurable frequency

reuse on a short time basis by utilising receiver feedback in forms of BB signal and exploiting

channel reciprocity property of the TDD mode.
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Chapter 3
Busy Burst Enabled Interference

Avoidance in ad hoc Scenario

3.1 Introduction

The term ad hoc network refers intrinsically to the class of wireless networks that lack rigorous

centralised infrastructure and control. Ad hoc networks were classically used for communica-

tion in scenarios where a network with centralised infrastructure would be difficult to realise,

such as in a disaster rescue area, military applications or as sensor networks. Likewise, another

example of ad hoc networks is two or more computers communicating with one another using

wireless local area network (WLAN) in an ad hoc mode. As such networks lack centralised

coordination and control; the communicating entities must coordinate amongst themselves as

to how they access the available radio resources. Co-channel interference (CCI) resulting from

the co-existence of two or more wireless links that share the same radio resource is the major

bottleneck in improving the spectral efficiency, which has already been pointed out in Chap-

ter 2.

In recent years, consumer devices that use the wireless interface for high data rate communi-

cations have been proliferating. An example is the Bluetooth interface that allows two or more

devices to communicate with one another, such as the mobile phone with the headset or with

another mobile phone. Likewise, recent initiatives include wireless home digital interface [39]

that attempts to deliver high quality video from any source to any display device within a home

using wireless interface. As the density of such devices within a spatial region increases, the

system performance degrades because of CCI caused by one link to another. A characteristic

feature of such links is that they are activated in an ‘on demand’ basis, which makes it difficult

to realise any centralised control. To solve the problem of CCI, radio resource allocation in

self-organising ad hoc networks in an indoor environment is addressed.
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Figure 3.1: Air interface in OFDMA–TDD

3.2 Radio resource allocation in OFDMA–TDD ad hoc networks

An orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)–TDD based air-interface is con-

sidered. A radio resource unit is a time-frequency slot referred to as a chunk, which comprises

of nos successive orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) symbols and nsc con-

tiguous subcarriers as shown in Fig 3.1. A chunk is denoted as a pair (n, k), where 1 ≤ n ≤ NC

denotes the frequency index and k represents the time slot index. NC is the total number of

chunks per time slot given by NC = b B
nsc∆f

c, where B is the signal bandwidth, ∆f is the spac-

ing between adjacent subcarriers and b·c is the floor-operator. Each time slot is divided into a

‘data slot’, which carries data from the transmitters to the receivers and a BB minislot, which

is used to convey the BB signals (detailed out in Section 3.4). The duration of a time slot is,

therefore, nos + 1 OFDM symbols, and it carries NC chunks each paired with a busy burst of

nsc subcarriers spanning one OFDM symbol accommodated in a minislot.

3.3 System model

We consider an ad hoc network consisting of NL end-to-end links. As discussed earlier in

Section 2.7.4.3, a link is denoted as a pair (µ, α) where µ is the transmitter and α is the receiver

as shown in Figure 3.2. The term Gµ,α[n, k] is the channel gain between transmitter µ and

receiver α of a frequency selective and time variant channel, modelled as discussed earlier in

Section 2.3. For notational convenience, x represents a transmitter or a receiver of link (µ, α).

Another link (ν, β), where µ 6= ν and α 6= β is an interfering link, whose transmitter or

receiver is designated y. With this notation, the term Gx[n, k] represents the channel gains of

an intended link and is equivalent to Gµ,α[n, k]. Likewise, the term Gy[n, k] represents the

intended channel gains of a competing link and is equivalent to Gν,β[n, k]. The term Gxy[n, k]

represents channel gains of the interfering link between transmitter x and receiver y. Gxy[n, k]

is equivalent to Gµ,β[n, k] if the interference caused by the transmitter of link (µ, α) to the
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Figure 3.2: 2-link scenario in ad hoc networks. The intended links are shown as solid arrows
whereas the interfering links are shown as dashed arrows. The oval represent the
exclusion region that needs to be established around receiver x so as to meet the
required signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) target.

receiver of link (ν, β) is modelled. All channel gain parameters are modelled using (2.18)

with an appropriate substitution of relevant transmitter and receiver indices. The data transmit

powers of the transmitters of x and y are denoted as T d
x [n, k] and T d

y [n, k] respectively. With

the above notation, the intended signal power at receiver x, Rd
x, is given by

Rd
x = T d

x [n, k]Gx[n, k]. (3.1)

Likewise, the signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) at the receiver of x, γx[n, k], is

expressed as

γx[n, k] =
T d
x [n, k]Gx[n, k]∑

y∈T
y 6=x

T d
y [n, k]Gyx[n, k]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Id
x [n,k]

+N
, (3.2)

where T is the set of all active transmitters in the system and N is the thermal noise power.

3.4 Interference management using busy burst signalling

Interference management using busy burst (BB) signalling [25, 26] establishes an exclusion

region around active receivers. An exclusion region defines an area around an active receiver,

where no other transmitter is allowed to reuse the reserved radio resources. The exclusion

regions are established individually for each chunk (n, k) [27]. It is assumed that the transmitter
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x transmits data to its intended receiver using chunk (n, k). Provided that γx[n, k] ≥ Γmin,

where Γmin is the minimum SINR target required to continue reserving a chunk, the receiver

broadcasts a BB in the associated BB minislot. The BB signal reserves the data slot of the

nth chunk for the next time slot k+1 for x. Interference avoidance with BB-OFDMA can be

described by the following protocol:

1. All potential transmitters must sense the BB associated to the data chunk (n, k) prior to

transmission.

2. Transmitters are prohibited to access chunks where a BB is detected above a given thresh-

old.

The co-channel interference (CCI) transmitter y causes to receiver x if it were to transmit is

given by

Id
x[n, k] = T d

y [n, k]Gyx[n, k]. (3.3)

The BB power received at transmitter y originating from receiver x (i.e. BB transmitter) is

Ib
y[n, k] = T b

x [n, k]Gxy[n, k], (3.4)

where T b
x [n, k] is the The BB transmit power for receiver x (BB transmitter).

Exploiting the time division duplex (TDD) channel reciprocity,Gyx[n, k] = Gxy[n, k], the

transmitter y can ascertain Id
x[n, k], the potential amount of interference it causes to a receiver

x of a pre-established link, by measuring Ib
y[n, k] at the associated BB minislot [25], which is

given by

Id
xn[n, k] = Ib

y[n, k]
T d
y [n, k]

T b
x [n, k]

. (3.5)

3.4.1 Fixed power BB

The maximum CCI Id
xn[n, k] that a candidate transmitter y may cause to an active receiver x

is given by the interference threshold Ith, which is constant and known to the entire network.

Provided that both T b
x [n, k] and T d

y [n, k] are known to the candidate transmitter y, (3.5) enables
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Figure 3.3: Busy burst signalling using fixed BB power. The solid arrows represent the in-
tended signals and the dotted arrows represent the CCI. Exclusion regions (rep-
resented as ovals around the active receivers) are established with the help of BB
signalling.

y to verify whether Id
x[n, k] < Ith, in which case y is outside the exclusion range of x [25, 26]:

Ib
y[n, k]

(
T d
y [n, k]

T b
x [n, k]

)
≤ Ith . (3.6)

In case T d
y [n, k]=T b

x [n, k], condition (3.6) reduces to:

Ib
y[n, k] ≤ Ith . (3.7)

An illustration of establishing exclusion region with fixed power BB is depicted in Figure 3.3.

The receiver x has transmitted a BB signal to establish the exclusion region. The oval around

the receiver x depicts the exclusion region established around the receiver x. The trasmitter y

lies within the exclusion region of x and therefore cannot reuse the chunks reserved by receiver

x. By contrast, the transmitter z lies outside the exclusion region of x and is allowed to reuse

the resources reserved by x.

By tuning Ith, the maximum CCI Id
x[n, k] in (3.2) is adjusted. A low Ith enables those links who

have relatively low intended channel gains (hence lower Rd
x[n, k]) to meet their SINR target.

However, this enforces a larger exclusion region around a vulnerable receiver through (3.7)

because of which the reuse of the chunk decreases, leading to a decreased system throughput.

By contrast, a high Ith increases the number of links that may reuse the given chunk, potentially
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leading to enhanced system throughput. However, users with low intended channel gains are

less likely to meet their SINR target, as interference protection is gradually eliminated. By

tuning Ith, system throughput can be traded off for enhancing the link throughput for users

with low intended channel gains.

3.4.2 Interference tolerance signalling via busy bursts

Figure 3.4: Busy burst with interference tolerance signalling (BB-ITS) in ad hoc scenario. The
solid arrows represent the intended signals and the dotted arrows represent the
CCI. The ovals represent the exclusion region formed with BB-ITS.

With fixed power BB signalling, the same level of interference protection is given to all links,

disregarding the quality of the intended link. For illustration, two receivers x and z with re-

spective channel gains Gx>Gz are exposed to the same interferer y as illustrated in Figure 3.4.

Provided that y causes the same amount of interference to x and z, the SINR target Γm, cor-

responding to the chosen modulation format m is considered fixed systemwide, is more likely

met for x than for z. In such situation, y may reuse the chunk used by x but it must not reuse

the chunk used by z. To ensure that the SINR target is met and the chunk is reused whenever

feasible, x and z to are allowed to transmit a BB with variable power signalling the individual

amount of interference that each of the receiver x and z can tolerate to the candidate transmitter

such as y. For this, exclusion regions of different sizes are effectively formed around x and z,

as illustrated in Figure 3.4.

For busy burst with interference tolerance signalling (BB-ITS) [116] the objective is that a

given SINR target, γx[n, k]≥Γm, is maintained for an active receiver x. This means that the

maximum allowable interference depends on the intended link quality Rd
x[n, k]. Let Itol

x [n, k]
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denote the interference limit, for which the SINR (3.2) approaches γx[n, k]=Γm. Then the

tolerable interference at receiver x is upper bounded by

Id
x[n, k] ≤ Itol

x [n, k] =
Rd

x[n, k]
Γm

−N . (3.8)

Adjusting the tolerable interference level (3.8) implies that larger exclusion regions are formed

for links with weak desired signal levels Rd
x[n, k] and vice versa.

To signal the variable interference tolerance level Itol
x [n, k] of a victim receiver x to candi-

date transmitters y intending to reuse the reserved chunk, the BB transmit power T b
x [n, k]

is adjusted, such that the simple threshold test Ib
y[n, k]≤Ith in (3.7) is retained. Hence no

additional information for channel sensing is required for BB-ITS. The received BB power

approaches a fixed threshold, Ib
y[n, k]=Ith, if the CCI approaches Id

x[n, k]=Itol
x [n, k]. Insert-

ing Id
x[n, k]=Itol

x [n, k] and Ib
y[n, k]=Ith into (3.5) yields the variable BB power T b

x [n, k] =

T d
y [n, k]Ith/Itol

x [n, k]. Assuming that T d
y [n, k] is fixed and denoted by T d, the BB transmit

power is adjusted as follows [116]

T b
x [n, k] = min

(
IthT

d

Rd
x[n,k]
Γm

−N
,T b

max

)
(3.9)

where T b
max is the maximum BB transmit power. The min operator ensures that T b

x [n, k]≤T b
max.

Note that when Rd
x[n, k]/Γm < N , we get γx[n, k]<Γm. In this situation, the chunk is released

and no BB is transmitted. Therefore, it is ensured that T b
x [n, k] in (3.9) always has a positive

value. We note that Ib
y[n, k] = T b

x [n, k]Gxy[n, k] and T b
max = T d

y [n, k]. It can be checked by

plugging (3.9) into (3.6) that the threshold test (3.6) effectively checks if Id
x[n, k] ≤ Itol

x [n, k],

regardless of the threshold used, as long as the BB transmit power is not clipped. In this chapter,

we choose Ith = −100 dBm because the probability of BB transmit power being clipped was

found to be lower than 0.05 for the given deployment scenario with Γm = 2.2 dB and m = 1

used. Furthermore, with this threshold, the received BB at the intended transmitter (the lower

bound of which is approximated by IthΓm) remains well above the noise floor (−117.8 dBm),

such that it can be reliably detected.
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3.4.3 Extension to multiple competing links

In a multi-cell scenario, signals from multiple links superimpose at the receiver. The total

interference at data receiver x amounts to

Id
x[n, k] =

∑

z∈T
z 6=x

T d
z [n, k]Gzx[n, k] , (3.10)

where T is the set of simultaneously active transmitters. Likewise the received BB at the data

transmitter (BB receiver) y yields

Ib
y[n, k] =

∑

z∈R
z6=y

T b
z [n, k]Gzy[n, k] , (3.11)

whereR is the set active receivers (BB transmitters).

Unlike the case when two links compete for resources, Ib
y[n, k] is no longer equivalent to

Id
x[n, k] in the threshold test (3.7). This is because in (3.10) the interference powers from

multiple transmitters T add up. Consequently, the total CCI at data receiver x may exceed the

tolerable threshold such that Id
x[n, k]>Ith, although the BB power (3.11) observed by the indi-

vidual interferers y∈T is below the threshold, Ib
y[n, k]≤Ith. On the other hand, in (3.11) the in-

terfering BB powers from multiple simultaneously active receivers observed at x∈R add up. It

is therefore possible that Ib
y[n, k]>Ith, so that link y is prohibited from accessing chunk (n, k),

although its individual CCI contribution, T d
y [n, k]Gyx[n, k], would be below Ith. Note that

the former effect partly compensates the latter. Moreover, in many cases the interference is

dominated by one strong interfering source. Therefore, the threshold test (3.7) provides a good

approximation to the level of interference potentially caused to the active receivers. In the rest

of this section, the procedure for dynamic chunk allocation using BB signalling is detailed out.

3.4.4 Initial access in contention

CCI higher than a threshold value is avoided at the receivers on the reserved chunks via BB

signalling mechanism discussed above. However, in the case of unreserved chunks, two or

more transmitters may simultaneously transmit using such chunks provided (3.7) holds when

such transmitters scan the BB minislot. This results in contention where the transmitters are

not aware of the amount of interference they cause to the receiver of other links. Conse-
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quently, several links may encounter a collision on chunk (n, k) where the SINR target may

not be met. Hence, to reduce the occurrence of simultaneously accessed chunks in contention,

a p−persistent chunk allocation procedure is applied to BB-OFDMA, where chunk (n, k)

is accessed by transmitter y with probability p. Denoting the outcome of the p−persistent

chunk allocation with the binary random variable χy[n, k] ∈ {0, 1}, the access probability is

Pr(χy[n, k]=1) = p. In this chapter, p is set to 1/NL such that on average the transmitter of

only one link accesses a chunk in contention at any given time slot.

3.4.5 Dynamic chunk allocation with BB signalling
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of DCA using BB signalling. The receiver that intends to transmit
using unreserved chunks is obliged to check if the received BB power is below the
threshold.

The dynamic chunk allocation (DCA) mechanism with BB signalling is explained with the help

of Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.5. It is assumed that the receiver x in Figure 3.3 has transmitted BB

on chunks it has reserved. Prior to transmission, the transmitter y must sense the BB minislot

to ascertain the chunks it reuses are outside the exclusion region of existing transmitter(s).

Provided (3.7) holds true, the transmitter y transmits data during the data slot. In the particular

example depicted in Figure 3.5, the BB received on chunks 13–15 and 25–28 are below the

threshold value and can be used for transmission. The set of chunks where the transmission

is carried out belong to the set A. The binary variable aν [n, k] [27] denotes whether or not
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transmitter y used the chunk (n, k) for transmission1

aν [n, k] =





1 ,
(
Ib
y[n, k] ≤ Ith and χy[n, k] = 1

)
or Υν [n, k] = 1

0 , otherwise ,
(3.12)

After chunk allocation, the transmitter of user ν uses the allocated chunk for transmission and

the SINR achieved at the receiver (γy[n, k]) is calculated. The chunks where γy[n, k] ≥ Γm

holds, where Γm is the minimum SINR target required to meet the QoS requirements for the

modulation level m used for transmission, denote successfully accessed chunks and are denoted

as

bν [n, k] =





1 , γy[n, k] ≥ Γm and aν [n, k] = 1

0 , otherwise .
(3.13)

With reservation based protocols such as the BB signalling mechanism, the chunks where

γν [n, k] ≥ Γmin, where Γmin is the minimum SINR target corresponding to lowest order modu-

lation scheme available in the system, are reserved for the next frame by setting the reservation

indicator Υν [n, k + 1] as follows

Υν [n, k + 1] =





1 , γy[n, k] ≥ Γmin and aν [n, k] = 1

0 , otherwise .
(3.14)

By setting Υν [n, k + 1] = 1, the chunk (n, k + 1) is reserved for user ν in the next slot and

the receiver transmits a BB during the time-multiplexed BB slot. The acknowledgement of

successful transmission is implicitly conveyed to the transmitter via a surge in the received

BB power levels [26]. In Figure 3.5, the surge in received power levels is detected in chunks

with index 13–15 and 25–26, which signals to transmitter y that the transmission has been

successful. By contrast, no surge in power level is detected in chunk with index 27 and 28

which signals the transmitter that the minimum SINR target in these chunks is not met. The

chunks where the BB signal is not received from the intended receiver during the BB slot are

released and may be allocated by other users in the system. It must be highlighted that if a fixed

modulation scheme is used systemwide, Υν [n, k + 1] and by[n, k] are identical. However, in

1For the purpose of DCA, the notation aν and bν is preferred over ax and bx notation, so as to have a consistent
notation and avoid ambiguity in later chapters where a single transmitter (e.g. BS) serves multiple users.
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the system where link adaptation is performed on a per-chunk basis, the bits may be received

in error, i.e. by[n, k] = 0 but the minimum SINR target required to continue reserving may still

be met, i.e. γy ≥ Γmin. In such case, Υν [n, k + 1] = 1 and the chunk is retained for the same

link but in the next slot, the transmitter is expected to lower the modulation order utilised as

shall be discussed in Section 3.4.6.

3.4.6 Link adaptation

LetM={1, . . . ,M} be the set of supported modulation schemes. Associated to each modula-

tion scheme m∈M is an SINR target Γ=Γm that must be achieved to satisfy a given BER (bit

error ratio). The objective is to select the modulation scheme mν [n, k]∈M for chunk (n, k),

which yields the highest spectral efficiency, for which γν [n, k]≥Γmν [n,k] holds. Assuming that

the channel does not change significantly between two consecutive time slots, the feedback of

SINR observed in the preceding slot is used to select an appropriate modulation format for the

next time slot. The steps of performing link adaptation are detailed as follows:

1. Determine the chunks (n, k) where (3.7) holds true.

2. Transmit using m = 1, the modulation with lowest spectral efficiency.

3. Calculate the achieved SINR γν [n, k] using (3.2).

4. Using lookup table, determine the modulation scheme m̂ with highest spectral efficiency

such that γx[n, k]≥Γm̂ holds.

5. Adjust the modulation scheme as follows:

mν [n, k + 1] =





m̄ , γν [n, k] ≥ Γmν [n,k+1]

0 , γν < Γ1

m̂ν [n, k] , otherwise,

(3.15)

where m̄ = d(mν [n, k] + m̂[n, k])/2e, d·e is the ceiling operator and Γ1 is the minimum

SINR target corresponding to m = 1.

6. If mν [n, k + 1] = 0, or the chunk is no longer needed, release the chunk, else go to step

3.
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The step 5 in the above algorithm allows the transmitter to choose the feasible modulation

format in a fewer steps compared to using an incremental step of 1. After each time slot, the

chosen modulation step is over a half way between currently utilised modulation scheme and

the highest modulation step that could have been utilised under prevalent channel conditions

at the receiver. This procedure is similar to the well known divide and conquer approach or

the binary search algorithm which has an algorithmic complexity of O(log2(n)), unlike an

incremental step of 1, which has an algorithmic complexity of O(n). For example, assume that

the highest modulation feasible for a link is 256-QAM, i.e. m = 8. If a unit step increment

is used, the transmitter selects the feasible modulation format after 8 steps whereas with the

proposed algorithm above, the transmitter selects 256-QAM modulation format within 4 steps.

3.5 Simulation setup

An ad hoc network deployed in an indoor office environment as defined in scenario A1 [28, 117]

of wireless world initiative new radio (WINNER) is considered. The indoor office environment

is modelled as a single floor in a building and consists of 40 rooms of size 10m × 10m × 3m

and two corridors of size 100m× 5m× 3m. The relevant parameters considered in simulation

are presented in Table 3.1. The deployment scenario and the distribution of users are as shown

in Figure 3.6.

Parameters Value
MS transmit power 21 dBm
Center carrier frequency fc 5.0 GHz
System bandwidth B 89.84 MHz
# subcarriers (SC) 1840
Subcarriers spacing ∆f 48.8 kHz
OFDM symbols/time slot nos 15
OFDM symbol duration Tsym 22.48 µs
# chunks/time slot NC 230
Chunk size nsc×nos 8 (freq.) × 15 (time) = 120
Protocol data unit (PDU) size 112 bits
Tx power/chunk T d -3.08 dBm
Antenna gain 0 dBi
Noise level/chunk N -117.8 dBm
# Monte Carlo runs 500
Duration of each Monte Carlo run 75 ms

Table 3.1: List of simulation parameters
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Modulation, # link PDUs per slot Achieved SINR γ [dB]
no transmission m=0 −∞ < γ < 2.2
BPSK m=1 2.2 ≤ γ < 5.2
QPSK m=2 5.2 ≤ γ < 9.1
cross 8-QAM m=3 9.1 ≤ γ < 11.3
16-QAM m=4 11.3 ≤ γ < 14.4
cross 32-QAM m=5 14.4 ≤ γ < 16.6
64-QAM m=6 16.6 ≤ γ < 19.5
cross 128-QAM m=7 19.5 ≤ γ < 22.5
256-QAM m=8 22.5 ≤ γ <∞

Table 3.2: Look up table for modulation scheme
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Figure 3.6: Indoor scenario with its corresponding distribution of users. Each transmitter se-
lects its receiver randomly from the initial distribution.

A 3/4-rate convolutional code and the SINR targets Γm for a given modulation scheme m are

selected to attain a packet error ratio of 10−2 per PDU, given in Table 3.2 [118]. For non-

adaptive modulation we consider a BPSK constellation with m=1 and a corresponding SINR

target of Γ1=2.2 dB. For link adaptation the modulation schemes m∈M are chosen based on

the achieved SINR targets Γm.

The system is simulated as follows: 2NL mobile stations (MSs) are distributed uniformly in the

space with a probability of 0.9 of lying inside the room and 0.1 of being in the corridor. Half of

these MSs act as transmitters and the other half as receivers. Each transmitter selects a receiver

randomly if the receiver is not already paired with another transmitter and the gain between

them exceeds a minimum threshold value Gmin. In this chapter, Gmin is set at 5 dB above the

thermal noise level N because this avoids forming the links that would not meet the minimum
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SINR target in a noise limited scenario. The channels are modelled according to the scenario

A1 of WINNER [117], which models signal propagation in an indoor office environment. A

line of sight (LoS) condition is considered when both the transmitter and receiver are located

either in the same room or the same corridor. Otherwise, a non line of sight (NLoS) condition

is considered. Both large scale and small scale fading are considered, as discussed earlier in

Section 2.3. The path loss (P ls
µ,α) between a transmitter and receiver pair is given by using

parameters from Table 3.3 in (2.13).

Scenario Apl Bpl Cpl Xpl σ

LoS 18.7 46.8 20 0 3.1
NLoS 36.8 38.8 20 5#walls 3.5

Table 3.3: Parameters for modelling path loss in ad hoc scenario

The fast fading parameters are modelled by considering a relative velocity of 5 km/h between

the transmitter and the receiver, a central carrier frequency of 5.0 GHz With these parame-

ters, the maximum Doppler spread fm is found to be 23.15 Hz and the coherence time is

18.28 ms assuming a correlation of 0.9 using equations presented earlier in Section 2.3. Like-

wise, the coherence bandwidth is calculated to be approximately 1.55 MHz for LoS condition

and 827.7 kHz for non-LoS conditions. In modelling the mobile fading channel, both time

variance and frequency selectivity of the channel are taken into account as discussed earlier

in Section 2.3. The performance statistics are collected using Monte Carlo method. At each

Monte Carlo run, the MSs are distributed independently and uniformly as discussed earlier.

A full buffer traffic is assumed, which means each user has enough data to occupy the entire

bandwidth at each time slot. By this approach, the performance of scheduling and interference

avoidance algorithms in a fully loaded network can be investigated. Each Monte Carlo run is

of 100 ms duration, however statistics are collected only over the last 75 ms of the Monte Carlo

run so as to avoid the transient effects at the start of the simulation. All assumption made in

this paragraph apply to the results presented in the entire thesis.

3.6 Benchmark system

The benchmark system considered for performance evaluation is the state-of-the-art carrier

sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) mechanism. In the benchmark

system, the transmitter senses the channel for any ongoing transmissions for the duration of a

frame. If it detects no other transmissions, the transmitter allocates the chunk it sensed free
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for transmission. To maintain a fair comparison with the BB protocol, a chunk is reserved and

subsequently retained by the transmitter for transmission in the next frame provided that the

minimum SINR target is met during the current transmission. Otherwise, the chunk is released.

The exponential backoff part of CSMA/CA is not implemented in the system. However, the

information about the achieved SINR at the receiver must be conveyed back to the transmitter

via explicit signalling in this case, which would require additional bandwidth.

3.7 Results

In this section, the performance of the CCI mitigation approach with BB-signalling is compared

against the CSMA/CA mechanism considered as the benchmark, as well as random chunk

allocation algorithms. The performance metrics considered are as follows

1. Link throughput, defined as the number of bits successfully received. The transmitted

bits are considered to be successfully received if the minimum SINR corresponding to

the modulation format and coding considered (see Table 3.2) is met at the receiver. Math-

ematically, this is expressed as

Tν =

nsc(nos − 1)

(
NC∑

n=1

Nk∑

k=1

mν [n, k]bν [n, k]

)

Ts
[Mbps] , (3.16)

where Nk is the total number of frames transmitted during each Monte Carlo run duration

Ts.

2. System throughput, defined as the sum of throughput of all users in the system, expressed

as

Tsys =
∑

ν∈U
Tν [Mbps] , (3.17)

where U is the set of users in the system.

3. Energy consumption, defined as the energy required per bit for successful transmission.

This is defined as

Eeff =

T d

(∑

ν∈U

NC∑

n=1

Nk∑

k=1

aν [n, k]

)

Tsys
[J/bit] (3.18)
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where T d is expressed in milliwatts (mW), and Tsys is expressed in Mbps/cell and aν [n, k]

is an integer that takes value 0 or 1, according to (3.12).

In the following sections, the number of links (NL) in the network is arbitrarily set to 16. This

translates to a link density of 1/300m2 and would represent a moderately populated system.

The performance of the considered ad hoc network with random chunk allocation scheme is

considered first. The impact of detection threshold on CSMA/CA mechanism is considered

next. The impact of BB specific threshold parameter on the system performance is considered

next both for the system using binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation systemwide as

well as the system performing adaptive modulation on a per chunk basis and the performance is

compared against the CSMA/CA mechanism. Furthermore, the impact of varying the link den-

sity in the system is studied. Finally, the impact of threshold parameter on energy consumption

per bit is addressed.

It should be noted that the main aim with dynamic chunk allocation algorithm is to improve

spectral utilisation (measured by system throughput), reduce outage (number of users having

0 bps throughput) and increase guaranteed throughput. In this context, it is often necessary

to determine metrics such as the average spectral utilisation, the average user throughput, the

peak user throughput, the peak spectral utilisation and user throughput guaranteed at a certain

percentile. These metrics can be easily obtained from the cumulative distribution function (cdf)

plots. Therefore, cdfs are primarily used for performance evaluation. Other criteria such as

satisfied user criteria, throughput as a function of distance and so on are also considered where

necessary. In this context, a widely accepted measure of fairness in resource allocation is Jain’s

fairness index [119] which provides a quantitative measure of fairness. However, without ad-

ditional information the fairness index cannot provide information on how efficiently the spec-

trum is utilised. As an example, when the performance is compared using Jain’s fairness index,

a system in which two users achieve 1 Mbps and 2 Mbps respectively attains a poorer fairness

index compared to a system where both users achieve 0.5 Mbps, although each individual user

experiences a better throughput in the former system than the latter. Moreover, the variation

of distribution from the mean can be inferred qualitatively from the cdf plots. As an example,

a fair distribution of resources can be inferred from the steepness of the graph, where a steep

graph would correspond to a system where resources are fairly distributed and vice versa. For

these reasons and due to space constraints, fairness indices is not considered further this thesis.

Interested readers are referred to the accompanying paper [71] where fairness is analysed for
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BB algorithm in Manhattan scenario using Jain’s index.

3.7.1 Performance of random access techniques
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Figure 3.7: Performance of random chunk allocation in ad hoc network.

In a decentralized and self organizing network, the simplest chunk allocation technique is a

technique that assigns a chunk with probability p to a link, provided that the transmitter has

some data to transmit. With this technique, each link is allocated pNC chunks on average. In a

network where all of the transmitters are located within the exclusion region of the receivers of

other links, this translates to a p−persistent slotted ALOHA.

Figure 3.7 depicts the impact of probability of accessing a chunk on system performance. The

results demonstrate a trade-off between system throughput and lower 10th percentile of link

throughput. By increasing p, the number of chunks reused by a given link increases. On

the one hand, the throughput potentially increases due to increase in bandwidth allocated to

each link, whereas on the other hand, the CCI increases leading to decrease in the throughput.

The users with a better channel gain are able to tolerate higher CCI whilst meeting the required

signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) target compared to those with lower channel gains.

Therefore by increasing p, the users with better channel gains achieve a higher throughput at

the cost of increase in outage (throughput of 0 bps) in the system. In particular, it can be noted

that using p = 1.0, the outage is approximately 90%, whilst the maximum link throughput

is approximately 56.2 Mbps. By reducing the access probability, the throughput of the users

with lower channel gains is increased at the cost of throughput of users with higher channel

gains. In particular, using p = 0.07, it is observed that a link throughput of 1.6 Mbps at the
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lower 10th percentile is achieved, while the peak link throughput reduces to 4 Mbps. For NL

links considered, using p = 1/NL ensures that the throughput is maximised in a worst case

scenario where all transmitters are within the exclusion region of other receivers. For this

reason, p = 1/NL is considered as an access probability for accessing unreserved chunks in

this chapter. For 16 links considered in the system, p = 1/16 = 0.0625, therefore the access

probability is rounded off to 0.07.

3.7.2 Performance of CSMA/CA
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Figure 3.8: Performance of CSMA/CA in ad hoc network.

The impact of the threshold parameter which sets the size of the exclusion region on the perfor-

mance of CSMA/CA is presented in Figure 3.8 for a system utilising fixed BPSK modulation

(a-b) systemwide and for a system performing link adaptation (c-d) on a per chunk basis as

discussed in Section 3.4.6. A link throughput of 110 kbps at the lower 10th percentile and a

median system throughput of 111 Mbps are achieved by setting the threshold to−115 dBm. At
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this threshold, the system throughput is compromised because a low threshold used enforces a

large exclusion region around the transmitter, which aggravates the exposed node problem with

CSMA/CA. Likewise, when the threshold is increased; exposed node problem is mitigated but

increases the likelihood of a hidden node. By setting the threshold to −95 dBm, the median

system throughput with CSMA/CA system is enhanced but this results in an outage of 15% in

the system. At this threshold, the links with better intended channel gains are served at the cost

of the links with relatively lower intended channel gains.

By utilising CSMA/CA mechanism for CCI avoidance and by performing link adaptation, the

median system throughput increases to 400 Mbps when the threshold is set to −115 dBm. The

outage (links suffering from zero throughput) percent remains consistent with the figures ob-

tained from the system utilising a BPSK modulation scheme system wide. This is expected

because link adaptation improves the link throughput on those links that succeed in achieving

SINRs better than the minimum SINR target in the system by allowing such links to utilise a

more spectrally efficient modulation scheme. The improvement in lower 10th percentile is due

to the fact that on some of the chunks, the achieved SINR may be large enough to support a

higher order modulation scheme.

A poor performance at the lower 10th percentile is expected because with CSMA/CA approach,

a potential transmitter sets an exclusion region around the active transmitter when in fact the

exclusion region should have been set around the active receiver. CCI mitigation achieved by

setting exclusion region around the transmitter is comparable to the CCI mitigation achieved

by setting exclusion region around the receiver only if the transmitter and receiver are closely

located. This means CSMA/CA benefits the links that already have higher channel gains for

the intended signals and not the links whose channel gains are weaker, which are actually those

links in the network that require most protection from CCI. As such, the CSMA/CA mechanism

fails to mitigate CCI effectively. It is worth noting that an improvement in the lower 10th

percentile of link throughput is observed by setting a threshold of −115 dBm compared to

those achieved by setting a higher threshold is attributed to the fact that the spatial reuse in the

network is lowest as a result of which overall CCI at the receiver is also low.

When the threshold is increased to −95 dBm, a median system throughput of 580 Mbps is

achieved but the system suffers from an outage close to 15%. Clearly, at such threshold the

links with better channel gain benefit at the cost of starvation of approximately 15% of the user

population. In this chapter, a threshold of−115 dBm is used with CSMA/CA approach because
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this threshold is shown to enhance the link throughput at the lower 10th percentile both in the

system utilising fixed modulation format system wide as well as the system performing link

adaptation. This allows us to compare the best case of CCI mitigation with a pre-emptive ap-

proach such as CSMA/CA with an interference aware BB protocol in a self organising network.

3.7.3 Performance of BB signalling

3.7.3.1 Impact of Ith on system performance
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Figure 3.9: Impact of interference threshold on mean system throughput using BPSK modula-
tion scheme and adaptive modulation.

The impact of adjusting the interference threshold parameter on the mean system through-

put is depicted in Figure 3.9. The results are presented for the system utilising fixed BPSK

modulation systemwide (m = 1) as well as the system performing adaptive modulation on

a per-chunk basis by utilising the SINR feedback from the receiver. In the results presented,

both data transmit power and busy burst transmit power are considered fixed systemwide. The

result shown in Figure 3.9 depict that at a threshold of −115 dBm, closer to the noise floor

(N = 117.9 dBm/chunk), the spatial reuse of chunk is minimum leading to lowest system

throughput. However, at this threshold the system takes the most cautious approach to accept-

ing additional link that reuses the reserved chunks. Therefore, all transmitted bits are received

with the minimum SINR and the transmitted bits rejected by the receiver are close to 0. The

system is desensitised by increasing the threshold, such that it accepts those link that cause

larger amount of CCI to the pre-established links. On the one hand this increases the spatial

reuse, potentially increasing the system throughput while on the other hand, the increase in CCI

causes the SINR target not to be met in some of the links. The chunks where the SINR target

is not met are released and reallocated to another link where the SINR target may potentially
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be met. This leads to a trade-off between system throughput and guaranteed link throughput,

which is discussed further in Section 3.7.3.2. Overall, the system throughput increases with

an increase in threshold parameter until the system throughput is highest. For the considered

ad hoc deployment scenario, this threshold is found to be at −70 dBm. At this threshold, the

mean system throughput achieved is 177 Mbps is achieved using BPSK modulation and 3/4

rate convolutional coding. With these parameters, the maximum throughput per link in an iso-

lated (CCI free) scenario is 27.95 Mbps. This means with the BB mechanism, each chunk is

reused an average of 6.3 times within the network. By performing link adaptation, the highest

mean system throughput is also achieved by setting the threshold to −70 dBm. By setting this

threshold, a median system throughput of 608 Mbps is achieved. In both systems, the system

throughput decreases when the threshold is increased further. Particularly, with BPSK mod-

ulation utilised systemwide and when the CCI protection is voided by setting a threshold of

−50 dBm and higher, the throughput decreases by almost 23% compared to the optimum. This

is because increasing the threshold further compromises the protection from CCI and therefore

decreases the number of links that are able to meet the SINR target. In such situation where

protection from CCI is compromised, it is likely that the chunk that is reallocated after failing

to meet the SINR target is allocated to another user that too fails to meet the SINR target. The

transmitted bits that are received below the required SINR target at the receiver are discarded

because of which the throughput decreases.

3.7.3.2 Trading off system throughput and fairness
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Figure 3.10: Trading off system throughput and link throughput by adjusting the threshold.

The impact of the threshold parameter on system throughput and link throughput on a system
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utilising fixed BPSK modulation scheme systemwide is shown in Figure 3.10. The median

system throughput is maximised by setting the threshold to−70 dBm (see Figure 3.10(a)) while

the system suffers from 13% outage (see Figure 3.10(b). At this threshold, the median system

throughput of 175 Mbps is achieved. By comparison, the state-of-the-art CSMA/CA achieves a

median system throughput of 111 Mbps, approximately 4.5% outage and a link throughput of

110 kbps at the lower 10th percentile. By lowering the threshold, the CCI protection rendered

to active links is enhanced at the cost of spatial reuse of chunks. Consequently, this increases

the number of users that are likely to meet the SINR target. As a result, the throughput at

the lower 10th percentile increases compared to that achieved using a threshold of −75 dBm.

In particular, link throughput of 1.2 Mbps, 2.1 Mbps and 2.3 Mbps are achieved by setting the

thresholds to−90 dBm,−95 dBm and−100 dBm respectively. At these thresholds, the median

system throughputs achieved are 133 Mbps, 113.5 Mbps and 98.5 Mbps respectively. Moreover,

by utilising the variable BB power to signal the interference tolerance of individual links, a

link throughput of 2.4 Mbps at the lower 10th percentile and a median system throughput of

111 Mbps are achieved. This represents a 20−fold increase in link throughput at the lower 10th

percentile while achieving an approximately same median system throughput as the benchmark

system.
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of system performance with link adaptation.

The impact of performing link adaptation on the system performance is depicted in Figure 3.11.

In the results presented, three key findings are reported. First, the median system through-

put and link throughput (except at the lower percentiles) increases by performing link adapta-

tion compared to using a fixed BPSK modulation scheme, as expected. For those users that

benefit from high channel gains and/or low CCI, the achieved SINR exceeds the minimum
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SINR required for reserving the chunk. By performing link adaptation, higher order modula-

tion schemes are selected which results in an increase in system throughput compared to the

case when a fixed BPSK modulation format is used systemwide. Second, the threshold param-

eter can be used to trade-off system throughput for an enhanced link throughput at the lower

10th percentile with LA performed. Third, the outage in the system when CCI protection is

compromised is approximately 13% with BB scheme (Ith = −70 dBm) and 4.5% with the

benchmark, consistent with the number obtained when BPSK was used systemwide, as ex-

pected. The outage figures are consistent because in a system performing LA, outage occurs

when the minimum SINR target of 2.2 dB is not met.

The results show that by setting low thresholds (e.g. −100 dBm), the system throughput is

the lowest because the transmitters become over-cautious in reusing reserved chunks. On the

one hand, increasing the threshold improves the spatial reuse of chunks which potentially in-

creases the system throughput, whereas on the other hand, the achieved SINR degrades due

to an increase in CCI. This causes the transmitter to reduce the number of bits transmitted

per chunk, reducing the system throughput. Overall, the median system throughput increases

on increasing the threshold until an optimum threshold of about −75 dBm is reached, beyond

which the median system throughput decreases. Using this threshold, a median system through-

put of 592 Mbps is achieved, which is a 48% increase compared to the benchmark (see Fig-

ure 3.11(a)). However, at this threshold, the system suffers from approximately 13% outage

(see Figure 3.11(b)). By lowering the threshold, the median system throughput is traded off for

improving link throughput at the lower 10th percentile. In particular, by setting the threshold

to −100 dBm, 250 Mbps of median system throughput is traded off to achieve 4.6 Mbps at the

lower 10th percentile of link throughput. However, using a threshold of −100 dBm, the overall

system throughput is 14% lower compared to the benchmark system due to compromised spa-

tial reuse. If the spatial reuse is slightly enhanced by setting the threshold to −90 dBm, a guar-

anteed link throughput of 2.1 Mbps together with a median system throughput of 433.5 Mbps

can be achieved, which outperforms the benchmark in both metrics simultaneously. These

results demonstrate that BB signalling approach allows a flexible network operation between

maximising the sum rate in the network and maximising the guaranteed throughput of individ-

ual links or a trade-off between the two goals for self-organised operation. The above benefits

achieved with BB technique are very important for the future generation wireless networks that

are often envisioned to lack rigorous centralised control and infrastructure.
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Provided that the quality-of-service (QoS) requirements stipulate that a certain data rate should

be available at the lower 10th percentile, an interesting question is to determine how many links

can be accommodated in the system whilst satisfying the stated QoS constraints. This leads to

determining the spectral efficiency that can be achieved whilst fulfilling the QoS constraints.

These two issues are addressed next by varying the number of links in the system.

3.7.4 Impact of varying NL in the system
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Figure 3.12: Impact of varying NL using fixed BPSK modulation for all links and on all chunks.
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Figure 3.13: Impact of varying NL performing adaptive modulation

The impact of varying the number of links in the system is examined in Figure 3.12 for the

system utilising BPSK modulation system wide and in Figure 3.13 for the system performing

link adaptation. In both cases, it is demonstrated that the system throughput increases with

an increase in the number of links (see Figure 3.12(a) and Figure 3.13(a)), due to an increase
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in spatial reuse of chunks. However, due to an increase in CCI, the link throughput at the

lower 10th percentile decreases with an increase in the number of links (see Figure 3.12(b)

and Figure 3.12(b)). To evaluate the maximum number of feasible links in the considered sys-

tem and its corresponding attainable spectral efficiency, we consider the satisfied user criteria

(SUC). In this chapter, the SUC is considered to be fulfilled if 90 percentile of all links achieve

a link throughput of 2 Mbps or more. With the benchmark system, the maximum number of

links in the system for which the SUC is fulfilled is 5 both for the system using fixed BPSK

modulation scheme systemwide as well as the system performing link adaptation. With BB

scheme and using BPSK modulation scheme, the maximum number of links in the system such

that the satisfied user criteria is met is 7, 11, 16 and 19 for −85 dBm, −90 dBm , −95 dBm

and −100 dBm respectively. At these thresholds, the system throughputs are 114.25 Mbps,

120 Mbps, 113.6 Mbps and 187 Mbps respectively which translates to spectral efficiencies of

1.27 bps/Hz ,1.33 bps/Hz ,1.26 bps/Hz and 2.08 bps/Hz respectively. The highest spectral effi-

ciency achieved with fixed power BB and BPSK modulation whilst satisfying the satisfied user

criterion is 2.08bps/Hz and supports a maximum of 19 users. For comparison, using BB-ITS

the satisfied user criterion is met for a maximum of 20 links and the corresponding spectral

efficiency is 2.16bps/Hz. Therefore, it is demonstrated that the BB-ITS scheme allows a larger

number of links to be supported in the given deployment area and simultaneously achieve a

higher spectral efficiency.

By performing link adaptation with the BB approach, the results show that the SUC is ful-

filled only when fewer than 4 links are present in the system (see Figure 3.13(b)) when a high

threshold such as −70 dBm is set so as to maximise system throughput. By decreasing the

threshold, the maximum number of links in the system such that the satisfied user criteria is

met is 8, 16, 28 and 32 respectively if the thresholds are set to −85 dBm, −90 dBm, −95 dBm

and −100 dBm respectively. The corresponding system throughputs obtained are 408 Mbps,

440 Mbps, 432 Mbps and 377 Mbps respectively. Using a signal bandwidth of 89.84 MHz, the

achieved system throughput translates to spectral efficiencies of 4.5, 4.9, 4.8, and 4.2 bits/s/Hz

respectively. The results demonstrate that using the BB approach, up to 32 links can be sup-

ported whilst fulfilling the satisfied user criterion. Moreover, it also shows that the spectral

efficiency is highest with 16 links in the system. For comparison, the state-of-the-art CSMA

mechanism only supports up to 5 users in the system whilst fulfilling the satisfied user criteria.

This demonstrates that BB mechanism provides a flexible and scalable mechanism to CCI mit-

igation in self organising networks. This property can be particularly useful for radio resource
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allocation in systems such as femtocell networks, where the access points are installed at the

user’s premises in an ad hoc manner or in avoiding interference with wireless LANs or even for

the two systems co-existing on the industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) bands for spectrum

access.

3.7.5 Energy consideration in ad hoc networks
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of energy efficiency in ad hoc networks

In mobile and ad hoc environments, the terminals are usually powered by a battery source and

the energy source is often finite. One of the most important benefits of lowering the energy

consumption is that the battery life of mobile terminals can be improved, which is especially

important for most of the ad hoc networks. A considerable amount of research has been car-

ried out in improving energy efficiency in the network [120–122]. Although the importance of

reducing the transmit power in mobile terminal cannot be ignored, this section aims at demon-

strating how the energy consumption per bit in the system can be adjusted using the BB protocol

even in a system utilising a fixed transmit power.

The energy required per bit for successful transmission is depicted in Figure 3.14. For com-

parison, the energy consumption per bit at different thresholds for CSMA/CA system is also

included. The result show that the energy required per bit increases with the threshold, with

both the system using BB signalling mechanism as well as the system using CSMA/CA for

chunk allocation. Moreover, at low thresholds such as −115 dBm, the energy consumption per

bit is identical for BB scheme as well as CSMA/CA approach. However, it should be reiterated

that the BB scheme results in a higher system and link throughput, despite the same energy

consumption per bit.
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In the system using fixed BPSK modulation systemwide, increasing the threshold increases the

bit errors at the receiver due to an increase in the CCI. This means energy used for transmission

on chunks where the corresponding SINR target is not met is wasted because the bits received in

such chunks are discarded at the receiver. As the number of bit errors increase at the receiver,

the energy consumption per bit successfully transmitted increases, which is why the energy

consumption increases with the threshold.

By performing link adaptation, the average number of bits transmitted per chunk increases

compared to using fixed BPSK modulation systemwide. Assuming a fixed transmit power and

interference limited scenario, the total energy per bit for successful transmission decreases in a

system performing LA on a per chunk basis compared to the system utilising fixed modulation

scheme systemwide. In particular, by setting the threshold parameter to −70 dBm such that

the system throughput is maximised, it is shown that by performing link adaptation the energy

consumption per bit can be reduced by approximately 70% compared to using a fixed BPSK

modulation systemwide. Furthermore, it is also demonstrated that the energy consumption per

bit can be adjusted by adjusting the threshold, thereby tuning a required balance between link

throughput, power consumption and system throughput. In this context, it is shown that by

setting low thresholds (such as -115 dBm), the spatial reuse of the chunk is restricted. As a

result, CCI is either very low or eliminated because of which high SINRs (closer to SNR) are

achieved at the receiver. Utilising receiver feedback, the transmitter is able to utilise a more

spectrally efficient scheme and thereby reduce energy consumption. By contrast, when the

spatial reuse is increased by increasing the threshold, the average CCI caused to competing

links also increases. As a result, the achieved SINRs decrease relative to those achieved by

setting low thresholds. In such scenario, the transmitter would utilise a less spectrally efficient

(such as QPSK or BPSK) modulation format for transmission, which would results in higher

energy consumption per bit.

3.8 Chapter Summary

This chapter addressed decentralised CCI mitigation scheme using BB applied to self-organising

ad hoc networks using parameters from the TDD mode of WINNER in an indoor deployment

scenario. It was demonstrated that the system using BB-enabled CCI mitigation outperforms

a system utilising CSMA/CA mechanism for chunk allocation considered as a benchmark sys-

tem, by up to 48% in terms of system throughput. Moreover, it was demonstrated that the
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threshold parameter can be used to trade-off the system throughput and the link throughput

to aid links with weaker channel conditions. Specifically, it was demonstrated that with the

BB approach and with link adaptation performed, up to 32 active links can be supported in an

89.84 MHz of system bandwidth whilst satisfying a QoS constraint that 90% of all users achieve

a throughput of 2 Mbps or better. This demonstrates that the BB approach provides significantly

better support for QoS provisioning compared to the benchmark system which only supports

up to 5 links whilst satisfying the QoS constraint. Thus, the self-organising capability of BB

protocol to provide either significantly improved QoS for link throughput or increased system

throughput by controlling a single parameter, namely the BB interference threshold, has been

demonstrated. This property is makes the BB protocol particularly suitable for radio resource

allocation in femtocell networks which may be deployed in an ad hoc basis at user premises or

in coordinating spectrum access among different co-existing systems within the ISM bands.
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Chapter 4
Intercell Interference Coordination in

Cellular OFDMA–TDD Networks

4.1 Introduction

Interference management is one of the major challenges for cellular wireless systems, as trans-

missions in a given cell cause co-channel interference (CCI) to the neighbouring cells. Full-

frequency reuse where the transmitters are allowed an unrestricted access to all resources causes

high CCI, which particularly impacts the cell-edge users [80, 81, 123]. Although CCI can be

mitigated by traditional frequency planning, this potentially results in a loss in bandwidth ef-

ficiency due to insufficient spatial reuse of radio resources. Fractional frequency reuse (FFR)

[79–82] addresses this issue by realising that in cellular networks, CCI predominantly affects

users near the cell boundary. FFR typically involves a sub-band with full frequency reuse that

is exempt from any slot assignment restrictions. The allocation of the remaining sub-bands

is coordinated among neighbouring cells, in a way that the users in the given cell are denied

access to sub-bands assigned to the cell-edge users in the adjacent cells. To this end, in [80]

a user is classified as a cell-edge user based on the path loss to the desired base station (BS).

This approach ignores the fact that the channel attenuation of the desired and the interfering

signals are uncorrelated, and therefore fails to exploit the interference diversity. Therefore,

CCI is not mitigated effectively, a problem which is exacerbated when the BSs are deployed in

an uncoordinated manner. Moreover, frequency planning results in a hard spatial reuse of the

available resources. As a result, it cannot cater for the dynamic traffic and load across different

sites. Furthermore, in systems where BSs are dynamically added in an uncoordinated manner,

such as home base stations [124], reconfigurable frequency reuse planning may prove to be

increasingly cumbersome.

In this chapter, intercell interference coordination (ICIC) is addressed using busy burst (BB)

signalling in cellular networks operating in a Manhattan deployment scenario as well as in a

hexagonal cellular scenario.
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4.2 System model

Figure 4.1: Frame structure for OFDMA-TDD with BB signalling.

The air interface for the cellular system considered in this chapter consists of a medium access

control (MAC) frame divided into uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) sub-frames as illustrated

in Figure 4.1. A multi-cellular scenario is considered where the allocation of radio resources

are coordinated at the base station (BS). In an orthogonal frequency division multiple access

(OFDMA) - time division duplexing (TDD) system, a chunk is a radio resource unit that can

be allocated to one of the Uα users located within cell α, where cell α is defined as the spatial

coverage region of BS α. No spatial multiplexing is considered, which means intra-cell inter-

ference is avoided. However, the same chunk can potentially be reused in adjacent cells, which

results in CCI between entities in two different cells.

To model CCI between two cells, the following notation is used. An active link in a tagged cell

is represented as a pair (µ, α), where µ is a mobile station (MS) which connects to BS α. An

interfering link in an adjacent cell is defined as a pair (ν, β), where ν is a MS which connects to

BS β. In the DL mode, the intended channel gain between MS µ and BS α on chunk (n, k) is

designated Gµ,α[n, k] and the interfering channel gain between MS µ and BS β on chunk (n, k)

is designated Gµ,β[n, k]. Both the intended and interfering channel gains takes into account

the effects of signal propagation through the radio channel, such as the distance dependent path

loss, log-normal shadowing, time variations due to Doppler shift and frequency-selective fading

due to multipath propagation as described earlier in (2.18). Likewise, in the UL mode, the

intended channel gain between MS µ and BS α is designated Gα,µ[n, k] whilst the interfering

gain between MS ν and BS α is designated Gα,ν [n, k]. Furthermore, due to channel reciprocity

in TDD mode, Gµ,α = Gα,µ holds for all BS and MS pairs, which may be either intended

links or interfering links. The data transmit power, desired signal power and interference signal

power of MS µ on chunk (n, k) are designated T d
µ [n, k], Rd

µ[n, k] and Id
µ [n, k] respectively.

Likewise, the data transmit power, desired signal power and interference signal power of BS
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α on chunk (n, k) are designated T d
α [n, k], Rd

α[n, k] and Id
α[n, k] respectively. The received

signal power at the receiver of link (µ, α) is

R̃d
µ[n, k] = Rd

µ[n, k] + Id
µ [n, k] + N , (DL) (4.1)

R̃d
α[n, k] = Rd

α[n, k] + Id
α[n, k] + N , (UL) (4.2)

where N is the noise power/chunk.

To simplify notation and to have a common notation for both the UL and DL modes, let x =

(µ, α) represent either a transmitter or receiver of an intended link (µ, α) and y = (ν, β)

represent a transmitter or a receiver of a link (ν, β) in cell β that interferes with transmission

in cell α. With this notation, Gx[n, k] represents the channel gains of an intended link and

Gxy[n, k] = Gyx[n, k] represents the channel gains of an interfering link. The intended and

interfering signals are expressed as

Rd
x[n, k] = T d

x [n, k]Gx[n, k] (4.3)

Id
x[n, k] = T d

y [n, k]Gxy[n, k]. (4.4)

The signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) achieved at receiver x can be expressed as

γx[n, k] =
Rd

x[n, k]
Id
x[n, k] + N

. (4.5)

The aim is to coordinate the allocation of radio resources such that γx[n, k] ≥ Γm holds,

where Γm is the minimum SINR target that needs to be met for fulfilling the quality of service

(QoS) constraints when a modulation level m is utilised. In this chapter, intercell interference

coordination (ICIC) is carried out using BB signalling for OFDMA-TDD networks that was

discussed earlier in Chapter 3. For comparison, ICIC performed using centralised frequency

planning approaches - viz. static frequency planning and fractional frequency reuse mechanisms

are also considered. With all of these ICIC mechanisms, users are scheduled using a modified

score-based scheduler which is discussed in Section 4.3.
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4.3 Multi user resource allocation

Provided that any given chunk is reused at most once per cell, the BS may flexibly assign

the available chunks to its served users such that any intra-cell interference is avoided. The

assumption of no intra-cell interference requires that the transmitters and receivers are per-

fectly synchronised in time and frequency and multiple access interference (MAI) caused due

to Doppler’s shift is negligible. A variant of the score-based scheduler [70] is proposed in this

section, which distributes 1≤n≤NC chunks among 1≤ν≤Uβ users served by the BS in cell β.

The score for user ν in cell β is computed as

sν,β[n, k] = 1 + εν,β [n, k] + Ψν,β +
NC∑

`=1

I{Gν,β [n,k]≤Gν,β [`,k]} , (4.6)

where the indicator function Ix ∈ {0, 1} is set to 1 or 0 when the condition x is true or false,

respectively. The last term containing the sum of indicator functions counts how many chunks

within the system bandwidth have a channel gain higher than the considered chunk. In effect,

this returns the position of the chunk when the chunks are sorted in the order of ascending chan-

nel gains. Therefore, if the chunk has the highest channel gain within the system bandwidth, the

summation returns 1. By contrast, if the chunk has the lowest channel gain within the system

bandwidth, it returns NC. The εν,β[n, k] parameter controls whether or not user ν is granted

access to chunk (n, k) in cell β. Especially with the interference aware and reservation-based

MAC protocols such as BB-OFDMA (see Section 4.4), a user may be denied access to chunk

(n, k) by setting εν,β [n, k]→∞. This avoids radiation of CCI from cell β to any neighbouring

cells that use the same chunk (n, k). Finally, the term Ψν,β represents a ‘priority penalty factor’

for a user ν in cell β, which will be discussed shortly in this section.

In cell β, the chunk (n, k) is allocated to user ζβ[n, k] if either a reservation indicator was set

for user ν in the previous frame by setting Υν [n, k]=1, or if the score (4.6) is minimized and

no user in cell β has reserved the chunk, as follows

ζβ[n, k] =





arg min
ν

sν,β [n, k] , Υν [n, k] = 0 ∀ ν ∈ {1 . . . Uβ}

ν , Υν [n, k] = 1 .
(4.7)

where Uβ is the number of users served by BS β. For chunk allocation, (4.7) is evaluated

individually for each chunk (n, k).
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A binary variable aν [n, k] [27] defined as

aν [n, k] =





1 , ζβ[n, k] = ν

0 , otherwise ,
(4.8)

denotes whether or not the chunk (n, k) is assigned to user ν for transmission. The chunks

where aν [n, k] = 1 belong to set Aβ , where set Aβ represents a set of chunks used for trans-

mission in cell β. We note that if εν,β [n, k]→∞ for all users, all users in cell β are denied

access to chunk (n, k) and the chunk (n, k) remains unallocated in cell β.

After chunk allocation, the transmitter of user ν uses the allocated chunk for transmission. The

correctly received index bν [n, k + 1] = 1 and the reservation index Υν [n, k + 1] = 1 are set as

done earlier in Section 3.4.5. The chunks where bν [n, k + 1] = 1 is set belong to set Bβ .

By setting Υν [n, k + 1] = 1, the chunk (n, k + 1) is reserved for user ν in the next slot

and will subsequently be allocated to the same user by (4.7). However, the chunks where

γy[n, k] < Γmin are released by setting εν [n, k + 1] → ∞, so as to restrict the user ν from

accessing the chunk in the next frame. It should be noted that (3.13) and (3.14) are identical if

the same modulation format is used systemwide. However, when link adaptation is performed

and if γy[n, k] < Γm and γy[n, k] ≥ Γmin, Υν [n, k + 1] is set to 1 while bν [n, k] is set to 0.

The proposed score-based scheduler differs from the original score-based scheduler [70] in

the following two respects. First, in the proposed method, the chunks are ranked along the

frequency axis rather than along the time axis in [70] for calculating the scores. Consequently,

the original method required a memory of NWNC, where NW is the sliding window size (see

Section 2.4.5) whereas the proposed method only requires a memory of NC. Second, the

allocation mechanism in the proposed variant allows chunk reservation, which makes it suitable

for interference aware CCI mitigation approaches such as the BB approach. The price to be paid

for reservation is that the channel variations cannot be exploited opportunistically to enhance

system performance in a multi-user system.

In this thesis, two variants of the modified score-based scheduler are considered - blind and fair

score based scheduler.
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4.3.1 Blind score-based scheduler

The priority penalty factor Ψν,β is set to 0 for all users in cell β. The scheduler is called blind

score-based scheduler (BSBS) as it does not take into account the number of chunks reserved

and/or already allocated to user ν in the kth frame while allocating an additional chunk to user

ν.

4.3.2 Fair score-based scheduler

The fair score-based scheduler (FSBS) takes into account the number of chunks already re-

served and/or already allocated to user ν in the kth frame by incrementing the priority penalty

factor as

Ψν,β = exp

(
NC∑

n=1

aν [n, k]

)
. (4.9)

It is assumed that Ψν,β = 1 is set when the chunk allocation procedure starts for the kth frame.

The scheduler allocates the reserved chunks first to the respective users that reserved it in the

preceeding frame. The priority penalty factor for each user is updated to

Ψν,β = exp

(
NC∑

n=1

Υν [n, k]

)
. (4.10)

The unallocated chunks are allocated using (4.7) one chunk at a time. After allocating a new

chunk for transmission, the priority penalty factor is adjusted by evaluating (4.9) and the scores

are recomputed using (4.6).

4.4 BB signalling for CCI avoidance in cellular networks

BB signalling provides a mechanism to inform the interfering transmitters in the adjacent cells

about the amount of interference they would potentially cause to a receiver of an active link

if they were to transmit. This knowledge enables the scheduler to exclude certain chunks for

some or all users within the given cell such that potentially detrimental CCI caused towards the

receiver in an adjacent cell is avoided.

To accomplish the above goal, the MAC frame is divided into data slots and BB mini-slots

as illustrated in Figure 4.1. The BS transmits data in the ‘Data DL’ slot. Provided that the
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minimum SINR target for an allocated chunk (n, k) is met, the intended MS transmits a BB in

an associated mini-slot ‘BB UL’ on chunk (n, k) in the uplink mode. This reserves chunk n

of ‘Data DL’ for the next frame k+1. Likewise, for uplink data transmitted by the MS in slot

‘Data UL’, the BB is transmitted by the intended BS in the downlink mini-slot ‘BB DL’. The

transmit BB power on chunk (n, k) for BB transmitter x is designated T b
x and received BB at

the interfering transmitter on the BB mini slot on chunk (n, k) is designated Ib
y[n, k]. Provided

that channel reciprocity holds, it was shown in Section 3.4 that Id
x , the CCI that would be caused

towards receiver x if y were to transmit is

Id
x[n, k] =

(
T d
y [n, k]

T b
x [n, k]

)
Ib
y[n, k]. (4.11)

Provided that the transmitter scans the BB slot and knows the BB transmit power used, the

scheduler may either reuse all chunks but utilise a transmit power that is lower than the max-

imum transmit power, or avoid certain chunks for certain users whilst utilising the maximum

transmit power on admitted links. This enables the scheduler to maintain Id
x < Ith on all

reserved chunks in the system. In this context, it was shown in [30, 125] that when two links

compete for resources, the optimum system throughput is achieved when the maximum transmit

power is used on either one or both links. For this reason, ICIC using power control approach

is not considered in this thesis. If a constant data transmit power is utilised in all links, the

condition for admitting a chunk for scheduling in the tagged cell is given by

Ib
y[n, k]

(
T d
y [n, k]

T b
x [n, k]

)
≤ Ith. (4.12)

In case T d
y [n, k]=T b

x [n, k], condition (4.12) reduces to:

Ib
y[n, k] ≤ Ith . (4.13)

By utilising (4.13), a transmitter can autonomously decide whether or not it may reuse the

chunk. The decision whether to admit the chunk for scheduling or not is represented by the
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access control indicator εν,β [n, k] in (4.6), given by

εν,β[n, k] =





0 , Ib
y[n, k]≤ Ith and χβ[n, k]=1

∞ aν [n, k − 1] = 0 and Υν [n, k] 6= 1

∞ , otherwise,

(4.14)

where y is the transmitter for link (ν, β), χβ[n, k] ∈ {0, 1} is a binary random variable where

E[χβ]=p that denotes the outcome of p−persistent chunk allocation mechanism used for ac-

cessing unreserved chunks. A p−persistent mechanism (see Section 3.4.4) is used so as to

reduce the likelihood of collisions due to simultaneous access of chunks in two cells that are

located close enough to cause detrimental CCI.

If the chunk (n, k) in cell β is allocated to user ν by the scheduler (4.7), the transmitter y

transmits data to its intended receiver. Provided that γy ≥ Γmin, a reservation indicator is set

as shown in (3.14). The receiver y broadcasts a BB on those chunks where Υν [n, k + 1]=1 so

as to reserve such chunks and protect the reserved chunks from detrimental CCI.

4.5 Balancing system throughput and fairness

(a) DL (b) UL

Figure 4.2: BB signalling applied to cellular system. The arrows depict the direction of de-
sired and interfering signal and their relative strength is indicated by their width.
The strength of BB signal is indicated by the darkness of the shade around the
vulnerable receiver.

To exemplify the principle of BB enabled interference avoidance, a typical interference scenario

in a cellular system is illustrated in Figure 4.2(a) for the DL mode and Figure 4.2(b) for the UL
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mode. In a cellular system, the cell-edge users are particularly affected by CCI for two reasons.

First, the desired signal levels Rd
x[n, k] for the cell-edge users are, on average, much weaker

compared to the users located closer to the desired BS, due to relatively low channel gains on

their intended links Gx[n, k]. Second, the cell-edge users also suffer from high CCI in the

downlink, or cause high CCI to the adjacent cells in the uplink.

By tuning the interference threshold Ith in (4.13), the amount of CCI Id
x[n, k] caused to the

receiver x of a pre-established and co-existing link (µ, α) is adjusted. Lowering Ith enforces a

larger exclusion region around the active receiver. This enables the cell-edge users to meet their

SINR target Γ with a greater likelihood. On the other hand, by augmenting Ith, the number of

simultaneously served links increases, giving rise to an enhanced system throughput. However,

the cell-edge users are less likely to maintain their SINR target as interference protection is

gradually eliminated. The chunks where the SINR target is not met are released, which means

that these chunks are no longer reserved. The released chunk may be reallocated to other users

within the cell. The cell-centre users are typically less exposed to CCI, compared to the cell-

edge users assuming a full reuse of chunks. Therefore if the chunks released by the cell-edge

users are allocated to the cell-centre users, such chunks are more likely to be retained by the

cell-centre users. As the allocation of the resources is shifted from the cell-edge users towards

the cell-centre users, fairness is compromised. Hence, by adjusting Ith, system throughput is

traded-off for fairness in terms of enhanced cell-edge user throughput. However, it should be

noted that if the released chunk is allocated to another user that fails to meet the SINR target,

the chunk is again released, potentially resulting in ping pong effects, which reduces the overall

spectral efficiency in the system.

4.5.1 Consequences for the downlink

In the downlink, MSs at the cell edge are exposed to high CCI from transmitters in adjacent

cells (see Figure 4.2(a)). Note that the CCI observed at a given cell (cell 1, i.e. the area served

by BS1, in Figure 4.2(a)) is independent of the user distribution in adjacent cells (cell 2, i.e.

the area served by BS2, in Figure 4.2(a)), assuming a constant transmit power T d
x [n, k]. This

implies that if BS2 lies within the exclusion region of MS1, resources reserved by MS1 cannot

be spatially reused by any of the links in cell 2. However, if Ith is increased such that BS2 is

located outside the exclusion region of MS1, all links in cell 2 qualify for a spatial reuse of the

resources reserved by MS1. However, the SINR target at MS1 is less likely to be met. Should
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the SINR target at MS1 not be met, this would cause the chunk allocated to MS1 to be released

and reallocated to another user served by BS1. Thus, by adjusting Ith, fairness in the system

can be traded off for an enhanced system throughput in the downlink mode.

4.5.2 Consequences for the uplink

In the uplink, the transmitters (MSs) are distributed uniformly over the coverage area of the

BS (see Figure 4.2(b)). Unlike the downlink, the CCI at the tagged BS depends on which MS

transmits in the adjacent cell. To this end, the CCI observed at BS1 in Figure 4.2(b) depends on

whether MS2 or MS3 transmit to BS2. Suppose that in cell 2 both MS2 and MS3 contend with

MS1 in cell 1 for chunks (n, k) and (n′, k). In case MS2 and MS1 simultaneously access chunk

(n, k), while MS3 and MS1 simultaneously access chunk (n′, k), the SINR at BS1 tends to be

superior on chunk (n′, k), due to the lower CCI caused by MS3. While MS2 causes excessive

CCI to BS1, MS1 and MS3 may share chunk (n′, k), although both users might be located near

the cell boundary. Thus the uplink benefits from interference diversity, due to the distributed

location of mobile users. As a result, the degradation of performance at the cell-edge at high

Ith in uplink mode is less severe compared to the downlink.

4.6 Benchmark system

A full chunk reuse system where users are scheduled using the score-based scheduler is con-

sidered as a benchmark for comparison. This means neither chunk reservation nor interference

avoidance mechanism is considered. The chunks are assigned to user whose score (4.6) is

minimised

ζβ[n, k] = arg min
ν

sν,β [n, k] . (4.15)

Chunk allocation for the benchmark system (4.15) corresponds to (4.7) when the reservation

indicator is set as Υν [n, k] = 0 in (4.7) and the access control indicator is set as εν,β[n, k]=0 in

(4.6) for all users.
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4.7 Simulation environment

Cellular systems based on OFDMA-TDD are considered. The networks are assumed to be

perfectly synchronized in time and frequency. Pedestrian mobile users are considered, that are

moving with a velocity of 5 km/h. A full-buffer traffic model is assumed where the users are

continuously attempting to transmit or receive data. Both the MSs and the BSs are assumed

to be equipped with isotropic omnidirectional antennas. Except for the simulation parameters

that are tabulated in Table 4.1, all other parameters are the same as those considered for ad hoc

scenario (see Table 3.1).

Parameters Value
Carrier centre frequency 3.95 GHz
System bandwidth B 89.84 MHz
# subcarriers (SC) 1840
# sectors/cell 1
# users/cell U 10
Tx power/chunk T d 16.4 dBm
Antenna gain 0 dBi
Noise level/chunk N -117.8 dBm
# Monte Carlo runs 500
Duration of each Monte Carlo run 75 ms

Table 4.1: Additional simulation parameters for cellular scenario. All other parameters are
same as those considered in Chapter 3.

In this chapter, cellular systems deployed in Manhattan type scenarios and the cellular systems

where the cells are modelled as hexagons are considered for investigation. Both of the these

deployment scenarios are discussed below.

4.7.1 Manhattan grid deployment

An urban microcell deployment with a rectangular grid of streets (Manhattan grid) as defined

in scenario B1 in WINNER [28] is considered where the antennas are mounted below the

rooftop. The deployment scenario consists of building blocks of dimensions 200 m× 200 m,

interlaced with streets of width 30 m, forming a regular structure called the Manhattan grid, as

shown in Figure 4.3. The network consists of 11×12 building blocks (72 BSs). However, the

performance statistics are collected only over the central core of 3×3 building blocks (6 BSs),

so as to reduce the edge effects.
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Figure 4.3: Manhattan grid urban microcell deployment.

Figure 4.4: Depiction of distances d1 and d2 used in path loss model.
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On average U=10 MSs are served by one cell, uniformly distributed in the streets and moving

with a constant velocity of 5 km/h. BSs are placed in the middle of the street canyons with

an inter-BS distance of 4 building blocks, as depicted in Figure 4.3. Distance dependent path

loss, log-normal shadowing and frequency selective fading are taken into account, as specified

in [126], channel model B1. While the effect of user mobility on the channel response due to

the Doppler effect is taken into account, movement of users along the streets is not considered

for the duration of one Monte Carlo run. Links where both the transmitter and the receiver are

located on the same street are modelled as line of sight (LoS) channels, with significantly lower

path loss attenuation than the non line of sight (NLoS) links [126].

The path losses in Manhattan scenario are modelled according to WINNER channel models B1-

LOS and B1-NLOS [126] respectively. The MS are assumed to be connected to the BS on the

basis of least path loss, unless both the MS and the BS are located within the same street. In the

later case, they are connected to the closest BS. The actual height of BS (hBS) and height of MS

(hMS) are assumed to be 10m and 1.5m respectively. The average height of surrounding objects

in the environment is taken to be 1m in Manhattan scenario [126]. Therefore, the effective

antenna height of BS (h
′
BS) and the effective antenna height of MS (h

′
MS) are calculated to be

9m and 0.5m respectively. Using the above parameters as well as a central carrier frequency

(fc) of 3.9 GHz and the velocity of electromagnetic waves (c = 3 × 108m/s), the break point

distance, i.e. the distance at which the path loss exponent changes from a lower exponent to a

higher exponent, dBP, given by

dBP =
4h

′
BSh

′
MSfc

c
, (4.16)

is calculated to be 234m. The pathloss for the LoS scenario is obtained by plugging in the

values from Table 4.2 into (2.13).

Apl Bpl Cpl Xpl σ Applicability Range
22.7 41.0 20 - 3.0 10m ≤ d1 ≤ dBP

40.0 9.45 2.7 −17.3 log10(h
′
MS)− 3.0 dBP ≤ 5km

17.3 log10(h
′
MS)

Table 4.2: Parameters for modelling path loss in Manhattan scenario in LoS conditions

In NLoS conditions, the path loss between MS ν and BS β is calculated by dividing the shortest

path between the MS and BS into segments d1 and d2 as shown in Figure 4.4 and using the
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following equation

P ls
ν,β = max(PL(d1) + 20− 12.5nj + 10nj log10(d2) +N (0, σ), P free

ν,β ) (4.17)

where nj = max((2.8 − 0.0024d1), 1.84), w = 20m and PL(d1) is the path loss, calculated

for LoS scenario based on the value of d1, σ is the standard deviation of parameter modelling

the log-normal shadowing and is 4 dB for NLoS scenario in Manhattan environment [126] and

P free
ν,β is the free space path loss as discussed earlier in Section 2.3. The above model is valid

for 10m < d1 < 5 km and w
2 < d2 < 2km.

4.7.2 Hexagonal cellular deployment
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Figure 4.5: Depiction of hexagonal cellular scenario considered for simulations. Note that in
the figure, the MS are connected to the BS on the basis of least distance for clarity.
In the simulated system, the MSs are handed over to the BS that provide the highest
channel gain averaged over the system bandwidth.

A cellular system modelled by non-overlapping hexagons of 19 cells is considered as depicted

in Figure 4.5. A hexagonal cellular scenario typically models cellular deployment in sub-urban

and rural settings, unlike the Manhattan cellular scenario which models cellular deployment in

an urban setting. Each cell consists of a BS located at the centre of each cell and has a radius

of 460 m. Performance statistics are collected over the central core of 7 cells indicated by a

dashed line in Figure 4.5. Channels are modelled according to C1 scenario of WINNER [126].

In the considered model, a line of sight (LoS) condition between a transmitter and a receiver

exists with probability pLOS given by [126]

pLoS = exp
(
− d

200

)
. (4.18)
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where d is the separation distance between transmitter and receiver in meters. The path loss

between the BS and MS is obtained by using parameters from Table 4.3 in (2.13).

Apl Bpl Cpl Xpl σ Applicability Range
LoS

23.8 41.2 20 0 4 10m≤ d ≤ dBP

40.0 11.65 3.8 −16.2 log10(hBS) 6 dBP ≤ d ≤ 5km
−16.2 log10(hMS)

NLoS
44.9− 6.55 log10 31.46 23 5.83 log10(hBS) 8 50 ≤ d ≤ 5km

(hBS)

Table 4.3: Parameters for modelling path loss in hexagonal cellular scenario

4.8 Results and discussions: Manhattan scenario

In this section, the performance of ICIC techniques in Manhattan scenario described in Sec-

tion 4.7.1 are investigated both for the system utilising fixed modulation scheme systemwide as

well as the system performing link adaptation.

4.8.1 ICIC on system utilising fixed modulation scheme

A fixed modulation of 16-QAM with 3/4-rate convolutional coding is considered systemwide.

The corresponding minimum SINR target required for fulfilling QoS requirements is 11.3 dB

(see Table 3.2). Any chunks where the SINR target of 11.3 dB is not met are released.

4.8.1.1 Centralised frequency planning approach

The results obtained using centralised frequency allocation schemes for ICIC are presented

in Figure 4.6. For comparison, the results obtained by performing a full reuse of chunks are

also included. In the Manhattan scenario, CCI originating from the interferers located within

the same street dominate the total CCI at the receiver. As there are 3 BSs per street in the

considered Manhattan scenario (see Figure 4.3), it is reasonable to assume a cluster size of 3.

For coordinating frequency allocation in the system, two schemes are considered. The first

scheme, labelled ‘frequency plan’ in Figure 4.6 utilises a reuse factor of 3 for all available

chunks in the system. The second scheme, called fractional frequency reuse (FFR) divides the

available system bandwidth into two groups. The first group operates under a full reuse and
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Figure 4.6: Performance of frequency planning schemes using fixed modulation scheme of 16-
QAM with an SINR target of 11.3 dB.
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is exclusively allocated to the cell-centre users. The second group, utilises a reuse factor of 3

and is allocated exclusively to cell-edge users. A user is classified as a cell-edge user if the

path loss to its serving BS exceeds the median path loss of the user population connected to its

serving BS. The term ηFFR represents the fraction of available bandwidth whose allocation is

coordinated among the cell-edge users.

The results shown in Figure 4.6 demonstrate that operating the entire frequency bandwidth with

a reuse factor of 3 improves the user throughput at the lower 10th percentile compared to a full

chunk reuse scheme; both in the DL and the UL mode. In particular, lower 10th percentile

user throughputs of 1.94 Mbps (DL) and 1.93 Mbps (UL) are achieved with frequency planning

scheme using a reuse factor of 3 on the entire bandwidth. However, due to an overcautious

reuse of chunks, a median system throughput of only 37.2 Mbps/cell is achieved both in the

DL and the UL mode. This shortcoming is addressed by using FFR scheme and appropriately

choosing the ηFFR parameter. The results show that using ηFFR = 0.5, both the lower 10th

percentile of user throughput and median system throughput are enhanced simultaneously com-

pared to both the full reuse system and the system operating with a reuse factor of 3 on the entire

bandwidth. Using FFR and setting ηFFR = 0.5, a median system throughput of 65.0 Mbps/cell

(DL) and 68.2 Mbps/cell (UL) and a lower 10th percentile of user throughput of 2.1 Mbps (DL)

and 2.5 Mbps (UL) are achieved. The performance may be further optimised by adjusting the

boundary between the cell-edge users and the cell-centre users as well as by adjusting the ηFFR

parameter. Optimisation of FFR scheme is not further considered in this thesis but it is worth

pointing out that fractional frequency reuse scheme is a preemptive approach for ICIC and

does not completely solve the hidden and the exposed node problem. These shortcomings are

addressed by utilising BB signalling so that the hidden and exposed node problem are solved.

4.8.1.2 Decentralised ICIC using BB signalling approach

The impact of the choice of interference threshold parameter on the mean system throughput

in an OFDMA-TDD network operating in Manhattan scenario is depicted in Figure 4.7. It can

be observed that the number of bits transmitted (corresponding to set A) and those received

above the SINR target (corresponding to set B) are approximately equal for the lower values

of Ith. In particular, by setting the threshold parameter to −115 dBm, a reserved chunk is only

reused if the combined interference and noise power remains below −115 dBm. This requires

that the contribution from the interference component remains below the noise floor, which is
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Figure 4.7: Impact of Ith on mean system throughput using 16-QAM with SINR target of
11.3 dB in a Manhattan cellular scenario.

at −117.4 dBm/chunk. Among the thresholds considered in Figure 4.7, using the threshold of

−115 dBm results in the lowest mean system throughput because the size of the exclusion re-

gion enforced around the active receiver is the largest. By increasing the threshold, the system

throughput gradually improves until the maximum is reached. The results in Figure 4.7 demon-

strate that the mean system throughput is maximised by setting the thresholds to −75 dBm

and −90 dBm in the DL and UL modes respectively. The maximum mean system throughputs

achieved are 98.2 Mbps (88% of peak throughput in an isolated cell) and 104 Mbps (94% of

peak throughput in isolated cell) in the DL and UL modes respectively. Due to interference di-

versity (discussed in Section 4.5.2) in the UL mode, the maximum system throughput achieved

in the UL mode is larger than that achieved in the DL mode.

The impact of the threshold parameter on the system throughput and the user throughput is

depicted in Figure 4.8. In the DL mode, the median system throughput is maximised by setting

the threshold to −75 dBm (see Figure 4.8(a)). However, by setting the threshold to −75 dBm,

15% of all users in the system are in outage (see Figure 4.8(c)). In such scenario, the system

throughput is maximised by serving higher data rates to the users located closer to their serving

BS and starvation of users located at the cell-edge. By lowering the threshold, the CCI caused

towards the cell-edge users is lowered at the cost of spatial reuse. As a result, the achieved

SINR at the cell-edge is improved as a result of which the cell-edge user throughput (defined

as the lower 10th percentile of user throughput) increases. The results show that by setting

the threshold to −90 dBm, the cell-edge user throughput is enhanced to 1.7 Mbps, which is

achieved at a cost of 20% reduction in median system throughput compared to the median sys-

tem throughput achieved by setting the threshold to −75 dBm in the DL mode. If the threshold
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Figure 4.8: Trading system throughput and user throughput by adjusting the interference
threshold parameter in Manhattan cellular scenario.
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is lowered beyond −90 dBm, this decreases the overall number of chunks used at the BS and

therefore significantly lowers the throughput for the cell-centre users whilst the throughput for

the cell-edge users is improved very slightly. The results show that by setting the threshold

to −95 dBm, the 90th percentile of user throughput reduces by approximately 30% whilst the

cell-edge user throughput improves only 3% (i.e. by 50 kbps). For this reason, a threshold of

−90 dBm is chosen so as to enhance the cell-edge user throughput. Likewise, in the UL mode,

the median system throughput is maximised by setting the threshold to −90 dBm (see Fig-

ure 4.8(b)). At this threshold, a median system throughput of 105.9 Mbps/cell and a cell-edge

user throughput is 930 kbps is achieved. By adjusting the threshold to−100 dBm, the cell-edge

user throughput is maximised, where a cell-edge user throughput of 1.93 Mbps is achieved at

a cost of 50 Mbps (a reduction of 47%) in median system throughput. In light of these results,

it can be concluded that the trade-off is more favourable in the DL mode rather than in the UL

mode. This is because in the DL mode, the cell-edge users suffer from highest CCI as well as

lowest intended channel gains. By reducing spatial reuse, SINR is improved which enables the

cell-edge users to meet their SINR targets, which enhances the cell-edge user throughput in the

DL mode. By contrast, in the UL mode the detrimental effects of CCI tend to be distributed

among all users connected to the considered BS. In addition, the cell-edge users in the tagged

cell are more likely that the cell-center users to be located within the exclusion region set in an

adjacent cell than the cell-centre users when the threshold parameter is decreased. Therefore,

the overall number of chunks available for the cell-edge users is reduced as the threshold is

lowered, which potentially reduces the cell-edge user throughput. This effect is particularly ob-

served when the threshold is reduced from−95 dBm to−100 dBm in the UL mode that the user

throughput is only enhanced by 120 kbps whilst the system throughput degrades by 22 Mbps

compared to the median system throughput achieved using a threshold of −95 dBm in the UL

mode.

4.8.1.3 Comparison of results

The results obtained using the fixed power BB (discussed in Section 4.8.1.2) are compared

against the system using variable BB power for interference tolerance signalling (labelled BB-

ITS) and the system performing a full reuse of chunks. For the system utilising a fixed BB

power, two thresholds each are chosen for both the UL and the DL modes. The first threshold

is chosen such that it maximises the median system throughput whereas the second threshold

chosen such that it enhances the cell-edge user throughput. To this end, the thresholds of
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of system throughput and user throughput with BB-enabled CCI miti-
gation approaches using fixed BB power and interference tolerance using variable
BB power and benchmark system in a Manhattan cellular scenario.
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−75 dBm (DL) and−90 dBm (UL) are chosen so as to maximise the median system throughput

whereas the thresholds of −90 dBm (DL) and −100 dBm (UL) are chosen so as to maximise

the cell-edge user throughput. A threshold of −100 dBm is chosen for BB-ITS, such that the

probability that the BB power clips to maximum power is kept below 5%.

Figure 4.9(a–d) depicts the cdf of user throughput and system throughput. The results demon-

strate that the BB-enabled interference avoidance mechanism outperforms the system perform-

ing full reuse of chunks both in terms of median system throughput and cell-edge user through-

put. The system performing full reuse of chunks achieves a median system throughput of

68 Mbps (UL) and 63 Mbps (DL) and a user throughput of 980 kbps (UL) and a 25 % out-

age in the DL. Compared to the full reuse system, the BB mechanism with the threshold set

to maximise system throughput attains a 56% (UL) and 52% (DL) improvement in median

system throughput. Likewise, when the threshold is set to maximise the user throughput, the

BB-mechanism improves the cell-edge user throughput to 1.7 Mbps compared to a 25% outage

with a full reuse system in the DL mode. Likewise, in the UL mode, the BB approach improves

the cell-edge user throughput by 85%. These improvements are in addition to the 24 % (DL)

and 33% (UL) in the median system throughput compared to the benchmark.

The results of utilising variable BB power to signal the interference tolerance of individual

links, termed BB-ITS, are also included in Figure 4.9(a–d). The results demonstrate that BB-

ITS achieves a median system throughput of 88 Mbps (DL) and 102 Mbps (UL) together with

the cell-edge user throughput of 1.7 Mbps (DL) and 1.3 Mbps (UL) (see Figure 4.9(c-d)), at

a modest degradation in system throughput (see Figure 4.9(a-b)) compared to the BB scheme

where fixed power BB and a threshold to maximise the median system throughput are used.

BB-ITS, therefore, not only avoids the need to tune the interference threshold so as to match

a certain interference scenario (for example in UL or DL), but also achieves a preferable com-

promise between maximising system throughput and enhancing the cell-edge user throughput.

The distribution of user throughput as a function of distance from the serving BS is depicted in

Figure 4.10. It can be observed that the cell-edge user throughput (measured beyond 400 m) is

compromised both when the threshold is chosen so as to maximise the system throughput and

when a full reuse of chunks is considered. Particularly in the DL mode, by setting a threshold

of −75 dBm, the average user throughput is close to 0 Mbps for distance beyond 400 m. At

such thresholds, the chunks are primarily used to serve the cell-centre users. By adjusting the

threshold, the protection from CCI for these users is enhanced at the cost of throughput for
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Figure 4.10: Mean user throughput vs. distance from the serving BS, d, for BB-OFDMA with
16-QAM modulation for different interference thresholds Ith. For comparison
results for full frequency reuse without interference protection are also included.
Note that at d=115 m, links are exposed to strong LoS interference (data in DL,
BB in UL) from cells in perpendicular streets, which compromises throughput,
while at d=345 m, the MSs are connected to the BS in a perpendicular street due
to better channel gains.
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Figure 4.11: Impact of varying Ith with a fair score-based scheduler (FSBS) in Manhattan
scenario.

cell-centre users.

The results presented demonstrate two notable differences between the UL mode and the DL

mode. First, at the street crossing located between 100 m and 130 m, the user throughput drops

as the threshold is increased. At this location, the user throughput is the minimum when the

chunks are fully reused in the DL mode. By contrast, in the UL mode, the throughput is the

highest when the chunks are fully reused. This is because the MSs at the first street crossings

suffer from LoS interference from the BS located at the perpendicular street in the DL whereas

these MS cause CCI towards the BS located at the perpendicular street in the UL mode. Sec-

ond, a drop in the user throughput is more gradual in the UL mode whereas in DL mode the

throughput drops more abruptly after crossing 220 m from the serving BS. This is because in

the UL mode, the CCI caused due to chunk reuse in the neighbouring cell remains constant

regardless of the MS location in the tagged BS whereas in the DL mode, the CCI is lower to-

wards the centre and higher towards the cell-edge, assuming a full reuse. This results in a linear

increase in SINR in the UL and a quadratic increase in SINR in the DL when the MS in the

tagged cell moves from the cell-edge towards the cell-centre. In Figure 4.10, the average user

throughput is shown to be 0 at the street crossing located at d = 345 m from the serving BS.

This is because the MS located at the second street crossing are actually connected to the BS in

the perpendicular street due to a lower path loss.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of BB-enabled CCI mitigation approaches with full reuse using a
fair score-based scheduler in Manhattan scenario.
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4.8.1.4 Performance of fair score-based scheduler

The results considered in Section 4.8.1.2 assumed a scheduler that assigned an unreserved

chunk to a competing user solely based on the channel gains to the intended BS. The main

problem associated with this scheduler is that (4.13) may not hold true for user ν where it has

favourable scores and vice versa. This issue is addressed by adding a priority penalty factor to

the score, such that the score grows exponentially with every additional chunk allocated to a

given user. This prioritises user ν over another user µ 6= ν where µ has a better rank on the

channel gain but already has more chunks allocated to it than user ν.

The impact of interference threshold on mean system throughput is depicted in Figure 4.11.

Comparing these results against those in Figure 4.7, it can be observed that the differences be-

tween set A and set B is larger when FSBS is used relative to the case when BSBS is used at

higher thresholds (e.g. −75 dBm). This is because a larger value of Ith compromises protection

from CCI and potentially allows a full reuse of chunks. However, due to high CCI, the SINR

targets are not met and the chunks are released. As the scores are more favourable for users with

fewer chunks already allocated, the released chunks are more likely to be allocated to another

cell-edge user in the next frame. This results in a ping-pong effect where the chunks are allo-

cated, fail to meet the SINR target and are released in succession, as a result of which the FSBS

attains a lower throughput compared to the BSBS mechanism for allocating unreserved chunks.

It is interesting to note that when a high threshold (e.g. -75 dBm) is used (see Figure 4.12(c)),

the user throughput with FSBS mechanism is higher than that observed with the BSBS mech-

anism. This is because significantly fewer chunks are assigned on average in each cell (which

can be inferred from Figure 4.11), which is due to the fact that once the chunks are released they

are only allocated in a given cell with probability p. Furthermore, they are primarily allocated

to cell-edge users. Therefore, the cell-edge users are able to meet the SINR target during those

time slots when the transmitter in the adjacent cell has not accessed the chunks allocated to the

cell-edge users in the tagged cell. This contributes to an increased system throughput at the

cell-edge with the FSBS scheduler when a high threshold such as −75 dBm is set.

The results show that the cell-edge user throughput is maximised by setting thresholds to

−90 dBm and −100 dBm in DL and UL modes respectively (see Figure 4.12(c-d)). By set-

ting these thresholds, the cell-edge user throughputs are 3.3 Mbps (DL) and 2.9 Mbps (UL)

respectively. By setting the same thresholds but with BSBS mechanism, user throughputs of

1.75 Mbps (DL) and 1.93 Mbps (UL) were achieved. Likewise, with BB-ITS mechanism, cell-
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edge user throughput of 1.7 Mbps (DL) and 1.4 Mbps (UL) were achieved with BSBS scheduler

and 3.5 Mbps (DL) and 2.9 Mbps (UL) with the FSBS scheduler. Clearly, when the thresholds

are set so as to maximise the cell-edge user throughput, FSBS outperforms the BSBS scheduler

in terms of the cell-edge user throughput. This difference is explained as follows - first of all,

the unreserved chunks in a cell are allocated using a p−persistent approach. Moreover, only

those chunks that meet the SINR target (Γm = 11.3 dB for m = 4) can be reserved with BB

signalling to avoid detrimental CCI. Furthermore, when entities in two adjacent cells access an

unreserved chunk simultaneously, it is more likely for a cell-centre user that a cell-edge user

to meet the SINR target. Taking the aforesaid three points into account, on average the users

closer to the cell-centre succeed in reserving a larger number of chunks than their cell edge

counterparts, when unreserved chunks are accessed in two adjacent cells in contention. With

the BSBS mechanism, an unreserved chunk is equally likely to be allocated to a cell-edge user

as it is likely to be allocated to a cell-centre user depending on score. The FSBS mechanism at-

tempts to balance the number of chunk allocated to the cell-edge users and the cell-centre users

by incorporating the priority penalty factor. This ensures that the cell-centre users are allocated

additional unreserved chunks with a lower priority than the cell-edge users in the subsequent

frames. Consequently, the FSBS mechanism improves the cell-edge user throughput compared

to the BSBS mechanism when threshold is chosen to maximise user throughput. Since FSBS

mechanism allocates a larger number of chunks to the cell-edge than the BSBS mechanism,

the spatial reuse is lower with the former. In particular, with FSBS mechanism median system

throughputs of 62.15 Mbps/cell (DL) and 55.7 Mbps/cell (UL) are achieved by setting thresh-

olds to −95 dBm and −100 dBm respectively and 68.1 Mbps/cell (DL) , 81.8 Mbps/cell (UL)

is achieved with BB-ITS mechanism (see Figure 4.12(c)). This represents approximately 20%

reduction in median system throughput compared to the BSBS mechanism.

4.8.2 ICIC on system performing link adaptation

The results presented in this section assume that link adaptation is performed on a per-chunk

basis reflecting the prevalent channel conditions at the receiver. The modulation format utilised

and their corresponding SINR targets are taken from Table 3.2.
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Figure 4.13: Performance of frequency planning schemes by performing link adaptation on a
per-chunk basis.
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4.8.2.1 Centralised frequency planning approach

Figure 4.13 investigates the use of centralised frequency allocation schemes in a system per-

forming link adaptation on a per-chunk basis. All system parameters are identical to those con-

sidered for the system utilising a fixed modulation scheme of 16-QAM (see Section 4.8.1.1).

The result demonstrate that coordination of the entire system bandwidth with a reuse factor

of 3 performs worst in terms of system throughput both in the DL and the UL modes (see

Figure 4.13(a-b)), as expected. Moreover, the system throughput is maximised when the re-

sources are primarily allocated towards the cell-centre users. The cell-centre users benefit from

high channel gains and/or lower CCI and are able to utilise higher order modulation formats

even when the chunks are fully reused. Consequently, it is observed that the full reuse system

and FFR system with ηFFR = 0.3 perform best in terms of system throughput. In terms of user

throughput in the lower 10th percentile, the highest user throughput is observed when FFR with

ηFFR = 0.7 is set both in the UL and DL modes (see Figure 4.13(c-d)). In addition, frequency

planning with reuse factor 3 performs better than full reuse in terms of lower 10th percentile of

user throughput in the DL whereas the system performing a full reuse of chunks outperforms

frequency planning with reuse factor 3 in the UL. This is because of interference diversity in

the UL mode because of which the achieved SINRs tend to be better in the UL mode rather

than in the DL mode.

4.8.2.2 Decentralised ICIC using BB signalling approach

Figure 4.14 examines the impact of the threshold parameter on the system where link adapta-

tion is performed on a per-chunk basis. Similar to the results obtained in the system where fixed

modulation format was utilised systemwide, it is demonstrated that the threshold parameter can

be adjusted to trade-off cell-edge user throughput and the median system throughput in a system

performing link adaptation. The median system throughput can be maximised by setting the

thresholds of −75 dBm (DL) and −90 dBm (UL). By setting the threshold to −75 dBm in the

DL, the median system throughput is 129 Mbps and the cell-edge user throughput is 829 kbps.

By adjusting the threshold to−90 dBm, a maximum cell-edge user throughput of 3.2 Mbps can

be achieved at a cost of 50 Mbps/cell in median system throughput. Likewise, in the UL mode,

setting the threshold to −90 dBm maximises the median system throughput. The correspond-

ing median system throughput achieved is 147.4 Mbps/cell and the cell-edge user throughput

achieved is 2.8 Mbps. By adjusting the threshold to −100 dBm, a cell-edge user throughput of
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of BB-enabled CCI mitigation and full chunk reuse system with link
adaptation in a Manhattan cellular scenario.
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2.35 Mbps can be achieved at a cost of 20 Mbps/cell in median system throughput. Thus, the

results demonstrate that the trade-off is more favourable in DL than in the UL mode, similar to

the observations made with fixed modulation applied systemwide.

With link adaptation performed, spatial reuse increases with the threshold parameter as depicted

in Figure 4.15(a-b). This results in an increased CCI due to which the achieved SINR degrades.

By utilising receiver feedback, the transmitter then selects an appropriate modulation format

corresponding to the SINR achieved at the receiver. This is depicted in Figure 4.15(c-d) that

when the spatial reuse increases, the number of bits conveyed by each OFDM symbol decreases.

In particular, the full reuse system that utilises all available 230 chunks only conveys approx-

imately 3 bits/symbol on average. By contrast, with BB signalling up to 6.5 bits/symbol on

average can be carried. Provided that a fixed transmit power per chunk is assumed and the links

are interference limited rather than noise limited, an increase in the number of chunk increases

the amount of energy used for transmission and vice versa. The results in Figure 4.15(e-f)

demonstrate that the threshold parameter can be used to balance the energy consumption and

system performance. In particular, the throughput at the cell-edge can be maximised and the

energy consumption can be decreased simultaneously. In this context, by adjusting the thresh-

old from −90 dBm to −95 dBm, a 10% saving in energy consumption together with a 10%

enhancement in the cell-edge user throughput is achieved in the UL mode.

4.8.2.3 Performance of fair score-based scheduler

Criteria Scheduler
UL DL

Ith[dBm] Full Ith[dBm] Full
-90 -100 reuse -75 -90 reuse

Median system BSBS 147 98 83 129 109 81
throughput [Mbps/cell] FSBS 134 96 76.5 114 104 73.7
10thpercentile user BSBS 2.8 3.4 2.9 0.83 3.2 1.6
throughput [Mbps] FSBS 4.0 4.7 3.1 1.7 4.4 1.7

Allocated chunks/cell
BSBS 229 135.5 230 228.5 162.5 230
FSBS 228 180.6 135.0 214.4 158.8 230

Bits/symbol
BSBS 4.9 5.9 2.9 4.7 5.558 2.96
FSBS 4.9 5.9 2.9 4.7 5.6 3.0

Energy consumption BSBS 25.1 22.5 45.1 28.7 24.2 46.18
[nJ/bit] FSBS 27.5 22.8 48.8 30.9 24.8 50.7

Table 4.4: Comparison of fair score based scheduler and blind score based scheduler

The performance of incorporating a FSBS mechanism with link adaptation in Manhattan sce-
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of spatial reuse, used modulation scheme and energy consumption
with BB-enabled CCI mitigation and full chunk reuse system with link adaptation
in a Manhattan cellular scenario.
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of performance of fair score based scheduler with BB-enabled CCI
mitigation and full chunk reuse system in a Manhattan cellular scenario.
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nario is presented in Figure 4.16. By applying fair scheduler, the cell-edge throughput is

improved to 4.4 Mbps (DL) and 4.66 Mbps (UL) by setting the thresholds to −90 dBm and

−100 dBm respectively. Likewise, median system throughputs of 114.4 Mbps/cell (DL) and

123.8 Mbps/cell (UL) are achieved by setting the thresholds to−75 dBm and−90 dBm respec-

tively. The FSFS mechanism enhances the cell-edge user throughput by 36% (DL) and by 38%

(UL) compared to the BSBS mechanism at a cost of less than 5% (DL) and less than 2% (UL)

in terms of median system throughput, when the respective thresholds are set so as to maximise

the cell-edge user throughput.

When the thresholds are set to maximise the respective median system throughputs, the FSBS

mechanism enhances the cell-edge user throughput by 107% (DL) and 43% (UL) at a cost of

11% (DL) and 9% (UL) in terms of median system throughput (see Table 4.4). Due to an in-

crease in threshold and consequently the spatial reuse, the overall CCI in the system increases.

Consequently, some of the cell-edge users fail to meet the minimum SINR target (2.2 dB for

BPSK modulation scheme). The chunks where the SINR target is not met are released. With

FSBS mechanism unlike the BSBS mechanism, priority is given to the users that have fewer

chunks already reserved. Such users are primarily cell-edge users and therefore only lower

order modulation schemes can be supported for such users. By contrast, with the BSBS mech-

anism the likelihood of the cell-edge user accessing the released chunk is same as that of the

cell-centre user. In the long term, the allocation of chunks is shifted from cell-edge users to-

wards the cell-centre users. The cell-centre users are, on average, able to utilise higher order

modulation schemes than the cell-edge users, which results in a higher system throughput with

BSBS mechanism at the cost of cell-edge user throughput. Moreover, with the FSBS mecha-

nism, the cell-edge users are favoured over the cell-centre users while allocating the released

chunks. This can result in ping pong effects because of which the median system throughput

reduces with the FSBS mechanism compared to the BSBS mechanism, when higher thresholds

are utilised.

4.9 Results and Discussions: Hexagonal cellular scenario

In this section, ICIC is performed on the hexagonal cellular scenario as discussed earlier in

Section 4.7.2.
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4.9.1 ICIC on system utilising fixed modulation scheme

A fixed modulation scheme of 16-QAM with 3/4-rate convolutional coding is considered sys-

temwide. The corresponding minimum SINR target required for fulfilling QoS requirements is

11.3 dB (see Table 3.2).

4.9.1.1 Centralised frequency planning approach
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Figure 4.17: Performance of frequency planning schemes using fixed modulation scheme of
16-QAM with an SINR target of 11.3 dB.

The impact of using centralised frequency planning schemes for ICIC in hexagonal cellular

scenario is depicted in Figure 4.17. The allocation of chunks is coordinated using a reuse

factor of 7, such that no cell within the 1st tier of the given cell reuses the chunks belonging to

the coordinated frequency bandwidth. The results presented in Figure 4.17 show that a median

system throughput of approximately 16 Mbps/cell is achieved both in the DL and the UL modes
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in the systems performing fully coordinated frequency reuse with a reuse factor of 7, as well as

the system performing fractional frequency reuse. The system with fully coordinated frequency

reuse achieves a user throughput of 730 kbps (DL) and 740 kbps (UL). However, with FFR it is

observed that the system suffers from an outage (zero throughput) of 40% (DL) and 30% (UL).

The spatial location of the users that are successfully served (non zero throughput) and the

users in outage are plotted in Figure 4.18, where it can clearly be observed that outage occurs

mainly at the boundary of the full reuse zone and the coordinated reuse zone. It was therefore

identified that with an SINR target of 11.3 dBm, the borderline between the cell-centre users

and the cell-edge users need to be made smaller than the median of the path loss of user pop-

ulation. To this end, the boundary was set up at 1/∆FFR of the median path loss of the user

population. Likewise, the fraction of the resources allocated to the cell-centre user was also

reduced reflecting the fact that there are now fewer users within the cell-centre region. With

these adjustments, it was shown that using ∆FFR = 3 with ηFFR = 0.9 achieves outage less

than 1.5% (see Figure 4.19(c-d)). Note that in order to completely avoid outage in the cell-

centre region, allocation of chunks must be coordinated for the cell-centre as well as cell-edge

users, which lowers the spatial reuse of chunks. For this reason, ∆FFR = 3 with ηFFR = 0.9

is chosen as suitable parameters for fractional frequency reuse when a fixed modulation for-

mat of 16-QAM is utilised systemwide. With these parameters, user throughputs of 645 kbps

(DL) and 670 kbps (UL) at the lower 10th percentile (see Figure 4.19(c-d)) and median system

throughputs of 20.9 Mbps/cell (DL) and 21 Mbps/cell (UL) (see Figure 4.19(a-b)) are achieved.

4.9.1.2 Decentralised ICIC using BB signalling approach

The impact of threshold parameter on the mean system throughput in the hexagonal cellular

scenario is depicted in Figure 4.20. The results demonstrate that the mean system throughput

is maximised by setting the threshold parameter to −90 dBm both in the DL mode as well

as the UL mode. The highest mean system throughput achieved is 22.5 Mbps/cell (DL) and

30 Mbps/cell (UL). This corresponds to 20% (DL) and 26% (UL) of peak throughput in an

isolated cell. The overall system throughput is significantly lower in hexagonal cellular scenario

compared to the Manhattan cellular scenario for two reasons. First, each cell is surrounded by

six potentially interfering cells in hexagonal scenario within the first tier unlike two potentially

interfering cells in Manhattan scenario. This results in an overall increased level of CCI in the

hexagonal cellular scenario compared to the Manhattan scenario, provided that the chunks are
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Figure 4.18: Location of MSs in outage with fractional frequency ratio under different bound-
aries between cell-centre and cell-edge (1/∆FFR of median path loss of user
population) and fraction of resources allocated to cell-edge users (ηFFR).
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of fractional frequency reuse with different size of full reuse region.
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Figure 4.20: Impact of Ith on mean system throughput using 16-QAM with SINR target of
11.3 dB in a hexagonal cellular scenario.
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fully reused in each cell. Second, assuming that the users are distributed uniformly in space,

the users are more likely to be located towards the cell-edge than towards the cell-centre in the

hexagonal cellular scenario. As a result, a chunk that is released by a cell-edge user after it fails

to meet the SINR target is more likely to be allocated to another cell-edge user in the hexagonal

scenario, unless appropriate backoff strategies are considered. As a result, ping pong effects

are encountered more frequently which compromises the mean system throughput when CCI

protection is lowered by utilising a high Ith.
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Figure 4.21: Comparison of the threshold parameter on system throughput and user through-
put with BB-enabled CCI mitigation approaches in a hexagonal cellular scenario
using fixed BB power and interference tolerance using variable BB power (BB-
ITS). For comparison, the full-frequency reuse system without interference pro-
tection is included.

The impact of the threshold parameter on the system and user throughput is depicted in Fig-
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ure 4.21 for BB-enabled CCI mitigation approach. For comparison, the results from the sys-

tem performing full reuse of chunks are also included. With full reuse of chunks, the results

show that the system suffers from 90% outage in DL and 80% outage in the UL. Likewise,

the system throughput achieved is 8.43 Mbps/cell in the DL and 7.37 Mbps/cell in the UL,

which demonstrates that with BB mechanism and without backoff strategies, a full reuse of

chunks is not achievable in hexagonal cellular scenario with omnidirectional antennas at the

BS. By lowering the thresholds to −95 dBm (DL) and −100 dBm (UL), the cell-edge user

throughput can be enhanced to 860 kbps (DL) and 490 kbps (UL). By setting these thresh-

olds, median system throughputs of 20.9 Mbps/cell (DL) and 20.3 Mbps/cell (UL) are achieved

respectively. By adjusting the threshold to −90 dBm, a median system throughput can be in-

creased to 22.5 Mbps/cell (DL) and 29.8 Mbps/cell (UL). The corresponding cell-edge user

throughputs are 390 kbps (DL) and 100 kbps (UL). By using variable power BB to signal inter-

ference tolerance of individual links, a median system throughput of 22.2 Mbps/cell (DL) and

23.5 Mbps/cell (UL) are achieved together with a cell-edge user throughput of 530 kbps (DL)

and 280 kbps (UL) respectively. In summary, in the hexagonal scenario, the BB-enabled CCI

mitigation approaches significantly improve the performance for the cell-edge user as well as

the system throughput. Likewise, the BB-ITS achieves a more preferable trade-off between

system throughput and fairness as observed in the Manhattan scenario.

4.9.1.3 Performance of fair score-based scheduler

The results obtained using the FSBS mechanism (see Figure 4.22) are almost identical to those

obtained with BSBS mechanism (see Figure 4.21). The highest median system throughput

achieved with FSFS mechanism is 22.5 Mbps/cell (22.5 Mbps/cell achieved with BSBS) in

the DL and 29.7 Mbps/cell (29.8 Mbps/cell achieved using BSBS) in the UL using a thresh-

old of −90 dBm in both cases. Likewise, the maximum user throughput of 820 kbps (DL)

and 480 kbps (UL) achieved using FSBS mechanism are similar to those achieved with BSBS

mechanism.

It should be noted that when the protection from CCI is compromised to enable high spatial

reuse, mainly the cell-edge users fail to meet the SINR target. Subsequently, the chunks would

be released and reallocated. In a cellular system, the cell-centre users are more likely to meet

the SINR target than the cell-edge users when CCI protection is compromised. Eventually,

the chunks released by the cell-edge users would be allocated towards the cell-centre users.
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Figure 4.22: Comparison of performance of fair score based scheduler with BB-enabled CCI
mitigation and full chunk reuse system in a hexagonal cellular scenario.
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Provided that the chunk released by the cell-edge user was allocated to the cell-centre user, this

would change the score in (4.6) in the favour of the cell-edge users. This was indeed the case

in the Manhattan scenario because the chunks released by a cell-edge user were equally likely

to be allocated to another cell-edge user or another cell-centre user. However, in the hexagonal

cellular scenario, the released chunks are more likely to be allocated to another cell-edge user

because the users are more likely to be located towards the cell-edge rather than towards the

cell-centre. Therefore, utilising the FSBS mechanism results is a spatial distribution of chunks

that is similar to that achieved with the BSBS mechanism. Thus, utilising the FSBS mechanism

does not change the performance in hexagonal cellular scenario, when fixed modulation scheme

of 16-QAM is utilised.

4.9.2 ICIC on system performing link adaptation

The results presented in this section assume that link adaptation is performed on a per-chunk

basis reflecting the prevalent channel conditions at the receiver. The modulation format utilised

and its corresponding SINR target is taken from Table 3.2.

4.9.2.1 Centralised frequency planning approach

The impact of link adaptation with centralised frequency planning schemes for ICIC is de-

picted in Figure 4.23. A reuse factor of 7 is considered for the allocation of chunks from the

coordinated bandwidth. With frequency planning of entire system bandwidth, a median sys-

tem throughput of 18.8 Mbps/cell both in DL and UL is achieved together with 840 kbps (DL)

and 850 kbps (UL) at the lower 10th percentile. Likewise, with the FFR scheme, the users are

partitioned into cell-edge users or cell-centre users on the basis of median path loss of the user

population served by given BS. The system is simulated for different fraction of bandwidth

allocated for coordinated bandwidth allocation to the cell-edge users. The results demonstrate

that the lower 10th percentile of user throughput is maximised using ηFFR = 0.7. With these

parameters, user throughput of 900 kbps (DL) and 1.03 Mbps (UL) at the lower 10th percentile

is achieved together with median system throughput of 23.7 Mbps/cell (DL) and 24.0 Mbps/cell

(UL). The performance of FFR scheme with link adaptation may be fine tuned by adjusting the

boundary between cell-edge and the cell-centre and changing the ratio of chunks allocated to

the cell-edge users to the cell-centre users. However, as the scope of this work is not in opti-

mising the FFR scheme, this issue is not considered any further.
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Figure 4.23: Performance of frequency planning schemes by performing link adaptation on a
per-chunk basis.
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4.9.2.2 Decentralised ICIC using BB signalling approach
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Figure 4.24: Comparison of BB-enabled CCI mitigation and full chunk reuse system with link
adaptation in hexagonal cellular scenario

The impact of threshold parameter with an adaptive modulation performed on a per chunk basis

in a hexagonal cellular scenario is depicted in Figure 4.24. With link adaptation performed, the

system performing a full reuse of chunks results in an outage of 23% in the DL mode and a

cell-edge user throughput of 169 kbps in the UL mode (see Figure 4.24(c-d)). Likewise, median

system throughputs of 30.9 Mbps/cell and 28.0 Mbps/cell are achieved (see Figure 4.24(a-b))

in DL and UL respectively. The results tabulated in Table 4.5 demonstrate that a full spatial

reuse of chunks results in a lower order modulation format chosen for each chunk. Moreover,

by limiting the amount of CCI to a threshold value using BB signalling, it is demonstrated that

both the system throughput and the user throughput at the cell-edge improve compared to the

full reuse system.
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Criteria Mode
Ith[dBm] Full

−75 −80 −85 −90 −95 −100 reuse
Allocated chunks DL 194 184 124 82 58 230
/cell UL 201 166 111 77 57 230

Bits/symbol
DL 2.13 2.15 2.5 3.4 4.4 1.4
UL 2.1 2.4 2.9 3.8 4.6 1.4

Energy consum– DL 66.2 64.5 53.7 38.8 30.3 121
ption [nJ/bit] UL 66.1 58.7 46.4 35.7 29.3 137

Table 4.5: Comparison of chunk reuse, modulation format utilised and energy consumption in
hexagonal cellular scenario.

Using BB signalling, it is shown that the cell-edge user throughput is maximised by setting

the thresholds to −90 dBm in the DL and −100 dBm in the UL. A maximum cell-edge user

throughput of 1.05 Mbps and a median system throughput of 34.4 Mbps/cell are achieved in

the DL. Likewise, a cell-edge user throughput of 1.07 Mbps and a median system throughput

of 34.8 Mbps/cell are achieved in the UL. The median number of chunks allocated per BS is

82 and 77 in the DL and UL respectively, i.e. 1/3 of the system bandwidth is allocated on

average on each cell. The CCI is mitigated due to lower spatial reuse (compared to full reuse

system) and the cell-edge users succeed in meeting the SINR target of 2.2 dB or above that is

required for reserving the chunk. Moreover, as the spatial reuse is only 1/3 per cell, some of

the cell-edge users succeed is achieving the SINR target for higher order modulation schemes.

The cell-edge user throughput is increased by utilising receiver feedback to select higher order

modulation scheme.

The achieved SINR at the cell-edge degrades when the threshold parameters is increased to

allow a larger spatial reuse. If the minimum SINR target is not met, the chunk is released.

Otherwise, the order of the modulation format utilised is reduced. Both of these contribute

towards lowering the cell-edge user throughput as can be seen in Figure 4.24(c-d). In particular,

when the thresholds of −75 dBm (DL) and −80 dBm (UL) are used so as to maximise the

system throughput, the lower 10th percentile of user throughput is close to 0 (10 kbps) in the

DL and 100 kbps in the UL. However, using the above thresholds, median system throughputs

of 47 Mbps/cell (DL) and 49 Mbps/cell (UL) are achieved due to increased spatial reuse. The

increase in system throughput is attributed to two reasons - first, the spatial reuse of the chunks

in the system is enhanced and second, the chunks released by the cell-edge user are reallocated

(potentially) to other users that may achieve higher SINRs. However, the possibility that the

released chunks are not allocated to another user that would also fail to achieve the minimum
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SINR target, thereby giving rise to ping pong effects, is not eliminated. When this occurs,

the chunks repeatedly enter the backoff mode (enforced by p−persistence), get reallocated

and released until they are allocated to the user that succeeds in meeting the SINR. For this

reason, even when the high threshold is chosen the spatial reuse is not 100% with BB signalling

mechanism as can be observed in Table 4.5.

4.9.2.3 Performance of fair score-based scheduler
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Figure 4.25: Comparison of performance of fair score based scheduler with BB-enabled CCI
mitigation and full chunk reuse system in a hexagonal cellular scenario.

Figure 4.25 compares the system performance of full reuse system and BB-enabled chunk

allocation with FSBS mechanism in a system performing link adaptation. A cell-edge user

throughput of 1.48 Mbps and 1.66 Mbps and a median system throughput of 33.2 Mbps/cell

and 34.1 Mbps/cell in the DL and UL respectively is achieved using FSBS mechanism, when
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Criteria Mode
Ith[dBm] Full

−80 −85 −90 −95 −100 reuse
Allocated chunks DL 136.8 115 81 58 45 230
/cell UL 162 150 109 76 56 230

Bits/symbol
DL 2.1 2.5 3.4 4.4 5.1 1.3
UL 2.0 2.2 2.8 3.7 4.6 1.3

Energy consum– DL 72 55 40 31 26 152
ption [nJ/bit] UL 77 63 48 36 29 160

Table 4.6: Comparison of fair score based scheduler and blind score based scheduler

the thresholds are set respectively to −90 dBm and −95 dBm respectively. For comparison,

the maximum cell-edge user throughput of 1.05 Mbps and 1.07 Mbps together with mean sys-

tem throughput of 34.4 Mbps/cell and 34.8 Mbps/cell were achieved with BSBS mechanism.

Therefore, the FSBS mechanism enhances the cell-edge user throughput by 40% and 55% in

DL and UL respectively at a cost of less than 4%in terms of median system throughput in both

cases.

By utilising the FSBS mechanism, a maximum median system throughput of 34.8 Mbps/cell

(DL) and 42.1 Mbps/cell (UL) can be achieved. Furthermore, with the FSBS mechanism the

threshold that maximises the median system throughput itself shifts closer towards the thresh-

old that maximises the user throughput. This is because when the threshold is increased, the

achieved SINR deteriorates and the number of chunks where the cell-edge users fail to meet

the minimum SINR target increases. With the BSBS scheduler, some of the released chunks

are allocated to the cell-centre users. These users achieve higher SINR and are able to sus-

tain higher order modulation formats even when CCI is largely compromised. By contrast, the

FSBS mechanism enforces a higher priority to the cell-edge users with fewer chunks already

reserved. This increases the likelihood of ping pong effects with FSBS mechanism compared

to the BSBS mechanism and results in a lower system throughput when the CCI protection is

compromised.

4.10 Chapter Summary

This chapter addressed intercell interference coordination using BB signalling in cellular net-

works where the BS and MS are both equipped with omnidirectional antennas. Cellular net-

works deployed in Manhattan scenario (urban) as well as hexagonal cellular scenario (rural)

were investigated. Comparison was made against a full frequency reuse system where at-
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tempts to avoid interference are not made as well as the CCI mitigation approaches such as

the frequency reuse coordination and fractional frequency reuse, where chunk allocation is

coordinated in a centralised manner. The system where fixed modulation scheme is utilised

systemwide as well as the system performing that performs link adaptation on a per chunk

basis were considered.

The impact of BB-specific interference threshold parameter that limits the interference imposed

pre-established and co-existing links was studied. It was demonstrated that the threshold pa-

rameter can be used to trade-off system throughput for the cell-edge user throughput, both in

the system utilising a fixed modulation scheme systemwide and in the system performing link

adaptation on a per chunk basis. In particular, in a system performing link adaptation, 17%

(DL) and 50% (UL) of median system throughput was traded off to enhance the cell-edge

user throughput by 3-fold (DL) and 20% (UL) in the Manhattan scenario. Likewise, in the

hexagonal cellular scenario, the cell-edge user throughput was increased from 10 kbps (DL)

and 100 kbps (UL) to approximately 1 Mbps in both cases by compromising 12 Mbps/cell (DL)

and 10 Mbps/cell (UL). Furthermore, the impact of prioritising users with fewer chunks already

reserved with BB signalling was investigated and it was shown that the scheduler that priorities

the users with fewer chunk reserved boosts the cell-edge user throughput when the thresholds

are set so as to maximise the cell-edge user throughput. However, it is demonstrated that such

approach increase the ping pong effects and reduce the spectral efficiency when CCI protection

is compromised.

In a system utilising a 16-QAM modulation scheme systemwide, a mean system throughput of

up to 88% (DL) and 94% (UL) of the peak throughput in an isolated cell were achieved with

BB signalling in a Manhattan scenario. By adjusting the threshold, it was demonstrated that the

cell-edge user throughput was enhanced by 94% at a cost of 44% in median system throughput

compared to the threshold that maximised the median system throughput. Likewise, in the DL

mode, the cell-edge user throughput was enhanced to 1.7 Mbps from 15.4% outage at a cost of

25% in median system throughput. In summary, the trade-off was shown more favourable in the

DL mode than in the UL mode. Furthermore, a variable BB approach to signal the interference

tolerance of individual links was investigated and it was demonstrated that the variable BB

approach leads to a more favourable trade-off between system throughput and fairness and

relaxes the requirement to optimise the threshold parameter, both in Manhattan and hexagonal

scenario.
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With a 16-QAM modulation scheme utilised systemwide in a Hexagonal scenario, the perfor-

mance was merely 26% and 20% of the peak throughput possible in an isolated cell. Fur-

thermore, it was shown that increasing the threshold beyond the threshold that maximises user

throughput does not significantly enhance the median system throughput due to an increase in

ping pong effects. This was attributed to two effects - first, the assumption of omnidirectional

transmitters increases the number of co-channel cells and second, the number of users in the

cell that are at the cell-edge is higher than those closer towards the cell-centre in hexagonal cel-

lular model. Therefore, even with link adaptation performed, the spectral efficiency remained

below 1 bps/cell/Hz with hexagonal cellular deployments due to high CCI from up to 6 cells

within the 1st tier. Therefore, it is necessary to lower the overall amount of CCI to increase

the overall spectral efficiency. This issue is addressed in the next chapter where CCI mitigation

with beamforming is combined with BB signalling to obtain a hybrid CCI mitigation approach.
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Chapter 5
BB Enabled CCI Mitigation and
Avoidance with Switched Beam

Approach

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 4, it was demonstrated that the busy burst (BB) protocol effectively solves the hidden

node problem. Moreover, in a hexagonal cellular scenario the use of omnidirectional antennas

at the base station (BS) compromises spatial reuse due to excessive co-channel interference

(CCI) caused towards the receivers in adjacent cells. It has been identified that the multiple

antenna techniques at the BS such as a switched beam approach [15] or adaptive beamforming

with opportunistic scheduling [14, 32] provide a powerful basic mechanism to mitigate CCI

and enhance the reusability of radio resources, but these techniques generally suffer from the

hidden node problem. Clearly, the BB protocol and beamforming techniques seem to perfectly

complement each other enabling a high frequency reuse in the system while mitigating CCI.

In this chapter, the BB protocol is combined with switched beam approach because of low

signalling overhead accompanied as well as reduced complexity at the BS. To this end, pre-

defined grid of beams (GoB) are generated at the BS and a user is served by switching on the

closest beam.

The BB protocol ensures that the beams are only selected for a particular user in the cell if

this transmission does not significantly interfere with any of the ongoing transmissions in the

neighbouring cells. This interference awareness property of the BB protocol is achieved by a

time-multiplexed busy signal transmitted omnidirectionally from the receiving mobile station

(MS) by exploiting the TDD channel reciprocity and using that the overall gain is reciprocal if

the precoding vector intended to be used for transmitting data in subsequent slots is used for

scanning the BB minislot. In this chapter, the performance of the hybrid BB enabled switched

beam approach is compared against the state-of-the-art switched beam approach.
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5.2 Switched beam approach using antenna array

This section establishes the relationship between the spatial precoding vector and the effective

channel gain. We start with a general consideration of an orthogonal frequency division mul-

tiple access (OFDMA) – time division duplexing (TDD) network where each of the BSs and

MSs is equipped with NT and NR antennas respectively. Data transmission in the downlink is

considered. The matrix V = [v(1), . . . ,v(NS)] is the spatial precoding matrix for NS spatial

layers available at the BS. The ith column of the matrix V, v(i), contains the precoder of spatial

layer i. The precoder is a vector v(i) = [v(i)
1 , . . . , v

(i)
NT

]T , where v
(i)
t is the complex coefficient

applied to antenna element t.

The symbol transmitted at chunk (n, k) of spatial stream i is designated x(i)[n, k]. The output

of spatial precoding on the ith stream is represented as

s(i)[n, k] = v(i)x(i)[n, k]. (5.1)

The output of spatial precoding is transmitted over a time-variant, frequency selective MIMO

(multiple input multiple output) channel Hµ,α[n, k], where α and µ are BS and MS indices

respectively. The MIMO channel is represented as a NR ×NT matrix of the form

Hµ,α[n, k] =




h1,1
µ,α[n, k] . . . h1,NT

µ,α [n, k]
...

. . .
...

hNR,1
µ,α [n, k] . . . hNR,NT

µ,α [n, k]


 , (5.2)

where ht,r
µ,α[n, k] represents the channel response between transmitting antenna t of BS α and

receiving antenna r of MS µ observed at frequency and time index (n, k) assuming a rich

scattering environment, which is given by [126]

ht,r
µ,α[n, k] =

√
Gls

µ,α

L

L∑

`=1

1
KD

KD∑

κ=1

ρ` exp
(
jθ`,κ + j2π[fD

`,κknosTS − τ`(fl + nnsc∆f )]
)

exp
(− j2πt∆T

λ cosφT

)
exp

(− j2πr∆R
λ cosφR

)
(5.3)

where TS and ∆f denote the OFDM symbol duration and the subcarrier spacing, and λ is the

carrier wavelength. The term
√

Gls
µ,α

L

∑L
`=1

1
KD

∑KD
κ=1 ρ` exp

(
jθ`,κ+j2π[fD

`,κknosTS−τ`(fl+

nnsc∆f )]
)

models the time variant and frequency selective channel as done in (2.18). As dis-
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cussed earlier in Section 2.6.4, the term exp
(−j2πt∆T

λ cosφT

)
models the phase of the signal

at antenna t at the antenna array of the transmitter. Likewise, the term exp
(− j2πr∆R

λ cosφR

)

models the phase of the received signal at antenna r at the antenna array of the receiver. ∆T and

∆R are the separation of antenna elements. The channel response (5.3) is composed of 1≤`≤L

local scatterers, with angles of departure (AoD) φT and angle of arrival (AoA) φR. The initial

phase, Doppler shift and propagation delay of local scatterer ` are denoted by θ`, fD,` and τ`.

The factor Gls
µ,α represents the channel gain and incorporates distance dependent path loss and

log-normal shadowing between MS µ and BS α.

To keep the notation consistent with those used in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the transmitter or

receiver of link (µ, α) is denoted x and that of link (ν, β) is denoted y. It is assumed that (µ, α)

is an active link and (ν, β) is a link in adjacent cell that potentially reuses the resources used in

cell α. The signal of the spatial stream i received at antenna array of receiver x is represented

as

r(i)
x [n, k] = Hx[n, k]s(i)[n, k] = Hx[n, k]v(i)x(i)[n, k]. (5.4)

y
(i)
x [n, k] =

[
u(i)

]T r(i)
x [n, k]

=
[
u(i)

]THx[n, k]v(i)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
g
(i)
x [n,k]

x(i)[n, k]. (5.5)

The term g
(i)
x [n, k] = [u(i)]THx[n, k]v(i) represents the effective channel between transmitter

x and its intended receiver on spatial stream i. The channel gain, G
(i)
x [n, k], on spatial stream i

from transmitter x towards its intended receiver is given by

G
(i)
x [n, k] =

∣∣g(i)
x [n, k]

∣∣2. (5.6)

An important special case is when the BSs are equipped with multiple antennas and MSs are

omnidirectional transceivers. This means NR equals 1 and u(i) reduces to 1, for all spatial

stream i chosen at the BS. The choice of omnidirectional antennas at the MSs reduces hardware

and computational complexity at the subscriber units, which is important from size, portability

and energy efficiency perspective. With omnidirectional antenna at the MS, the MIMO channel

response Hx[n, k] in (5.2) reduces to a row vector hx[n, k] of size 1×NT. Then the effective
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channel between transmitter x and its intended receiver reduces to

g
(i)
x [n, k] = hx[n, k]v(i) . (5.7)

A MS µ is served using the beam that provides the maximum channel gain, averaged over the

system bandwidth. The term iµ represents the serving beam for user µ, which is synonymous

with ix ,when x is used in the context of receiver. With these notations, the intended channel

gains can be expressed as G
(ix)
x [n, k] and the intended signal power received at MS µ is given

by

Rd
x[n, k] = T d

x [n, k]G(ix)
x [n, k]. (5.8)

Likewise, the interference caused by transmitter y to receiver x is

Id
x[n, k] = T d

y [n, k]G(iy)
yx [n, k] . (5.9)

5.3 Interference aware grid of beam selection in cellular networks

using busy bursts

Figure 5.1: Illustration of the use of hybrid BB+GoB scheme for interference aware chunk
reuse.

The combined use of interference mitigation achieved using switched beam approach and in-

terference awareness using the BB protocol is explained using Figure 5.1. It is assumed that

BS1 activates beam 1 to serve MS1 using chunk (n, k). Furthermore, it is assumed that BS2 in-

tends to reuse the chunk (n, k) on one of the beams generated using antenna array of the sector

depicted in Figure 5.1. Since BS2 is generally unaware of the positions of the user population
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in cell 1, with full reuse beam switching, BS2 might select to reuse the chunk (n, k) for MS2

resulting in outage of both MS1 and MS2 on chunk (n, k). However, if MS1 were to send a

busy signal omnidirectionally on the same radio frequency carrier in a time-multiplexed mini

slot following the data slot, BS2 would sense a strong signal in beam 2, and a low signal in

beam 3 and beam 4. Therefore, with the proposed BB-enabled switched beam approach, BS2

would allocate the chunk either to MS3 or MS4, thereby avoiding outage in both cells.

This concept is mathematically formalized in the following paragraphs. It is assumed that the

beam ix is activated to transmit serve x using chunk (n, k). Provided that γx[n, k] ≥ Γmin,

the receiver x transmits a BB signal omnidirectionally in the mini slot corresponding to its

respective data transmission slot. This BB signal serves as a reservation indicator for the next

slot which establishes exclusion region around the receiver where no other transmitters may

reuse the chunk [26, 27]. Given xb is the omnidirectional BB signal transmitted by receiver x,

the signal received at the antenna array of transmitter y is

rb
y[n, k] = hT

yx[n, k] xb[n, k] . (5.10)

Given v(i) ∈ V , where V is the set of precoding vectors available in the system. The output of

applying precoding vector v(i) to rb
y[n, k] is

y
b,(i)
y [n, k] =

[
v(i)

]T
ry

=
[
v(i)

]T
hT

yx[n, k]︸ ︷︷ ︸
g
(i)
yx[n,k]

xb[n, k]. (5.11)

Thus, the effective channel transfer function between victim MS µ and transmitting antenna

array in BS q that intends to reuse the chunk (n, k), g
(i)
x , is given by v(i)ThT

y . Likewise, using

transmitter y and receiver x on (5.7), the channel transfer function between transmitter y (i.e.

BB receiver)and receiver x (i.e. BB transmitter) is given by

g
(i)
y = hxyv(i)

=
[[

v(i)
]T

hT
xy

]T

. (5.12)

Applying (5.11) on (5.12) and using hxy = hT
yx due to TDD channel reciprocity, g

(i)
yx can be
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written as

g
(i)
yx =

[
g
(i)
xy

]T
= g

(i)
xy. (5.13)

Thus it is demonstrated that the effective channel between the transmitter y and receiver x

becomes reciprocal if the same precoding vector to be used for data transmission during the

data slot of the frame is utilised to scan the BB mini slot. Therefore, using (5.6), it can be

shown that G
(i)
yx = G

(i)
xy. As the effective channel is reciprocal, BB signalling mechanism

[26, 27] can be used for interference aware resource allocation. To this end, given the power of

BB signal emitted is T b
x [n, k], the received BB power on beam i can be written as

I
b,(i)
y [n, k] =

∣∣yb,(i)
y [n, k]

∣∣2 = T b
x [n, k]G(i)

yx[n, k] . (5.14)

Thus, by measuring the BB signal received on each of the beams, the transmitter becomes

aware of the amount of interference it causes to the vulnerable receiver via exploitation of

channel reciprocity [106, Chapter 12]. This enables the transmitter to select the beams that can

potentially be activated to reuse the chunk (n, k) on BS q.

Combining (5.9) and (5.14) and using G
(i)
yx[n, k] = G

(i)
xy[n, k] due to channel reciprocity, the

relationship between BB power received on beam i and the interference potentially caused

towards receiver x if beam i be activated at transmitter y is expressed as

Id
x[n, k] =

(
T d
y [n, k]

T b
x[n, k]

)
I

b,(i)
y [n, k]. (5.15)

If (5.15) is compared against (4.12), it can be observed that both equation are same except that

the interference in (5.15) is specific to the beam activated at the transmitter y. In cellular system

with omnidirectional antennas, the CCI caused to an active receiver could not be changed by

altering the user scheduling. This means by activating a different beam at the BS, the CCI

caused to active receiver is changed. This property enables the BS to enhance spatial reuse

compared to the case with omnidirectional antennas whilst keeping the CCI below the threshold

compared. By scanning the BB minislot using the corresponding precoder vector, v(i), that the

antenna array in BS q intends to use for data transmission during the subsequent data slot, the

transmitter becomes aware of the amount of interference it potentially causes to MS µ if it were

to activate beam i. In order to keep Id
µ,p[n, k] ≤ Ith, where Ith is the maximum CCI that a

newly admitted link may cause to the pre-established link, the BS q may reuse chunk (n, k) on
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beam i if (
T d
y [n, k]

T b
x [n, k]

)
I

b,(i)
y [n, k] ≤ Ith, (5.16)

If T b
x [n, k] = T d

y [n, k], which is easily accomplished by utilising fixed data and BB powers,

(5.16) reduces to

I
b,(i)
y [n, k] ≤ Ith, (5.17)

5.3.1 Avoidance of collisions due to simultaneously activated links

Figure 5.2: Collision avoidance of unreserved chunks using CESAR mechanism: A simplified
cellular scenario consisting of 3 cells is depicted. Each cell has a specific group
number as shown in the left. Similarly, the available system bandwidth is par-
titioned into three blocks. A time evolution graph is depicted for all three cells
(right). The unfilled slots depict the frequency block that has not yet been probed
for possible allocation. The cell group that probes a particular frequency block
at a given time slot is given by (5.18). Using (5.18), during the first time slot,
(k = 1), frequency block η = 1 is probed by cell group 3. Similarly, frequency
blocks η = 2 and η = 3 are probed by cell group 1 and 2 respectively. Collisions
are avoided because no two cells probe the same frequency block at the same time
instant. Furthermore, all cells collectively probe the entire bandwidth in any given
slot thereby avoiding any wastage. After transmission, the chunks where the SINR
target is met are reserved for the subsequent time slots by transmitting BB. Dur-
ing the time slot k = 2, the frequency block 1,2 and 3 are probed by cell group
1, 2 and 3 respectively. In a portion of the probed frequency block, the transmit-
ter will sense BB above the threshold and refrains from using such block to avoid
CCI (shown as solid filled slots). Within K time slots, all chunks would have been
probed for potential access by every cell in the network because of the cyclic shift
pattern considered.

Interference higher than the threshold value is avoided for the chunks that are reserved by

transmitting BB signal. Using (5.16), competing transmitters are able to ascertain whether
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they lie outside the exclusion region of the receiver that has reserved the chunk. Thus, the

transmitters are able to decide whether or not to transmit so that the interference caused on the

reserved chunk remains below the threshold. However, in the case of unreserved chunks, two or

more transmitter fulfill (5.16) and therefore may be scheduled for transmission simultaneously

in contention. During contention, the transmitters are not aware of the amount of interference

they cause to the receiver of other links. As a result, one or several links may encounter a

collision on chunk (n, k) where the SINR target may not be met.

To avoid collision, cellular slot allocation and reservation (CESAR) mechanism1 proposed in

[2] is considered in this chapter. The available NB sectors in the system are grouped into K

groups. The transmitter serving each sector has full functionality of a BS considered earlier in

Chapter 4. The group to which BS β is associated is denoted Sβ ∈ {1, . . . , K}. The sectors

within the same cell are associated to the same group. As the beams generated in one sector

have side lobes towards another sector, CCI caused to a user served in an another sector within

the same cell (intra-cell interference) is mitigated. Therefore, all sectors within the same cell

are allowed to transmit simultaneously in contention. However, a preemptive approach is taken

by utilising p−persistence mechanism in allocating unreserved chunks within different sectors

within the cell. The inter-cell interference, however, may result due to the side beam as well

as the main lobe alike. The impact of the latter is more severe than the former. Therefore, the

access of chunks among two different cells has to be coordinated such that adjacent cells belong

to different groups such that they do not transmit at the same time. To this end, the available

NC chunks in the system are divided into K blocks. The set Cη represents the set of chunks in

block η where 1 ≤ η ≤ K. Each block η contains bNC/Kc contiguous chunks except the Kth

block which consists of NC − bNC/Kc chunks, where b·c is expresses rounding down to the

nearest integer. In order to avoid contention, the access of unreserved chunks is regulated such

that

1. At a given time, only one group of cell accesses a frequency band, and

2. Within K slots, all NC available chunks would be accessed in each cell provided (5.16)

holds.

The above requirements are fulfilled if a cyclically shifted reuse pattern is considered. To this

1The concept of allocating unreserved chunks in a cyclically shifted pattern to avoid contention is not a contri-
bution of this thesis.
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effect, at time slot k, the unreserved chunks belonging to the block η are allowed to be accessed

by sectors where sη,k = Sβ expressed as

sη,k = ((η + k) mod K) + 1 1 ≤ η ≤ K. (5.18)

The binary variable χβ[n, k] ∈ {0, 1} determines whether or not a chunk (n, k) may be ac-

cessed in sector β given by

χβ[n, k] =





0 , sη,k = Sβ ∀n ∈ Cη
1 , otherwise.

(5.19)

An unreserved chunk (n, k) may be allocated to user ν only if (5.16) holds true for beam iν for

transmitter y on sector β and (5.19) allows the unreserved chunk (n, k) to be accessed in sector

β. As more than one user potentially satisfies the above criteria, scheduling and dynamic chunk

allocation mechanism detailed out in section 4.3 is used to determine the user that is allocated

the chunk (n, k) for transmission.

This principle is illustrated further in Figure 5.2 where the cells are divided into three groups

so that K = 3. During 1st time slot, the blocks η = 1, 2 and 3 are accessed by the transmitters

located in the sectors with group Sβ = 3, 1 and 2 respectively, thereby avoiding two cells from

accessing the same frequency band simultaneously. These bands are reserved with BB and

continue to be allocated in their respective cells in the subsequent time slots. During 2nd time

slot, the unreserved chunks in the blocks η = 1, 2 and 3 are accessed in sectors Sβ = 1, 2 and

3 respectively. Note that (in Figure 5.2) the chunks reserved with BB in the previous slot are

used for transmission in the current time slot as well. Furthermore, the slots where the BB is

received above the threshold are avoided so as to limit the interference at the victim receivers

below a threshold. Finally, within 3 time slots, given (5.16) holds, each chunk would have been

probed for potential access in all cells.

5.3.2 Multi-User resource allocation in switched beam system

A sectorised cell where the chunks are potentially reused once per sector is considered, as

discussed earlier. CCI due to simultaneous access of unreserved chunks is avoided with the

strategy detailed out in Section 5.3.1. User scheduling is carried out using the fair score-
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based scheduler discussed in Section 4.3.2. To limit the CCI to a threshold value, BB-enabled

switched beam approach some users are excluded from being scheduled on certain chunks.

This is accomplished by setting the access control indicator εν,β[n, k]→∞ in (4.6) such that in-

dicates that a user ν in BS β is denied access to chunk (n, k). With BB signalling, a user ν (i.e.

transmitter y) may be scheduled only if (5.17) holds true for beam iν . To this end, εν,β[n, k] is

set as follows

εν,β [n, k + 1]→





0 , I
b,(iy)
y [n, k] ≤ Ith and χβ[n, k] = 1 and γ̂y[n, k] ≥ Γ

∞ , aν [n, k − 1] = 1 and bν [n, k − 1] = 0

∞ , otherwise,

(5.20)

where y represents the transmitter for user ν, iy is the serving beam for user ν and γ̂y is the

estimated SINR of user ν on chunk (n, k) using feedback of interference observed in the

previous slot, calculated as

γ̂y[n, k] =
T d
y [n, k]G(iy)

y [n, k]
Id
y[n, k − 1]

. (5.21)

Likewise, aν [n, k − 1] and bν [n, k − 1] are binary variables that indicate whether or not ν was

allocated chunk (n, k− 1) and whether or not chunk (n, k) is reserved for user ν, as defined in

Section 3.4.5.

The assumption of an a priori knowledge of SINR for user scheduling serves two purposes.

First, given that the channel does not change abruptly between time instants k and k + 1,

the interference feedback gives an a priori estimate of the amount of interference that would

actually be observed during the subsequent data slot. This avoids allocating chunks to a user

ν where Id
ν [n, k − 1] would be high such that γ̂ν [n, k] < Γ. By allocating the chunks to

users where γ̂ν [n, k] ≥ Γ, the likelihood of bit errors at the receiver is reduced. Note that

in the system considered, we have assumed that the bits received below the minimum SINR

required for fulfilling the QoS constraints are discarded. Second, the estimated SINR instead

of channel gains can be utilised as a scheduling criteria for computing scores, which prioritises

those chunks where the prevalent interference conditions are lower for transmission, potentially

increasing the throughput. The price to be paid, however, is additional signalling overhead from

MS to the BS which consumes bandwidth in the UL direction.

The precoding vector v(iy) is applied to the antenna array at sector q for transmission on the
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chunks where aν [n, k] = 1, given by (4.8). This ensures that the beam (iy) is activated on the

chunks allocated to user ν. The rest of the dynamic chunk allocation procedures are identical

to those considered in Chapter 4.

5.4 Link Adaptation

Assuming that the channel does not change significantly between two consecutive time frames,

feedback of SINR observed in the preceding frame is utilised to select appropriate modulation

format for the next frame. Moreover, provided that an a priori estimate of SINR is available,

this estimate can be utilised in selecting appropriate modulation scheme to be utilised during

contention. This reduces the number of transient steps until the transmitter selects an appropri-

ate modulation scheme corresponding to the prevalent channel conditions at the receiver. The

steps of performing link adaptation is detailed as follows:

1. Estimate the SINR for the chunk (n, k) slot with (5.21) using interference power ob-

served in the chunk (n, k − 1).

2. Using lookup table, select the largest order modulation scheme, m̂, scheme that fulfills

γ̂ν [n, k]≥Γm̂[n,k]

3. Transmit using mν [n, k] = m̂, as calculated in the previous step.

4. Calculate the actual SINR achieved γν [n, k] using (4.5).

5. Using lookup table, make a new estimate of m̂, such that γν [n, k]≥Γm̂[n, k]

6. Adapt the modulation scheme according to the following rule:

mν [n, k + 1] =





m̄ , γν [n, k] ≥ Γmν [n,k]+1

0 , γν < Γmin

mν [n, k] , otherwise,

(5.22)

where m̄ = d(mν [n, k] + m̂[n, k])/2e and d(·)e operator expresses rounding up to the

nearest integer and Γmin is the minimum SINR target required to continue reserving a

chunk. In the considered system, this is the same as SINR target required for BPSK.
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7. If mν [n, k + 1] = 0, or the chunk is no longer needed, release the chunk, else go to step

3.

It should be noted that with the link adaptation performed, the chunk is actually reserved for

user ν as long as the minimum SINR target Γmin continues to be met. The link adaptation

algorithm proposed in this section is similar to that proposed in Section 3.4.6 except that the al-

gorithm in Section 3.4.6 uses the lowest order modulation format available in the system when

an unreserved chunk is accessed whereas the algorithm proposed in this section transmits using

modulation level m̂ (see step 1–2 above), estimated using the interference level prevalent at

the receiver in the previous slot. There are two reasons why the above modification is made.

First, the number of transient steps until the transmitter selects a modulation format match-

ing the prevalent channel conditions at the receiver is reduced compared to the algorithm in

Section 3.4.6. Second, using the CESAR mechanism, the interference signal observed in the

(k−1)th slot is approximately equal to the interference signal observed in the kth slot, provided

that the BSβ accesses an unreserved chunk (n, k). This is not true for BB utilising p−persistent

mechanism for reducing collisions while accessing unreserved chunks because it is possible

for two or more closely located BSs to access the same chunk in contention at the same time,

which is why the above modification was not considered in Section 3.4.6.

5.5 Benchmark system

The benchmark systems uses a switched beam approach with full-frequency reuse. The users in

this system compete for being scheduled in chunk [n, k] if the a priori estimate of SINR given

by (5.21) meets the minimum SINR target. The access control indicator εν,β [n, k] is set to

εν,β [n, k] = 0 for all users that are able to satisfy γ̂ν [n, k] ≥ Γ1 and εν,β[n, k]→∞ otherwise.

The differences between the benchmark system and the proposed hybrid BB-enabled switched

beam approach are that interference awareness and CESAR mechanism are not considered and

that the chunks are not reserved (see (5.20) for access control with BB-enabled beam switch-

ing). However, the benchmark system uses the same fair scheduler [70] to allocate chunks to

users. This system is a representative of a state-of-the-art implementation that lacks a feedback

mechanism to avoid severe CCI caused to other co-existing links in neighbouring cells.
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5.6 System model

A cellular system modeled by non-overlapping hexagons of 19 cells is considered. Each

cell consists of a BS located at the centre of each cell with radius 460 m and contains three

sectors. Each sector has an antenna array consisting of 4 antenna elements whose charac-

teristics are given in Table 5.1. Five beams per sector are considered with main lobes at

[−π/3,−π/6, 0, π/6,−π/3] radians with respect to the normal of the antenna array. Uni-

formly distributed users equipped with omnidirectional antennas are considered. A full buffer

traffic model and perfect time and frequency synchronisation of the network is assumed. Ex-

cept for the parameters explicitly mentioned in Table 5.1, all other parameters considered in

this chapter are same as those considered for the hexagonal cellular scenario in Chapter 4.

Parameters Value
Number of sectors/cell 3
Number of antenna elements/sector 4
Elevation antenna gain Ae 14 dBi

Azimuth antenna element gain −min
[
12

(
θ

θ3dB

)2
, Am

]
[dB]

where, Am = 20 and θ3dB = 70◦

# Monte Carlo runs 1000
Duration of each Monte Carlo run 75 ms

Table 5.1: Additional simulation parameters

5.7 Results

The performance of BB-enabled beam switching algorithm proposed in this report is compared

against the state-of-the-art beam switching algorithm chosen as a benchmark. The performance

metrics of interest are considered are user throughput, system throughput and energy efficiency.

5.7.1 Impact of threshold on system performance

The results shown in Figure 5.3 compare the performance of the proposed BB-enabled switched

beam approach with the benchmark system. In the results considered, a cluster size K = 7 is

considered for BB-based system, so that at any time instant, an unreserved chunk is accessed

only in 1 among the 7 closely located cells. The results demonstrate a trade-off between system

throughput and cell-edge user throughput (measured at the lower 10th percentile). It is demon-
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of user throughput achieved with BB-enabled switched beam ap-
proach against a full-frequency reuse switched beam approach.
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strated that at low thresholds, (e.g. Ith = −90 dBm), the system becomes over-cautious and

restricts the spatial reuse of the chunks (see Figure 5.4(a)) . As a result, high SINRs are achieved

at the receiver. By utilizing SINR feedback from the receiver, the transmitter selects higher or-

der modulation schemes for transmission (see Figure 5.4(b)). As the threshold is increased, the

spatial reuse of chunks in the system also increases (see Figure 5.4(a)). On the one hand, this

increases number of chunks allocated to each user on average, as a fair scheduler is considered

(see Section 4.3.2), while on the other hand, the achieved SINR in each of the chunks degrades

due to an increase in CCI, as a result of which lower order modulation schemes are selected (see

Figure 5.4(b)). As a result, both system throughput and cell-edge user throughput improve until

an optimum cell-edge user throughput is reached using an Ith = −75 dBm. Until the optimum

point is reached, increasing the threshold increases the throughput because the gains in through-

put achieved due to increase in bandwidth surpasses the loss in throughput due to degradation

of SINR. At this threshold, BB-enabled switched beam approach achieves a median system

throughput of 155.7 Mbps/cell together with 5.68 Mbps at the cell edge. Thus, the spectral ef-

ficiency using a signal bandwidth of 89.84 MHz during the downlink mode is 3.37 bps/Hz/cell.

Compared to the benchmark, this is a 13% increase in median system throughput together with

a 7.3-fold increase in lower 10percentile of user throughput compared to the benchmark. By

increasing the threshold further to Ith = −70 dBm, the users closer to the cell-centre benefit

from an increased spatial reuse, due to which the overall system throughput increases, whereas

the cell-edge users suffer due to an increased CCI. At this point, the median system through-

put of 168.6 Mbps/cell (spectral efficiency of 3.75 bps/Hz/cell) and a cell-edge user throughput

of 4.39 Mbps is achieved. This represents a 22% increase in median system throughput and a

5.8-fold increase in cell-edge user throughput compared to the benchmark.

On further increasing the threshold (beyond Ith = −70 dBm), interference protection rendered

to vulnerable links is gradually reduced. As a result, the number of chunks at the cell-edge

where the lowest SINR target of 2.2 dB required for BPSK is met is reduced. The chunks where

the achieved SINR is lower than the minimum SINR target are released, thereby reducing the

number of chunks available to the cell-edge users. In such situation, the chunks are primarily

allocated to the cell-centre users. However, despite an increased spatial reuse the median system

throughput does not noticeably increase compared to using Ith = −70 dBm because fewer bits

are transmitted per chunk as can be seen in Figure 5.4. It is observed that the BB-enabled

switched beam approach performs better than the full reuse even when interference protection

is largely compromised by setting a high threshold of −65 dBm. This is because the released
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chunks remain idle in the tagged cell until the time slot when the tagged cell can allocate

unreserved resources, due to the CESAR mechanism discussed in section 5.3.1. As a result,

CCI remains lower than that in a full reuse blind switched beam approach.

The trade-off between spatial reuse and spectrally efficient modulation scheme has significance

in energy required per bit for transmission. The results shown in Figure 5.4 depict the energy

consumption per bit for various thresholds and for the benchmark system. As the spatial reuse

increases, the SINR decreases due to increase in CCI although the SNR (signal to noise ratio)

is still high enough to meet higher order modulation schemes. A low achieved SINR causes the

transmitter to select lower order modulation schemes and as such it requires a high amount of

energy per bit for transmission. With BB-enabled switched beam approach, it is shown that by

lowering the threshold, thus lowering the spatial reuse, the number of bits per symbol increases

and the energy consumption per bit decreases. In particular, we show that by lowering the

threshold from −65 dBm to −70 dBm, the energy consumption is reduced by 18% in the latter

compared to the former, whilst keeping the system throughput almost constant. Using Ith =

−70 dBm, so as to maximize the system throughput, we observe the energy consumption lower

by approximately 40% while at the same time achieving a gain of 22% in system throughput

(see Figure 5.3(b)) compared to the benchmark. Furthermore, it is shown that if the spatial

reuse is reduced, by setting Ith = −75 dBm, the energy consumption is lowered by more than

half compared to the benchmark, whilst keeping the system throughput 13% higher than the

benchmark. The significance of this finding is that the threshold allows the energy consumption

of a network to be dynamically adjusted according to the traffic demands in the system, allowing

network operators to lower their energy consumption.

5.7.2 Impact of number of antenna elements

Increasing the number of antenna elements at the transmit antenna array reduces the half power

beamwidth of the beams used at the BS. Consequently, fewer links in adjacent cells suffer

from CCI caused due to main lobe. Therefore, it is envisioned that CCI would be mitigated

and system performance would improve. In such scenario, an important question is whether

incorporating BB signalling on top of the state-of-the-art switched beam approach provides

any additional gains. To address this question, the number of antenna elements at the trans-

mitter is varied from 4 to 12 and the results are presented in Figure 5.5. The results for BB

signalling shown in (a) and (b) are obtained using Ith = −65 dBm so that the system through-
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of spatial reuse, modulation format and energy consumption for a
switched beam system.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of cdfs of system and user throughputs in the system with various
number of antenna elements NT at the BS antenna array. For BB enabled switched
beam approach, a threshold of −65 dBm is used for (a) and (b) so as to maximize
the system throughput. Likewise, a threshold of Ith = −75 dBm is used for (c) and
(d) so as to maximize the user throughput.

put is maximized, whereas those in (c) and (d) are obtained using Ith = −75 dBm, so that

the cell-edge user throughput is maximized. There are three important observations. First, the

results demonstrate that increasing the number of antenna elements at the BS improve the sys-

tem throughput and the user throughput, as expected, both in the benchmark system as well as

with the proposed BB-enabled switched beam approach. Furthermore, increasing the number

of antenna elements at the transmit array improves the performance of the users at the cell-edge

as well as those closer to the BS (see Figure 5.5(b and d). The improvement is attributed to

the decrease in CCI achieved by reducing the half power beamwidth. Second, the percentage

improvement in the lower 10thpercentile user throughput achieved by lowering the threshold,
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relative to using the threshold that maximises the system throughput decreases, as the num-

ber of antenna increases. Note that by adjusting the threshold from −65 dBm to −75 dBm the

cell-edge user throughput improves from 1.65 Mbps to 5.6 Mbps (a 2.3 fold increase) using 4

antennas whereas it increases from 9.12 Mbps to 10.12 Mbps (a 10% increase) using 12 anten-

nas. Finally, the results demonstrate that the BB-enabled switched beam approach outperform

the benchmark system, regardless of the number of antennas used. These results therefore

demonstrate that it is beneficial to add BB signalling to the system utilising a switched grid

of beams and that incorporating BB signalling into the system is particularly desirable when a

lower number of antenna elements at the transmit array are considered.

5.7.3 Impact of average number of users per BS

Figure 5.6 depicts the impact of varying the average number of users per cell on the system per-

formance. In the results, 4 antenna elements at the BS are assumed2. A threshold of −75 dBm

is chosen for the BB-enabled switched beam approach, so that the user throughput is maxi-

mized. The results demonstrate that with the BB-enabled switched beam approach, the system

throughput increases with an increase in the average number of users per cell. In particular,

by increasing the average number of user per BS from 10 to 40, the median system throughput

increases from 153.8 Mbps to 168.8 Mbps (see Figure 5.6(a)), which is an approximately 10%

increase. Furthermore, the lower 10thpercentile user throughput also increases with increase

in average number of users per cell compared to the scaled user throughput. Provided that

the user throughput is Tν with U1 users in the system, the scaled user throughput for U2 users

refers to the user throughput that would be achieved if U2 users are present in the system. This

is expressed as T̂ν = TνU1/U2. Note that the 10th percentile user throughput depicted in Fig-

ure 5.6(b) are 5.61 Mbps and 1.7 Mbps with 10 and 40 users per BS respectively. Taking the

former as a reference, the scaled throughput in the latter case would be 1.4 Mbps. The observed

gains is attributed to multi-user diversity and may be explained as follows – using the BB-

enabled switched beam approach, at a lower number of users in the system on average, such as

U = 10, it is possible that none of the users lie in the beam where (5.17) is fulfilled. Thus, some

of the chunks that could have been used for data transmission remain idle, resulting in a loss of

system capacity. As the number of users per cell increases, the likelihood of chunks remaining

idle is decreased and therefore the system throughput improves. By contrast, the benchmark

2Similar trends are obtained when a larger number of antenna elements are used. Therefore, these results are
omitted for brevity.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of cdfs of system and user throughputs in the system with various
number of users per BS U . A threshold of−75 dBm is used for BB enabled switched
beam , so that the user throughput is maximised.
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system demonstrates that the system throughput decreases with an increase in the average num-

ber of users per cell. Note that the throughput decreases from 136.4 Mbps/cell with U = 10 to

115.4 Mbps/cell with U = 40. This is because the benchmark system reuses all chunks in the

system blindly if there is a user in the sector where the a priori estimate of SINR exceeds the

minimum SINR required for scheduling. While this can result that some chunks remain unused

in some of the sectors at lower average number of users per cell, the likelihood of this decreases

with increase in the number of users per BS. Consequently, the average amount of CCI caused

to adjacent cell increases with the increase in the number of users per BS resulting in a decrease

in the system throughput.

5.7.4 CESAR mechanism vs. p−persistence

In the results presented so far, CESAR mechanism described in Section 5.3.1 was used for

allocating unreserved chunks. The performance of utilising p−persistence method for allocat-

ing unreserved chunks is compared against the CESAR mechanism in Figure 5.7. The results

demonstrate that the CESAR mechanism improves the median system throughput by 5% and

cell-edge user throughput by 16% compared to using p−persistence mechanism using p = 0.3.

This is because with CESAR mechanism, collisions of transmission within a cluster of cells

are eliminated. This enables the BB mechanism to reserve the chunks and avoid CCI higher

than the threshold value. Although p−persistent mechanism reduces the likelihood of colli-

sions, it does not completely eliminate them. As a result, fewer chunks remain reserved with

p−persistent mechanism compared to the CESAR mechanism especially at the cell-edge. At

the extreme, the results for p = 1.0 are presented, where an unreserved chunk is allocated

simultaneously in contention in more than one cell. As two or more users allocate the same

unreserved chunk simultaneously, they are not aware of the CCI they cause to the receiver(s)

of the other links. As a result, the performance of the benchmark system and BB mechanism

with p = 1.0 are approximately the same at the cell edge. However, with BB mechanism, the

chunks where the SINR target is not met are released and reallocated. This causes the resources

to be allocated primarily to the users that lie closer to the serving BS. Consequently, the system

throughput is maximised due to high spatial reuse.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of system performance with CESAR mechanism and p−persistence. A
threshold of −75 dBm and U = 10 is used for BB enabled switched beam, so that
the user throughput is maximised.
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5.7.5 Impact of interference feedback

BB mechanism enables the potential transmitter to avoid CCI higher than the threshold value

towards the receiver of a pre-established link. Likewise, in the results presented so far, feed-

back of interference observed in chunk (n, k) was used to make an a priori estimate of SINR

in chunk (n, k), which served two purposes - first, it avoided scheduling users on the chunks

where the observed CCI was high enough to cause the SINR target not to be met and second,

it allowed the transmitter to select an appropriate modulation format instantly without having

to go through the transient phase if m = 1 was chosen as the initial modulation format. The a

priori estimate of SINR target is valid because with CESAR mechanism, only one cell within

the cluster allocates new chunk at a given instant. All other links avoid CCI higher than the

threshold. However, such information needs to be explicitly conveyed back to the transmitter,

which consumes bandwidth in the reverse direction. In particular, in the DL mode, each MS ex-

periences a different amount of interference from the adjacent cells. Therefore, the assumption

of SINR knowledge may not be feasible especially at higher number of users at the BS.

The impact of relaxing the knowledge of a priori estimate of SINR at the transmitter is com-

pared against the system where interference feedback (IF) is utilised in Figure 5.8. The results

demonstrate that when the threshold of −75 dBm is set such that the user throughput is max-

imised, both the system throughput Figure 5.8(a) and user throughput Figure 5.8(b) are practi-

cally the same, regardless of whether or not the interference feedback is utilised. In both cases,

IF performs only slightly better. However, when the threshold is increased and CCI protection

is compromised, IF significantly increases the system throughput because the chunks are allo-

cated to the users that are able to meet the minimum SINR target. Consequently, the chunks are

allocated predominantly towards the cell-centre and are reserved by the cell-centre users. As

the number of chunks available for cell-edge users is lower with IF feedback, the cell-edge user

throughput is compromised. Without IF, the performance of benchmark system is degraded

by over 53% in terms of system throughput and 66% in terms of user throughput. Without IF

applied for user scheduling, the BB mechanism enhances the system throughput by 70% and

cell-edge user throughput by 20-fold compared to the benchmark system.
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Figure 5.8: Impact of utilising interference feedback (IF) from the preceding slot to estimate
the SINR in current slot for user scheduling.
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5.8 Chapter summary

In this chapter, a new hybrid interference avoidance and mitigation technique has been proposed

which combines two existing powerful techniques - interference mitigation using switched

beam approach and interference avoidance using BB signalling. A comparison has been made

against the state-of-the-art switched beam approach employing a full-frequency reuse, chosen

as the benchmark. It was demonstrated that the proposed approach achieved a spectral effi-

ciency of up to 3.75 bps/Hz/cell together with a cell-edge user throughput of 4.38 Mbps/user.

This represents a 22% higher spectral efficiency and a 5.8-fold increase in cell-edge user

throughput compared to the benchmark. It was further demonstrated that by adjusting the

threshold parameter of the BB technique, the spectral efficiency can be traded off for an en-

hanced cell-edge user throughput. In particular, by adjusting the threshold, 0.38 bps/Hz/cell

was sacrificed to achieve a 7.3-fold increase in cell-edge user throughput compared to the

benchmark system. It was further demonstrated that the improvements of system as well as

the user throughput attained through the hybrid BB enabled switched beam approach comes

at a reduction of energy consumption by more than 40% on top. This is not a surprising re-

sult and highlights the importance of cooperative interference management techniques such as

the hybrid BB enabled switched beam approach analysed in this chapter. Finally, it has been

demonstrated that additional gains in system performance have been achieved with the pro-

posed scheme compared to the benchmark even with an increase in the number of antenna

elements at the transmit array and/or with the increase in the average number of users served by

a BS. More importantly, it is shown that in the considered system, the BB mechanism does not

compromise the performance even without explicit feedback of CCI whereas the performance

of the benchmark system degrades by more than 50% without interference feedback for user

scheduling. The performance enhancements are achieved by simply adding a computationally

simple algorithm, and therefore easily implementable, to a system already implementing the

switched beam approach. In the light of these results, the proposed scheme can be viewed as a

natural complement to existing state-of-the-art switched beam approach.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions

6.1 Summary and conclusions

Co-channel interference (CCI) is generally identified as the most dominant bottleneck in im-

proving spectrum utilisation. In order to cater for a multitude of requirements prevalent in future

wireless networks, the available spectrum needs to be utilised in the most efficient manner. To

this end, CCI mitigation is often seen as a key.

In this thesis, CCI avoidance using the busy burst (BB) concept was investigated in ad hoc as

well as cellular wireless networks. With BB protocol, after successful transmission of data,

the receiver reserves the chunk for subsequent time slot by transmitting a BB signal on the

associated time slot. Exploiting the channel reciprocity property of the time division duplexing

(TDD) mode, the transmitter infers the potential amount of CCI it would cause to the receiver

that has reserved the chunk if the transmitter were to transmit. The transmitter refrains from

transmission if it receives BB power above a certain threshold which is constant systemwide. In

this thesis, it was demonstrated that by adjusting this threshold parameter, the spectral efficiency

can be traded off for enhancing the user throughput at the lower 10th percentile, both in ad

hoc as well as cellular networks. The lower 10th percentile was chosen as a measure of the

minimum data rate that can be guaranteed to individual links in the network in the long run.

Moreover, by utilising variable BB power to signal the interference tolerance of individual links,

it was demonstrated that a more preferable compromise between system throughput and link

throughput can be made. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that a large spatial reuse corresponds

to a poor achieved SINR and enables lower order modulation format to be used on each chunk.

Assuming a fixed transmit power per chunk and interference limited scenario, it is demonstrated

that a large spatial reuse results in high energy consumption per bit. By trading off spatial reuse

for enhanced SINRs, it is demonstrated that the energy efficiency can be adjusted by varying

the threshold.

In decentralised and self-organising ad hoc networks that lack dedicated centralised infrastruc-

ture and control, it was demonstrated that the BB protocol improves the performance both in
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terms of spectral efficiency and fairness metrics compared to both random access techniques or

prognostic approaches such as carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) approaches. In particu-

lar, the median system throughput was enhanced by 48% compared to the CSMA/CA (CSMA

with collision avoidance) mechanism. Likewise, by adjusting the threshold it was demonstrated

that the BB approach allows for a more flexible and scalable approach in chunk allocation. It

particular, with the satisfied user criteria set at 2 Mbps, it was demonstrated that BB approach

with link adaptation supports up to 32 links compared to 5 links supported by the CSMA/CA

approach. The self organising property of BB protocol makes it particularly attractive for radio

resource allocation in systems lacking centralised coordination such as femtocell networks or

for spectrum sharing application on industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) bands.

Soft reuse of chunks using BB concept was investigated for cellular networks deployments in

Manhattan and hexagonal cellular scenario. When a full reuse of chunks is considered, high

CCI is coupled with low desired signal power in the downlink (DL) whereas in the uplink (UL)

the detrimental effects of interference are distributed more equally among all users, giving

rise to interference diversity. This results in poorer SINR achieved at the cell-edge in the DL

compared to those in the UL. It is demonstrated that the trade off between system throughput

and cell-edge user throughput is more favourable in the DL rather than in the UL. In particular,

it was shown that with BB signalling and link adaptation, 17% (DL) and 50% (UL) of median

system throughput was traded off to enhance the cell-edge user throughput by 3-fold (DL)

and 20% (UL) in Manhattan scenario. The impact of prioritising users with fewer reserved

chunks for new chunk allocation was studied and it was demonstrated that user prioritisation

enhances the cell-edge user throughput. However, user prioritisation also increases collisions if

the threshold is set such that level of CCI protection is compromised.

Finally, a new hybrid interference avoidance and mitigation technique has been proposed which

combines two existing powerful techniques - interference mitigation using switched beam

approach and interference avoidance using BB signalling. Compared to the state-of-the-art

switched beam approach employing a full-frequency reuse, chosen as the benchmark, a 22%

higher spectral efficiency together with a 5.8−fold increase in cell-edge user throughput com-

pared to the benchmark. It was shown that decreasing the beamwidth by increasing the number

of transmit antennas increases both the system throughput and user throughput in the bench-

mark system. However, incorporating BB on top of switched beam approach increases the

performance even further, regardless of the number of antennas used.
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6.2 Limitations and future work

The key assumption made in this thesis is that the channel is reciprocal in TDD mode, i.e. the

channel gain between transmitter to the receiver is the same as the channel gain between trans-

mitter and receiver. This is true in a TDD air interface as long as the data slot and BB slot are

separated by a small fraction of the coherence time. For a frequency division duplexing (FDD)

air interface, due to high frequency separation between the frequency used for transmission and

reception, the channel variations can be in order of tens of dB. While the log-normal shadowing

and distance dependent fading is similar in the uplink and the downlink bandwidth and BB pro-

tocol can indeed be utilised for CCI mitigation, BB is envisioned to exhibit some degradation

when used in an FDD system. This limitation also affects the TDD systems where the relative

velocity between the transmitter and the receiver is very high, such as the velocities achieved

by high velocity trains. In such systems, the coherence time decreases and the channel may not

be reciprocal during the data slot and BB slot. Moreover, different OFDM symbols within a

frame experience different amount of CCI, the assumption of constant CCI within a chunk may

not be a realistic assumption in such scenario. One possible solution to improve the throughput

on links that are subject to signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) fluctuations within a

chunk is to utilise a hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) and chase combining, which can

be investigated further in future.

An important assumption made throughout this thesis is that the transmitters and receivers in the

network are perfectly synchronised in time and frequency, which may not always be realisable

in practice. Imperfect synchronisation causes additional interference at the receiver. Even if

the transmitters and receivers are synchronised to a common clock, which may be achieved by

using network time protocol or global positioning system (GPS) receivers, propagation delays

can result in transceivers that are not synchronized to one another. In this context, an important

limitation of this work is that multiple access interference (MAI) is not considered. Doppler

shift and frequency offsets of local oscillators are responsible for MAI. The assumption of

constant SINR among all subcarriers within a chunk is violated when MAI is present. In a

system with MAI, the SINRs achieved in the subcarriers at the boundary between two chunks

are typically worse than those in the middle of the chunk, provided that the two chunks are

allocated to two different users.

A third limitation in this thesis is that the data transmit power was assumed constant in the

network and CCI was avoided by refraining from transmitting on chunk observed not to be
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free. Although BB mechanism allows power control, this has not been investigated in this

thesis. In a cellular system, the power control algorithm must be jointly considered with user

scheduling, which is a subject of further investigation.

Finally, the performance of BB signalling on a homogeneous network was investigated in this

thesis. In realistic networks, different users have a different requirement in terms bandwidth

demand, delay tolerance, bit error ratio (BER) and so on. In such network, low priority users

may have to release their reserved chunks to serve high priority users. Alteration in chunk allo-

cation in a tagged cell alters the CCI observed at the receiver, particularly in the DL mode. User

scheduling concepts to mitigate CCI in the system with heterogeneous demands and priority is

another topic that needs to be investigated in future.
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BB signalling is proposed, where the transmission format is matched to the instantaneous channel conditions.

Copyright © 2009 Birendra Ghimire et al. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution
License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly
cited.

1. Introduction

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has
been selected as a radio access technology for a number of
wireless communication systems, for instance, the wireless
local area network (WLAN) standard IEEE 802.11 [1], the
European terrestrial video broadcasting standard DVB-T [2],
and for beyond 3rd generation (B3G) mobile communica-
tion systems [3]. In OFDMA, the available resources are
partitioned into time-frequency slots, also referred to as
chunks, which can be flexibly distributed among a number of
users who share the wireless medium. Provided that channel
knowledge is available at the transmitter, resources can be
assigned to users with favourable channel conditions, giving
rise to multiuser diversity [4].

Interference management is one of the major challenges
for cellular wireless systems, as transmissions in a given cell
cause cochannel interference (CCI) to the neighbouring cells.

Full-frequency reuse where the transmitters are allowed an
unrestricted access to all resources causes high CCI, which
particularly impacts the cell-edge users [5–7]. Although CCI
can be mitigated by traditional frequency planning, this
potentially results in a loss in bandwidth efficiency due to
insufficient spatial reuse of radio resources. Fractional fre-
quency reuse (FFR) [4–6, 8] addresses this issue by realising
that in the cellular networks CCI predominantly affects users
near the cell boundary. FFR typically involves a subband with
full-frequency reuse that is exempt from any slot assignment
restrictions. The allocation of the remaining subbands is
coordinated among neighbouring cells, in a way that the
users in the given cell are denied access to subbands assigned
to the cell-edge users in the adjacent cells. To this end, in
[5] a user is classified as a cell-edge user based on the path
loss to the desired base station (BS). This approach ignores
the fact that the channel attenuation of the desired and
the interfering signals is uncorrelated, and therefore fails to
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exploit interference diversity. Moreover, frequency planning
results in a hard spatial reuse of the available resources. As
a result, it cannot cater for the dynamic traffic and load
across different sites. Furthermore, in systems where BSs
are dynamically added in an uncoordinated manner, such
as home base stations [9], reconfigurable frequency reuse
planning may prove to be increasingly cumbersome.

The busy-signal concept [10–16] has been identified
as an enabler for decentralised and interference aware
slot assignment. Receiver feedback informs a potential
transmitter about the instantaneous CCI it causes to the
“victim” receivers, which enables the transmitter to take
appropriate steps to avoid interference, such as deferring its
own transmission to another chunk. Early works [10, 11] rely
on dedicated frequency-multiplexed channels that carry nar-
rowband busy tones for channel reservation. As the protocol
requires the transceivers to listen to the out-of-band busy
tones whilst transmitting, complex RF units are required due
to additional filters and duplexers involved. This drawback
is avoided in [12–14], where time-multiplexed busy bursts
(BBs) serve as a reservation indicator for a reservation-based
medium access control (MAC) protocol. By transmitting an
in-band BB in an associated minislot following a successful
transmission, two important goals are accomplished [13, 14].
First, the transmitter of its own link is informed whether or
not the data is successfully received. Second, at the same time
potential transmitters of the competing links are notified
about ongoing transmissions, so that these transmitters can
take appropriate steps to avoid interference. Therefore, both
slot reservation and channel sensing tasks are accomplished.
Furthermore, interference diversity is exploited, in the way
that competing links may spatially reuse the same slot, given
the interfering links are sufficiently attenuated.

None of the busy tone-based MAC protocols [11–14]
allow for dynamic resource allocation where multiple users
share a set of parallel frequency slots of a broadband
frequency-selective radio channel, such as the 100 MHz
channel of the WINNER (Wireless world Initiative New
Radio, www.ist-winner.org) TDD mode [17].

By extending the BB concept to OFDMA [15, 16],
the channel reciprocity of TDD [18] is exploited for
decentralised interference management such that the chunks
can be dynamically assigned on a short-term basis thereby
ensuring a soft spatial reuse of chunks among cells. This
concept termed BB-OFDMA works in a completely decen-
tralised fashion and is therefore applicable to self-organising
networks, which may consist of cellular as well as ad hoc
network topologies.

The attainable system throughput of BB-OFDMA is
sensitive to the selected interference threshold [15, 16]. In
this paper, it is demonstrated how the interference threshold
can be tuned to tradeoff system throughput to enhance cell-
edge user throughput, thereby enhancing fairness. Moreover,
by using a variable BB power that takes into account the
quality of the intended link, a favourable tradeoff between
system throughput and fairness is achieved. A variable BB
power exhibits the further advantage that the sensitivity of
the selected interference threshold on the performance is
mitigated. Finally, BB-OFDMA with variable BB power is the
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Figure 1: Frame structure for OFDMA-TDD with BB signalling.

basis for a novel receiver-driven link adaptation algorithm.
System-level simulations demonstrate a significant improve-
ment both in terms of fairness and total system throughput
of BB-OFDMA, compared to the system with full-frequency
reuse, where attempts to avoid interference are not made.

The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows.
Section 2 describes the air interface of WINNER-TDD. The
allocation of radio resources among the competing user
population is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 introduces
the BB signalling mechanism and its variants as well as
the proposed link adaptation algorithm. The considered
Manhattan grid deployment scenario and the system level
simulator are introduced in Section 5, and the simulation
results are discussed in Section 6. Finally, the conclusions are
drawn in Section 7.

2. System Model

A time-frequency slotted OFDMA-TDD air interface based
on the WINNER-TDD mode [8] is implemented, as illus-
trated in Figure 1. A chunk comprises of nsc subcarriers and
nos OFDM symbols and represents a resource unit that can
be allocated to one out of U users located in cell q. Successive
downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) slots, each of which contains
NC chunks, constitute a frame. A chunk with frequency index
1 ≤ n ≤ NC at frame k is denoted by (n, k). The transmit
power of user ν at chunk (n, k) is denoted by Td

ν,q[n, k].
The transmitted signal of chunk (n, k) propagates

through a mobile radio channel. The corresponding channel
gain Gν,q[n, k] comprises radio effects such as distance-
dependent path loss, log-normal shadowing as well as
channel variations due to frequency-selective fading and
user mobility [19]. While channel variations of Gν,q[n, k]
between adjacent chunks in time and frequency are taken
into account, fluctuations within a chunk are neglected. This
approximation is justified as long as the chunk dimensions
are significantly smaller than the coherence time and fre-
quency [20].
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The received signal power of user ν can be expressed as

R̃d
ν,q[n, k] = Rd

ν,q[n, k] + Id
ν,q[n, k] + N , (1)

where N is the thermal noise power. Both the received signal
powers of the intended and the interfering links, denoted
by Rd

ν,q[n, k] = Td
ν,q[n, k]Gν,q[n, k] and Id

ν,q[n, k], may vary
significantly between different chunks, as elaborated in more
detail in Section 4. The achieved signal-to-interference-plus-
noise ratio (SINR) at chunk (n, k) is in the form

γν,q[n, k] =
Rd

ν,q[n, k]

Id
ν,q[n, k] + N

. (2)

3. Multiuser Resource Allocation

Provided that only one user per cell transmits on a given
chunk, the base station (BS) may flexibly assign chunks to
users, such that the intracell interference is avoided. How-
ever, as chunks may be simultaneously accessed by adjacent
cells, CCI is encountered. Multiuser resource allocation is
carried out by a score-based scheduler [21] variant, which
distributes the 1 ≤ n ≤ NC chunks among 1 ≤ ν ≤ U users
served by the BS in cell q. Assuming that the channel gains
Gν,q[n, k] are available at BSq, the score for user ν at chunk
(n, k) is computed as

sν,q[n, k] = 1 +
NC∑

ℓ=1

Υ{Gν,q[n,k]≤Gν,q[ℓ,k]} + ǫν,q[n, k], (3)

where the Boolean operator Υx ∈ {0, 1} is set to 1 or
0 when the condition x is true or false, respectively. The
parameter ǫν,q[n, k] ∈ {0,∞} indicates whether or not user ν

is granted access to chunk (n, k). For interference aware and
reservation-based MAC protocols such as BB-OFDMA (see
Section 4.4), setting ǫν,q[n, k] → ∞ ensures that user ν in
cell q is denied access to chunk (n, k). This effectively avoids
radiation of CCI from cell q to any neighbouring cells that
use the same chunk (n, k).

Score based multiuser scheduling with reservation
assigns chunk (n, k) to user ν if either a reservation indicator
was set in the previous frame, βq[n, k − 1] = ν, or the score
given by (3) is minimised

aq[n, k] =




arg min
ν

sν,q[n, k], βq[n, k − 1] = 0,

βν,q[n, k − 1], otherwise.
(4)

In case ǫν,q[n, k] → ∞ for all users, cell q leaves chunk (n, k)
unassigned in (4). The user ν that is assigned chunk (n, k)
transmits data to its intended receiver. The set of chunks n ∈
{1, . . . ,NC} at time k, for which aq[n, k] = ν are denoted by
Aν,q. Allocated chunks aq[n, k] = ν whose achieved SINR
γν,q[n, k] exceeds the target Γ, such that

bq[n, k] =




ν, aq[n, k] = ν and γν,q[n, k] ≥ Γ,

0, otherwise
(5)

represent the set of successfully allocated chunks of user ν,
denoted by Bν,q ⊆Aν,q [15].

For BB-OFDMA chunks with bq[n, k] /= 0 are reserved
and protected from interference at the next frame k + 1 by
setting the reservation indicator to βq[n, k] = bq[n, k] in
(4). When the SINR target is not met, γν,q[n, k] < Γ, the
reservation indicator is reset to βq[n, k] = bq[n, k] = 0.
These chunks Aν,q \ Bν,q are released in a way that user ν

is prohibited access in the next slot k + 1 by setting ǫν,q[n, k +
1] → ∞. Subsequently, chunk (n, k + 1) is assigned to other
users by (4).

In a cellular OFDMA system without interference pro-
tection, there is no restriction for accessing any chunks, so
ǫν,q[n, k] = 0 ∀n, k in (3) for all users in the cell. Moreover,
no reservation indicator is set, βq[n, k] = 0 ∀n, k in (4),
irrespective of bq[n, k] in (5).

4. Busy Burst Signalling

Interference management using busy burst (BB) signalling
[13, 14] establishes an exclusion region around active
receivers. An exclusion region defines an area around an
active receiver in cell q, where potential transmitters in
adjacent cells p /= q must not transmit, so that excessive
CCI by close-by interferers is mitigated. In the context
of OFDMA, the exclusion regions are to be established
individually for each chunk (n, k) [15]. In BB-OFDMA, an
MAC frame is divided into data slots and BB minislots as
illustrated in Figure 1. The BS transmits data in slot “Data
DL.” Provided that the SINR target for an allocated chunk
(n, k) is met, the intended mobile station (MS) transmits
a BB in the associated minislot “BB UL” at uplink chunk
(n, k). This reserves chunk n of “Data DL” for the next frame
k + 1. Likewise, for uplink data transmitted by the MS in
slot “Data UL,” the BB is transmitted by the intended BS in
the downlink minislot “BB DL.” In summary, BB-OFDMA is
described by the following protocol.

(1) All potential transmitters must sense the BB associ-
ated to the data chunk (n, k) prior to transmission.

(2) Transmitters are prohibited to access chunks where a
BB is detected above a given threshold.

The resulting BB signalling overhead amounts to 6.7%, as
2 OFDM symbols out of 30 OFDM symbols per frame are
used for BB signalling. However, instead of dismissing BB
signalling as overhead, the BB minislots may be utilised to
convey the feedback and control information. Hence, BB
signalling may serve as an alternative control channel.

To exemplify the principle of BB-enabled interference
avoidance in cellular system, a typical downlink and uplink
interference scenario is illustrated in Figure 2. In the down-
link shown in Figure 2(a), MS1 has transmitted a BB after
successful reception from BS1. As BS2 detects a strong BB
from MS1, BS2 cannot spatially reuse this chunk with BS1.
In the uplink shown in Figure 2(b), BS1 has transmitted a
BB after successful reception from MS1. While MS2 is denied
access to this chunk, as it detects a strong BB from BS1,
MS3 is located outside the exclusion region of BS1, and may
therefore simultaneously access this chunk with MS1.
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BS1
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MS3
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Link (s) not admitted (cause excessive CCI)
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(a) Downlink
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MS2 BS2
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Interfering signal

(b) Uplink

Figure 2: BB signalling applied to cellular system. The arrows depict the direction of desired and interfering signals and their relative strength
is indicated by their width. The strength of BB signal is indicated by the darkness of the shade around the vulnerable receiver.

4.1. Two Competing Links. To mathematically describe BB-
enabled interference avoidance, let x = (ν, q) define a
transmitter or receiver (either BS or MS) of user ν within
cell q. With this notation, the channel gain of the intended
link at chunk (n, k) becomes Gx[n, k] = Gν,q[n, k]. The
channel gain of an interfering link, between transmitter
y = (µ, p) of user µ located in an adjacent cell p /= q
and receiver x, is denoted by Gyx[n, k]. In case two links
compete for resources, the CCI between transmitter y

and receiver x amounts to Id
x [n, k] = Gyx[n, k]Td

y [n, k].

(The term Id
x [n, k] is equivalent to the CCI Id

ν,q[n, k] as

defined in (1). While the notation Id
x [n, k] is preferred for

intercellular interference management, the latter is used
for intracell resource allocation. The same rule applies for
related quantities that denote transmitted and received signal
powers.) Likewise, Tb

x [n, k] and Ib
y [n, k] = Gxy[n, k]Tb

x [n, k]
are the transmit power of the BB transmitter x (data receiver)
and the interfering BB power received at data transmitter y

(BB receiver), respectively.
Exploiting TDD channel reciprocity [18], transmitter y

can ascertain Id
x [n, k], the potential amount of interference

it causes to an existing link x, by measuring Ib
y [n, k] at the

associated BB minislot [13]. Applying the channel reciprocity
property of TDD, Gyx[n, k] = Gxy[n, k], yields

Id
x [n, k] = Ib

y [n, k] ·
Td

y [n, k]

Tb
x [n, k]

. (6)

The maximum CCI Id
x [n, k] that a candidate transmitter

y may cause to an active receiver x is determined by the
interference threshold Ith, which is constant and known
to the entire network. When Id

x [n, k] < Ith, transmitter y

is located outside the exclusion range of x. Provided that
Tb

x [n, k] is known to the candidate transmitter y, (6) enables
y to verify whether Id

x [n, k] < Ith by invoking the threshold
test [13, 14]

Ib
y [n, k] ·

Td
y [n, k]

Tb
x [n, k]

≤ Ith. (7)

In case Td
y [n, k] = Tb

x [n, k], condition (7) reduces to

Ib
y [n, k] ≤ Ith. (8)

By tuning Ith, the maximum CCI Id
x [n, k] in (2) is adjusted,

which determines the size of the exclusion range around
active receivers.

4.2. Extension to Multiple Cells. In a multicell scenario,
signals from multiple links superimpose at the receiver. The
total interference at data receiver x amounts to

Id
x [n, k] =

∑

z∈T
z /= x

Td
z [n, k] ·Gzx[n, k], (9)

where T is the set of simultaneously active transmitters.
Likewise, the received BB at the data transmitter (BB
receiver) y yields

Ib
y [n, k] =

∑

z∈R
z /= y

Tb
z [n, k] ·Gzy[n, k], (10)

where R is the set active receivers (BB transmitters).
Unlike the case when two links compete for resources,

Ib
y [n, k] is no longer equivalent to Id

x [n, k] in the threshold
test (8). This is because in (9) the interference powers from
multiple transmitters T add up. Consequently, the total CCI
at data receiver x may exceed the tolerable threshold such
that Id

x [n, k] > Ith, although the BB power (10) observed
by the individual interferers y ∈ T is below the threshold,
Ib

y [n, k] ≤ Ith. On the other hand, in (10) the interfering
BB powers from multiple simultaneously active receivers
observed at y ∈ T add up. It is, therefore, possible that
Ib

y [n, k] > Ith, so that link y is prohibited from accessing
chunk (n, k), although its individual CCI contribution,
Td

y [n, k] ·Gyx[n, k] would be below Ith. Note that the former
effect partly compensates the latter. Moreover, in many
cases the interference is dominated by one strong interfering
source. Therefore, the threshold test (8) provides a good
approximation to the level of interference potentially caused
to the active receivers.
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4.3. Initial Access in Contention. Initial access of unreserved
slots in BB-OFDMA is carried out in contention. During
contention, two or more transmitters from adjacent cells
may access chunk (n, k) simultaneously. As a result, one
or several links may encounter a collision on chunk (n, k),
where the SINR target is not met. To reduce the occurrence of
simultaneously accessed chunks in contention, a p-persistent
chunk allocation procedure is applied to BB-OFDMA, where
chunk (n, k) in cell q is accessed with probability p. Denoting
the outcome of the p-persistent chunk allocation with
the binary random variable χq[n, k] ∈ {0, 1}, the access
probability yields P(χq[n, k] = 1) = p. The impact of p on
the system performance is investigated in Section 6.1.

4.4. Decentralised Chunk Reservation with BB Signalling. The
BB-OFDMA protocol enables a link x = (ν, q) to contend
for a chunk once it is ensured that the CCI caused to the
coexisting links y in the neighbouring cells is below a given
threshold (8). Prior to accessing chunk (n, k), transmitter
x = (ν, q) listens to the associated BB minislot. Whether a
user ν within cell q may contend for chunk (n, k) in (4) is
controlled by

ǫν,q[n, k] =







0, Ib
ν,q[n, k] ≤ Ith and χq[n, k] = 1,

∞, otherwise.
(11)

Chunks, where aq[n, k] = ν in (4), are allocated to user
ν. Those chunks where the achieved SINR is above a
required SINR target, γν,q[n, k] ≥ Γ, are reserved by setting
the reservation indicator βq[n, k] = ν in (4), and are
subsequently protected from CCI by BB broadcast. The BB
broadcast from the intended data receiver is observed as
a surge in the received BB power [14], which effectively
notifies the transmitter that the data of chunk (n, k) has been
correctly received. User ν then reserves chunk n in the next
frame k + 1 by setting bq[n, k + 1] = ν in (5). On the other
hand, if the transmitter does not detect a BB surge, it is
understood that the SINR target was not met due to high
CCI. These chunks are released by a reset of the reservation
indicator to βq[n, k] = 0 and setting ǫν,q[n, k] → ∞, so that
chunk (n, k + 1) may be assigned to other users.

4.5. Balancing System Throughput and Fairness. Cell-edge
users are particularly affected by CCI for two reasons. First,
the desired signal levels Rd

x[n, k] are, on average, much
weaker compared to users in close vicinity to the desired BS
due to relatively low channel gains on their intended links
Gx[n, k]. Second, cell-edge users suffer from high CCI in
the downlink, or cause high CCI to the adjacent cells in the
uplink.

By tuning the interference threshold Ith in (8), the
amount of CCI Id

x [n, k] caused to the receiver of a preestab-
lished and coexisting link x = (ν, q) is adjusted. Lowering
Ith enforces a larger exclusion region around a vulnerable
receiver. This enables cell-edge users to meet their SINR
target Γ with a greater likelihood. On the other hand, by
augmenting Ith, the number of simultaneously served links
increases, giving rise to an enhanced system throughput.

However, the cell-edge users are less likely to maintain
their SINR target as interference protection is gradually
eliminated. The chunks are released where the SINR target
is not met, which means that these chunks are no longer
reserved. Since the cell-centre users are less exposed to CCI,
the chunks released by the cell-edge users are likely to be
reallocated to the cell-centre users. As the allocation of the
resources is shifted from the cell-edge users towards the cell-
centre users, fairness is compromised. Hence, by adjusting
Ith, system throughput is traded off for fairness.

A common measure to quantify fairness is Jain’s fairness
index [22], defined by

F =

∣

∣

∣

∑U
ν=1

∣

∣Bν,q

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

U
∑U

ν=1

∣

∣Bν,q

∣

∣

2 , (12)

where U is the number of users in a given cell q. The user
throughput |Bν,q| accounts for the number of successfully
transmitted/received bits by user ν, as defined in (5). A
fairness index of F = 1 represents a perfectly fair system
where all users achieve the same throughput. On the other
extreme, a fairness index of 1/U represents an unfair system
where one user is served while all other users starve. We
note that the fairness definition (12) is a relative measure,
which ignores the absolute achieved throughput per user. To
this end, a good fairness index F may coincide with poor
spectrum utilisation. For instance, a system where two users
achieve 1 Mbps and 2 Mbps would result in a poorer fairness
index than a system where both users achieve only 0.5 Mbps.
When analysing fairness, the fairness definition (12) should
therefore be considered jointly with user throughput results.

(1) Consequences for the Downlink. In the downlink, MSs at
the cell edge are exposed to high CCI from transmitters in
adjacent cells (see Figure 2(a)). Note that the CCI observed at
a given cell (cell 1 in Figure 2(a)) is independent of the user
distribution in adjacent cells (cell 2 in Figure 2(a)), assuming
a constant transmit power Td

x [n, k]. This implies that if BS2

lies within the exclusion region of MS1, resources reserved by
MS1 cannot be spatially reused by any of the links in cell 2.
However, if Ith is increased such that BS2 is located outside
the exclusion region of MS1, all links in cell 2 qualify for
a spatial reuse of the resources reserved by MS1. However,
the SINR target at MS1 is less likely to be met. Should the
SINR target at MS1 not be met, this would cause the chunk
allocated to MS1 to be released and reallocated to another
user served by BS1- possibly a user that is located closer to the
the serving BS1. Therefore, the cell-edge throughput would
suffer.

(2) Consequences for the Uplink. In the uplink, the trans-
mitters (MSs) are distributed uniformly over the coverage
area of the BS (see Figure 2(b)). Unlike the downlink, the
CCI at the tagged BS depends on which MS transmits in
the adjacent cell. To this end, the CCI observed at BS1 in
Figure 2(b) depends on whether MS2 or MS3 transmits to
BS2. Suppose that in cell 2 both MS2 and MS3 contend with
MS1 in cell 1 for chunks (n, k) and (n′, k). In case MS2 and
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Figure 3: Busy burst with interference tolerance signalling (BB-
ITS) in the downlink. The ovals represent the exclusion region
formed with BB-ITS.

MS1 simultaneously access chunk (n, k), while MS3 and MS1

simultaneously access chunk (n′, k), the SINR at BS1 tends
to be superior on chunk (n′, k) due to the lower CCI caused
by MS3. While MS2 causes excessive CCI to BS1, MS1 and
MS3 may share chunk (n′, k), although both users might be
located near the cell boundary. Thus the uplink benefits from
interference diversity due to the distributed location of mobile
users. As a result, the degradation of performance at the cell
edge at high Ith in uplink mode is less severe compared to the
downlink.

4.6. Interference Tolerance Signalling via Busy Bursts. With
fixed power BB signalling, the same level of interference
protection is given to all links, disregarding the quality of
the intended link. In case two receivers MS1 and MS2 with
respective channel gains G1 > G2 are exposed to the same
interference, as illustrated in Figure 3, the SINR target Γ is
more likely met for MS1 than for MS2. By allowing MS1 and
MS2 to transmit a BB with variable power, the individual
amount of interference that can be tolerated by MS1 and
MS2 is signalled to candidate transmitters in adjacent cells.
Exclusion regions of different size are effectively formed
around MS1 and MS2, as illustrated in Figure 3.

For busy burst with interference tolerance signalling (BB-
ITS), the objective is that a given SINR target, γx[n, k] ≥ Γ,
is maintained for an active receiver x. This means that the
maximum allowable interference depends on the intended
link quality Rd

x[n, k]. Let I tol
x [n, k] denote the interference

limit, for which the SINR (2) approaches γx[n, k] = Γ. Then
the tolerable interference at receiver x is upper bounded by

Id
x [n, k] ≤ I tol

x [n, k] =
Rd

x[n, k]

Γ
−N. (13)

Adjusting the tolerable interference level (13) implies that
larger exclusion regions are formed for links with weak
desired signal levels Rd

x[n, k] and vice versa.
To signal the variable interference tolerance level I tol

x [n, k]
of a victim receiver x to candidate transmitters y in adjacent
cells, the BB transmit power Tb

x [n, k] is adjusted, such that
the simple threshold test Ib

y [n, k] ≤ Ith in (8) is retained.
Hence no additional information for channel sensing is
required for BB-ITS. The received BB power approaches
a fixed threshold, Ib

y [n, k] = Ith, if the CCI approaches

Id
x [n, k] = I tol

x [n, k]. Inserting Id
x [n, k] = I tol

x [n, k] and
Ib

y [n, k] = Ith into (6) yields the variable BB power Tb
x [n, k] =

Td
y [n, k] · Ith/I tol

x [n, k]. Assuming that Td
y [n, k] is fixed and

denoted by Td, the BB transmit power is adjusted as follows
[23]:

Tb
y [n, k] = min

(

Ith · Td

Rd
x[n, k]/Γ−N

,Tb
max

)

, (14)

where Tb
max is the maximum BB transmit power. The min

operator ensures that Tb
x [n, k] ≤ Tb

max. Note that when
Rd

x[n, k]/Γ < N , we get γx[n, k] < Γ. In this situation,
the chunk is released and no BB is transmitted. Therefore,
it is ensured that Tb

x [n, k] in (14) always has a positive
value. We note that Ib

x [n, k] = Tb
y [n, k] · Gxy[n, k] and

Tb
max = Td

y [n, k] = Td
x [n, k]. It can be checked by plugging

(14) into (8) that the threshold test (8) effectively checks
if Id

y [n, k] ≤ I tol
y [n, k], regardless of the threshold used, as

long as the BB transmit power is not clipped. In this paper,
we choose Ith = −90 dBm because the probability of BB
transmit power being clipped was found to be lower than
0.05 for the given deployment scenario with Γ = 11.3 dB
used. Furthermore, with this threshold, the received BB
at the intended transmitter (the lower bound of which is
approximated by Ith · Γ) remains well above the noise floor
−117.8 dBm, such that it can be reliably detected.

4.7. Link Adaptation with BB Signalling. Receiver feedback
based on BB-ITS (see Section 4.6) allows for receiver-driven
link adaptation, where the chosen transmission rate is
adapted to the instantaneous channel conditions. Let M =

{1, . . . ,M} be the set of supported modulation schemes.
Associated to each modulation scheme m ∈ M is an SINR
target Γ = Γm that must be achieved to satisfy a given frame
error rate (FER).

Provided that the channel response does not change
between successive frames, changes in Γm may be signalled
from receiver to transmitter through (14), since any fluctua-
tion in received BB power Rb

x[n, k] = Gx[n, k]Tb
x [n, k] is due

to a change of Γm in (14). In summary, BB-ITS serves two
important objectives. First, by adjusting the SINR target Γm,
the receiver implicitly signals to the transmitter through BB-
ITS that the transmission format should be changed; second,
by varying the BB power Tb

x [n, k] in (14), the size of the
exclusion region around the active receiver is adjusted, so
that the required SINR target Γm is met in successive frames.

Link adaptation with BB-ITS is carried out in two phases:
the contention phase, where the link is established and the
link adaptation (LA) phase, where the receiver adjusts its
transmission format to the current channel conditions.

Contention Phase. In contention, multiuser chunk allocation
is carried out as described in Section 4.3. To contend for an
unreserved chunk (n, k), transmitter x = (ν, q) initially uses
the modulation scheme with the lowest spectral efficiency
mx[n, k] = 1. Chunks that satisfy γx[n, k] ≥ Γ1 are reserved
in the next frame k + 1 by BB signalling (see Section 4.4),
where the transmit power Tb

x [n, k] in (14) is set using Γ = Γ1.
Then the transmission proceeds to the link adaptation phase.
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Link Adaptation Phase. The objective of the link adaptation
phase is to select the modulation scheme mx[n, k] ∈ M for
chunk (n, k), which yields the highest spectral efficiency, for
which γx[n, k] ≥ Γmx[n,k] holds. By utilising BB-ITS link,
adaptation is accomplished without any explicit feedback.
The receiver executes the following algorithm.

(1) Calculate the achieved SINR γx[n, k] at chunk (n, k).

(2) Increment the number of bits per symbol based on
γx[n, k]

mx[n, k + 1] =




mx[n, k] + 1, γx[n, k] ≥ Γmx[n,k]+1,

mx[n, k] < M,

mx[n, k]− 1, γx[n, k] < Γmx[n,k],

mx[n, k], otherwise.

(15)

(3) If mx[n, k + 1] ≥ 1, adjust the BB power (14) using
the SINR target Γ = Γmx[n,k+1] and transmit the BB.

(4) If mx[n, k + 1] < 1, terminate the link adaptation
phase and return to the contention phase.

The transmitter senses the BB minislot associated to chunk
(n, k). In order to determine the modulation scheme
mx[n, k+1] requested by the receiver, the transmitter executes
the following algorithm.

(1) Measure the busy signal power received from the
intended data receiver Rb

x
[n, k] and compute the

difference to the BB power received from intended
data receiver in the preceding slot, ∆R = Rb

x
[n, k] −

Rb
x
[n, k − 1].

(2) The modulation format is adjusted based on ∆R as
follows:

m̂x[n, k + 1] =




m̂x[n, k] + 1, ∆R ≥ Ith∆Γm − ε,

m̂x[n, k]− 1, ∆R < Ith∆Γm−1 + ε,

m̂x[n, k], otherwise,

(16)

where ∆Γm = Γm − Γm+1, m = m̂x[n, k]. The constant
ε > 0 introduces a detection margin to enhance the

robustness towards estimation errors in R̂b
x
[n, k] due

to channel variations and noise.

(3) If m̂x[n, k + 1] ≥ 1, transmit data on chunk (n, k + 1)
using the new modulation scheme m̂x[n, k + 1].

(4) If m̂x[n, k + 1] < 1, terminate the link adaptation
phase and return to the contention phase.

Estimation errors due to channel variations and noise may
cause detection errors, so that m̂x[n, k] /=mx[n, k]. Mismatch
between the selected modulation schemes at transmitter
and receiver can be mitigated if the transmitter announces
m̂x[n, k] together with payload data on chunk (n, k).

Manhattan deployment scenario
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Figure 4: Manhattan grid urban microcell deployment.

4.8. Benchmark System. Full-frequency reuse with adaptive
score-based chunk allocation (ASCA) is considered as the
benchmark system. This means that neither chunk reserva-
tion nor interference avoidance mechanisms is in place. In
order to maintain a fair comparison, the same fair scheduling
algorithm (3) as in BB-OFDMA is applied. With ASCA, the
score-based scheduler assigns chunk (n, k) to user ν whose
score (3) is minimised

aq[n, k] = arg min
ν

sν,q[n, k]. (17)

Chunk allocation for ASCA (17) corresponds to (4) by
setting the reservation indicator to zero, βq[n, k] = 0, and
by allowing a cell to access all chunks, which is achieved by
setting ǫν,q[n, k] = 0 for all n, k in (3).

5. Manhattan Grid Deployment

An urban microcell deployment with a rectangular grid
of streets (Manhattan grid) as defined in scenario B1 in
WINNER [17] is considered, where antennas are mounted
below the rooftop. The deployment scenario consists of
building blocks of dimensions 200 m × 200 m, interlaced
with the streets of width 30 m, forming a regular structure
called the Manhattan grid, as shown in Figure 4. The network
consists of 11 × 12 building blocks (72 BSs). However, the
performance statistics are collected only over the central core
of 3× 3 building blocks (6 BSs), so as to reduce edge effects.

On average U = 10 MSs are served by one cell, uniformly
distributed in the streets and moving with a constant velocity
of 5 km/h. BSs are placed in the middle of the street
canyons with an inter-BS distance of 4 building blocks, as
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depicted in Figure 4. Distance dependent path loss, log-
normal shadowing, and frequency selective fading are taken
into account, as specified in [24], channel model B1. While
the effect of user mobility on the channel response due to
the Doppler effect is taken into account, movement of users
along the streets is not considered during the duration of one
snapshot. Links where transmitter and receiver are located on
the same street are modelled as line-of-sight (LoS) channels,
with significantly lower path loss attenuation than nonline-
of-sight (NLoS) links [24]. WINNER channel models B1-
LOS and B1-NLOS [24] are used to model the LoS and
NLoS channels, respectively. MSs are connected to the BS
with the least path loss. A network synchronised in time and
frequency is assumed.

The traffic in the system is modeled as a burst of
100 protocol data units (PDUs) whose interarrival time is
exponentially distributed. A PDU of 112 bit is assumed,
which is the smallest unit of data that can be transmitted in
one chunk. The average offered load per user Lu is adjusted
by the interburst duration. It is considered that the arrival
times for different users are independent. The maximum
number of chunks that a user can be assigned in a given
slot is the total number of available chunks in a frame. The
simulation parameters are summarised in Table 1.

A 3/4-rate convolutional code and the SINR targets Γm

for a given modulation scheme m are selected to attain a
packet error ratio of 10−2 per PDU, given in Table 2. For non-
adaptive modulation, we consider a 16-QAM constellation
with m = 4 and a corresponding SINR target of Γ4 = 11.3 dB.
For link adaptation, the modulation schemes m ∈ M are
chosen based on the achieved SINR targets Γm.

6. Results and Discussion

The performance of BB-OFDMA and the benchmark system
(ASCA) are evaluated in terms of user and system through-
put. User throughput is defined as the number of successfully
received bits per user per unit time. A transmission is
considered successful if the SINR target Γ is met at the
receiver. The system throughput is defined as the aggregate
throughput of all users per cell.

6.1. Collisions Based on Access Probability. The likelihood of
achieving the SINR target during the initial access in con-
tention is depicted in Figure 5 for m = 4 with Γ4 = 11.3 dB,
where m is the number of bits per symbol. The cell-edge
region suffers from collisions (SINR target not met) both
in the uplink (Figure 5(a)) and the downlink (Figure 5(b)).
Decreasing the access probability p substantially reduces the
occurrence of collisions, since the probability of simultane-
ous access of chunks in contention reduces (see Section 4.3).
In the downlink, cell-edge users suffer from weaker desired
signal power and at the same time experience strong CCI.
Furthermore, the users located at the street crossings at d =
115 m are exposed to strong LoS interference from BSs in
the perpendicular streets. In the uplink, however, these users
cause CCI to the neighbouring cells; which may impact either
users at the cell-edge or users closer to the intended BS.

Table 1: Simulation parameters.

Parameters Value

Carrier centre frequency 3.95 GHz

System bandwidth B 89.84 MHz

No. of subcarriers (SCs) 1840

Subcarriers spacing ∆ f 48.8 kHz

OFDM symbols/frame 2nos 30

OFDM symbol duration Tsym 22.48 µs

Frame duration 0.6912 ms

No. of chunks/frame NC 230

Chunk size nsc × nos 8 (freq.) × 15 (time) = 120

PDU size 112 bits

Access probability p 0.3

No. of sectors/cell 1

No. of users/cell U 10

Tx power/chunk Td 16.4 dBm

Antenna gain 0 dBi

Noise level/chunk N −117.8 dBm

No. of snapshots 500

Snapshot duration 75 ms

User load Lu 30 Mbps

Table 2: Look up table for modulation scheme.

Modulation, No. of link PDUs per slot Achieved SINR γ (dB)

No transmission m = 0 −∞ < γ < 2.2

BPSK m = 1 2.2 ≤ γ < 5.2

QPSK m = 2 5.2 ≤ γ < 9.1

Cross 8-QAM m = 3 9.1 ≤ γ < 11.3

16-QAM m = 4 11.3 ≤ γ < 14.4

Cross 32-QAM m = 5 14.4 ≤ γ < 16.6

64-QAM m = 6 16.6 ≤ γ < 19.5

Cross 128-QAM m = 7 19.5 ≤ γ < 22.5

256-QAM m = 8 22.5 ≤ γ <∞

Consequently, the SINR target is met with less likelihood
at street crossings and the cell edge in the downlink mode
compared to the uplink mode.

6.2. Setting the Threshold for Fixed Power BB Signalling. The
impact of the choice of interference threshold on the mean
system throughput is shown in Figure 6 for fixed 16-QAM
modulation with m = 4. It is seen that for lower values
of Ith, the amount of allocated resources (Set A) and the
achieved throughput (Set B) are approximately equal. This
is because at low Ith, larger exclusion regions around active
receivers are enforced. Thus, CCI is mitigated at the expense
of spatial reuse. By increasing Ith, the system throughput
gradually improves until the maximum is reached. However,
increasing Ith introduces additional links that cause more
CCI to the existing links. As a result, some of the links
(mainly cell-edge users) are less likely to meet the SINR
target. Although it is desirable to maximise the spectral
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Figure 5: Probability of meeting the SINR target Γ = 11.3 dB
in contention for different access probabilities p, as a function
of the BS-MS distance d. At d = 115 m, links are exposed to
strong LOS interference from cells in perpendicular streets, which
causes collisions in the downlink, while at d = 345 m, the MSs are
connected to BSs in a perpendicular street due to better channel
gains.

efficiency, it may be necessary to maintain a fair distribution
of resources to all users. Achieving a balance between
maximising spectral efficiency and enhancing fairness is
addressed in Section 6.3.

6.3. Impact of Interference Threshold on Fairness. Figure 7
shows the average user throughput versus distance d from
the serving BS. It is observed that the performance of
BB-OFDMA is sensitive to the chosen threshold Ith. The
system throughput is maximised for Ith = −75 dBm in the
downlink and for −85 dBm in the uplink (see Figure 6).
However, these thresholds severely affect cell-edge user
throughput. Increasing interference protection by lowering
Ith enhances user throughput at the cell edge at the expense
of system throughput. In the uplink (Figure 7(a)), the cell
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Figure 6: Mean system throughput versus Ith for BB-OFDMA with
16-QAM modulation using fixed BB transmit power. The mean
system throughput is maximised for Ith = −85 dBm in the UL and
Ith = −75 dBm in the DL.

edge throughput (measured at d = 420 m from the desired
BS) improves from 1.5 Mbps (Ith = −85 dBm) to 3.08 Mbps
(Ith = −95 dBm), an approximately onefold increase,
whereas in the downlink (Figure 7(b)), user throughput
increases from 267 kbps (Ith = −75 dBm) to 2.9 Mbps
(Ith = −90 dBm), an approximately tenfold increase. At
d = 115 m, MSs are exposed to LOS interference from BSs
in perpendicular streets in the downlink. Consequently, high
CCI compromises throughput for these users. In the uplink,
MSs located at street crossings at d = 115 m transmit, so that
these users are not exposed to LOS interference. Hence the
uplink throughput of ASCA is not affected at d = 115 m.
For BB-OFDMA, however, MSs located at street crossings
are exposed to strong BB signals from BSs in perpendicular
streets, which reduces the number of chunks such users can
compete for, causing a drop of throughput for users located
at street crossings.

Fairness is numerically quantified using Jain’s fairness
index (12). The cdf of the fairness distribution is presented in
Figure 8(a) for the uplink and Figure 8(b) for the downlink.
Applying the interference threshold that maximises system
throughput, Ith = −75 dBm in the downlink and−85 dBm in
the uplink, results in median fairness index of F = 0.56 and
0.66, respectively. Increasing the interference protection by
lowering Ith improves fairness, as this enables cell-edge users
to meet their SINR target. To this end, using Ith = −95 dBm
in the uplink and −90 dBm in the downlink, approximately
22% of system throughput, is traded off for median fairness
indices of F ≈ 0.72. In the uplink, the median fairness index
can be further improved to 0.78 by setting Ith = −100 dBm.
However, the improved fairness significantly degrades system
throughput (see Figure 6).

On the other hand, with BB-ITS, median fairness indices
of ≈0.7 are achieved. The corresponding average uplink
and downlink user throughputs at the cell edge amount to
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Figure 7: Mean user throughput versus distance from the serving
BS, d, for BB-OFDMA with 16-QAM modulation for differ-
ent interference thresholds Ith. For comparison, results for full-
frequency reuse without interference protection termed ASCA are
also included. Note that at d = 115 m, links are exposed to strong
LOS interference (data in downlink, BB in uplink) from cells in
perpendicular streets, which compromises throughput, while at d =
345 m, the MSs are connected to the BS in a perpendicular street due
to better channel gains.

2.57 Mbps and 2.99 Mbps, respectively. The corresponding
reduction in system throughput compared to the respective
optimal thresholds with fixed power BB is only 1% in the
uplink and 8% in the downlink. Note that BB-OFDMA
with fixed BB power requires a 22% reduction in system
throughput for a comparable performance at the cell edge.
In light of this, BB-ITS results in a better tradeoff between
system throughput and fairness.

For comparison, the median fairness resulting from
ASCA is F = 0.79 in the uplink and 0.59 in the downlink.
The corresponding average user throughputs at the cell edge
are 2.278 Mbps and 208 kbps, respectively. This means that
ASCA is more fair in the uplink compared to the downlink.
The reason is that in the downlink cell-edge users are
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Figure 8: Cumulative distributive function (cdf) of Jain’s fairness
index (12) for BB-OFDMA compared to full-frequency reuse with-
out interference avoidance (ASCA) both with 16-QAM modulation.

exposed to high CCI, while in the uplink cell-edge users
cause high CCI to adjacent cells. Hence the detrimental
effects of interference on the uplink tend to be more equally
distributed among all users.

6.4. Comparison between BB-OFDMA and ASCA. Figures
9(a)–9(d) depict the cumulative distribution function (cdf)
of the user throughput and the system throughput. The
results shown in Figures 9(a)-9(b) demonstrate that BB-
enabled interference avoidance exhibits a gain in median
system throughput of up to 50% compared to ASCA, both
in uplink and downlink. Using a modulation format of m =

4 bits per symbol and a 3/4-rate convolutional code, the
upper bound on system throughput achieved in an isolated
cell (CCI free system) is 111.8 Mbps. With Ith = −85 dBm in
the uplink and −75 dBm in the downlink, a median system
throughput of about 90% and 85% of the upper bound (CCI
free system) is achieved.

Figures 9(c)-9(d) show the cdf of the user throughput
for BB-OFDMA and ASCA. When fairness is the primary
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Figure 9: Cumulative distributive function (cdf) of system throughput and user throughput for BB-OFDMA with fixed BB power and BB-
ITS. The performance for full-frequency reuse without interference protection termed ASCA is included for comparison. BB-ITS results in
a favourable tradeoff between fairness and system throughput both in uplink and downlink.

concern, Ith = −95 dBm in the uplink and Ith = −90 dBm
in the downlink are preferable. Then the 10%-ile of the
achieved user throughput amounts to 1.48 Mbps in the
uplink (see Figure 9(c)) and 1.42 Mbps in the downlink (see
Figure 9(d)). In contrast, ASCA fails to deliver any downlink
throughput to more than 20% of the users. In the uplink, the
10%-ile of the user throughput of BB-OFDMA is improved
by 40% compared to ASCA. With these uplink and downlink
thresholds of Ith = −95 dBm and −90 dBm, the median
system throughput of BB-OFDMA is still 15% and 18%
higher than that achieved with ASCA (see Figures 9(a)-9(b)).

The results of BB-OFDMA with variable BB power,

termed BB-ITS, are also included in Figures 9(a)–9(d). With

BB-ITS, the lower 10%-ile of user throughput achieved is

1.04 Mbps in uplink and 1.416 Mbps in downlink (see Fig-

ures 9(c)-9(d)), at a modest degradation in system through-

put (see Figures 9(a)-9(b)) compared to BB-OFDMA

with fixed threshold that maximises the respective system

throughput. BB-ITS, therefore, not only avoids the need for

tuning the interference threshold so as to match a certain

interference scenario (e.g., in uplink or downlink), but
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Figure 10: Cdfs of system and user throughputs for BB-ITS and ASCA with LA. In the DL, the users that are located at the cell-edge benefit
whereas in the UL the users that are located closer to their desired BS benefit.

also achieves a preferable compromise between maximising
system throughput and maintaining fairness.

6.5. Link Adaptation with BB-Signalling. Figures 10(a)-10(b)
compare the system and user throughput achieved by per-
forming link adaptation (LA) with BB-ITS and ASCA. Both
BB-ITS and ASCA utilise the same link adaptation algorithm
presented in Section 4.7; the only difference is that for ASCA
interference protection is omitted. The results shown in
Figure 10(a) reveal that BB-ITS with link adaptation attains
an improvement of 50% (uplink) and 13% (downlink) in
median system throughput compared to ASCA with link
adaptation. Furthermore, Figure 10(b) shows that the BB-
ITS outperforms ASCA by a factor of 2.75 in terms of the
lower 10%-ile of the downlink user throughput. On the other
hand, the cell-edge user throughput of BB-ITS and ASCA
in the UL is comparable, while significant improvements of
up to 70% are observed for higher percentiles of the user
throughput in Figure 10(b).

By performing link adaptation with BB-ITS, the cell-edge
users benefit in the downlink, whereas the users that are
closer to their desired BS benefit in the uplink. The reason
for this opposite trend for the uplink and the downlink
is elaborated in the following. Due to the specific point-
to-multipoint structure in the downlink, the CCI observed
by the cell-edge users is dominated by the interference
originating from the closest BS. When a chunk is assigned
to a cell-edge user in the downlink, interference tolerance
signalling enforces that this chunk cannot be spatially reused
by the closest BS in an adjacent cell. By ensuring that, this
dominant interferer does not access this chunk, the achieved
SINR is greatly improved, potentially enough to meet the
higher SINR target(s), thus allowing for the higher-order
modulation schemes. In the uplink, on the other hand, the

chunks assigned to the cell-edge users are more likely to be
reused in the adjacent cells due to the distributed location of
the MSs transmitters (see Section 4.5). Consequently, it is less
likely that a more spectrally efficient modulation scheme can
be used by the cell-edge users. Furthermore, in the uplink,
the distance between the MSs (transmitters) and the victim
BSs (receivers) in neighbouring cells is larger for the cell-
centre MSs than the cell-edge users. Hence the cell-centre
users are more likely to be located outside the exclusion range
of BSs receivers (BB transmitters). This results in a larger
number of chunks that are available to be spatially reused
for the cell-centre users. Lastly, the cell-centre users also
benefit from higher SINRs as a result of which throughput
is particularly boosted by performing link adaptation.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, the busy signal concept for decentralised and
self-organised interference aware medium access has been
applied to OFDMA-TDD systems operated in Manhattan
grid deployment scenarios. An exclusion zone around victim
receivers is established by means of receiver feedback in the
form of time-multiplexed busy bursts (BBs), wherein no
active transmitter from an adjacent cell may be located. BB
enabled interference avoidance exhibits impressive gains in
system and user throughputs compared to the benchmark
system, with full-frequency reuse without interference avoid-
ance, both in the uplink and the downlink. The impact
of the BB specific threshold parameter that controls the
interference imposed on coexisting links in neighbouring
cells has been studied.

By adjusting this threshold parameter, the system benefits
from flexible operation of either achieving high system
throughput or enhanced fairness in terms of cell-edge
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user throughput. A onefold (uplink) and tenfold (down-
link) improvement in average cell-edge user throughput
is achieved at a reduction in system throughput of about
22% (≈20 Mbps/cell) in both cases. BB-enabled interference
avoidance is therefore particularly powerful in enhancing
downlink cell-edge user throughput, since in the downlink
high interference is coupled with low-desired signal levels,
resulting in poor average SINRs at the cell edge. In the uplink,
on the other hand, cell-edge users cause high CCI, so that
the detrimental effects of uplink interference are distributed
more equally among all users, giving rise to interference
diversity.

By allowing each receiver to signal the amount of
interference it can tolerate, by using a variable busy burst
power, an even better tradeoff between system throughput
and fairness is achieved. Especially in the downlink, a tenfold
improvement has been achieved at the cost of only 8%
reduction in maximum system throughput. Furthermore,
this scheme also alleviates the need to adjust the BB threshold
parameter. The latter property is particularly important for
self-organising wireless networks, as the optimum choice
of the BB threshold is sensitive to changes in the network
topology, and may not be known a priori.

Finally, link adaptation has been combined with busy
burst-enabled interference avoidance, where changes in the
transmission format are implicitly signalled to the trans-
mitter by virtue of a variable BB power. BB signalling
with link adaptation attained a superior performance than
the benchmark system with link adaptation, both in terms
of system throughput and user throughput. Due to the
particular interference scenario, the cell-edge users achieved
larger gains in the downlink whereas the cell-centre users
benefitted more in the uplink. Consequently, larger gains
in system throughput in the uplink mode were achieved
compared to the gains achieved in the downlink mode.
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Abstract—A distr ibuted reservation protocol tailored for cellu-
lar wirelessnetworks is presented that facili tates contention free
inter-cellular slot allocation and reservation. While reserved slots
are protected from inter-cell i nterferenceby a busy burst enabled
reservation protocol, colli sions due to simultaneously accessed
unreserved slots by neighbor ing cells are mitigated by means
of resource par titioning patterns. Shift ing these par titioning
patterns over time allows each cell to successively probe all
slots. This ensures that full frequency reuse is maintained, in
the way that all cells may utili ze the entire frequency band.
In effect a contention free inter-cellular slot allocation policy is
established that in a distr ibuted manner dynamically controls the
spatial reuse, in terms of concurrently accessed radio resources
by neighbor ing cells.

Index Terms—Inter-cell i nterference coordination, resource
par titioning, reservation ALOHA, PRMA, busy signal concept

I . INTRODUCTION

When several users in a random accesschannel simultane-
ously attempt to accessa given time-frequency slot, colli sions
due to co-channel interference (CCI) are encountered. Reser-
vation protocols, such as reservationALOHA (R-ALOHA) [1]
and packet reservation multiple access(PRMA) [2], divide the
available resources to idle and reserved slots. For R-ALOHA
idle slots are allocated in contention and reserved slots are
protected from CCI as follows [1]:

Contention: If the slot is sensed idle apacket is transmitted
to contend with other users for an unreserved slot. In case of
colli sion the packet is retransmitted in subsequent idle slots.

Reservation: Upon successful reception the receiver broad-
casts an acknowledgment. This acknowledgment reserves the
slot, in the way that all other users refrain from using that
slot in future transmissions. R-ALOHA therefore limits the
occurrence of colli sions to the contention phase.

In wireless networks, slot reservation translates to an ex-
clusion region around an active receiver [3]. A competing
communication link is denied access to a reserved slot if its
transmitter is located within the exclusion region; otherwise
the slot may be concurrently accessed by both links. An
efficient realization of R-ALOHA in decentralized wireless
networks is provided by the busy signal concept, where the
receiver acknowledges successful reception by means of a
time-multiplexed busy burst [4,5]. Sensing thebusy burst prior
to transmission controls the spatial reuse of reserved slots, in a
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way that potential transmitters of competing links are notified
that they are located within the exclusion region of an active
receiver. In [6] the busy signal concept is applied to orthog-
onal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA), enabling
dynamic assignment of time-frequency slots to multiple users.

This paper targets the application of a distributed slot
reservation protocol, such as R-ALOHA, to cellular wireless
networks. While reserved slots are well protected from CCI,
colli sions in contention are encountered, caused by simultane-
ously accessed idle slots from neighboringcells. The proposed
cellular slot allocationandreservation(CESAR) protocol com-
pletely avoids the contention phase, by virtue of specifically
designed resourcepartitioning patterns: first, a frequency reuse
of R ensures that at most one out of R neighboring cells may
accessan idle slot at a time; and second, cyclically shifting the
proposed partitioning pattern allows each cell to successively
contend for all slots. Hence, CESAR imposes no restrictions
on the amount of resources one cell may allocate, and there-
fore overcomes the limitations of classical inter-cell resource
partitioning based on static frequency reuse planning [7,8].
We demonstrate throughsimulations that CESAR and a busy
burst enabled reservation protocol [5] perfectly complement
each other; the former mitigatescolli sionsdue to simultaneous
accessof idle slots, while the latter controls the spatial reuse
of reserved slots.

II . DYNA MIC INTER-CELL SLOT ALL OCATION

A slotted multiple access scheme is considered where
frames are divided into Ns slots, e.g. by means of OFDMA.
The base station (BS) schedules one user per slot, so that
interference within the cell i s completely avoided, while aR-
ALOHA based reservation protocol controls the slot allocation
among neighboring cells. While reserved slots are well pro-
tected from CCI, simultaneous access of contention slots by
entities in adjacent cells gives rise to colli sions.

The objective of this work is to complement a distributed
reservation protocol by a contention free allocation procedure
for unreserved slots based on resource partitioning. For re-
source partitioning with frequency reuse factor R, cells are
organized into R pre-defined cell groups, such that adjacent
cells are in different cell groups G, 1≤G≤R, as ill ustrated in
Fig. 1. Destructive interference from nodes located in near-
by cells is mitigated by assigning mutually orthogonal slots
to different cell groups, while cells that belong to the same
cell group G spatially reuse resources. Associated to cell
groupG is one out of R resourcepartitioning patterns, which
are constructed as follows:

1) all R patterns are mutually orthogonal
2) all patterns point to each slot once every R frames.
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BS of cell group G=1
BS of cell group G=2
BS of cell group G=3

Fig. 1. Manhattan grid deployment: building blocks (gray) are interlaced
by a rectangular grid of streets. Base station (BS) are organized to R=3

cell groups according to [9], in the way that direct line of sight interference
between adjacent cells of the same group G is avoided.
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Fig. 2. CESAR working principle: slots are successively accessed by virtue
of R=3 cyclically shifted resource partitioning patterns, under the condition
that the interference induced to already reserved slots in adjacent cells is
sufficiently low. In the ill ustrated example the transmitter in cell 1 is well
separated from receivers in cells 2 and 3, so that I1

n,k
=∅. Hence, cell 1 may

accessall slots within R=3 frames. On the other hand, nodes in cells 2 and 3

mutually interfere, I2

n,k
={3} and I3

n,k
={2}, so that resources reserved by

cells 2 may not be accessed by cell 3 (marked by ×), and vice versa.

The first rule avoids colli sions due to simultaneously accessed
slots, provided that nodes associated to cells of the same
groupG experiencelow interference. The secondrule ensures
that all Ns slots are assigned to all R cell groups within
R frames. These rules are satisfied by the cyclically shifted
pattern

gn,k = (n + k) mod R , 1≤n≤Ns (1)

which associates slot n of f rame k to cell group G=gn,k.
Unlike conventional resourcepartitioning in cellular networks
based on static frequency planning [7,8], the partitioning
pattern (1) exclusively controls the contention free allocation
of idle slots— reserved slots are governed by a distributed slot
reservation protocol.

The proposed cellular slot allocation and reservation (CE-
SAR) policy accomplishes two objectives: cell c retains all
previously reserved slots, identified by the reservation indica-
tor ̺ c

n,k=1; in addition, nodes in cell c are granted contention
free accessto idle slots that satisfy (1). A transmitter in cell c
may access slot (n, k) if the following condition is met

(

gn,k = G and
⋃

i∈I c
n,k

̺i
n,k = 0

)

or ̺ c
n,k = 1 (2)

where I c
n,k comprises the set of active out-of-cell receivers at

slot (n, k), which are vulnerable to interference from cell c.
In (2) an unreserved slot (n, k) in cell c is sensed idle, if
the transmitter in cell c is placed outside the exclusion range
of any active out-of-cell receiver, such that i 6∈I c

n,k ∀ ̺i
n,k=1.

Otherwise slot (n, k) is sensed busy, in which case ̺i
n,k=1

for at least one vulnerable out-of-cell receiver with i∈I c
n,k.

Then the candidate transmitter in cell c is denied access for
slot (n, k) in (2), regardlessthe outcome of (1).

The working principle of CESAR is ill ustrated in Fig. 2.
Initially at frame k=1 all slots are idle, ̺i

n,1=0, ∀n, i, so that
(2) allows each cell to initially allocate Ns/R slots. Provided
the achieved signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) of
slot (n, k) exceeds the target γn,k≥Γ, cell i reserves slot n
for the next frame k+1 by setting ̺i

n,k+1=1. In subsequent
frames the cyclic shift of the partitioning pattern (1) allows
nodes in adjacent cells to successively probe slot n. To this
end, slot n previously reserved by cell i, may be accessed by
cell c, if the interference induced to cell i is sufficiently low,
such that i 6∈I c

n,k in (2), givingrise to spatially reused slots that
are concurrently reserved by adjacent cells. After k≥R frames
all slots are either reserved or busy so that CESAR converges
to a steady state. The achieved spatial reuse in the steady state
is determined by the distribution of out-of-cell receivers I c

n,k,
and not by the reuse partitioning factor R.

Slots that satisfy (2) constitute the set of scheduled slots
S. The distribution of S among multiple users is carried out
by a proportional fair type scheduling algorithm at the BS, as
described in the companion paper [6]. Nodes are distributed
in the cell and may therefore experiencedifferent interference
conditionsI c

n,k. Hence, the spatial reuse per slot variesover n,
dependent on the scheduled users for slot (n, k).

Combination with the busy signal concept: A natural com-
plement of CESAR is the combination with the busy signal
concept [5]. Upon successful reception of a slot, the receiver
emits a busy burst at a time-multiplexed mini-slot. Provided
channel reciprocity holds, the interferencethat a transmitter in
cell c imposes to a receiver in an adjacent cell i, is equivalent
to the busy signal from cell i measured by the potential
transmitter in cell c. Hence, a slot is identified as idle, if its
received busy signal isbelow a certain threshold: Ib

n,k≤Ith [5].
The set of vulnerable receivers I c

n,k in the vicinity of cell c
coincides with the areawhere astrong busy signal is received,
Ib
n,k>Ith. In effect, the busy burst serves as the reservation

indicator ̺i
n,k for cells i∈I c

n,k, so that (2) is transformed to
(

gn,k = G and Ib
n,k ≤ Ith

)

or ̺ c
n,k = 1 (3)

The choiceof the interferencethreshold Ith is important: asIth

increases, interferenceprotection of reserved slots is sacrificed
for enhanced spatial reuse [6].

III . PERFORMANCE EVA LUATION

An OFDMA uplink (mobile to BS link) with Ns=230
frequency slots per frame is considered. A full buffer traffic
model is assumed, where each user is trying to continuously
send data. Perfect synchronization in time and frequency is
assumed. The system parameters are summarized in Table I.

The micro-cellular deployment environment is simulated
modeled by a Manhattan grid, consisting of 11×12 building
blocks each of dimensions 200 m×200 m, interlaced by a
rectangular grid of 30 m wide streets. In order to reduce
edge effects, the performance metrics are collected only over
the central core of 3×3 building blocks. On average U=10
outdoor users are served by one BS, uniformly distributed in
the streets. The statistics are collected over 100 independent
snapshots, each with a different user distribution. Users are
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TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

System bandwidth B 89.84MHz
Frame length 337.2µs

Number of f requency slots/frame Ns 230
SINR target Γ 10 dB

Average number of users/cell U 10
Transmit power per slot P 16.4 dBm
Busy signal threshold Ith −90 dBm

Noise level −117.8 dBm/slot

connected to the BS with the least path loss. BSs are mounted
below rooftopand are deployed as depicted in Fig. 1. Distance
dependent pathloss, log-normal shadowing and frequency se-
lective fading are taken into account, with parameters taken
from [10], channel model B1. Links where transmitter and
receiver are located on the same street are modeled as line of
sight (LoS) channels. Otherwise links are modeled as nonline
of sight (NLoS) channels, with significantly higher pathloss
attenuation than LoS links [10]. Hence, interference between
cells that belong to the same cell group G is minimized by
avoiding a direct LoS connection. This is accomplished by
organizing BSs into R=3 cell groups according to [9], as
shown in Fig. 1.

CESAR is compared with a p-persistent variant of the busy
signal concept [6], referred to as p-persistent slot allocation
and reservation (p-PSAR). While CESAR controls access of
idle slots by the resource partitioning pattern (1), p-PSAR
transmits on idle slots with access probabilit y p∈(0, 1]. All
other assumptions for CESAR and p-PSAR are identical, so
to allow for a fair comparison.

The probabilit y of outage over time in the uplink is plotted
in Fig. 3. Outage occurs if the achieved SINR of slot (n, k) is
below the target, γn,k<10 dB. Initially at k=1 all Ns slots are
idle, and cells attempt to access slots dependent on the chosen
slot allocation policy. While CESAR exhibits diminishing
outage, p-PSAR initially suffers from a significant colli sion
probabilit y, especially when p is high, due to the random
allocation of idle slots. The residual outage for CESAR is
due to interference from distant cells that belong to the same
cell group G.

The spatial reuse, in terms of normalized rate of suc-
cessfully received slots whose achieved SINR exceeds the
target γn,k≥10 dB, is plotted in Fig. 4. A spatial reuse of 1
means that all cells can concurrently transmit on all Ns=230
available slots; whereas a spatial reuse of 1

R
= 1

3
resembles

static frequency reuseof 3, whereone cell t ransmitson Ns

3
=76

slots. Both CESAR and p-PSAR approach an spatial reuse of
95% in the steady state. The reason for this high spatial reuse
is twofold: first, in Manhattan grid deployment multiple strong
LoS interferers are only observed at street crossings; and
second, on the uplink each user observes a different received
busy signal power Ib

n,k in (3), which provides a large degree
of f reedom for multi -user slot assignment [6]. CESAR reaches
the steady state after only R=3 frames at diminishing outage.
Hence, CESAR offers a favorable trade-off between avoiding
outage and convergenceto the steady state throughput. While
lowering p significantly reduces outage for p-PSAR (see
Fig. 3), the time to convergence to the steady state increases.
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Fig. 3. Probabilit y of outage over time k for slots that fail to achieve their
SINR target γn,k<10 dB.
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Fig. 4. Rate of successfully received slots with γn,k≥10 dB over time k.

For comparison a system with full frequency reuse, where
cells access all Ns=230 available slots is also included in
Fig. 3 and 4. As no attempts to avoid interference are made,
outage and throughput do not change over time. CESAR
exhibits superior performance in terms of both outage (see
Fig. 3) and throughput (seeFig. 4).
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Abstract—In this paper, self-organised interference
management in ad hoc networks that lack any centralised
control, is addressed. Using time-multiplexed busy bursts
(BB) in a minislot, the receivers actively broadcast a power
signal on their reserved time-frequency slot. The potential new
transmitters that intend to reuse the already reserved resources
can infer from the received BB power the amount of co-channel
interference (CCI) they would cause (prior to transmission)
– especially if channel reciprocity can be guaranteed. This is
vital information for the new transmitter to decide without
any central supervision whether to transmit or defer the
transmission to another time or frequency so as to limit CCI
caused to the active link. Specifically, CCI is limited to a
threshold value chosen system-wide. It is demonstrated that
with the BB-enabled CCI mitigation approach, by setting the
interference threshold parameter to an optimal value, a gain
of up to 40% in sum throughput can be achieved compared to
uncoordinated random medium access in such ad hoc networks.
Moreover, it is demonstrated that by adjusting the system-
wide threshold, the system throughput can be traded off to
significantly enhance the link throughput in the lower percentiles.

Index terms— CCI mitigation, self-organising networks, user
cooperation, busy burst signalling, ad hoc networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile communication faces a trend of ever increasing

data rates while the available spectrum increases at a much

slower pace. The only solution to the emerging bottleneck

is a significant increase of system spectral efficiency (by

factors). In general terms, this can be achieved by increasing

the frequency reuse. On the physical layer, e.g. multiple-

input-multiple-output (MIMO) transmissions achieve this goal

via spatial multiplexing [1, 2] or beamforming [3]. On sys-

tem/networking level, this goal is achieved by smaller cell

radii through the introduction of femtocells [4] or ad hoc com-

munication [5] and at the same time allowing all cells/links to

access all frequency channels. Common to all these techniques

is that they generate interference – in the case of MIMO,

it is inter-channel interference (ICI) while in the case of

increased system frequency reuse, it is CCI. In order to

avoid increased interference, it is imperative that powerful

interference mitigation techniques are employed. Smaller cell

radii and random link deployments such as in femtocell and

ad hoc networks render effective interference coordination

techniques difficult since central control is not possible and

the system, in fact, relies on self-organisation which requires

the entities in the network to make own decisions based on

local information. Also, when multiple links share the same

time-frequency resources, the problems of collisions can be

debilitating – especially since the vulnerable receiver cannot

be ‘sensed’ by new transmitters entering the network - giving

rise to the hidden node problems. In this paper, we show that

the BB technique [6, 7] is a powerful interference management

technique in ad hoc networks.

In an attempt to partially mitigate the hidden node problem,

channel usage monitoring methods [8] have been proposed,

where the transmitter and receiver monitor both the data and

control channels and exchange the information to infer the

free slots available at both ends. Protocols that solve these

issues require separate dedicated channels where probe packets

and extra reply packets [9] are transmitted. Dual busy tone

multiple access [10] avoid collision of ready to send (RTS) and

clear to send (CTS) packets by incorporating two narrowband

channels. These approaches solve the hidden and exposed node

problem at the expense of separate channels dedicated for

out-of-band signalling. As a consequence, additional filters

and duplexers are required which increase the complexity at

the radio frequency (RF) unit. This issue is solved with the

medium access control (MAC) protocol described in [11] in

which busy-tones are used in a time-multiplexed fashion for

solving the hidden node problem. However, none of these

busy tone based MAC protocols exploit channel reciprocity

for dynamic resource allocation in a broadband frequency

selective radio frequency channel. These issues are addressed

in [6, 7] where the channel reciprocity offered by the time

division duplex (TDD) mode is exploited for interference

aware subchannel allocation in a cellular environment. Time

multiplexed power signals are used for this purpose. A key

feature of this mechanism is that it is based on local informa-

tion only (measured BB signal at the transmitter) which means

it perfectly supports self-organisation.

BB-enabled CCI mitigation in an indoor ad hoc scenario

was addressed in [12], where it was demonstrated that the

system throughput can be maximised by an appropriate choice

of the threshold parameter. In this paper, we demonstrate that

system throughput can be traded off to enhance fairness among

the competing user population in the system while using

adaptive modulation as opposed to suboptimal systemwide

fixed modulation scheme in [12].
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The remainder of this paper is structured as follows -

Section II discusses the air interface considered in this paper.

The description of the ad hoc network considered is provided

in Section III. Dynamic channel allocation using BB approach

and the benchmark system are described in Section IV. The

system model considered for study is discussed in Section V.

Finally, the simulation results are provided in Section VI, and

the conclusions are drawn in Section VII.

II. RADIO RESOURCE ALLOCATION IN OFDMA–TDD

Fig. 1. Air interface in OFDMA–TDD

We consider an orthogonal frequency division multiple

access (OFDMA)–TDD based air-interface. The basic resource

unit is a time-frequency slot referred to as a chunk, which

comprises of nos successive orthogonal frequency division

multiplexing (OFDM) symbols and nsc contiguous subcarriers

as shown in Fig 1. A chunk is denoted as a pair (n, k), where

1 ≤ n ≤ NC denotes the frequency index and k represents the

time slot index. NC is the total number of chunks per time slot

given by NC = ⌊ B
nsc∆f

⌋, where B is the signal bandwidth, ∆f

is the spacing between adjacent subcarriers and ⌊·⌋ is the floor-

operator. Each time slot is divided into a ‘data slot’, which

carries data from the transmitters to the receivers and a BB

minislot, which is used to convey the BB signals (detailed out

in Section IV). The duration of a time slot is, therefore, nos+1
OFDM symbols, and it carries NC chunks each paired with

a busy burst of nsc subcarriers spanning one OFDM symbol

accommodated in a minislot.

III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

We consider a generalised ad hoc network consisting of NL

end-to-end links. A link is denoted as a pair (µ, q) where µ is

the transmitter and q is the receiver. Let x define a transmitter

or a receiver of the link (µ, q). With this notation, the intended

channel gain between transmitter µ and receiver q can be

written as Gx[n, k] = Gµ,q[n, k], which takes into account

signal propagation effects such as distance dependent path

loss, log-normal shadowing, as well as channel variations due

to frequency-selective fading and user mobility. The channel

gain between transmitter y of a interfering link (ν, r), where

µ 6= ν and q 6= r, and receiver x is denoted Gyx[n, k]. The

data transmit powers of the transmitters of x and y are denoted

as T d
x
[n, k] and T d

y
[n, k] respectively. With the above notation,

the signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) at the receiver

of x, γx[n, k] is expressed as

γx[n, k] =
T d
x
[n, k] · Gx[n, k]

∑

y∈T
y 6=x

T d
y
[n, k] · Gyx[n, k]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Id
x
[n,k]

+δ
, (1)

where T is the set of all active transmitters in the system and

δ is the thermal noise power.

IV. INTERFERENCE MANAGEMENT USING BUSY BURST

SIGNALLING

Interference management using BB signalling [6, 7] es-

tablishes an exclusion region around active receivers. An

exclusion region defines an area around an active receiver,

where no other transmitter is allowed to reuse the reserved

radio resources. The exclusion regions are established indi-

vidually for each chunk (n, k) [13]. It is assumed that the

transmitter x transmits data to its intended receiver using

chunk (n, k). Provided that γx[n, k] ≥ Γ, where Γ is the

minimum SINR target, the receiver broadcasts a BB in the

associated BB minislot. The BB transmit power for receiver

x (BB transmitter) is denoted T b
x
[n, k]. This reserves the data

slot of the nth chunk for the next time slot k+1 for x. The

BB-OFDMA can be described by the following protocol:

1) All potential transmitters must sense the BB associated

to the data chunk (n, k) prior to transmission.

2) Transmitters are prohibited to access chunks where a BB

is detected above a given threshold.

Fig. 2. Busy burst signalling using fixed BB power. The chunks reserved
by the receiver x cannot be reused by transmitter y but it may be reused by
transmitter z because the latter lies outside the exclusion region established
around receiver x.

Exploiting TDD channel reciprocity, transmitter y can as-

certain Id
x
[n, k], the potential amount of interference it causes

to a receiver x of a pre-established link, by measuring Ib
y
[n, k]

at the associated BB minislot [6], which is given by

Ib
y
[n, k] = T b

x
[n, k] · Gxy[n, k]. (2)

Applying the channel reciprocity property of TDD,

Gyx[n, k] = Gxy[n, k], yields

Id
x
[n, k] = Ib

y
[n, k] ·

T d
y
[n, k]

T b
x
[n, k]

. (3)

The maximum CCI Id
x
[n, k] that a candidate transmitter y is

allowed to cause to an active receiver x is defined by the

interference threshold Ith, which is a network-wide constant

and the same for all receivers. A key assumption is that

the transmitter has knowledge of T b
x
[n, k] used by the active

receiver, which is easily accomplished by using constant

transmit power. This limitation, however, is eliminated in a

modified BB protocol in [14]. To ensure that the transmitter
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y lies outside the exclusion region of receiver x on the

chunk (n, k), y can either reduce its own transmit power

T d
y
[n, k] or refrain from transmitting on the chunk (n, k). The

transmitter is outside the exclusion region of the receiver x

when Id
x
[n, k]<Ith. With the assumptions above, a candidate

transmitter, y, has full knowledge of all parameters of the

right-hand side in (3). This enables y to verify whether

Id
x
[n, k]<Ith by invoking the threshold test [6, 7]

Ib
y
[n, k] ·

T d
y
[n, k]

T b
x
[n, k]

≤ Ith . (4)

In case T d
y
[n, k]=T b

x
[n, k], condition (4) reduces to:

Ib
y
[n, k] ≤ Ith . (5)

By tuning Ith, the maximum CCI Id
x
[n, k] in (1) is adjusted.

It will be shown later in (Section VI) that the choice of Ith

influences the sum throughput and user throughput of users

with low desired channel gains. In the rest of this section, the

procedure for dynamic chunk allocation using BB signalling

is detailed out.

A. Initial access in contention

CCI higher than a threshold value is avoided at the receivers

on the reserved chunks via BB signalling mechanism discussed

above. However, in the case of unreserved chunks, two or more

transmitters may simultaneously transmit using such chunks

provided (5) holds when such transmitters scan the BB min-

islot. This results in contention where the transmitters are not

aware of the amount of interference they cause to the receiver

of other links. Consequently, several links may encounter a

collision on chunk (n, k) where the SINR target may not

be met. Hence, to reduce the occurrence of simultaneously

accessed chunks in contention, a p−persistent chunk allocation

procedure is applied to BB-OFDMA, where chunk (n, k) is

accessed by transmitter y with probability p. Denoting the

outcome of the p−persistent chunk allocation with the binary

random variable χy[n, k] ∈ {0, 1}, the access probability is

Pr(χy[n, k]=1) = p. In this paper, p is set to 1/NL such that

on average the transmitter of only one link accesses a chunk

in contention at any given time slot.

B. Dynamic chunk allocation with BB signalling

The dynamic chunk allocation (DCA) mechanism with BB

signalling is explained with the help of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. It is

assumed that the receiver x in Fig. 2 has transmitted BB on

chunks it has reserved. Prior to transmission, the transmitter y

must sense the BB minislot to ascertain the chunks it reuses

are outside the exclusion region of existing transmitter(s).

Provided (5) holds true, the transmitter y transmits data during

the data slot. In the particular example depicted in Fig. 3,

the BB received on chunks 13–15 and 25–28 are below the

threshold value and can be used for transmission. The set of

chunks where the transmission is carried out belong to the

set Ay. The binary variable ay[n, k] denotes whether or not
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Fig. 3. Illustration of DCA using BB signalling. The receiver that intends
to transmit using unreserved chunks is obliged to check if the received BB
power is below the threshold.

transmitter y used the chunk (n, k) for transmission

ay[n, k] =











1 ,
(

Ib
y
[n, k] ≤ Ith and χy[n, k] = 1

)

or

by[n, k] = 1

0 , otherwise ,

(6)

where by[n, k] indicates whether or not the chunk (n, k) has

been reserved by y, defined as

by[n, k + 1] =

{

1 , ay[n, k] = 1 and γy[n, k] ≥ Γ

0 , otherwise .
(7)

Provided that γy[n, k]≥Γ is maintained, the receiver trans-

mits BB during the time-multiplexed BB. The acknowledge-

ment of successful transmission is implicitly conveyed to the

transmitter via a surge in the received BB power levels [7]. In

Fig. 3, the surge in received power levels is detected in chunks

with index 13–15 and 25–26, which signals to transmitter y

that the transmission has been successful. By contrast, no surge

in power level is detected in chunk with index 27 and 28

which signals the transmitter that the minimum SINR target

in these chunks is not met. The chunks where the BB signal

is not received from the intended receiver during the BB

slot are released and may be allocated by other users in the

system. The chunks where the acknowledgement of successful

transmission is received belong to set By ⊂ Ay, where the

binary variable by[n, k] = 1 indicates that the transmission is

received above the minimum SINR target and that the chunk

has been reserved for transmitter y for the kth time slot.

C. Link adaptation

Let M={1, · · · ,M} be the set of supported modulation

schemes. Associated to each modulation scheme m∈M is an

SINR target Γ=Γm that must be achieved to satisfy a given

BER (bit error ratio). The objective is to select the modulation

scheme mx[n, k]∈M for chunk (n, k), which yields the high-

est spectral efficiency, for which γx[n, k]≥Γmx[n,k] holds. As-

suming that the channel does not change significantly between

two consecutive time slots, the feedback of SINR observed in
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the preceding slot is used to select an appropriate modulation

format for the next time slot. The steps of performing link

adaptation is detailed as follows:

1) Determine the chunks (n, k) where (5) holds true.

2) Transmit using m = 1, the modulation with lowest

spectral efficiency.

3) Calculate the achieved SINR γx[n, k] using (1).

4) Using lookup table, determine the modulation

scheme m̂ with highest spectral efficiency such

that γx[n, k]≥Γm̂[n, k] holds.

5) Adjust the modulation scheme as follows:

mx[n, k + 1] =











m̄ , γx[n, k] ≥ Γmx[n,k+1]

0 , γx < Γ1

mx[n, k] , otherwise,
(8)

where m̄ = ⌈(mx[n, k] + m̂[n, k])/2⌉, ⌈·⌉ is the ceiling

operator and Γ1 is the minimum SINR target corre-

sponding to m = 1.

6) If mx[n, k + 1] = 0, or the chunk is no longer needed,

release the chunk, else go to step 3.

D. Benchmark System

An interference blind chunk allocation scheme with reser-

vation is chosen as a benchmark. The chunks are allocated

in a decentralised fashion using p−persistent approach, where

each link accesses a new chunk with probability p = 1/NL.

The chunks where the minimum SINR target is met are

retained for transmission in the next time slot, otherwise the

chunks are released. The only difference between the BB-

enabled CCI mitigation and the benchmark system is that

interference avoidance is not considered in the benchmark

system, which enables us to make fair comparisons between

the two approaches.

V. MODEL AND METHODOLOGY

An ad hoc network deployed in an indoor office environ-

ment as defined in scenario A1 [15, 16] of wireless world ini-

tiative new radio (WINNER) is considered. The indoor office

environment is modelled as a single floor in a building and

consists of 40 rooms of size 10m×10m×3m and two corridors

of size 100m×5m×3m. The relevant parameters considered in

simulation are presented in Table I. The deployment scenario

and the distribution of users is as shown in Fig. 4.

The system is simulated as follows: 2NL mobile stations

(MSs) are distributed uniformly in the space with a probability

of 0.9 of lying inside the room and 0.1 of being in the corridor.

Half of these MSs act as transmitters and the other half as

receivers. Each transmitter selects a receiver randomly if the

receiver is not already paired with another transmitter and the

gain between them exceeds a minimum threshold value Gmin.

In this paper, Gmin is set at 5 dB above the thermal noise

level δ because this avoids forming the links that would not

meet the minimum SINR target in a noise limited scenario.

The channel between the transmitter(s) and receiver(s) are

modelled according to the scenario A1 of WINNER [16].

A line of sight (LoS) condition is considered when both the

TABLE I
LIST OF SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameters Value

MS transmit power 21 dBm

Center carrier frequency fc 5.0 GHz

System bandwidth B 89.84 MHz

# subcarriers (SC) 1840

Subcarriers spacing ∆f 48.8 kHz

OFDM symbols/time slot nos 15

OFDM symbol duration Tsym 22.48 µs

# chunks/time slot NC 230

Chunk size nsc×nos 8 (freq.) × 15 (time) = 120

Modulation format BPSK, QPSK, cross 8-QAM,
16-QAM, cross 32-QAM, 64-QAM,

cross 128-QAM and 256-QAM

Coding 3/4-rate convolutional

SINR target Γ [dB] 2.2, 5.2, 9.1,11.3, 14.4,16.6,
19.5, 22.5

Protocol data unit (PDU) size 112 bits

Tx power/chunk Td -3.08 dBm

Antenna gain 0 dBi

Noise level/chunk δ -117.8 dBm

# snapshots 500

Snapshot duration 75 ms
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Fig. 4. Indoor scenario with its corresponding distribution of users. Each
transmitter selects its receiver randomly from the initial distribution.

transmitter and receiver are located either in the same room

or the same corridor. Otherwise, a non line of sight (NLoS)

condition is considered. Both large scale and small scale fading

are considered. The path loss (PL) between a transmitter and

receiver pair is given by

PL[dB] = 38.8 + 36.8 · log10(d) + ξ + 5Ω (NLoS)

= 48.6 + 18.7 · log10(d) + ξ (LoS) , (9)

where d is the separation distance between the transmitter and

the receiver, ξ is a log-normal random variable that models

shadowing between a transmitter and receiver pair, whose

variance is 3.1 dB or 3.5 dB for LoS and NLoS scenarios

respectively and Ω is the minimum number of walls between

the transmitter and the receiver.

VI. RESULTS

In this section, the performance of the CCI mitigation

approach with BB-signalling is compared against the random

chunk allocation with reservation mechanism, considered as
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the benchmark. The performance metrics considered are link

throughput and system throughput. Link throughput is the

number of bits successfully received by the link. The system

throughput is an aggregate of link throughput of all links in

the system.

A. Trading off system throughput and fairness
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Fig. 5. Comparison of system performance with link adaptation

The impact of the threshold parameter on system throughput

and link throughput is shown in Fig. 5. In these results,

NL is arbitrarily set to 16, such that it represents a network

with a moderate density of MSs. The results show that by

setting low thresholds (e.g. −100 dBm), the system throughput

is the lowest because the transmitters become over-cautious

in reusing reserved chunks. On the one hand, increasing

the threshold improves the spatial reuse of chunks which

potentially increases the system throughput, whereas on the

other hand, the achieved SINR degrades due to an increase

in CCI. This causes the transmitter to reduce the number of

bits transmitted per chunk, reducing the system throughput.

Overall, the median system throughput increases on increasing

the threshold until an optimum threshold of about −70 dBm

is reached, beyond which the median system throughput

decreases. Using this threshold, a median system throughput

of 592 Mbps is achieved, which is a 40% increase compared to

the benchmark (see Fig. 5(a)). However, at this threshold, the

system suffers from approximately 13% outage (see Fig. 5(b)).

By lowering the threshold, the median system throughput is

traded off for improving link throughput at the lower 10
th

percentile. In particular, by setting the threshold to −100 dBm,

250 Mbps of median system throughput is traded off to achieve

4.6 Mbps at the lower 10
th percentile of link throughput.

However, using a threshold of −100 dBm, the overall system

throughput is 20% lower compared to the benchmark system

due to compromised spatial reuse. If the spatial reuse is

slightly enhanced by setting the threshold to −90 dBm, a

guaranteed link throughput of 2.1 Mbps together with a median

system throughput of 433.5 Mbps can be achieved, which

outperforms the benchmark in both metrics simultaneously.

These results demonstrate that BB signalling approach allows

a flexible network operation between maximising the sum rate

in the network and maximising the guaranteed throughput of

individual links or a trade off between the two goals for self-

organised operation. The above benefits achieved with BB

technique are very important for the future generation wireless

networks that are often envisioned to lack rigorous centralised

control and infrastructure.

Provided that the quality-of-service (QoS) requirements

stipulate that a certain data rate should be available at the

lower 10
th percentile, an interesting question is to determine

how many links can be accommodated in the system whilst

satisfying the stated QoS constraints. This leads to determining

the spectral efficiency that can be achieved whilst fulfilling

the QoS constraints. These two issues are addressed next by

varying the number of links in the system.

B. Impact of varying number of links in the system

The impact of varying the number of links in the system

is examined in Fig. 6. The results in Fig. 6(a) demonstrate

that the system throughput increases with the increase in

the number of links, due to an increase in spatial reuse

of the chunks. However, due to an increase in CCI, the

link throughput at the lower 10
th percentile decreases with

an increase in the number of links as shown in Fig. 6(b).

To evaluate the maximum number of feasible links in the

considered system and its corresponding attainable spectral

efficiency, we consider the satisfied user criteria (SUC). In

this paper, the SUC is fulfilled if 90 %-ile of all links achieve

a link throughput of 2 Mbps or more. The results demonstrate

that in the benchmark system, the satisfied user criteria is not

fulfilled in the presence of CCI for any number of links in the

system. Likewise, with the BB approach, if a high threshold,

such as −70 dBm is set, the SUC is fulfilled only when

fewer than 4 links are present in the system (see Fig. 6(b)).

By decreasing the threshold, the maximum number of links

in the system such that the satisfied user criteria is met is

8, 16, 28 and 32 respectively if the thresholds are set to

−85 dBm, −90 dBm, −95 dBm and −100 dBm respectively.
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Fig. 6. Impact of varying the number of links in the system.

The corresponding system throughputs obtained are 408 Mbps,

440 Mbps, 432 Mbps and 377 Mbps respectively. Using a sig-

nal bandwidth of 89.84 MHz, the achieved system throughput

translates to a spectral efficiencies of 4.5, 4.9, 4.8, and 4.2

bits/s/Hz respectively. The results demonstrate that using the

BB approach, up to 32 links can be supported whilst fulfilling

the satisfied user criterion. Moreover, it also shows that the

spectral efficiency is highest with 16 links in the system.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper addressed decentralised CCI mitigation scheme

using BB applied to self-organising ad hoc networks using

parameters from the TDD mode of WINNER in an indoor

deployment scenario. It was demonstrated that the system

using BB-enabled CCI mitigation outperforms a benchmark

system, performing random chunk allocation with reservation,

by up to 40% in terms of system throughput. Moreover, it

was demonstrated that the threshold parameter can be used

to trade off the system throughput and the link throughput

to aid links with weaker channel conditions. Specifically, it

was demonstrated that with the BB approach, up to 32 active

links can be supported in a 89.84 MHz of system bandwidth

whilst satisfying a QoS constraint that 90% of all users

achieve a throughput of 2 Mbps or better. This demonstrates

that the BB approach provides significantly better support

for QoS provisioning compared to the benchmark system

which only provides less than 600 kbps of link throughput

at the lower 10
th percentile even when the network contains

only 2 competing links. We have therefore demonstrated

self-organising capability of BB protocol to provide either

significantly improved QoS for link throughput or increased

system throughput by controlling a single parameter, namely

the BB interference threshold.
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Abstract—Interference aware user scheduling in fixed grid-
of-beam (GoB) transmission is envisaged to significantly benefit
from the receiver initiated busy burst (BB) protocol. Fixed GoB
scheduling relies on the knowledge of the location of the intended
users as well as the vulnerable users which effectively is provided
by the BB protocol via exploitation of channel reciprocity. This
paper studies the hybrid BB and GoB (BB+GoB) approach in a
Manhattan environment. The new proposed hybrid interference
avoidance scheme with an underlying score based scheduler is
evaluated by means of system level simulations, and is compared
against a pure GoB approach with the same scheduler as well
as the BB based interference avoidance techniques applied to
omnidirectional antennas. The results show an improvementin
both system throughput and fairness (defined as cell edge user
throughput). In particular, system throughput of up to 238.5
Mbps/cell or user throughput of up to 8.88 Mbps/user for the
lower 10%-ile of users are shown to be feasible. In particular,
the hybrid BB+GoB scheme exhibits a 16-fold improvement at
the lower 10%-ile compared to pure GoB technique.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Current and future wireless networks are largely uncoordi-
nated, random and hierarchical in nature. Consequently, these
networks typically lack any static network, and frequency
planning and co-channel interference (CCI) constitutes a major
limiting factor for system performance. Therefore, powerful
techniques are needed that avoid and/or eliminate CCI while
ensuring high system spectral efficiency and user fairness
(especially considering the cell edge users) [1–4]. In addition,
these techniques need to take into account the heterogenous
QoS (quality of service) and traffic demands prevalent in such
systems. Moreover, the anticipated system performance must
not be achieved at an expense of excessive signalling and
computational complexity as this would significantly affect the
power efficiency of the system.

One of the key issues that hinders effective interference
avoidance in such networks is the hidden node problem. While
a transmitter may infer the interference at its target receiver via
SINR (signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio) feedback and
channel knowledge, it is generally unaware of thereceiver(s)
in its vicinity that receive at exactly the same time/frequency
resource (hidden nodes), and which it would force into outage
by causing very high CCI. This is a problem not only for
cellular andad hoc networks with specific radio frequency
bands, but also a fundamental problem for all cognitive radio
approaches.

This work has been performed in part within the framework of the CELTIC
project CP5-026 WINNER+.

On the one hand, it has been demonstrated that BB proto-
col [5–9] effectively solves the hidden node problem. On the
other hand, multiple antenna techniques at the base station
(BS) such as a switched beam approach [10] or adaptive
beamforming with opportunistic scheduling [11, 12] provide
a powerful basic mechanism to enhance the reusability of
radio resources, but these techniques generally suffer from
the hidden node problem. The BB protocol and beamforming
techniques seem to perfectly complement each other enabling
a high frequency reuse in the system while mitigating CCI.
In this paper, a switched beam approach is chosen because of
low signalling overhead accompanied. Pre-defined beams are
generated at the BS and a user is served by switching on the
closest beam. The antenna gain in the direction of the side
lobes is significantly lower than that of the main beam.

The BB protocol ensures that beams are only selected for
a particular user in the cell if this transmission does not
significantly interfere with any of the ongoing transmissions in
the neighbouring cells. Thisinterference awareness property
of the BB protocol is achieved by a time-multiplexed busy
signal transmitted omnidirectionally from the receiving mobile
station (MS). Clearly, the TDD (time division duplex) mode
is perfectly suited for this purpose. The performance of
the hybrid BB+GoB scheme is compared against a ‘blind’
switched beam approach as well as pure BB approach with
omnidirectional antennas at the BS.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: multi-
user resource allocation is discussed in Section II. Section III
describes the spatial processing of signals used. Section IV
introduces the hybrid BB+GoB scheme considered in this
paper. The considered Manhattan grid deployment scenario
and the system level simulator are introduced in Section V,
and the simulation results are discussed in Section VI. Finally,
the conclusions are drawn in Section VII.

II. M ULTI -USERRESOURCEALLOCATION

The radio resource unit in OFDMA–TDD (orthogonal fre-
quency division multiple access – time division duplex) air
interface based on WINNER (wireless world initiative new
radio) TDD mode [13] is a chunk, which comprises of
successivenc subcarriers andnt OFDM (orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing) symbols in a frame as shown in Fig. 1.
A frame consists of a downlink (DL) and an uplink (UL) slot,
each of which containsNC chunks. A chunk with frequency
index1≤n≤NC at framek is denoted by(n, k). Provided that
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Fig. 1. Illustration of MAC frame in WINNER–TDD for BB signalling.
Downlink (DL) data is transmitted during ‘DL data chunk’ andUplink (UL)
data during ‘UL data chunk’, BB corresponding to data in downlink is
transmitted in ‘BB UL’ slot and vice versa.

channel knowledge is available at the transmitter, users can
be assigned those chunks with favorable channel conditions,
giving rise to multi-user diversity [14]. A variant of a score-
based scheduler [15] is developed to distribute the1≤n≤NC

chunks among1≤ν≤U users served by BSq. The score at
time instantk is computed as

sν,q[n, k] = 1 +

NC
∑

ℓ=1

I{γ̂ν,q [n,k]≤γ̂ν,q[ℓ,k]} + ǫν,q[n, k] + Ψν,q ,

(1)
where γ̂ν,q[n, k] is the estimated SINR of userν on chunk
(n, k) using the amount of interference observed in the
previous slot,ǫν,q[n, k] ∈ {0,∞} defines whether or not
userν is granted access to chunk(n, k). The Boolean operator
Ix ∈ {0, 1} is set to 1 or 0 when the conditionx is true or false,
respectively. Furthermore, it is proposed here that the scores
should be adjusted with a fairness parameterΨν,q, which
grows exponentially with every additional chunk allocatedto
ν so that when allocating a new chunk, priority is given to the
users with fewer number of chunks already allocated.

User ν=ζq[n, k] is assigned chunk(n, k) if either a reser-
vation indicator was set in the previous framebν,q[n, k−1]=1,
or the score (1) is minimized

ζq[n, k] =

{

argmin
ν

sν,q[n, k] , bν,q[n, k−1] = 0 ∀ ν

ν , bν,q[n, k−1] = 1 .
(2)

In the full frequency reuse OFDMA-TDD system with
blind beam switching, considered as a benchmark,ǫν,q[n, k]=0
for all users in the cell. As a result, all users compete for
being scheduled in the chunk(n, k) using (2). However, for
reservation based medium access control (MAC) protocols
such as BB-OFDMA (see Section IV), some chunks are
excluded for certain users. To this end,ǫν,q[n, k]→∞ indicates
that the userν in cell q is denied access to chunk(n, k). We
note that if ǫν,q[n, k]→∞ for all users, cellq leaves chunk
(n, k) unallocated, so thatζq[n, k]=∅.

III. SPATIAL SIGNAL PROCESSING

We start with a general consideration of an OFDMA–TDD
network where each of the BSs and MSs is equipped with

Fig. 2. Depiction of a transmitter and receiver pair equipped with multiple
antennas. The LOS path is broken to show that the distances are not to scale.

NT and NR antennas respectively. Data transmission in the
downlink is considered. The matrixV = [v(1), · · · ,v(NS)] is
the spatial precoding matrix forNS spatial layers available at
the BS. Theith column of the matrixV, v

(i), contains the
precoder of spatial layeri. The precoder is a vectorv(i) =
[v1, · · · , vNT

]T , wherevt is the complex coefficient applied
to antenna elementt.

The transmitted sequence of spatial streami is designated
x(i). The output of spatial precoding on theith stream can be
represented as

s
(i) = v

(i)x(i). (3)

The output of spatial precoding is transmitted over a MIMO
channelHp,µ, wherep andµ are BS and MS indices respec-
tively. The MIMO channel is represented as aNR×NT matrix
of the form

Hp,µ =







h1,1
p,µ · · · h1,NT

p,µ

...
. . .

...
hNR,1

p,µ · · · hNR,NT

p,µ






, (4)

whereht,r
p,µ represents the channel gain between transmitting

antennat of BS p and receiving antennar of MS µ given by
[16]

ht,r
p,µ = a exp

(

−j2πd

λ

)

exp(−j2π(t − 1)∆T cosφT)

exp(−j2π(r − 1)∆R cosφR). (5)

In (5), d is the distance between the centers of the transmit and
the receive antenna arrays andλ is the carrier wavelength.φT

andφR are the angles of incidence of the line-of-sight (LOS)
path with the planes of the transmit and receive antenna arrays
respectively as depicted in Fig. 2.∆T and∆R are separation
of antenna elements normalized toλ. The factora represents
the attenuation of the propagation path and incorporates dis-
tance dependent path loss, log–normal shadowing and small
scale fading effects of the channel, given by the deployment
scenario.

The signal of the spatial streami received at antenna array
of the MSµ is represented as

r
(i)
µ = Hp,µsp = Hp,µv

(i)x(i). (6)

The vectorr(i)
µ is aNR×1 vector, where thekth element of

r
(i)
µ represents the signal received at thekth antenna of MSµ.
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The received signal on the antenna array is spatially processed
using vectoru(i)

µ = [u1, · · · , uNR
]T , whereuk is the complex

antenna weight applied to the antenna elementk. The output
of spatial processing at the receiver is

y(i)
µ =

[

u
(i)

]T

r
(i)
µ =

[

u
(i)

]T

Hp,µv
(i)x(i). (7)

The scalary(i)
µ is the received signal at MSµ on the ith

spatial stream. The termg(i)
p,µ =

[

u
(i)

]T
Hp,µv

(i) represents
the effective channel between BSp and MS µ for spatial
streami. The termG

(i)
p,µ = E

[

|g
(i)
p,µ|2

]

represents the average
channel gain of spatial streami from transmitter (i.e. BS)p
in the direction of the receiver (i.e. MS)µ.

In this paper, we concentrate on the system where BSs are
equipped with multiple antennas and MSs are omnidirectional
transceivers withNR = 1. The choice of omnidirectional
antennas at the MSs eliminates spatial processing operations
at the MS, thereby allowing less complex MS units to be
used. With the above underlying assumptions,Hp,µ from
generalized MIMO description in (4) reduces to a row vector
hp,µ of size 1 × NT and u(i) = 1, ∀i. Consequently,r(i)

µ in
(6) reduces to a scalarr(i)

µ andy
(i)
µ = r

(i)
µ in (7). The overall

channel gain between BSp and MSµ reduces to

G(i)
p,µ = E

[

∣

∣

∣
hp,µv

(i)
∣

∣

∣

2
]

= E

[

[

v
(i)

]H

[hp,µ]
H
hp,µv

(i)

]

(8)

where the operator(·)H represents the Hermitian transpose of
a vector. Note that by selecting a different precoding vector
v

(j), where j 6= i, the channel gain in the direction of the
observed receiverµ is adjusted. Provided that the BS is aware
of the amount of CCI it potentially causes to an active receiver,
it can apply appropriate precoding vector so as to attenuate
the channel gains in the direction of such vulnerable receiver.
To this end, in Section IV, a hybrid technique is proposed
where the interference awareness property of BB signalling
is exploited to enable the beam selection such that strong
interference is avoided and the hidden node problem is solved.

IV. H YBRID BB+GOB SCHEME

The basic principle of the combined use of fixed GoB
approach and interference aware BB protocol1 in the downlink
is described with the help of Fig. 3. It is assumed that the
chunk (n, k) is being used by BS1 to serve MS1. Since BS2
is generally unaware of the positions of the user populationin
cell 1, with random beam switching, BS2 might select to reuse
the chunk(n, k) for MS2 resulting in outage of both MS1 and
MS2 on chunk(n, k). However, if MS1 were to send a busy
signal omnidirectionally on the same radio frequency carrier
in a time-multiplexed mini slot (the BB), BS2 would sense a
strong signal in its ‘beam 1’, and a low signal its ‘beam 2’.
Therefore, with the proposed hybrid BB+GoB approach, BS2

would reuse the same chunk to serve MS3 using ‘beam 2’
resulting in no outage on chunk(n, k) both at BS1 and BS2.

1BB protocol for OFDMA–TDD system with omnidirectional antennas is
covered in detail in our earlier paper [1].

Fig. 3. Illustration of the use of hybrid BB+GoB scheme for interference
aware chunk reuse.

This concept is mathematically formalized as follows: It
is assumed that BSp transmits to MSµ using chunk(n, k)
on spatial layeri. In this context, we shall use the terms
‘spatial layer’ and ‘beam’ interchangeably. It is considered that
the userµ is served using the beam that provides maximum
channel gain. The index of beam serving userµ is designated
ωµ. The received data power at MSµ on spatial layeri is
given by

Rd,(i)
µ,p [n, k] = T dG(i)

p,µ[n, k], (9)

whereT d is the data transmit power. Similarly, the CCI caused
at MS µ originating from BSq wherep 6= q is expressed as

Id,(i)
µ,p [n, k] = T dG(ξq)

q,µ [n, k], (10)

where ξq is the index of the beam activated at BSq and
G

(ξq)
q,µ represents the interfering gain between beamξq of BS

q towards the observed receiverµ.
The achieved SINR on chunk(n, k) on beami, γ

(i)
µ,p[n, k],

can be expressed as

γ(i)
µ,p[n, k] =

R
d,(i)
µ,p [n, k]

I
d,(i)
µ,p [n, k] + N

. (11)

If γ
(i)
µ,p < Γ, whereΓ is the SINR target, such chunks are

released by settingǫµ,p[n, k + 1] → ∞, restricting the user
µ from accessing the chunk in the next time slot. Otherwise,
to ensure that the chunk(n, k + 1) is allocated to userµ, a
reservation indicator is set as follows:

bµ,p[n, k] =

{

1 , γ
(i)
µ,p[n, k] ≥ Γ andζp[n, k] = µ

0 , otherwise.
(12)

The receiverµ transmits a BB on the reserved chunks where
bµ,p[n, k] = 1 during its associated time multiplexed BB slot
as shown in Fig. 1. Potential transmitters (BS in downlink
mode), are obliged to sense the corresponding BB slot prior
to transmission. Note that the effective channel gain between
MS µ and BSq on the lth beam is given by

[

v
(l)

]T
h

T
q,µ =

[

hq,µv
(l)

]T
. Thus,G(l)

q,µ[n, k] = G
(l)
µ,q[n, k]. With this notation,

the received BB power on beaml can be expressed as

Ib,(l)
q [n, k] = T bG(l)

q,µ[n, k], (13)

whereT b represents the power of BB signal emitted. To keep
Id
µ,p[n, k] ≤ Ith, whereIth is the maximum CCI that a newly

admitted link may cause to the pre-established link, the BSq

may reuse chunk(n, k) on spatial layerl if
(

T d

T b

)

Ib,(l)
q [n, k] ≤ Ith, (14)
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If T b = T d, (14) reduces to

Ib,(l)
q [n, k] ≤ Ith, (15)

The CCI caused to active receiver is remains lower than the
threshold if the chunk(n, k + 1) is reused on at most one
of the beams that satisfy (15). The beam selected for chunk
(n, k + 1) depends on the outcome of the scheduler discussed
in Section II. To ensure that the chunk is allocated to one of
the beams satisfying (15), the access control indicator is set
as follows

ǫν,q[n, k + 1] →

{

0 , I
b,(ων)
q [n, k] ≤ Ith

∞ , otherwise,
(16)

whereων refers to the the beam providing maximum channel
gain to the userν. The user that is scheduled on chunk
(n, k + 1) is ζq[n, k + 1], obtained using (2). The beam that
is activated at BSq is given by

ξq[n, k] = ωζq [n,k+1]. (17)

The BSq transmits to MSν on chunk(n, k+1) by activating
the beamξq during the(k + 1)th frame. The scheduled beam
is activated by applying the precoding vectorv

(ξq), to antenna
array at the BSq.

In the following section, the performance of novel BB-based
beam selection described above (referred to as ‘BB+GoB’) is
compared to BB signaling assuming omnidirectional antennas.
In addition, we consider a BB disabled beam selection algo-
rithm that allocates chunk to users purely based on (2) with
bν,q[n, k−1] and ǫν,q[n, k] both set to zero. This is simply
referred to as ‘GoB’ technique in the following sections.

V. M ANHATTAN GRID DEPLOYMENT

An urban microcell deployment defined in scenario B1 in
WINNER with a rectangular grid of streets (Manhattan grid)
is considered where 72 BSs are distributed in streets as shown
in Fig. 4. The performance statistics are collected only over
the central core of 3×3 building blocks, so as to reduce the
edge effects. The antennas are mounted below the rooftop and
an effective antenna is a linear half wavelength array of 4-
elements. The half power beamwidth of the array32.3◦ in the
broadside and the front-to-back ratio of antenna gain is 20 dB.

Outdoor MSs uniformly distributed in the streets and mov-
ing with a constant velocity of 5 km/h are considered. Two
beams per BS, with the main lobes pointing towards the street
direction with an angle of180◦ between them are considered.
Indoor MSs are not considered for the study because of
high penetration losses due to the walls at high frequency
as a result of which they are better suited to be served by
femto-cell deployments, which is beyond the scope of this
paper. Therefore, the beams pointing towards the buildings
are ignored. On averageU=10 MSs are served by one cell.
The MSs are connected to the BS on the same street on the
basis of least distance because of the favourable path loss in
line-of-sight (LOS) condition in the street canyons.

B1-LOS and B1-NLOS models [17] are used to model the
LOS and non-LOS (NLOS) channels respectively. A full buffer
traffic model [18] and a network synchronised in time and
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Fig. 4. Urban microcell deployment in a Manhattan grid.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameters Value
Total symbol length 22.48µs
Carrier centre frequency 3.95 GHz
System bandwidthB 89.84 MHz
Number of subcarriers (SC) 1840
Frame duration 0.6912 ms
OFDM symbols/frame 30
Chunk size 15 (time)× 8 (frequency) = 120
Number of chunks/frame 2 (time) × 230 (frequency)
Access probability 0.3
Bits/symbolm 4 and 8
SINR targetΓ 11.3 dB and 22.5 dB
Number of sectors/cell 2
Number of antenna elements/sector 4
Average number of users/cellU 10
Transmit power per chunkTd 16.4 dBm
Elevation antenna gainAe 14 dBi

Azimuth antenna element gain −min

»

12

“

θ

θ3dB

”2

, Am

–

[dB]

where,Am = 20 andθ3dB = 70
◦

Noise levelN -117.8 dBm/chunk
Number of snapshots 50
Simulation duration per snapshot 50 ms

frequency is assumed. No upper limit is placed on the number
of available chunks that may be assigned to one user. The
simulation parameters are summarised in Table I.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The impact of the interference threshold,Ith, on mean user
throughput as a function of distance from the intended BS is
examined in Fig. 5(a-b) for the downlink. In Fig. 5(a), the
SINR target isΓ = 11.3dB which corresponds to 16-QAM
(quadrature amplitude modulation) with rate 3/4 convolutional
FEC (forward error correction) coding and a packet error
ratio of 10−2 [19]. This plot demonstrates the interference
awareness capabilities of the BB protocol. For example, forthe
lowest interference threshold ofIth = −100dBm, the system
is most ‘cautious’. A user would only be served, if no other MS
in the network would suffer. As a consequence, the network
exhibits a high level of fairness which is clearly illustrated
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Fig. 5. Comparison of performance of the proposed hybrid BB+GoB
scheme for different thresholds against the state-of-the-art GoB switching.
Comparisons are made using 16-QAM withΓ = 11.3 dB and 64-QAM with
Γ = 22.5 dB. At 115 m and 330 m are the street crossings of the Manhattan
structure, due to which drop in throughput is observed.

in Fig. 5(a) where the user throughput forIth = −100dBm
is almost constant regardless of the location within the cell.
Note, that a uniform user distribution is assumed. As the in-
terference threshold is increased, the system is “desensitized”
which generally results in a higher throughput close to the
BS and a reduction in throughput closer to the cell edge.
However, for all thresholds the throughput is improved at all
locations relative to the case whenIth = −100dBm since
the spatial reuse of resources is increased. The new BB+GoB
techniques outperforms GoB at any location for a threshold of
Ith = −70dBm. There are two more important observations:
(a) for an interference threshold ofIth = −70 dBm the
BB+GoB approach achieves only slightly better throughput up
to a distance of 300m, but the per user throughput at the cell

edge (between around 330m and 480m) is improved by a factor
of 2 or equivalently by 100%. The interference awareness
property of the new BB+GoB approach clearly unfolds here,
and (b) the robustness to interference is also demonstratedat
the first street crossing at around 115 m where the state-of-
the-art GoB faces a throughput drop of about 35% whereas
the BB+GoB technique only experiences a drop of about 9%.

In Fig. 5(b), Γ = 22.5dB corresponds to 256-QAM with
rate 3/4 convolutional FEC coding and a packet error ratio of
10

−2 [19]. It is recognized that the particular example is at
the upper end of practical modulation orders for such systems,
but it is chosen because it highlights a few more important
properties of the new technique and it assists in the validation
of the new approach since some of the expected behavior
can indeed be observed. For instance, the spatial dependency
of the throughput is increased – as expected. However, even
for this modulation order and an interference threshold of
Ith = −100dBm, a fair and constant throughput independent
of location of about 10 Mbps can be seen. This is about 67%
higher than than achieved with 16-QAM, i.e., the doubling of
the spectrum utilization, from 4 bits/symbol to 8 bits/symbol,
results in 67% improved throughput forIth = −100dBm.
User throughput achieved at the close vicinity of the serving
BS is 50 Mbps/user and that at the cell-edge is 4.85 Mbps/user
using Ith = −70 dBm. This is in sharp contrast to GoB
which only achieves approximately 26 Mbps/user close to the
BS (only about 50% of what BB+GoB achieves), and about
2.3 Mbps/user at the cell edge (approx. 47% of BB+GoB).

Fig. 6(a–b) compare performance of BB+GoB against BB
with omnidirectional antennas and pure GoB. An SINR tar-
get of Γ = 22.5dB and 8 bits per symbol are assumed.
Using omnidirectional antennas, a maximum median system
throughput of 238 Mbps/cell (see Fig. 6(a)) is achieved in DL
using Ith = −75dBm. However, fairness is compromised
as more than 50% of all users in the system are in outage.
The users having zero throughput are said to be in outage.
By adjusting the threshold to−105dBm, 5.16 Mbps for the
10 %-ile of user throughput is feasible (see Fig. 6(b)) at
the cost of 59% reduction in median system throughput
compared to using a threshold of−75dBm. For compari-
son, the benchmark system (GoB) achieves a median system
throughput of 129.0Mbps/cell and a lower 10 %-ile of user
throughput of 561.5kbps. Using an interference threshold of
Ith = −105dBm, BB with omnidirectional antennas provides
an 9-fold increase in the lower 10%-ile of user throughput at
the cost of 25% reduction in system throughput compared to
the GoB.

Using BB+GoB, a median system throughput of
238.5Mbps/cell is achieved using a threshold of−75dBm
(see Fig. 6(a)) and the corresponding 10 %-ile of user
throughput is 4.36 Mbps (see Fig. 6(b)). This represents a
85% increase in median system throughput together with a
7.8-fold increase in the lower 10%-ile of user throughput
compared to GoB. By adjustingIth to −90 dBm, the
10 %-ile of user throughput improves to 8.88 Mbps. This is
approximately a16-fold increase compared to GoB while at
the same time the median system throughput is 20% higher
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Fig. 6. Comparison of performance of hybrid BB+GoB technology against
BB with omnidirectional antennas (‘BB OA’) and GoB in the downlink mode.

than that achieved with GoB.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

A new hybrid interference avoidance technique has been
proposed which combines two existing powerful techniques
- GoB switching and interference aware concept using BB
signalling. A comparison against CCI mitigation approaches:
first, solely based on GoB switching, and second, solely based
on BB signalling with omnidirectional antennas has been
performed in a Manhattan environment. It has been shown
that the BB interference threshold can be used to balance
throughput and fairness in a cellular system. In particular,
it was shown that by selecting a low interference threshold,
which makes the system more cautious to CCI, a constant
user throughput independent of distance from the BS can
be accomplished. This comes at the expense of a reduced
user throughput compared to GoB switching technique alone.
However, by increasing the interference threshold, the average
per user throughput at any location in the cell can clearly be
improved compared to pure beam switching. In particular, the

mean cell edge user throughput is increased by a factor of
two. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that the throughput
at the 10th percentile, which is a measure for the minimum
guaranteed throughput, can be improved by up to a factor of
16 for high SINR targets.
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Abstract—A distr ibuted reservation protocol tailored for cel-
lular wireless networks is presented that facili tates contention
free inter-cellular slot allocation and reservation. While reserved
slots are protected from inter-cell i nterference by a busy burst
enabled reservation protocol, colli sions due to simultaneously
accessed unreserved slots by neighbor ing cells are mitigated by
means of resource par titioning patterns. Cyclically shift ing these
par titioning patterns in time allows each cell to successively probe
all slots within a fixed time interval. This establishes an inter-
cellular slot contention policy that dynamically controls the initial
spatial reuse, in termsof concurrently accessed radio resourcesby
neighbor ing cells. Despite the controlled spatial reuse of resource
dur ing contention, the possibili ty of a cell to use all available
radio resources, if the load and interference situation permits,
remains unaffected. As a consequence, lossin spectrum efficiency
as observed in frequency-planned cellular systems is avoided.

Index Terms—Inter-cell i nterference coordination, resource
par titioning, reservation ALOHA, PRMA, busy signal concept

I . INTRODUCTION

When several users in a random accesschannel simultane-
ously attempt to accessa given time-frequency slot, colli sions
due to co-channel interference (CCI) are encountered. Reser-
vation protocols, such as reservationALOHA (R-ALOHA) [1]
and packet reservation multiple access(PRMA) [2], divide the
available resources to idle and reserved slots. For R-ALOHA
idle slots are allocated in contention and reserved slots are
protected from CCI as follows [1]:

• Contention: Before transmission the channel is scanned.
If the slot is sensed idle apacket is transmitted to contend
with other users for an unreserved slot. Concurrently
accessed contention slots by several users give rise to
colli sions. In case of colli sion the packet is retransmitted
with probabilit y p in subsequent idle slots, until the
receiver acknowledges successful reception.

• Reservation: Upon successful reception the receiver
broadcasts an acknowledgment. This acknowledgment
reserves the slot, in the way that all other users refrain
from using that slot in future transmissions.

R-ALOHA therefore limits the occurrenceof colli sions to the
contention phase.

In wirelessnetworks, slot reservation translates to an exclu-
sion region aroundan active receiver. A competing communi-
cation link is denied accessto a reserved slot if its transmitter
is located within the exclusion region; otherwise the slot may
be concurrently accessed by both links. An efficient realization

of R-ALOHA in decentralized wireless networks is provided
by the busy signal concept, where the receiver acknowledges
successful reception by means of a time-multiplexed busy
burst [3,4]. The range where a strong busy burst is received
notifies a potential transmitter that it is within the exclusion
region of an active receiver. Sensing the busy burst prior to
transmission accomplishes two objectives: first, reserved slots
are protected from excessive CCI; and second, the spatial
reuse, in terms of concurrently accessed slots by adjacent
cells, is controlled. In [5] the busy signal concept is applied to
orthogonal frequency division multiple access(OFDMA), en-
abling dynamic assignment of time-frequency slots to multiple
users.

Unlike ad hoc networks, resource allocation in cellular
networks is typically carried out in a centralized manner,
in the way that the base station (BS) is in full control of
assigning slots among multiple users. By doing so interfer-
ence within a cell can be completely avoided. Interference
coordination between neighboringcells is commonly achieved
by resource partitioning, where adjacent cells are assigned
different frequency bands. Fractional frequency reuse (FFR)
is a static resource partitioning schemes that divides the cell
coverage area into concentric zones with different frequency
reuse factors [6]. FFR typically involves a sub-band with
full frequency reuse that is exempt from any slot assignment
restrictions, which is preferably allocated to users in close
proximity to their desired BS. The allocation of the remaining
sub-bands is coordinated among neighbouring cells, in a way
that users in the given cell are denied access to sub-bands
assigned to cell -edge users in adjacent cells [7–9].

While classical frequency reuse planning protects cell -edge
users from excessive CCI from adjacent cells, the observed
signal levels of the interfering signal are completely ignored.
Furthermore, this static scheme is unable to adapt to changes
in the traffic load and/or the distribution of users within cells.
Consequently, it suffers from a significant loss in spectral
efficiency.

This paper targets the application of a distributed slot
reservation protocol, such as R-ALOHA, to cellular full fre-
quency reuse wirelessnetworks. While reserved slots are well
protected from CCI, colli sions in contention are encountered,
caused by simultaneously accessed idle slots from neighboring
cells. The proposed cellular slot allocation and reservation
(CESAR) protocol completely avoids the contention phase,
by virtue of specifically designed resource partitioning pat-
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Cell group G=1
Cell group G=2
Cell group G=3

Fig. 1. Cellular system composed of hexagonal cells with frequency
reuse 3. Cells that belong to the same cell group G spatially reuse resources,
while cells associated to different groups are assigned mutually orthogonal
resources.

terns. CESAR imposes no restrictions on the amount of
resources one cell may allocate, and therefore overcomes the
limitations of classical inter-cell resource partitioning based
on static frequency reuse planning [6–9]. We demonstrate
through simulations that CESAR and a busy burst enabled
reservation protocol [4] perfectly complement each other; the
former mitigates colli sions due to simultaneous accessof idle
slots, while the latter dynamically controls the spatial reuse of
reserved slots.

II . DYNA MIC INTER-CELL SLOT ALL OCATION

A slotted multiple access scheme is considered where
frames are divided into Ns slots, e.g. by means of OFDMA.
The base station (BS) schedules one user per slot, so that
interference within the cell i s completely avoided, while aR-
ALOHA based reservation protocol controls the slot allocation
among neighboring cells. While reserved slots are well pro-
tected from CCI, simultaneous accessof idle slots by adjacent
cells cause an unpredictable drop in the received signal to
interference plus noise ratio (SINR) of slot n at frame k,
denoted byγn,k. In caseγn,k fails to achieve a certain target Γ,
so that γn,k<Γ, slot (n, k) encounters a colli sion.

The contribution of this work is to combine a R-ALOHA
based slot reservation protocol with inter-cell i nterference
coordination by resource partitioning, so to facilit ate con-
tention freedynamic slot allocation and reservation in cellular
networks. Thekey to avoid colli sions in the contention phase is
to prevent concurrent accessof unreserved slots in neighboring
cells. This is accomplished by the proposed CESAR protocol:
resource partitioning is the enabler for contention free access
of unreserved slots, while R-ALOHA ensures uncontested
use of reserved slots. CESAR grants access to unreserved
slots based on two conditions: (i) the slot is sensed idle,
i.e. the interference caused to previously reserved slots in
neighboring cells is sufficiently low, and (ii ) a pre-defined
resource partitioning pattern with frequency reuse factor R
issues an accessright to a given cell .

For resource partitioning with frequency reuse factor R,
cells are organized into R pre-defined cell groups, such that
adjacent cells are in different cell groups G, 1≤G≤R, as
ill ustrated in Fig. 1. Destructive interferencefrom near-by cells
is mitigated by assigningmutually orthogonal slots to different
cell groups, while cells that belong to the same cell group G
spatially reuse resources. Associated to cell group G is one
out of R resourcepartitioning patterns, which are constructed
according to the following rules:

Cell group G=1,
Cell group G=2,
Cell group G=3,
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Fig. 2. CESAR working principle: slots are successively accessed by virtue
of cyclically shifted resource partitioning patterns, provided the interference
induced to already reserved slots in adjacent cells is sufficiently low. In the
considered example the transmitter in cell 1 is well separated from receivers in
cells 2 and 3, so that I1

n,k
=∅. Hence, cell 1 may spatially reuse all slots. On

the other hand, cells 2 and 3 mutually interfere, I2

n,k
={3} and I3

n,k
={2},

which means that resources reserved by cells 2 may not be accessed by cell 3

(marked by ×), and vice versa.

1) all R patterns are mutually orthogonal,
2) all patterns point to each slot once every R frames.

The 1st rule avoids colli sions due to simultaneously accessed
slots, provided that cells within the same group G experience
low interference. The 2nd rule ensures that all Ns slots may
be assigned to all R cell groups within R frames. These rules
are satisfied by the cyclically shifted pattern

gn,k = (n + k) mod R , 1≤n≤Ns (1)

which associates slot n of f rame k to cell group G=gn,k.
Unlike conventional resourcepartitioning in cellular networks
based on static frequency planning, (1) exclusively controls
the contention free allocation of idle slots — reserved slots
are governed by a distributed slot reservation protocol, such
as R-ALOHA.

The CESAR policy accomplishes two objectives: cell c re-
tains all previously reserved slots, identified by the reservation
indicator ̺ c

n,k=1; in addition, cell c is granted contention free
access to idle slots that satisfy (1). Cell c may access slot
(n, k) if the following condition is met

(

gn,k = G and
⋃

i∈I c
n,k

̺i
n,k = 0

)

or ̺ c
n,k = 1 (2)

where I c
n,k comprises the set of active out-of-cell receivers at

slot (n, k), which are vulnerable to the interference caused by
entities in cell c. In (2) an unreserved slot (n, k) of cell c is
sensed idle, if the transmitter in cell c is outside the exclusion
range of any active out-of-cell receiver, such that i 6∈ I c

n,k

∀ ̺i
n,k=1. Otherwise slot (n, k) is sensed busy, in which case

̺i
n,k=1 for at least onevulnerableout-of-cell receiver i∈I c

n,k.
Then cell c is denied access for slot (n, k) in (2), regardless
the outcome of (1).

The working principle of CESAR is ill ustrated in Fig. 2.
Initially at frame k=1 all slots are idle, ̺i

n,1=0, ∀n, i, so that
(2) allows each cell to initially allocate Ns/R slots. Provided
the achieved SINR exceeds the target γn,k≥Γ, cell i reserves
slot n for the next frame k+1 by setting ̺i

n,k+1=1. In sub-
sequent frames the cyclic shift of the partitioning pattern (1)
allows adjacent cells to successively probe slot n. To this end,
slot n previously reserved by cell i, may be accessed by cell c,
if the interference induced to entities in cell i is sufficiently
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low, such that i 6∈ I c
n,k in (2), giving rise to spatially reused

slots that are concurrently reserved by adjacent cells. After
k≥R frames all slots are either reserved or busy so that
CESAR convergesto a steady state. The achieved spatial reuse
in the steady state is determined by the distribution of out-of-
cell receivers I c

n,k, and not by the reuse partitioning factor R.
Slots that satisfy (2) constitute the set of scheduled slots

S. The distribution of S among multiple users is carried out
by a proportional fair type scheduling algorithm at the BS,
as described in the companion paper [5]. Mobile users are
distributed in the cell and may therefore experience different
interference conditions I c

n,k. Hence, the spatial reuse per slot
variesover n, dependent on the scheduled users for slot (n, k).

A. Combination with the busy signal concept

A natural complement of CESAR is the combination with
the busy signal concept [4]. Receiver feedback in the form of
a time-multiplexed busy burst establishes an exclusion region
around active receivers, which effectively implements the
reservation indicator ̺i

n,k in (2). An exclusion region defines
an area around an active receiver in cell c, where potential
transmitters in adjacent cells i 6=c must not transmit, so that
excessive CCI by close-by interferers is eliminated. In the
context of a time-frequency slotted air interface, the exclusion
regions are to be established individually for each slot (n, k)
[5]. Associated to each data slot (n, k) is a time-multiplexed
busy-slot dedicated for receiver feedback, as ill ustrated in
Fig. 3. Upon successful reception of a slot and provided that
more data is scheduled for transmission, the receiver emits
a busy burst at a time-multiplexed mini-slot. This reserves
chunkn for the next frame k+1. In summary, the busy signal
concept is described by the following protocol:

1) All potential transmitters must sense the BB associated
to the data chunk (n, k) prior to transmission.

2) Transmittersareprohibited to accesschunkswhere aBB
is detected above agiven threshold.

The resulting signalli ng overhead for receiver feedback typ-
icaly amounts to 5 to 10%. However, instead of dismissing
BB signalli ng as overhead, the BB mini-slots may be utili zed
to convey the feedback and control information. Hence, BB
signalli ng may serve as an alternative control channel.

Provided channel reciprocity holds, the interference that a
transmitter in cell c imposes on a particular receiver in an
adjacent cell i is equivalent to the busy signal emitted from
the receiver in cell cell i, and measured by the transmitter in

Data slot 
Busy slot

User 2User 1

frame time

freq

Fig. 3. Frame structure for busy-signal enabled interference management.

cell c. Hence, a slot is identified as idle, if its received busy
signal is below a certain threshold: Ib

n,k≤Ith [4]. The set of
vulnerablereceiversI c

n,k in thevicinity of cell c coincideswith
the areawhere astrong busy signal is received, Ib

n,k>Ith. In
effect, the busy burst serves as the reservation indicator ̺i

n,k

for cells i∈ I c
n,k, so that (2) is transformed to

(

gn,k = G and Ib
n,k ≤ Ith

)

or ̺ c
n,k = 1 (3)

The choiceof the interferencethreshold Ith is important: as Ith

increases, interferenceprotection of reserved slots is sacrificed
for enhanced spatial reuse [5].

B. Application to ad hoc networks

AlthoughCESAR is most suited for cellular systems, ap-
plication to ad hoc networks without network planning is also
possible. Due to the lack of network planning the frequency
reuse factor R needs to be somewhat larger than for cellular
systems. In theory it is possible to groupa map within any 2D
areawith only 4 colours so that no border exhibits the same
colour, known as the four colour theorem [10]. On the other
hand, to find appropriate colouring in a decentralized manner
may bevery complicated, so that in practiceR>4 may become
necessary.

The problem of finding the appropriate group for a certain
node also needs to be addressed. A node measures its local
environment for a given time prior to transmission and selects
a groupthat noneof the nodes in its close vicinity are using. If
no freegroupscan be found, either the groupassociated to the
weakest received signal power may beselected, or alternatively
the groupwith the least transmissionactivity. Thisensures that
the residual interference is kept to a minimum.

III . PERFORMANCE EVA LUATION

An OFDMA air interfacewith Ns=230 frequency slots per
frame is considered. A full buffer traffic model is assumed,
where each user is trying to continuously send data. Perfect
synchronization in time and frequency is assumed. The system
parameters are summarized in Table I.

The micro-cellular deployment environment is simulated
modeled by a Manhattan grid, consisting of 11×12 building
blocks each of dimensions 200 m×200 m, interlaced by a
rectangular grid of 30 m wide streets. In order to reduce
edge effects, the performance metrics are collected only over
the central core of 3×3 building blocks. On average U=10

TABLE I
SI MULATI ON PARAMETERS

Carrier centre frequency 4GHz
System bandwidth B 89.84MHz

Frame length 337.2µs
Number of f requency slots/frame Ns 230

Bits/symbol 2
SINR target Γ 10 dB

Average number of users/cell U 10
User velocity 5 km/h

Transmit power per slot P 16.4 dBm
Busy signal threshold Ith −90 dBm

Noise level −117.8 dBm/slot
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BS of cell group G=1
BS of cell group G=2
BS of cell group G=3

Fig. 4. Manhattan grid deployment: building blocks (gray) are interlaced
by a rectangular grid of streets. Base station (BS) are organized to R=3 cell
groups according to [11], in the way that direct line of sight interference
between adjacent cells of the same group G is avoided.
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Fig. 5. Probabilit y of outage over time k for slots that fail to achieve their
SINR target γn,k<10 dB.

outdoor users are served by one BS, uniformly distributed in
the streets and moving with a constant velocity of 5 km/h.
The statistics are collected over 100 independent snapshots,
each with a different user distribution. Users are connected
to the BS with the least path loss. BSs are mounted below
rooftop and are deployed as depicted in Fig. 4. Distance
dependent path loss, log-normal shadowing and frequency
selective fading are taken into account, with parameters taken
from [12], channel model B1. Links where transmitter and
receiver are located on the same street are modeled as line of
sight (LoS) channels. Otherwise links are modeled as nonline
of sight (NLoS) channels, with significantly higher pathloss
attenuation than LoS links [12]. Hence, interference between
cells that belong to the same cell group G is minimized by
avoiding a direct LoS connection. This is accomplished by
organizing BSs into R=3 cell groups according to [11], as
shown in Fig. 4.

CESAR is compared with a p-persistent variant of the busy
signal concept [5], referred to as p-persistent slot allocation
and reservation (p-PSAR). While CESAR controls access of
idle slots by the resource partitioning pattern (1), p-PSAR
transmits on idle slots with access probabilit y p∈ (0, 1]. All
other assumptions for CESAR and p-PSAR are identical, so
to allow for a fair comparison.

The outage over time, given by the probabilit y that slots fail
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(a) Uplink
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(b) Downlink

Fig. 6. Spatial reuse given by the normalized rate of successfully received
slots with γn,k≥10 dB over time k.

to achieve their SINR target γn,k<10 dB, is plotted in Fig. 5.
Initially at k=1 all Ns slotsare idle, andcellsattempt to access
slots dependent on the chosen slot allocation policy. While
CESAR exhibits diminishing outage, p-PSAR initially suffers
from a significant colli sion probabilit y, especially when p is
high, due to the random allocation of idle slots. The residual
outage for CESAR is due to interference from distant cells
that belong to the same cell group G.

The spatial reuse, in terms of normalized rate of suc-
cessfully received slots whose achieved SINR exceeds the
target γn,k≥10 dB, is plotted in Fig. 6. A spatial reuse of 1
means that all cells can concurrently transmit on all Ns=230
available slots; whereas a spatial reuse of 1

R
=1

3
resembles

static frequency reuseof 3, whereone cell t ransmitson Ns

3
=76

slots. CESAR reaches the steady state after only R=3 frames
at diminishing outage. While lowering p significantly reduces
outage for p-PSAR (see Fig. 5), the time to convergence to
the steady state increases. For comparison a system with full
frequency reuse, where cells accessall Ns=230 available slots
without attempting to avoid interference, is also included in
Fig. 5 and 6. CESAR is seen to outperform thesystem with full
frequency reuseboth in termsof outage(seeFig. 5) andspatial
reuse (seeFig. 6). In the uplink (Fig. 6(a)) both CESAR and
p–PSAR approach a spatial reuse of 95% in the steady state,
whereas in the downlink (Fig. 6(a)) the steady state spatial
reuseof CESAR isconsiderably lower than p–PSAR with high
accessprobabilit y p≥0.6. The high spatial reuse is attributed
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Fig. 7. Mean user throughput vs. distance from the serving BS, d, for
CESAR and p–PSAR with various accessprobabiliti es p. At d=115 m, links
are exposed to strong LoS interference from cells in perpendicular streets,
which causes colli sions in the downlink, while at d=345 m, the MSs are
connected to BSs in a perpendicular street due to better channel gains.

to the Manhattan grid deployment, which exhibits more than
one strong LoS interferer only at street crossings.

Fig. 7 further elaborates the different trend in uplink and
downlink user throughput. Themean uplink and downlink user
throughput vs. distance from its serving BS, d, is presented
in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b). Interestingly, in the uplink the
throughput-distance characteristic for CESAR and p–PSAR is
similar, while the superior downlink user throughput of p–
PSAR for high p is achieved at the expense of compromising
throughput for users close to the cell boundary. The reason
for this effect is twofold [5]: first, in the downlink cell -edge
users are prone to interference, whereas in the uplink cell -
edge users cause interference; secondthe uplink benefits from
interferencediversity, due to the distributed location of mobile
users.

As a result, by increasing the access probabilit y p for p–
PSAR in the downlink, high CCI for cell -edge users provoke
colli sions particularly for cell -edge users, as an increasing
number of users tendto accesscontentionslots simultaneously.
Lost contention slots by cell -edge users are likely to be
reallocated to cell -centre users. Hence, by adjusting p, the
allocation of resources for p–PSAR is shifted from cell -edge
users towards cell -centre users, so that in the downlink p–

PSAR trades system throughput for fairness. On the other
hand, CESAR avoids colli sions of contention slots and there-
fore accomplishes a fair distribution of resources to all users,
while the convergence to the steady state (see Fig. 6(b)) is
significantly better than p–PSAR with p=0.3.

In the uplink the detrimental effects of interference are
more equally distributed amongall users. Moreover, each user
observesadifferent received busy signal power Ib

n,k in (3), due
to the distributed location of mobile users. This provides a
large degreeof f reedom for multi -user slot assignment, giving
rise to interferencediversity, which benefits both CESAR and
p–PSAR.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The CESAR protocol utili zes the topology of wireless
networks so to avoid colli sions in reservation based protocols,
caused by co-existing links when they simultaneously attempt
to access idle slots. The colli sion avoidance is achieved
throughcyclically shifted resourcepartitioning patterns, which
establishes a successive order on how neighboringcells access
idle slots. The spatial reuse, in terms of concurrently accessed
reserved slots by adjacent cells, is dynamically controlled
by busy burst enabled interference protection. The protocol
enables cellular systems to benefit from low outage and
inherently introduces fairness in the sense that cell edge user
throughput is not significantly compromised compared to p-
persistent based protocols.
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Abstract—This paper analyses busy burst (BB) enabled inter-
ference avoidance for multi-user orthogonal frequency division
multiple access (OFDMA) in a Manhattan grid deployment
scenario. Upon successful reception of data, the receiver transmits
a BB in a time-multiplexed mini-slot. Exploiting the channel
reciprocity of time division duplex (TDD), an exclusion region
around a victim receiver is established, where potential trans-
mitters are denied access to reserved resources. The size ofthe
exclusion region is determined by a threshold parameter, known
to the entire network. System level simulations compare the
system and user throughput of BB enabled interference avoidance
with greedy resource allocation that does not attempt to avoid
interference. It is shown that by adjusting the BB threshold
parameter, system throughput can be traded with fairness in
terms of cell-edge user throughput. By tuning the BB threshold,
either up to 45% increase in system throughput or up to 7-
fold increase in cell-edge user throughput are feasible compared
to greedy resource allocation. Moreover, by an appropriate
adjustment of the BB power further gains in system throughput
without compromising fairness are achieved.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The efficiency of dynamic channel allocation (DCA) algo-
rithms is inevitably tied with their capability to deal withthe
hidden and exposed node problems. One means to provide
the transmitter with the relevant information about the inter-
ference at the receiver has been identified by the busy signal
concept [1–6]. Early works such as the dual busy tone multiple
access [1] uses dedicated frequency multiplexed channels that
carry narrow-band busy tones for channel reservation. As the
protocol assumes that the transceivers listen to the out-of-band
busy tones whilst transmitting, complex RF units are required,
due to additional filters and duplexers involved. This drawback
is avoided in [2–4], where time-multiplexed busy bursts (BBs)
serve as a reservation indicator for a reservation based MAC
(medium access control) protocol. By transmitting an in-
band BB in an associated mini-slot following a successful
transmission, two important goals are accomplished [3, 4].
First, the transmitter of the own link is informed whether or
not the target signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR)
was met at the receiver. Second, at the same time potential
transmitters of competing links are notified about ongoing
transmissions, so that these transmitters can take appropriate
steps to avoid interference. Therefore, both reservation and
channel sensing tasks are accomplished, and the hidden and
exposed node problems are effectively mitigated.

None of the busy tone based MAC protocols [1–4] allow
for dynamic resource allocation where multiple users share
a set of parallel frequency slots of a broadband frequency-

selective radio channel, such as the 100 MHz channel of the
WINNER1 TDD mode [7]. By extending the BB concept
to OFDMA [5, 6], the channel reciprocity of TDD [8] is
exploited for decentralised interference management where
time-frequency slots (chunks) can be dynamically assignedon
a short-term basis. This concept termed BB-OFDMA works in
a completely decentralised fashion and is therefore applicable
to self-organising networks which may consist of cellular as
well asad hoc network topologies.

The attainable system throughput of BB-OFDMA is sensi-
tive with respect to the selection of the interference threshold
[5, 6]. In this paper, it is demonstrated how the interference
threshold can be tuned to trade system throughput with fairness
(defined as user throughput at the cell edge). Moreover, by
using a variable BB power that takes into account the quality
of the intended link, a further improvement in terms of both
fairness and total system throughput is achieved. BB-OFDMA
with variable BB power exhibits the further advantage that
the sensitivity of the selected interference threshold on the
performance is mitigated.

II. M ULTI -USERRESOURCEALLOCATION

The available bandwidthB is divided into NC mutually
orthogonal time-frequency resource units (chunks), each of
which occupies a bandwidthB/NC. Multi-user resource al-
location at the base station (BS) involves the distributionof
the NC chunks toU mobile users. For OFDMA blocks of
nc=B/(NC ∆f) subcarriers andnt OFDM symbols constitute
one chunk, as illustrated in Fig. 1, where∆f accounts for
the subcarrier spacing. Provided that only one user per cell
transmits on a given chunk, chunks can be flexibly assigned to
users such that the intra-cell interference is avoided. However,
as the same chunk may be reused in adjacent cells, co-channel
interference (CCI) is encountered.

Provided that channel knowledge is available at the trans-
mitter, users can be assigned those chunks with favourable
channel conditions, giving rise to multi-user diversity [9]. A
score-based scheduler [10] variant is used to distribute the
1≤n≤NC chunks among1≤ν≤U users served by BSq. The
score at time instantk is computed as:

sν,q[n, k] = 1 +

NC∑

ℓ=1

I{gν,q [n,k]≤gν,q [ℓ,k]} + ǫν,q[n, k] , (1)

1Wireless World Initiative New Radio, URL: www.ist-winner.org
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Fig. 1. Illustration of MAC frame in WINNER-TDD for BB signalling.

wheregν,q[n, k] is the channel gain of userν on chunk(n, k),
and ǫν,q[n, k] ∈ {0,∞} indicates whether or not userν is
granted access to chunk(n, k). The Boolean operatorIx ∈
{0, 1} is set to 1 or 0 when the conditionx is true or false,
respectively.

User ν=ζq[n, k] is assigned chunk(n, k) if either a reser-
vation indicator was set in the previous framebν,q[n, k−1]=1,
or the score (1) is minimised:

ζq[n, k] =

{

argmin
ν

sν,q[n, k] , bν,q[n, k−1] = 0 ∀ ν

ν , bν,q[n, k−1] = 1 .
(2)

In an OFDMA-TDD system with full frequency reuse, CCI
resulting from simultaneous access of chunks in adjacent cells
is not avoided. In such systemǫν,q[n, k]=0 for all users in
the cell. Thus, all users compete for being scheduled in the
chunk (n, k) using (2). However, for reservation based MAC
protocols such as BB-OFDMA (see Section III), some chunks
are excluded for certain users. To this end,ǫν,q[n, k]→∞
indicates that userν in cell q is denied access to chunk(n, k).
We note that ifǫν,q[n, k]→∞ for all users, cellq leaves chunk
(n, k) unallocated, so thatζq[n, k]=∅.

III. B USY BURST SIGNALLING

Resource allocation with full frequency reuse, where at-
tempts to avoid the CCI are not made, in particular affects
the cell-edge users for two reasons. First, the desired signal
levels are, on average, much weaker compared to the users in
close vicinity to the desired BS. Second, the cell-edge users
either suffer from high CCI in the downlink (DL) or cause high
CCI to adjacent cells in the uplink (UL). Therefore, it becomes
imperative to reduce the CCI so to enable cell-edge users to
meet a certain SINR target. A minimum SINR requirement
is effectively enforced by an exclusion region around active
receivers, which is established by BB signalling [3, 4]. An
exclusion region defines an area around an active receiver in
cell q, where potential transmitters in the adjacent cellsp 6=q

must not transmit.
In the context of OFDMA, exclusion regions are to be

established individually for each chunk(n, k) [5]. In BB-
OFDMA, a MAC frame is divided into data slots and BB
mini slots as illustrated in Fig. 1. The BS transmits data in
‘Data DL’ on chunk(n, k). Provided that the SINR target is
met, and the BS intends to transmit more data, the intended
mobile station (MS) transmits a BB in ‘BB UL’ slot. Thus,
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Fig. 2. BB signalling applied to cellular system. The arrowsdepict the
direction of desired and interfering signal in UL mode and their relative
strength. In DL mode, the direction of arrows reverse.

the ‘Data DL’ slot on chunkn is reserved for the given user
in the next framek+1. Likewise, for data transmitted by MS
in ‘Data UL’ slot, the BB is transmitted by the intended BS
in ‘BB DL’ slot. BB-OFDMA is summarised by the following
protocol:

1) All potential transmitters must sense the BB slot corre-
sponding to the data slot prior to transmission;

2) The transmitters are prohibited to use the chunk where
a BB is detected above a given threshold.

To exemplify the principle of BB enabled interference avoid-
ance, a typical interference scenario in a cellular system is
illustrated in Fig. 2. In the considered example BS1 has
transmitted a BB after successful reception from MS1. While
MS2 cannot access this chunk, as it detects a strong BB from
BS1, MS3 may reuse this chunk, since MS3 is located outside
the exclusion region of BS1.

To mathematically describe this concept, letx=(ν, q) define
a transmitter or receiver (either BS or MS) of userν within
cell q. With this notation the channel gain of the intended link
at chunk(n, k) becomesgx[n, k]=gν,q[n, k]. The channel gain
of an interfering link, between transmittery=(µ, p) of userµ
located in an adjacent cellp 6=q and receiverx, is denoted
by gyx[n, k]. ThenT d

x
[n, k] andRd

x
[n, k] = gx[n, k] T d

x
[n, k]

define the data transmit power and the received data power
of the intended link, whileId

x
[n, k] = gyx[n, k] T d

y
[n, k]

accounts for CCI between transmittery=(µ, p) and receiverx
at chunk(n, k). Likewise,T b

y
[n, k] is the BB transmit power

of the BB transmittery (i.e. data receiver) andIb
x
[n, k] =

gxy[n, k] T b
y
[n, k] is the interfering BB power fromy received

at data transmitterx (i.e. BB receiver). Thus, the SINR
achieved at the receiverx at chunk(n, k) is in the form:

γx[n, k] =
Rd

x
[n, k]

Id
x
[n, k] + N

(3)

where N is the thermal noise power. We assume that the
data transmitted on chunk(n, k) is successfully received if
(3) exceeds the target SINRΓ, that isγx[n, k]≥Γ.

Exploiting TDD channel reciprocity, the potential transmit-
ter of link y can ascertainId

x
[n, k], the potential amount of

interference it causes to the existing linkx, by listening to the
BB mini-slot [3]. Applying the reciprocity property of TDD,
gyx[n, k] = gxy[n, k], results in the following relation

Id

x
[n, k] = Ib

y
[n, k] ·

(

T d
y
[n, k]

T b
x
[n, k]

)

. (4)
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Two mechanisms that utilise (4) to enable the candidate
transmittery to decide whether or not it should transmit on
chunk(n, k) are investigated.

A. Fixed power BB

In order to meet the SINR target, the maximum CCIId
x
[n, k]

that a candidate transmittery may cause to an active receiver
x is given by the interference thresholdIth, which is constant
and known to the entire network. Provided that bothT b

x
[n, k]

and T d
y
[n, k] are known to the candidate transmittery, (4)

enablesy to verify whetherId
x
[n, k] < Ith, in which casey

is outside the exclusion range ofx [3, 4]:

Ib
y
[n, k] ·

(

T d
y
[n, k]

T b
x
[n, k]

)

≤ Ith . (5)

In caseT d
y
[n, k]=T b

x
[n, k], condition (5) reduces to:

Ib
y
[n, k] ≤ Ith . (6)

By tuningIth, the maximum CCIId
x
[n, k] in (3) is adjusted.

A low Ith enables cell-edge users who typically observe
relatively low channel gains to its BS (hence lowerRd

x
[n, k])

to meet their SINR target. However, this enforces a larger
exclusion region around a vulnerable receiver through (6).
Thus, chunk(n, k) can be reused less likely in adjacent
cells asIth decreases, potentially leading to a lower system
throughput. On the other hand, by increasingIth, an increasing
number of links are admitted, potentially leading to enhanced
system throughput. However, cell-edge users are less likely to
meet their SINR target, as interference protection is gradually
eliminated. Thus, by tuningIth, system throughput can be
traded for fairness in terms of cell-edge user throughput.

B. BB with interference tolerance signalling

With fixed power BB signals, the same level of interference
protection is given to all links, disregarding the quality of the
intended link. The resulting problem is explained with the help
of Fig. 3 where MS1 and MS2 are both connected to BS1. It is
assumed thatg1>g2, thus MS1 can tolerate more interference
than MS2 to meet a certain SINR targetΓ. In case both MS1
and MS2 are exposed to the same interference, it is more
likely that the SINR target is met for MS1 than for MS2.
By allowing MS1 and MS2 to transmit a BB with variable
power, the individual amount of interference that can tolerated
by MS1 and MS2 is signalled to candidate transmitters in the
adjacent cells. Thus, exclusion regions of different size are
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Fig. 3. BB signalling applied to cellular system in the DL mode. The ovals
represent the exclusion region formed with BB-ITS.

formed around MS1 and MS2, as illustrated in Fig. 3, which
guarantees the same SINR target for receiversx with different
link qualities Rd

x
[n, k]. This maximum interference that the

receiverx can tolerate whilstγx[n, k] ≥ Γ is:

Itol
x

[n, k] =
Rd

x
[n, k]

Γ
− N . (7)

To ensure that the interference caused to an active receiverx

is kept belowItol
x

[n, k], a chunk(n, k) may be accessed byy
if (6) holds true. For this, the BB transmit power is set as
follows [11]:

T b
x
[n, k] = min





Ith · T d

(

Rd
x
[n,k]
Γ − N

) , T b
max



 (8)

whereT b
max is the maximum BB transmit power andT d is

the fixed data transmit power for all links. This variant of BB-
OFDMA is labelled BB with interference tolerance signalling
(BB-ITS).

Themin operator in (8) ensures that the BB transmit power
is upper bounded byT b

max. Note that whenRd

x
[n,k]
Γ < N

or γx[n, k] < Γ, the chunk is released, and thus no BB is
transmitted. This ensures that the BB transmit powers (8)
are always positive,T b

x
[n, k]>0. Moreover, increasingIth

for BB-ITS results in a proportional increase ofIb
y
[n, k] =

gxy[n, k] T d
y
[n, k]. Thus, the outcome of (6) does not depend

on Ith, as long as (6) can be reliably detected. In this paper
we chooseIth=−90 dBm.

C. Dynamic channel allocation with BB Signalling

Initial access of unreserved slots in BB-OFDMA is carried
out in contention. During contention, two or more transmitters
from adjacent cells may access chunk(n, k) simultaneously.
As the traffic load in the system increases, simultaneous
access during contention becomes more likely. Due to this,
cell-edge users are particularly affected, as they most likely
do not meet their SINR target; hence no BB is transmitted
and chunk(n, k) remains unreserved. As a result, outage
especially at the cell-edge increases. To avoid this, simulta-
neous access in contention is reduced by using ap−persistent
approach for accessing chunks in contention. The outcome
of the p−persistent chunk allocation in a cellq is modelled
with a binary random variableXq[n, k] ∈ {0, 1}, such that
P(Xq[n, k]=1) = p. AssumingQ cells that are close enough to
interfere with one another, usingp= 1

Q
ensures that on average

only one cell transmits in contention on a given chunk(n, k).
In the considered Manhattan Grid deployment scenario (see
Section IV),Q≤3 in most cases andp is rounded off to 0.3.

Suppose that transmitterx=(ν, q) intends to transmit data.
Prior to accessing chunk(n, k), it listens to the associated
BB mini-slot. Whether a userν within cell q may contend to
access chunk(n, k) in (1) is controlled by the parameter:

ǫν,q[n, k] =

{

0 , Ib
ν,q[n, k]≤ Ith andXq[n, k]=1

∞ , otherwise.
(9)
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The binary variableaν,q[n, k] indicates whether userν in cell q
transmits at chunk(n, k) and is defined as:

aν,q[n, k] =

{

1 , ζq[n, k] = ν

0 , otherwise.
(10)

whereζq[n, k] is defined in (2). DenoteAν,q , the set of chunks
n∈{1, · · · , NC} at timek, for which aν,q[n, k]=1. Then the
set of chunks used for transmission in a given cell amounts
to setAq with Aq = ∪νAν,q, where∪ represents a set union.
Furthermore, letBq denote the subset of allocated chunks
Bq⊆Aq where the SINR targetΓ at the intended receiver is
met, specified by the reservation indicator [5]:

bν,q[n, k] =

{

1 , γν,q[n, k] ≥ Γ andaν [n, k] = 1

0 , otherwise
(11)

where the SINRγν,q[n, k] is defined in (3).
Chunks wherebν,q[n, k]=1 are subsequently reserved by

BB broadcast. The BB broadcast from the intended data
receiver is observed as asurge in the received BB signal
[4], and effectively notifies the transmitter that the data of
chunk (n, k) has been received correctly. In the next frame
k+1, the chunk is reserved for userν. On the other hand, if
the transmitter does not detect a BB surge in the next frame
k+1, it is understood that the SINR target was not met due to
high CCI. These chunks are released by settingbν,q[n, k] = 0.
Hence chunk(n, k+1) may be assigned to other users.

IV. M ANHATTAN GRID DEPLOYMENT

An urban microcell deployment with a rectangular grid of
streets (Manhattan grid) as defined in scenario B1 in WINNER
[7] is considered where antennas are mounted below the
rooftop. The deployment scenario consists of building blocks
of dimensions 200 m× 200 m, interlaced with the streets of
width 30 m, forming a regular structure called the Manhattan
grid, as shown in Fig. 4. The network consists of 11×12
building blocks (72 BSs). However, the performance statistics
are collected only over the central core of 3×3 building blocks
(6 BSs), to reduce the edge effects.

On averageU=10 MSs are served by one cell, uniformly
distributed in the streets and moving with a constant velocity
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Fig. 4. Urban microcell deployment in a Manhattan grid.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameters Value
Total symbol length 22.48µs
Carrier centre frequency 3.95 GHz
System bandwidthB 89.84 MHz
Number of subcarriers (SC) 1840
Frame duration 0.6912 ms
OFDM symbols/frame 30
Chunk size 15 (time)× 8 (frequency) = 120
Number of chunks/frame 2 (time) × 230 (frequency)
Access probabilityp 0.3
Bits/symbol 2
SINR targetΓ 10 dB
Number of sectors/cell 1
Transmit power per chunkTd 16.4 dBm
Antenna gain 0 dBi
Noise levelN -117.8 dBm/chunk
Number of snapshots 50
Simulation duration per snapshot 50 ms

of 5 km/h. BSs are placed in the middle of the street canyons
with an inter-BS distance of 4 building blocks, as depicted in
Fig. 4. Distance dependent pathloss, log-normal shadowing
and frequency selective fading are taken into account, as
specified in [12], channel model B1. Links where transmitter
and receiver are located on the same street are modelled as
line of sight (LoS) channels, with significantly lower pathloss
attenuation than non line of sight (NLoS) links [12]. The
MSs are connected to the BS on the basis of least distance
to the BS in the same street, due to the lower path loss in
LOS conditions. A full buffer traffic model [7] and a network
synchronised in time and frequency is assumed. No upper limit
is placed on the number of chunks that can be assigned to one
user. The simulation parameters are summarised in Table I.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 5 explores the impact ofIth on the system throughput
of BB-OFDMA with fixed BB power, defined in Section III-A.
The maximum system throughput (proportional to setB) for
the UL and the DL amounts to 67.2 Mbps/cell atIth =
−90dBm and 62.2 Mbps/cell atIth = −75dBm, respectively.
For comparison, the maximum cell throughput in an isolated
cell (without CCI) is 74.5 Mbps.

Interestingly, the system throughput vs.Ith graph Fig. 5
attains a peak in the UL, while this effect is not observed in
the DL. This effect is explained with the aid of the interference
scenario in Fig. 2. In the UL, allocating a chunk to different
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Fig. 5. Effect ofIth on system throughput. Uplink and DL behave differently
due to the different spatial distribution of transmitters and receivers.
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MSs causes different amounts of CCI at a BS in an adjacent
cell (in Fig. 2, MS2 causes higher CCI than MS3 to BS1),
whereas in the DL, the same amount of CCI would be caused
to the link in the adjacent cell, regardless of which MS is
actually being served (in Fig. 2, interference at MS1 from
BS2 is the same, no matter whether MS2 or MS3 is being
served). Taking this into account, the impact of differentIth

can be explained as follows: forIth = N , Ib
ν,q

[n, k] ≥ Ith for
all links. Consequently, neither in the UL nor in the DL are
chunks (re)used. AsIth increases, in the ULIb

ν,q
[n, k] < Ith is

met for some MSs that cause low CCI to existing links (such
as MS3 in Fig. 2). Admitting such links therefore enhances the
system throughput, giving rise to the peak in Fig. 5. However,
if Ith increases further,Ib

ν,q
[n, k] < Ith also holds true for

MSs that cause high CCI to existing links, (such as MS2 in
Fig. 2). In this case, the SINR target at BS1 might no longer
be met, compromising system throughput. On the other hand,
in the DL, whenIth is increased,Ib

ν,q
[n, k] < Ith holds true

at a certainIth for all users in cellq (as the BB is received
at the BS, and the point-to-multipoint scenario in the DL).
Hence, for the same chunk to be reused in a neighbouring
cell p 6=q, the SINR target is only met if the MS in the adjacent
cell p is close to its BS — regardless of which MS is being
served in the tagged cellq. In Fig. 2, the SINR would not be
met at MS1 (at the cell edge) because the desired signal path
and the interfering signal path are approximately the same,
regardless of which MS is served by BS2. Thus,in the DL, CCI
cannot be reduced by selecting one link instead of another,
unlike the UL which benefits frominterference diversity, due
to the distributed location of mobile users. The difference
between UL and DL is responsible for the fact that in the
DL no peak in the throughput plot of Fig. 5 is observed. The
monotonic increase of the system throughput in the DL with
increasingIth is due to the fact that the interference protection
is gradually eliminated, and only a few MSs in close vicinityto
their BS are served. This means that throughput is maximised
at the expense of fairness toward cell-edge users.

The throughput comparison between UL and DL is further
elaborated in Fig. 6, where the average user throughput is
plotted against the distanced to the serving BS. In the UL,
shown in Fig. 6.(a), increasingIth from −95dBm to−90 dBm
hardly compromises the cell-edge user throughput in terms of
Set B (d≥400 m), but significantly improves the cell-centre
user throughput (d≤100m). In the DL, on the other hand,
the user throughput is shifted from cell-edge users to cell-
centre users asIth increases, as shown in Fig. 6.(b). To this
end, asIth is increased from−90dBm to−75dBm, the cell-
edge user throughput decreases from1.9Mbps to 0.25Mbps
(distanced≥400m), whereas the cell-centre user throughput
(d≤100 m) increases from6 Mbps to10 Mbps.

In Fig. 6 the throughput of BB-OFDMA is compared to
greedy resource allocation which does not attempt to avoid
CCI, termed adaptive score-based chunk allocation (ASCA).
For ASCA, the chunk allocation is carried out by setting
ǫν,q[n, k]=0 in (1) for all users. While on the DL a 7-fold
gain (from 240 kbps to 1.9 Mbps) in cell-edge user throughput
of BB-OFDMA over ASCA is observed by loweringIth, the
corresponding UL gain is only 25% (from 1.5 Mbps to 2.1
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(a) Uplink: throughput vs. distance
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(b) Downlink: throughput vs. distance

BS

Fig. 6. Throughput per user over distance for different thresholdsIth. Cell-
edge users experience improved throughput by loweringIth. Street crossings
are at 130 m and 360 m, leading to a dip in throughput at these locations.

Mbps). Of note is the significant data rejection with ASCA (in
terms of SetA minus SetB) for cell-edge users (d≥400 m).

Fig. 7 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
the two BB-OFDMA variants and ASCA in terms of system
and user throughput. Fig. 7.(a–b) show that BB-OFDMA with
fixed BB power outperforms ASCA both in UL and DL in
terms of system throughput. WithIth=−90dBm in the UL and
Ith=−75dBm in the DL, the system throughput is maximised
(see Fig. 5), and its median approaches≈90% and83% of
the attainable system throughput in an isolated cell (CCI free
system).

On the other hand, when the throughput of users at the
cell boundary is the primary concern,Ith= − 95 dBm in the
UL and Ith= − 90 dBm in the DL are preferable. Then, the
10%-ile of user throughput achieved amounts to1.18 Mbps
(UL) and1.15 Mbps (DL), as shown in Fig. 7.(c-d). However,
the improvement in cell-edge user throughput by lowering
Ith is traded with a decrease in system throughput by 25%.
Nevertheless, the median system throughput of BB-OFDMA
is still 5% higher compared to ASCA both in UL and DL.

BB-OFDMA with variable BB power (8), termed BB-ITS
discussed in Section III-B, provides a further gain of19%
and7.5% in median UL and DL system throughput, together
with 21% and 17% increase in the lower 10%-ile UL and
DL user throughput, compared to BB-OFDMA with fixed BB
power (Ith = −95 dBm in the UL andIth = −90dBm in
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Fig. 7. Performance of the two BB signalling variants compared to the benchmark system.

the DL). Compared to ASCA, the gains in median system
throughput with BB-ITS are25% and14% respectively in UL
and DL. The lower 10%-ile throughput improves from 0 kbps
in to 1.4 Mbps in the DL and from 1.1 Mbps to 1.4 Mbps in
the UL.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, busy signal concept for decentralised and self-
organising interference avoidance was applied to OFMDA-
TDD systems operating in Manhattan type environments.
Busy burst (BB) enabled interference avoidance was shown
to achieve 40% higher system throughput compared to greedy
resource allocation without interference avoidance. It was
found that system throughput can be traded with fairness by
tuning the BB interference threshold parameter. To this end, a
cell-edge user throughput exceeding 1 Mbps can be maintained
by BB-OFDMA. Allowing for a variable BB power not only
achieves a favorable trade-off between system throughput and
fairness, but also alleviates the need to adjust the BB threshold
parameter. The latter property is particularly important for self-
organizing wireless networks, as the optimum choice of the BB
threshold is sensitive to changes in the network topology.
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ABSTRACT

This paper1 analyses the busy burst (BB) enabled interference
avoidance mechanism applied to an ad hoc indoor scenario
with time division duplex (TDD) mode of WINNER param-
eters. The BB algorithm exploits the channel reciprocity of
the TDD mode. Upon successful data reception, a receiver
broadcasts a busy signal. A potential interfering transmitter
can directly infer the level of interference it would cause to the
vulnerable receiver from the received BB signal power. The
new transmitter can, thus, autonomously decide whether to
transmit, or to refrain from transmission so that interference
at the vulnerable receiver is below a given threshold. As a
consequence, significant co-channel interference is avoided
and the system performance is ameliorated. The results show
that using the BB protocol, approximately a three fold increase
in throughput and a significant reduction in packet delay and
packet expiration rate is achieved compared to uncoordinated
random medium access in such ad hoc networks.

Index terms— Interference mitigation, WINNER–TDD, ad

hoc, busy tone signalling

I. INTRODUCTION

Future wireless networks will see a plethora of wireless ser-
vices each with different requirements in terms of data rate, de-
lay, bit error rate performance and service type. The data rates
are anticipated to range from few kilobits per second (kbps)
to 50 megabits per second (Mbps) per user depending on ap-
plications [4]. With a multitude of such requirements, it be-
comes increasingly difficult to manage the bandwidth in a spec-
trally efficient manner. Co-channel interference (CCI) is by far
the most significant bottleneck in achieving better spectral ef-
ficiency. Hence, mitigation of CCI is the key to achieve better
spectral efficiency.

The assumptions of fully centralized control of radio re-
sources as made in [1] or semi-decentralized such as in [8]
would suffer from the requirement of significant signalling
overheads in cellular systems. In ad hoc networks, it would
be almost impossible to realize any centralized control. In ad-
dition, the above protocols suffer from the classical hidden and
exposed node problems. Those protocols that solve these is-
sues require separate dedicated channel where probe packets
and extra reply packets [10] are transmitted. Dual busy tone
multiple access [3] and its variants [11] avoid collision of ready
to send (RTS) and clear to send (CTS) packets by incorporating
two narrowband channels. This solves the hidden and exposed
node problem at the expense of separate channels dedicated
for out-of-band signalling. As a consequence, additional fil-

1This work has been performed in the framework of the IST project IST-
4-027756 WINNER (World Wireless Initiative New Radio), which is partly
funded by the European Union.

ters and duplexers are required which increase the complexity
at the RF (radio frequency) unit. This issue is solved with the
MAC (medium access control) protocol described in [12, 13]
in which busy-tones are used in a time-multiplexed fashion for
solving the hidden node problem. None of these busy tone
based MAC protocols exploit channel reciprocity for active and
dynamic resource allocation in a broadband frequency selec-
tive radio frequency channel such as the 100 MHz channel in
WINNER-TDD. These issues are addressed in [2,9] where the
channel reciprocity offered by the TDD mode is exploited for
interference aware subchannel allocation in a cellular environ-
ment. Time multiplexed busy-tone power signals are used for
this purpose.

This paper builds on the concept presented in [2, 9] and
presents the empirical results of using busy tone signalling in
an ad hoc scenario applied to the WINNER–TDD indoor sce-
nario. For this purpose a class III system level simulator [6] is
developed. In this study, simulation is carried out for randomly
selected transmitter and receiver pairs, instead of applying the
classical least pathloss approach. The random link establish-
ment does not a priori minimize interference and should rather
reflect a more realistic user scenario. Results show a significant
gain in performance using busy burst approach as opposed to
random resource allocation schemes chosen as benchmark sys-
tems.

The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows: In Sec-
tion II, the relevant WINNER–TDD physical layer details are
outlined. Then the algorithm and the benchmark system are de-
scribed in Section III. The system model considered for study is
discussed in Section IV. Finally, the simulation results are pro-
vided in Section V, and the conclusions are drawn in Section
VI.

II. RADIO RESOURCE ALLOCATION IN WINNER–TDD

The physical layer of WINNER–TDD [7] consists of 2048 sub-
carriers spanning a bandwidth of 100 MHz. Out of these 2048
subcarriers, only 1664 are used for data transmission. A MAC–
frame in WINNER–TDD is 691.2µs and consists of 2 time-
slots. Each of these two time-slots contains 15 OFDM (or-
thogonal frequency division multiplexing) symbols. A radio
resource allocation unit (or time-frequency slot) in WINNER–
TDD is known as a chunk which consists of a group of 8 adja-
cent subcarriers and spans one time-slot in the MAC frame.

III. ALGORITHM AND BENCHMARK SYSTEM

The busy tone algorithm [2,9] studied in this paper uses an im-
plicit feedback mechanism to mitigate CCI and to select chan-
nels for transmission. Channel reciprocity inherent to TDD
systems is exploited such that the transmitter is aware of the
level of interference it potentially causes to other co-existing
links.

1-4244-1144-0/07/$25.00 c©2007 IEEE
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Figure 1: Two links in ad hoc scenario

In order to explain the working mechanism of the algorithm,
let us assume that node A and node B in Figure 1 are the trans-
mitter and the receiver respectively in an already established
link. While the communication between A and B is underway,
node C wants to transmit data to node D as shown in Figure 1.
After receiving data during the data slot as shown in Figure 2,
B broadcasts a busy tone signal during the busy tone minislot
to signal back to A that the transmission was successful and
that it can continue to transmit on this channel during the next
time-slot, if there are still packets to be transmitted. From the
level of busy tone power received at C during the busy tone
minislot, node C can determine the potential amount of inter-
ference it would cause to node B.

Busy
tone

Data slot Busy
tone

Data slot

← 1 time-slot → ← 1 time-slot →

Figure 2: General MAC frame divided into data and busy tone
minislots.

This behavior can be mathematically modeled as follows:
Td represent the data transmit power for all transmitters and
Tb represent the busy transmit power for all receivers. Gk

(x,y)

represents the channel gain for the link between nodes x and
y on chunk k which takes into account both fast fading and
log-normal shadowing. The potential amount of interference
caused at B due to transmission from C, Ik

d on the kth chunk
is given by

Ik
d = Gk

(C,B) · Td . (1)

The received busy tone signal from receiving node B on kth

chunk, Ik
b during the busy tone slot can be written as

Ik
b = Gk

(B,C) · Tb . (2)

Due to channel reciprocity conditions, it holds that:
Gk

(B,C) = Gk
(C,B). Solving for Gk

(B,C) in eqn. (2) and sub-

stituting into eqn. (1), we obtain

Td

Tb
· Ik

b = Ik
d . (3)

From eqn. (3), it can be found that if busy tone power and
data power are known, it is possible for the transmitter to be
aware of the level of interference Ik

d it can potentially cause.

Note that Ib
k is received prior to transmission, and the busy tone

power and data power are assumed to be known constants.
The signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) at the re-

ceiver for chunk k, γk, can be expressed as follows:

γk
=

Td · Gk

Ik
d + N

, (4)

where, G represents the gain on the desired link and N repre-
sents the thermal noise per chunk.

For meeting the quality of service (QoS) requirements, it is
necessary to achieve a particular SINR target, γt. As Td and
N are all fixed, and as G depends on the actual scenario, it
is essential that Ik

d does not exceed a certain threshold Ithres.
On rephrasing eqn. (3) to reflect this condition, we obtain the
condition that must be fulfilled in order for the channel to be
selected.

Td

Tb
· Ik

b ≤ Ithres (5)

If Td = Tb, eqn. (5) can be written as

Ik
b ≤ Ithres . (6)

This means that if the received busy signal power at any new
transmitter is above the given threshold, Ithres, interference
would prevent the ongoing link from maintaining the SINR tar-
get if a transmission were carried out. In order to avoid this to
happen, the new transmitter may decide to refrain from trans-
mission at this time-slot. In the sequel, this concept is modeled
in the form of a MAC protocol for WINNER–TDD system that
jointly takes care of chunk allocation and interference avoid-
ance. Out of 15 OFDM symbols per time-slot in WINNER–
TDD MAC frame, 14 OFDM symbols are used for data trans-
mission and the remaining symbol serves as minislot for busy
signal transmission.

It is assumed that the traffic arrives in the network in the
form of packets. If a transmitter has a data packet queued
for transmission, it listens to all chunks in the busy tone slot
corresponding to the data transmission in the preceding time-
slot. The available bandwidth in WINNER–TDD system is
100 MHz which is highly frequency selective. Therefore, some
of the chunks can be used for transmission and others may not
be used. Chunk k is used for transmission only if it is not in
back–off state and eqn. (6) is fulfilled. This is illustrated in
Figure 3 where it can be seen that the chunks 13–15 and 25–28
fulfill this condition and therefore are selected for transmission
in the following time-slot. The interference threshold level is
chosen based on empirical results as will be presented later in
this paper. If the SINR achieved at the receiver meets the SINR
target, the transmission is considered successful. If the trans-
mission is not successful, the chunk where the transmission
was scheduled goes into a back–off state for randomly selected
number of time-slots for the given link. In a back-off state, a
chunk cannot be used for transmission even when eqn. (6) is
satisfied.

If the packet requires more time-slots to be completely trans-
mitted, the receiving node transmits a busy tone on the chunks
where the SINR target was met in the next busy tone slot. The
transmitting node detects busy tone signal as a surge in the re-
ceived level of power. This can be seen in Figure 3 in chunks
13–15 and 25–26. The surge explicitly signals the transmitter
that the transmission has been successful. If the data transmit-
ter receives no surge in the next busy tone slot, it implicitly
understands that the transmission has not been successful. In
the illustration in Figure 3, it is clear that the chunks 27–28 do
not meet the SINR target as there is no surge in the received
power levels. This establishes an implicit feedback mechanism
which does not require any extra radio resource and it does not
require channel knowledge.
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Figure 3: Demonstration of busy tone concept.

It should be obvious that the algorithm does not require any
centralized control as the decision of whether or not to allocate
any given chunks depends solely on the amount of interference
signal received during the busy tone. This property makes the
algorithm very suitable for ad hoc deployments.

The performance of the above algorithm is compared against
the random allocation scheme as a benchmark system. The ran-
dom allocation scheme schedules transmission on any chunk
with probability p if there is data to be transmitted. In random
allocation scheme, the selection of chunk for transmission does
not depend on the selection of other chunks and whether or not
this chunk was selected in previous time-slots.

IV. SYSTEM MODEL

An indoor deployment environment as defined as scenario A1
in WINNER [5, 7] is simulated. It consists of one floor of a
building consisting of 40 rooms of size 10m × 10m × 3m
and two corridors of size 100m × 5m × 3m. The users are
assumed to be distributed uniformly inside the rooms and the
corridors with a probability of 90% and 10% respectively. The
relevant parameters considered in simulation are presented in
Table 1. The deployment scenario and the distribution of users
is as shown in Figure 4.

If NL is the targeted number of links in the system, 2NL

mobiles are distributed in the indoor environment. For forming
the links, two mobiles A and B are randomly selected from the
mobiles distributed in the system. They form an ad hoc link
if both of them are not already assigned to the links formed
beforehand and the link gain (G) is larger than the minimum
path gain (Gmin) required for the link to be selected. Gmin is
10 dB above the receiver sensitivity level which is assumed to
be at thermal noise level given by N = kBT where k is the
Boltzmann constant, B is the system bandwidth and T is the
ambient temperature.

A quasi-static scenario is employed where the link gains be-
tween the transmitter and receivers remain static through the
snapshot duration. Both time variance and frequency selectiv-
ity of the channel are taken into account. The channel models
are taken from A1 scenario [5]. The coherence time is cal-
culated to be approximately 18.28 ms for a velocity of 5 km/h.
Similarly, the coherence bandwidth is approximately 1.55 MHz

Parameters Value

MS transmit power 21 dBm

MS height 1.5m

Number of links 15

Symbol length 20.48 µs

Guard interval 1.28 µs

Total symbol length 21.76 µs

Center carrier frequency 5.0 GHz

Total bandwidth 100 MHz

Total number of subcarri-
ers (SCs)

2048

Number of SCs used for
data transmission

1664

Frame duration 691.2 µs

OFDM symbols per
frame

30

Chunk size 15 (time)× 8 (frequency)

Number of chunks/frame 2 (time) × 208 (frequency)

Duplex guard 19.2 µs

Packet size 12208 bits

Bits per subcarrier 1

SINR target 4.8 dB

Table 1: List of simulation parameters
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Figure 4: Indoor scenario with its corresponding distribution of
users. Each transmitter selects its receiver randomly from the
initial distribution.

for line of sight (LOS) conditions and approximately 827.7 kHz
for no LOS conditions assuming a correlation of 0.9. Perfect
synchronization between transmitters and receivers in time and
frequency is assumed.

At the beginning of a snapshot, each transmitter has a buffer
which queues a fixed number of packets (NP) of constant
length as shown in Figure 5. The offered load to the system is
changed by changing the packet arrival rate which is assumed
to be the same for all users within a particular snapshot. The
packets in the buffer are characterized by linearly increasing
expiration time (k∆t, where k is the position of the packet in
the queue) corresponding to the equidistant inter-packet arrival
rate. ∆t represents the interval between the expiration of kth
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packet and (k + 1)th packet and is equal to TS

NP
, where TS

is the snapshot duration. From such queue, the packets are
taken out in a FIFO (first in first out) basis and are sched-
uled for transmission in portion of the total available band-
width called a pipeline. A pipeline contains 1

n
of total available

chunks for each link and resembles a frequency division mul-
tiplex (FDM) system. A packet is thus multiplexed into one of
these pipelines. The chunks actually used for transmission of
a given packet are determined by the busy tone scheme or the
benchmark system under consideration.

1 2 3 · · · NP

∆t 2∆t 3∆t · · · NP∆t

Figure 5: Example of a traffic queue.

V. RESULTS

The performance of the dynamic chunk allocation algorithms is
evaluated on the basis of four metrics - throughput, data rejec-
tion rate, delay and packet expiration rate. Throughput is the
number of bits that are transmitted successfully. A transmis-
sion is considered successful if the received SINR is greater
than or equal to the SINR target. The data rejection rate corre-
sponds to the average number of bits transmitted per unit time
but fail to meet the SINR target, γt. Delay is the time elapsed
between the beginning of the snapshot to the time the packet is
completely received. The packets that expire before being fully
transmitted are assumed to have infinite delay, which for sim-
ulation purposes is made equal to the snapshot duration (100
ms). The packets are assumed to expire if the transmission of
the entire packet is not completed before the expiration dead-
line.
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Figure 6: Determination of optimal interference tolerance
threshold in WINNER-TDD ad hoc network

It should be noted that the choice of the interference thresh-
old is critical as this determines how the system performs, as
can be seen from Figure 6. It should be noted that thermal
noise, N , is taken into account which is -117.9 dBm/chunk.
Therefore, if the threshold is set below this value, eqn. (6) is not
satisfied, as such no link can be selected. Increasing the thresh-
old makes the system less sensitive to accepting interference

and therefore selects more chunks for transmission. At a cer-
tain optimal value of Ithres (which is approximately -100 dBm
for the system under consideration), it can be observed in Fig-
ure 6 that the system attains the highest throughput. If the
threshold is increased beyond this point,chunks are more likely
being used for simultaneous transmission, and, therefore, this
results in greater amount of interference. As such, many links
fail to meet their minimum SINR requirements thereby result-
ing in a drop in the amount of throughput. If the threshold
is further increased and if no backoff mechanism is in place
to reduce collisions, the performance approaches the random
allocation scheme. For the rest of the results, the system is
simulated at Ithres = −100 dBm.
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Figure 7: Comparison of total system throughput in WINNER–
TDD ad hoc network.

The throughput results in Figure 7 show that the busy tone
algorithm performs approximately three times better compared
to the best among the benchmark systems. In the results, the
offered load refers to the total number of bits queued at the be-
ginning of the snapshot in the entire network divided by the
snapshot duration. A maximum throughput of approximately
130 Mbps is achieved with busy tone scheme whereas the ran-
dom allocation scheme with p = 0.1 and p = 0.25 give a max-
imum throughput of 40 Mbps. For low value of offered load to
the system, the network is practically underused and therefore
the random allocation is able to achieve a performance com-
parable to the busy tone algorithm. Using the fixed allocation
scheme without frequency reuse in which the total number of
chunks per time-slot are divided by the number of links in the
system, the maximum system throughput that can be obtained
is 67.4 Mbps. In this case, the system is free of CCI as no chunk
is reused. From this it can be found that the BB algorithm ap-
proximately achieves an effective reuse of two as the maximum
throughput is about 130 Mbps.

The busy tone algorithm performs better than the benchmark
systems also in terms of delay and packet success rate as can
be seen from Figure 9 and Figure 10. It should also be noted
that the rate of successful packet transmission falls down more
drastically in the random allocation scheme in comparison to
busy tone algorithm. The lower delay and packet expiration
rate is of paramount importance for time sensitive traffic and
therefore establishes the busy tone as a preferred choice among
the methods studied here. It can be seen that the packet de-
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Figure 8: Comparison of data rejection in WINNER–TDD ad

hoc network.

lay approaches infinity (considered to be equal to the snapshot
duration for the study) and the packet expiration reaches close
to 1 for higher packet arrival rates. This results from the fact
that with higher number of packets, the inter-packet expiration
(∆t) time diminishes. As such, the packets hit the expiration
deadline more likely than in the case with lower offered loads.
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Figure 9: Comparison of delay in WINNER–TDD ad hoc net-
work.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the BB mechanism for decentralised and self-
organizing interference avoidance was investigated for ad hoc

networks using WINNER–TDD parameters and the indoor test
scenario. The performance gain in terms of throughput was
found to be approximately three times higher than the high-
est throughput achieved with the random chunk selection ap-
proach. Moreover, it was demonstrated that the BB algorithm
is able to double the reuse efficiency of the available spectrum
compared to a pure FDM approach. The delay and packet ex-
piration rates were also observed to be significantly lower com-
pared to blind and random chunk selection approaches.
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